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FOREUORD 

In 1977. the University Grants Commission established 
in this Institute a Centre for Study of the East European 
Economies, excluding the Soviet Union. to promote such 
studies by Indian scholars. One of the main problems in 
carrying out such studies is language : all the seven east 
European countries have different languages and the litera
ture relating to them is naturally in their own languages. 
However, it would be qUite sometime before one can have one 
or more Indian economists conversant with everyone of these 
languages. In the meanwhile, scholars have to unavoidably 
depend at least partly on literature published in English. 
Some of the relevant literature from these countries is 
published either originally in English, or translated into 
English. Besides, scholars from other countries have published 
articles on these economies in English. Therefore, as a 
first step in organising research and teaching at the Centre, 
it was decided to compile a bibliography of English language 
articles on these economies on a continuing basis. We are 
now publishing this Bibliography for the period 1977-1981 in 
the present volume, in. order to make it available to other 
interested scholars and administrators. We hope it will be 
found useful by them. We propose to publish the continuing 
bibliographical work in the Centre from time to time. 

Gokhale Institute of 
Politics & Economics 
Pune-4 
August 1981 
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N. Bath 
Director 
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JlIT..RODUCTION 

Scope : This Bibliography of articles has been prepared to 
help interested research workers with a list of writings 
published in English language, on the economic systems and 
problems of the Egst European socialist countries, namely, 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, 
Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia. The Bibliography lists by 
subject and region (country) the English language articles 
published during the period 1977 to July 1981, in different 
periodicals (which are received in the Library of the Gokhale 
Institute of Politics and EconOmiCs, Pune, India) in both 
socialist and non-socialist' countries. 

Coverage : The total number of full-length articles original
ly written in English language and published in periodicals 
known and available to us turned to be rather small. It was, 
therefore, decided that the coverage of articles should be 
supplemented by English translations, summaries, and abstracts 
of the articles originally published in the languages of 
these eocialist countries and in a few other non-English 
languages. For example, translated articles from the periodi
cals, Eastern European Eco~omics, Problems of Economics and 
Soviet a~d Eastern Luropean Foreign Trade, which are journals 
of translations; abstracts from ABSEES~bstracts of Bulgarian 
Scientific Literature: Eoonomics and Law.~.Abstract of Hnilgarian 
EconomiC Literature, Hungarian Agricultural Review, and World 
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Abstracts, which 
are journals of abstracts; and the English summaries given at 
,the end of some articles in journals like Politicka Ekonomiej 
are also included in this Bibliography. 

The inclusion of these English translationa, abstracts, 
and summaries will serve the purpose of this Bibliography, 
namely, that of indexing as much relevant material published 
in English language, as possible. Besides, it will give to 
the users of this Bibliography, some idea of the type of 
scholarly writing that is being done in the national langua
ges of these socialist countries, on various aspects of the 
bconomies of these countries. Incidentally, this Bibliogra
phy may also serve the purpose of providing a cumulative 
index to some of the journals of abstracts. 

Similarly for reason of shortage of scholarly articles , 
in English language in professional periodicals on these 
socialist economies, it was felt necessary and desirable to 
expand the coverage of the Bibliography by including infor~ 
mative articles published in certain non-academic periodicals, 
which might usefully supplement the factual background avail
able to the interested scholar with access only to the English 
language publications. That is why even a short write-up or 
~ general article in periodicals like The EconOmist, Yugo: 
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slav Survey, Polish Perspec~ives, News from Hupgary, Survey 
and ouch others,is included in this Bibliography. 

It may be noted here that since the number of articles on 
any subject and individual country in this Bibliography de
pends on the material published, translated and abstracted 
in English, some subjects and/or countries are better cover
ed than others. The available number of articles on Hungary 
is much larger than on any other country. On the other hand, 
on some particular subjects/countries no full-length articles 
in English but only English language abstracts of articles 
in 'other languages are available. 

Arrangement : The articles in this Bibliography are arranged 
by subjects, acccrding to a classification scheme devis'ed ' 
for this Bibliography. Within the subject headings they are 
arranged under 'region' consisting of more than one country, 
followed by individual ' countries. Under every country the 
entries are arranged alphabetically. The biblio~aphical 
references are given in the following sequence: (1) the 
name of author beginning with the surname or last name, 
(2) title, (3) name of the periodical in abbreViated form, 
(4) volume number, (5) issue number in bracket, (6) month, 
(7) year, (8) pages. 

Generally the entry begins with the name of the author. 
In case the name of the author is not ava.ilable, the entry 
begins with the title. The only exception to this is in case 
of the entries from the periodical of abstracts, ABSR8S. 
If in case of an entry from ABSEES the name of t~e author is 
not available, the entry begins with name of the periodical, 
ABSEES and not with the title of the article, because all 
titles are in non-English languages. The English summary of 
articles abstracted in ABSEES are available on microfiche. 

An annotation of the article follows the page numbers in 
an entry of the article. However, annotation has been pro
vided for. only some and not all articles listed in the Bib
liography. 

Classification scheme : The classification scheme consists 
of 17 main classes. At this stage of the compilation of the 
bibliography, it was not considered necessary to introduce 
sub-Classes, However, they can be easily introduced at a 
later stage if necessity arises. As usual with any scheme 
of classification, problems do arise in determining the 
appropriate place of an item in the scheme, and differen
ces of opinion are unaVOidable: 

1. EconOmic Development and Growth. Plannip'g, Policy, Reforms. 
General articles pn the contemporary economic situation in 
the countries are included under this head. Similarly, 
material regarding Five-Year Plans of the Governments, as 
well as articles on reforms and various policy measures 
are included here. It may be useful to note that purely 
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theoretical articles on ~~rxism, Socialism and Communism, 
are not included in this Bibliography unless they touch on 
some aspect of the prevailing conditions and problems of the 
countries concerned. A separate Bibliography can be thought 
of on this vast and complex subject of ~~rxism, Socialism 
and Communism and its various facets. 

For every subject in tho subsequent class numbers, it is 
advisable that users should also browse through the articles 
in class number 1. 

2. Enterprise management. Organization. 
(including co-operation) 

Articles relating to enterprise management are included here. 
Similarly articles on efficiency of organization of the eco
nomy, and co-operation as a form of economic organization are 
included under this head. 

3. International Economics .. Finance, Foreign Trade. • 
CMEA, Integr.at~1 J~1nt Ventures 

Since growth and development of these economies is largely 
dependent on foreign trade, this is a very important section. 
Articles on CMEA as well as on international banks are also 
included here. 

4. Finance. Credit.Banking. 
Articles on internal finance and banki~g are included here. 

5. National income. Distribution. Regulation of Earnings. 
Savings. 

Articles on national income, savings, gross national product 
and problems of distribution of personal incomes are classi
fied under this head. Articles on policy of regulation of 
earnings are also included here. l~ticles relating to the 
debate on regulation of earnings of labour according to its 
production performance are classified in the Section on Labour. 

6. Investments. 
Articles on capital investments as ,well as on rate of interest 
are classified here. 

7. Prices .. Policy. 
Price policy, whole sale and retail prices of consumer goods, 
inflation under SOcialism ~~d such other problems are covered 
in the articles in this section. 

8. Consumption. Expenditure. Standard of Living. , 
Physical end financial expenditure pattern of consumption, 
the theoretical base of socialist consumption policy, measur
es aimed at raising the standard of living and such other 
problems are discussed in the articles "in this Section. 

9. Labour. Manpower. Population. 
Articles on labour problems, population policy considered as 
manpower mar~agement policy, shortage of labour, hours of work, 
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employment~ migration, productivity, social stratification 
and mobility, problem of wage according to work, incentives. 
are all included here. 

10. Industry. Technology. 
Articles on various types of industries as well as technolo
gical development. 

11. Transport. Tourism. 
Articles on transport, and tourism as business. 

12. Internal Trade. Services. 
This class includes articles on interne.l trade, co-ope~ative 
consumer stores, and services of all kinds. 

13. Agriculture. Livestock. Fishery. Forestry. 
Articles on agriculture and natural resources, on the policy 
of food self-sufficiency, and on agro-industrial complexes 
are included here. 

14. Energy, Policy. 
Taking into consideration the importance of energy to these 
economics, a special classification number is specifically 
given to this subject. Articles on oil, coal, ~s, electri
City, power stations, nuclear power and all other fuels are 
classified here. 

15. Regional and Urban Economics : 
1.rticles on problems of geographic inequality under socialism, 
settlement systems, rural urbanization and regional planning 
are included here. 

16. Housing. 
Housing as one of the infrastructural aspects is an important 
problem in the socialist economies. A number of articles 
containing both analytical discussions and data re available 
on this subject. Therefore, a separate classification number 
io given to this subject. 

17. Education. Health. Social Welfare. 
Articles on all social welfare activities, health including 
maternity facilities tor women workers, and education are 
classified here. 

Addenda : While typing and stenciling of the Bibliography 
was going on, a few more exticles were noticed. They have 
been put together in the Addenda. 

Acknowledgeme~1ts : The helpful co=ents of Professors V.I-i. 
Dandekar, K.K. Dns Gupta and A. S. Nadkarni on the Introdu
ctory Review are greatfully acknowledged. The colleagues 
in the Library of the Institute and typists were of great 
help in carrying out this work. 
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Request to the users : There could be difference of opinion 
about the classification of specific articles in the classi
fied Bibliography. Similarly while effort has been made to 
reud the proofs as carefully as pos~ib1e a single ~corrocted 
error in collation can prevent the user from locat1ng the 
article. Useful suggestions from users of the Bibliography 
on all those points will be appreciated and taken into 
account in revising it. 

Problems of Socialist Economies: 
an Introductory Review 

1. In the fo11o\ung are some of the problems of the 
socialist economies as perceived from the contents of the 
articles in this Bibliography. 

2. After the Second World War, in the early 1950s, a 
complete centralised model of socialist management was almost 
universally adopted in this region. However, by the early 
1960s, a setback in economic performance was experienced in 
many of these countries. The growth rates were falling below 
the high levels of the earlier period. The labour force 
available for work outside agriculture did not rise at the 
rapid rate previously experienced. Most of the people who 
.could easily and usefully move out of agriculture had al
ready done so; as a result, some countries like Czechoslova
kia, GDR, &~d Hungary, faCed difficulties in finding addi
tional labour resources. 

3. DeVelopment of advanced technologies and production 
of commodities capable of competing successfully on world 
markets were seen as tasks f-~damenta11y different from the 
earlier rapid development of basic industries. There was 
considerable stimulus to reform (a) organisational struc
ture of th~ economy, (b) price system, (c) conduct of plan
ning, and ld) incentives at the enterprise level. 

4. Efforts were made to improve implementation through 
devolution of decision making authority and by increased 
role of market mechanism. An integral part of the reform 
was a considerable increase in the independence of enter
prises. Naturally, certain pre-conditions had to be 
satisfied for such a reform. It was necessary to revise 
and correct producer prices by bringing them more in-line 



with dom~stic production costs and prices of imports, so 
that production acti vi ties could be reasonably profitable. 
To make enterprises cost-conscious, bonuses were related to 
an indicator of per'formance - profit, which depends on costs 
of both inputs and outputs. A number of problems, such as 
setting of prices, investment criteria, the system of regula
tors, taxation, incentives, labour productivity and techno
logy had to be solved in t:lis connection. 

5. Another outstanding feature of the reforms was to 
establish a closer link between internal and external econo
mic activities, with the foreign trade sector undergoing the 
most serious reorganization. 

~ The economic reforms included' agriculture' to a 
greater extent than before. For the S:5ute farms and collec
tive farms this meant considerable extension of their 
autonomy. Private agricultural households benefited also 
to some extent by the overall cha.'1ge::} :in price, tax, procure-
ment and supply policies. ' 

7. The steps taken in this general direction of reforms 
in individual countries varied greatly so far as the scale 
of change was concerned. In Hungary, the reforms have in
volved subst~ltial departure from the centralised model of 
socialist economic management. The Yugoslav system from 
the beginning followed a different system which is based ,on 
the power of the working people - self-managers organised 
as free and equal producers in the basic organisations of 
associated labour and other forms of association through 
which they gain control over the distribution of the results 
of their labour. Undoubtedly, the economic reforms have 
encountered certain obstacles and created many problems. 

8. The pre-reform organizational system was created 
basically according to the hierarchical logic of a direc
tive system of management. The factories were subordinate 
to the enterprises, the enterprises to an association and 
the association to the Ministry. According to this logic, 
the lines of control are established from the factory all 
the way to the government. After the refo-rms, 'direct manage
ment re1atio"s between tile seveml1evels were somewhat 
moderated, but not eliminated; there is, therefore, a con
tinual tendency toward either an obvious or a disguised 
use of directives. Consequently Lwrlcet forces do not as 
yet provide a sufficiently strong counterweight against a 
combination of administrative monopoly power. 

9. Growth and development of most of 
are largely dependent on foreign trade. 
CH!';'! countri es developed their trade with 
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countries more rapidly than with each other. Since then, 
there has been a manifest tendency for intra - CMEA trade 
to grow, a circumstance attriouted to essent·ially two factors: 
t~e first is the growing debt of socialist countries to Western 
industrial countries, which forces the former to reduce their 
imports and expand their exports, although export policy has 
been somevlhat impaired by the West ern recession. The second 
factor is the price rise within the Cl:JEA itself since 1975; 
this rise has been relatively much greater for raw materials 
and energy products th~~ for manufactured products. The result 
of all this for the eastern countries hap been a deterioration 
of their terms of trade wit~ the USSR ann the need to export 
more to obtain from the USSR the same quantity of fuels and 
raw materials. These two factors together have been conducive 
to a strengthening of integrationist tendencies within the 
CMEA. In this connection a debate is going on about the 
intra - C,\1EA prices: whether they are a passive reflection 
of world prices, especially since they are now revised every 
year, not every five years on the basis of the average for 
the five preceding years. 

10. Similarly, there is a general tendency towards slowing 
down of the process of specialization; growing socialist inte
gration does not seem to have significantly reversed this 
trend. Thi sis important becallse the product compo si tion of 
foreign trade is linked 'co the development of terms of trar.e. 
In general, it see,ns that, unfavourable trends in the terms 
of trade are tile result of a lack of flexibility at the level 
of trade policy and of production units; these are too rigid 
and hence incapable of responding swiftly to the exigencies of 
world demand. Such unfavourable trends cru1not necessarily be 
considdred as unavoidable effect of fluctuations in the inter
national market. 

11. The impact of the increase in world oil prices since 
1973 on the wor~dng of economic reforms is seriously felt. 
Attempts were made to insulate the domestic economy by instru
ments of price control and budget subsidies for imports. But 
budgetary strains and increasing hard currency debts have 
made this initial response not very successful. Efforts are 
made for domesti'C energy production as w(.'-.l as increased 
economic relations wi thin the, ffi1EA to ward off thi s calamity. , 
12. Formerly, centrally planned economies were believed 
to follow policies of economic self-sufficiency to isolate 
the domestic economy from the vagaries of commerce with other 
nations. But now there is no reason to continue to hold that 
autarky is any longer a specific feature of these economies. 

13. In this connection policies of import substitution, 
of joint ventures within CMEA as well as ,nth the cooperation 
of market economies, and of transferable rouble are important 
questions currently under discussion. 
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14. The monetary problems that have arisen JAS a result of 
the intensification of foreign trade wi thin the CMEA area as 
well as between East and West have turned out to be quite 
serious. This shows, it hds been argued, that while a money of 
limited functions could more or less satisfy the internal needs 
of the planned economies, albeit with immense losses in quality, 
the Eastern nations have remained unable to develop adequate 
monetary instruments either in intra-CaEA trade or in economic 
relations vd th the West. Whil e confinement of the currency to 
the internal sphere might have been adequate during the early 
stages when the planned economies tended towards autarky,it 
becomes a severe handicap now, when the international division 
of labour is viewed as an important factor in teclmological 
progress and comparative cost advantage. 

15. Detailed analysis of recent developments in each country 
in the area of monetary matters, viewed against the backdrop 
of their evolving steering systems, demonstrates that the 
monetary system of the Eastern industrialized societies of 
'today are confronted with two problems: firstly, in contrast 
to the conceptions of the early development period the planned 
economies cannot any longer steer to a moneyless society and 
are forced to enlarge the market features of their monetary 
instruments. Secondly, however, they cannot hope for success 
in their endeavcurto expand the market feature, because a state
owned and centrally planned economy sets material limits for 
money, credit, and prices as instruments of economic activity. 
So far practice has not given a clear answer to the question 
as to where the limits between state budgetary subsidies alld 
state banking credit could be dravm. 

16. According to some authors stability of the currency 
in the planned economy is but a fiction. While a greater than 
envisaged volume of money in the production sphere might be 
neutral, since thc possibilities for its application are 
limited, excessive money in the household sphere carried an 
evident inflationary impact. Inflationary pressure may be 
offset by budgetary subsidies, but only by limiting the basic 
function of price as a cost recovery instrument and equalizer 
of demand ruld supply; and while inflation in the planned 
economies might be given different forms than in market 
economies, its impact on the consumer is just as great. 

17. In the beginning, with their foreign trade based on 
c o IlllllO di ty quotas and their unit of currency limited to 
domestic currency, the planned economies were forced to adopt 
bilateral clearing. To eliminate the limitations this system 
had imposed, an aoreement on multilateral settlements in . 
transferable roubles and the founding of the International 
Bank for Economic Co-operation was signed in 1963 and eight 
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years later the second CMEA BruL~, the International Investment 
Bank, was establi shed. But not only are the West ern nations 
reluctant to settle their trrulsactions ;uth the East European 
countries in transferable roubles, but even the CruEA nations 
sometimes prefer to be paid by their Eastern bl.oc partners in 
hard currencies in cases where they have hardware to deliver 
beyond established quota exchange. 

18. The effects of economic reforms on prices, inflation, 
income di stri bution, consumption" employment and a number of 
related probleIlls are also discussed in t'1is Bibliography. 

19. The problem of prices represents a substantial part 
of the process of improving and developing the for~s of manage
ment in plrulning of the national economy. This is witnessed 
by an extraordinary attention paid to the price, not solely 
in the economic literature but also in official party and 
government documents. In these economics price structures 
are no longer independent of social structures and the valuing 
of things-for-man is no longer separate from the activity 
of labour. In this bac_~ground the problems of determining 
whole-sale prices, of expressing the socially necessary costs 
in them, of bringing together the internal price systems in 
the world socialist market, have to be examined. 

20. The problem of inflation in centrally planned economies 
is continuously discussed and compared vdth the market economies. 
It has been pointed out that the limited succe2S in combating 
inflation is due in no way to either fiscal or monetary policy 
but to incomes control •. For some authors it is not the prices 
.that should be freed but excess demand has to be abolished. 
Inflationary pressures can be eliminated if the state determi
nes the resources to be assigned from national income to 
growth, in harmony with the requirement for equilibrium. 
Some authors express the view that the plrulned economies hay.e 
not been any more successful than the market economies in 
achieving equilibrium: the state has greater influence in 
the economic process and therofore may be 3.blo to disguise 
disequilibrium in different forms, but its impact on the 
population is just as great. 

2~. According to some authors an increase in equality of 
income distribution is associated with decrease in producti
vity. But at the same time it has been argued that strong 
material incentives have to be given to the most productive 
and skilled persons. A Via-media was put forward by propos
ing that on the one h~~d the state can increase disparities 
in earnings and at the same time through the mechanism of 
social benefits maintain or even reduce dispersion of per 
capita household real incomes. There is a growing concern 
about the increasing differentiation of incom.?s in the 
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region due to economic reforms, and regulation of earnings has 
• become a problem. Being a sensitive matter, its operation is 

going to be a difficult one. 

22. Wri ting on consumption policy, economi sts are putting 
forward the hypothesis that in some of these countries there 
has been a cyclical relationship between the power of the 
communist party leadership and per capita household consump
tion. When the party leadership's power to control events 
rises above a certain point, it accentuates traditional heavy 
industry priori ties: this slows the gro wth of consumption 
level; this in turn provokes a backlash from the workers, 
sometLaes in the form of strikes and riots, which enforces a 
change of policy and a weakening (sometimes a change) in the 
leadership; then more consumerist policies are pursued for a 
while, until the leadership feels strong enough to accentuate 
heavy industry priorities again, and so on. In any case, 
problem of shortages is often discussed. 

23. One of the various tasks b~fore these economies is the 
more rational and efficient use of manpower resourc'.;)s. The 
importrulce of this objective stems both from the need to adjust 
the labour supply to current development trends and from the 
exi sting or emerging scarcity of labour reserves in the se 
countries. In all the socialist countries continuous and 
rapid economic growth is considered a prime pre-requisite 
for ensuring full and productive employment. The employment 
situation has been evolving rapidly under the influence of 
economic, social, demographic and other factors. Employment 
continues to rise in all these countries, although there are 
certain differences between them. Manpower shortage is 
seriously felt. It is likelyto be influenced by future trends 
in economic and social development, labour productivity, the 
rate of growth of the able-bodied population of working age, 
changes in female labour force participation, and participation 
of young people resulting from rises in the proportion attend
ing school s or traiI).ing ~nsti tutions. Shift s in the struc- . 
ture of employment ~sectoral, occupational and geographical) 
are likely to remain importrult because of number of factors
like industrialisation of agriculture, growing size of the 
services' sector, general .technical progress, newly emerging 
occupations, exploitation of natural. resources in thinly 
populated areas, and demographic factors. Rising expecta
tions concerning working conditions and job satisfaction 
r esul ting from the spread of education may lead t.o increased 
rate of turnover, and labour mobility will continue to plaj 
an important part in adapting labour supply to changing 
demands, and in shaping manpower policy generally. The 
basi c pro blems of employment at any co st, ruld of wages, 
that is, distribution (payment), according to work and 
productivity, are continuously discussed and debated. 
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24 • fhe growth of various industries has to be planned and 
worked out in the light of these developments. Even in 
agriculture, agro-industrial complexes are coming up. The 
infrastructural problems of transport, housing, co-operative 
societies, education, various social benefit schemes like 
health care, maternity benefits, old people's pensions, etc., 
are to be examined and solved in the new perspective. 

25. This bird's eye-view of the economic situation and 
debate is based entirely on the articles in the following 
Bibliography. 
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List of Abbreviations used 
- for -.-----

Periodi~als Consulted 

ABBSLE Ab~acts.-9f Bulgarian ScientifiCl..Literat~, 
Econo~cs and Law 

ABHEL 

Sofia Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Scientific 
Information Centre Quarterly 

Abst.racts of :tIll1ill..~_:r:iJl:.n_Economic_ Li terat~ 

Budapest Hungarian Scientific Council for ilorld 
Economy, Scientific Information Service Bi/Monthly 

ABSEES ~SEES Soviet and East European Abstracts Series. 
Oxford National Association for Soviet and East 
European Studies and Centre for Russian and East 
European Studies in the University of Birmingham, 
Oxford Microform Publications An iSGue every four months 
Titles of the articles abstracted in ABSEES are in 
non-EngliSh languages. However, English summary of 
the articles are available on microfiche 

ABWAERS Wo;rld Agricul tu.r..?l E~o.1!.0miS.,13 and Rural fLocio~ 
Abstracts 

Oxford Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
Monthly 

AEP Australian EconOmi~Papers 

AERP 

Adelaide University of Adelaide and the Flinders 
University of South Australia Bi/Annual 

American Economic Revie~., Papers and Proceedings of 
the Annual meeting of the American Economic Associa

, tion 

Menasha, U.S.A. iunerican Economic Association Annual 

AGA Agricultura~~~dminist~a~i.~ edited by A. N. Duckham 
and John Pearce, Department of Agriculture and Horti
culture, University of Reading 

Barking, England Applied Science Publishers Quarterly , 
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AGAC Agricul t.~t!L Ab~oad (Canada} 

Ottawa International Liaison Service, Regional Deve
lopment and International Affairs Branch, Agriculture 
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exports. J;,iLl of economic policy is to base further develop
ment on effective and economical utilization of the 
existing resources. 

-. Perspective economic policy targets of "the German 
Demoaratic Republic. ABHEL 8(6) 1978: 328-329 
One of the basic problems of economic strategy is the 
inconsistency of the available national income.and the 
resources needed to modernize and to raise standards of 
living. 

Becker, E. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 49 
The level of planning in GDR and other COr~CON countries is 
not yet capable of dealing adequately with complex inter
national integration. Certain methodological problems. 

East Germany. ET 276 9th Aug 1980: 14-15; 278 24th Jan 
1981: 87; 21st Feb 1981: 68-69 
Economy and problems. Relations with USSR. COMECON's 
pride. 

GDR Premier on stable economic growth. GDRR XXI(4) Apr 1981: 
10 

Gernan Democratic Republic. 
VIII(1) Sept 1977: 58 " 

Five Year Plan 1976-80. l;.l3SEES 
·'t-- ____ _ 

Discussion of five-year plan for 1971-75 anj plan for the 
period 1976-80. 

Gregory, Paul and Leptin. Gert. Similar societies under 
differing economic systems : the cas~ cf the two Germanys. 
SS XXIX(4) Oct 1977: 519-42 
Comparisons of economic systems. Growth. Efficiency. 
Incorae distribution. Rising standards of living. 
EnVironmental quality. Stability of economic growth and 
the absence of excessive inflation and unemployraent. 
StatiJtics included. 

Lange;"r. 1.BSEES XI( 1 )(62) Sept 1980: 49 

Report on economic policy. 

Mittag, G. l~EBS X(3)(61) May 1980: 53 

10 
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11. review 
decade. 
personal 

of major tasks facing the GDR over the coDing 
The emphasis is on new technology and need for 
involvement on part of the workers. 

Spitzer, J. .A.BSEES X. (1 )(59) Sept 1979: 43 
l~p and accompanying notes showing changes in the econoDic 
structure of the GDR in the period 1955-77. 

Stiemerling. R.-H. ABSEES X(3)(61) ~my 1980: 54 
Historical survey of the development of the GDR economy 
since 1950, based on the main indicators of national income, 

.indust:rial. growth rates, retail. turnover, investnent rates 
and the l.evel of state spending on social services. 

Sturm, Peter H. The system component in differences in per 
capita output between East and West Germany. JCE 1(1) 
Mar 1977: 5-24 
This paper attempts to identify and isol.ate the effect of 
differences between the economic systems prevail.ing in 
East and West Germany on output per capita. (Bas~d on 1964 
data) • 

Wenzel, S. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 49 

Discussion of main points in 1979 economic pl.an including 
rationalisation, investment and foreign trade. 

Ziomeroann, Hartmut. The GDR in the 1970's. PC XXVII(2) 
IV'Jar-.A.pr 1980: 1-40 
Economic, social and political situation. Detailed account. 

Hungary 

li.BSEES X(3)( 61) ~my 1980: 61 
The Council· of l'linisters assessed the expected results of 
1979 plan. 1980 plan - increases in output, qualitative 
improvements in industry, increased exports and reduced 
imports are planned. 

- XI( 1)( 62) Sept 1980: 58 
On aspects of the country's economic developnent. 

Antal, L. Development - with some digression. The Hungarian 
economic mechanism in the. seventies. ~O 23(3-4) 1979: . 
257-273 
Evolution of the reform of economic mechanism introduced in 
1968, stopped short already in the early seventies and 
later continuously backward steps were taken. ~s a 
result, since 1975-76 a mechanisl:l of "detailing regul.ators" 

11 
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has been functioning in Hungary, forculated basically i~ . 
terms of prices and financial categories (but not refra1n1ng 
from adDinistrative measures either). The earlier instruc~ 
tions have been replaced by influence of the control a§Sncies 
that have carefully preserved the forms and techniques of 
decentralized control., The present serious difficulties of 
Hungarian economy can be overcome, that is, the foreign 
trade equilibrium can be restored only by increasing co~pet~
tion and not by seclusion frcw tl1G ,vorld economy; a change 1S 
required in economic mechanism in direction of consistently 
proceeding along the way taken in 1968. Role of econo~c 
mechanism. Path of development. Objectives of fiith five
year plan (1976-1980). Establishment of system of detail
ing the regulators. 

Augustinovics, M. Quantitative synthesis in long-term 
planning. 11.0 18(3-4) 1977: 263-286 . , 
In the Hungarian practice of long-term national economic 
planning, involving 15-20 years, new methods are used in 
quantitative synthesis. The article reviews the considera
tions of planning theo~J underlying the introduction of new 
methods and the mathematical planning models worked out for 
producing plan variants, together with the analytical models 
used in the initial macro-economic prognosis as well as for 
a deeper investigations of plan variants. The computerized 
planning system worked out for practical reasons, the 
experiences of its application and the tasks of further 
development are also reviewed. 

Balassa, Bela. The economic reform in Hungary: ten years 
after. EER 11(3) Oct 1978: 245-268 
Achievecents of the Hungarian reform, 1967-73. Development 
during the world recession and the structure of Hungarian 
exports. Price determi~~tion in the new economic mechP.nism. 
Setting exchange rates, export subsidies and tariffs. The 
role of profits. Investment decisions. It has beon noted 
that the reform led to iBprovements in the efficiency of 
the Hungarian economy thD.t are reflected in the accelera
tion of productivity gro~nh. This tendency was subsequently 
reversed, to a large extcnt in response to the world boom 
and increases in oil prices. Responding to the needs of 
export markets, in turn, raquires placing increased 
reliance on firm-level decision waking. This will serve the 
interests of the lli.tionaI economy if profits were to play 
a greater role, both as an induceme~t for improved per
formance and as a source of investment financing. ~t tha 
same time, for profits to provide an appropriate signal, 
there is need to reform the existing system of product and 
factor prices and exchange rates and to limit the scope of 
central interventions. This is reflected in the October 
25, 1977 and in particular, the April 23, 1977 Party 
resolution that calls for giving increased emphasis to 
the profit motive, reducing the scope of government 
preferences and other interventions, and rationalizing 
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the price systen. Statistics included. 

Dallai, L. Hungary's economic aics and tasks • .lI.:JHEL 9(1) 
1979: 59-60 
Tot~l domestic consumptiqn inc~cased more than the national 
income. Deterioration of the balance of the national econony 
because of import surplus exceeded. The unfavourable 
development of the Hungp.rian econ08ic situation was a 
consequence of internnl as well ~s external ctiuses. The 
foreign trade conditions which developed in the second half 
of the seventies w~ more difficult than anticipated. Never-
theless the shortcomings in work perfornance effected the 
deterioration .of the balances even more than external conditions 
did. Availability of financi~l props made it -easy to increase 
enterprise and personal incomes even with mediocre or quite 
poor performances. Growth rates of 3-4 per cent for 
national incoI:J.e, 4% for industrial production and 3 to 3.5% 
for agricultural production have to be projected for 1979. 
Crop growing and animal breeding will have to be steadily 
developed. 

---. On Hungary's economic policy tasks - after the Congress • 
. ABHEL 10(3) 1980: 168-169 

Becsky, R. Econocic development orientation in Hungary - a 
Press debate. 1.0 19(3-4) 1977: 395-402 
The basic aim of Hungarian oconoI:J.ic policy has been to 
icprove the economic efficiency of developcents independent 
-of whether this involves development of exports or sub
stitution of imports. .£.rguments for import substitution. 
Export orientation is the condition of economic development. 

Berend, I.T. Current Hungarian economic policy in historical 
- perspective. 1l.0 18(2) 1977: 105-123 

This paper evaluates the present energy crisis and the 
dranatic shift in the international terms of trade as 
concomitants of the new era of world economy. It emphasizes 
the importance of correctly interpreting the nature of 
changes and of adjusting to them in time and in a flexib1e 
nanner. Author illustrates in historical examples that 
countries capable of flexible adjustment may turn even 
originally detrimental changes to their advantage, while 
countries that cannot nove from their static, rigid state 
are not guarded from decline by favourabl~ changes in the 
w~rld econotly. 

• Ten years after - instead of a balance-sheet: thoughts 
on the lumiversary of the Hungarian economic reform. AO 
20(1-2) 1978: 45-61 

The reforo can be interpreted only as a part of a longer 
historical process. The system of planning itself changes 
under the double influence of thO ever rising developmGnt 
level of the econotly, on the one hand, and of the related 



1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPIIJZNT, PLA.NNING 

movement of the production relations on tho other. Infla
tion and unemployment - how to solve these problems? The 
reform sought guarantees against these dangers beforehand 
and found them at the cost of curtailing tho reform through 
compromises. To progress toward higher efficiency gradually 
and slowly - a political decision. However, the process of 
the reform failed to gear up in the second half of the last 
ten years. The situation was complicated as many phenomena 
were mixed up. Revival of capitalism, criticism of incomes 
policy, impertinence of agricultural co-operatives, faster 
increases of peasant incomes, fear of surrendering to the 
consumer society, the proliferation of a false consunp~ion
oriented order of values, refrigerator socialism, misunder
standings. Two lessons - (1) related to the connection 
between economic policy and the mechanism of planning and 
control, (2) the interrelation between the new world economic 
situation and the Hungarian reform system. The historical 
value of the brave step taken ten Y0ars ago is best proven 
by the imperative reqUirements of the world economy today, 
which remain decisive also in the future. They testify in 
favour of the progressive character of the historical 
tendencies inherent in it. The set of instruments and 
their expansion a successful and brave application are the 
main guarantees for the realization of the new objectives 
of economic strategy. 

Biro, G. Jill economic policy for the eighties. 1.BHE.L 9(4) 
1979: 125 
The adverse phenomena of the economic growth made necessary 
an adjustment in economic policy in 1977-79. Equilibrium 
is given an absolute priority among growth targets., The 
foreign trade equilibrium reqUires the modernization of the 
product pattern, the improvement of coopetitiveness and 
efficiency.. The changes in, the Hungarian economic policy 
will bring, managerial calculation~ and hence economic/ 
enterprise/strategy closer to the realities that govern the 
world market and facilitate a more effective participation 
in the international division of labour. 

Burgerne,Gimes, a • .t..BSEES XI(1)(62) Sep·~ 1980: 58 

Factors causing the slowing down of growth of the Hungarian 
economy and economic policy to overcome these difficulties. 

Corovic, II'lilos. Hungary: develo~ment imbued with 
democratisation. RIll. XAXII(739) 20th J'an 1981: 15-18 

Csikos-Nagy, Bela. The Hungarian economic reform after ten 
years. SS XXX(4) Oct 1978: 540-546 
Since the implementation of the far reaching economic 
reform in Hungary 10 years ago the state has regulated the 
operation of enterprises largely by means of econo.cic 
instruments rather than direct administrative plan instruc. 
tions. It was the 1973 oil price explosion that caused a 
break in this balanced development process. It was argued 
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by some that the planned economy by itself enables the sta,te 
to insulat~ the socialist society from the unfavourable 
effects eoanating from the world market. This is an absurd 
assumption and one which demonstrates a lack of knowledge 
of economic interdependencies. It was necessary to work out 
a new price policy conception. This was beg,un in 1975. 

-. New features of Hungarian econoDic policy. NHQ XXI(77) 
Spring 1980: 62-72 
Econor:ti.c reform. Planning system~ Regulation system. 
Organization system. 

eviic, Chris. Hungary - the quiet revolution. ~ report. ET 
276 20th Sept 1980: 51-52, 54, 67-68, 70-71 
New economic mechanism. Search for eqUilibrium. 
price. Large firms - cutting them down to size. 
partners. ,Food. ~ socialist block economy. The 
trade unions. 

The right 
Foreign 
role of 

Drechsler, L. Problems of the measurement and planning of 
efficiency in Hungary. 1.0 19(3-4) 1977:343-359 
Th~ study surveys in detail the most important problems 
related to the measurement and planning of efficiency. The 
author distinguishes two large groups of efficiency computa
tions according to their functions. Part of these serves 
the purposes of analysis, e.g., to examine how efficiency 
changed in the whole of the econoqy or in manufacturing; an
other part serves the preparation of decisioIlS, selection 
among variants, e.g., to answer the question in which 
sector it is more advantageous to invest, or which product 
it is more expedient to export, etc. 

'Erdos, Zsuzsa. and others. Economic scene. HR (4 to 8) 1979: 
14-15, 8-9, 14-15, 24-25, 14-15 
Hungary and CMEA. 
Share of profits. 
the capital city. 

Foreign trade. Industries. Planning. 
Pensions. Farm eqUipment. Flats for 

Faluvegi, L. EqUilibrium and efficiency. ABBEL 9(5) 1979: 
90-91 
General econor:ti.c conditions. The Hungarian economic 
equilibrium deteriorated from several aspects. The internal 
consumption of the national income increased more rapidly 
than the production of the national income. The foreign 
trade balance was passive, partly beoause of export 
shortages and higher than p~anned imports. 

Fifth Hungarian Five~Year Plan, 1976-80. J~SEES VIII(1) 
Sept 1977: 64 
Objectives. Details and statistics of major industries 
and foreign trade. Economic performance of 1971-75 plan. 

Friss, Istvan. Introduction to the study of economic policy. 
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(Tr by George Hajdu), EEE XV(2) Winter 1976-77: 3-23 
Economic policy must be scientifically founded. The 
increasing role of science in society. The posibility of 
mistaken economic decisions. Development of the economy 
and policy. Rarucing of needs. Implementation of decisions. 

-. Ten years of econonic reforn in Hungary. LO 20(1-2) 
1978: 1-19 ' 
lluthor1s air,1 has been to show and exanine the reform, its 
development and problons embedded in the entirety of , 
socialist econony. The ioportant .stateoent has been that 
the balance is favourable. Jill integral part of the refarD 
is a considerable increase in the independence of enter
prises. This has provided favourable opportunities for the 
managers to display their initiative. The reform had a 
great part in the balanced development of the Hungarian 
national economy. It could not solve several problems, 
for exanple, setting of prices, investment Situation, the 
systeo of regulators, etc. It has contributed to raising 
labour productivity and to accelerating technological 
developnent. It has considerably expanded knowledge of 
functioning of socialist economy, the forces, connections 
and interactions operating. It has strengthened the self 
confidence of Hungarian society. ,Objectives, prinCiples 
and tasks of the reform. New method of planning and 
planned control and oanagenent. Independence of enterprises, 
relationship between state and enterprises, competition 
among enterprises. Developnent of enterprises and of the 
national economy, investments. Prices and economic reform. 
Functioning of regulator$, role of profits. Productivi.ty of 
labour and econo~c reform. Conflicting interests and 
econo~c reform. 

Hare, P.G. Econo~c reform in Hungary; problems and 
prospects. CJE 1(4) Dec 1977: 317-333 
In the last ten to fifteen years, each of the planned 
economies of Eastern Europe has introduced various measures 
of econonic reform. Hungary is the country whose reforms 
have been regarded by western observers as most radical, in 
the sense that they have involved thc most substantial 
departures from the centralised model of socialist econo~c 
management which became standard throughout the region in 
the early 1950s. The nain object of the reform was to 
improve economic performance, both in domestic production 
and in foreign trade activ.ities. To achieve thiS, the 
transition to the New Mechanism involved the abolition of 
short-run directive planning of enterprise activity and in 
increase in the part played by prices and other financial 
instruments in influencing en~erprise decisions. It was 
necessary to implemcnt a reform of producer prices, to 
bring them more into line with domestic and foreign 
production costs, cli~nating the most serious irration
alities in the price structure. The price reform was 
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intended to ensure that gll production activitie~ uhich the 
planners uishod to continue should bo r0asonably but not 
excessively profitable. Consuner pricos were left aloost 
unchanGed. Ioprovenent in the systeo of profits, taxation 
ane. enterprise incentives, to allow oanagGnent and workc::rs 
to receive bonuses, in accore.ancc not with tho dogroG of 
fulfill~nt of plnnned output targets but with the level of 
profits achievod. Here the planners' aio was to ~~ke enter
prises cost conscious by rel~tine bonuses to an indicator 
of perfornance - profits - which depends on both inputs and 
outputs. Ch&~ges in re~~ators (i.e. now regulators) 
envisaged under the new plan, considering in turn, profits 
and fund for~~tion. wage regulation, nanageoent. incentives, 
investocnt re[~lntion, forei~n trade and the price revision. 
3ecause of New Mechani~l fear of inflation and concern about 
the increasing differentiation of incones to which the 
~eforll was IGadine. 

Havasi, F. Experience of the iopleoentation of tho 1979 
National Econooic Plnn thus far. The necessity of tho 
price systeo developnent. lOHEL 9(4) 1979: 115-117 

---. Forthcooing tasks' of Hungary's econooic devclopoent. 
A3HEL 9(1) 1979: 57-58, 
DurinG the first three y,mrs of the fifth Five-Year Plan 
there have been serious drawbacks. Dooestic consuoption 
has been exceeding the national incooe since 1974 and the 
consequent trade deficit has bean financed by foreign loans. 
The relative rates of ut~lizntion have also substantially 
deviated froo the plan. The key factor in future progress 
is ioproveoent of balance in the econoqy. 

---. The results and tasks of Hungary's econouic construction 
work. A3HEL 10( 1) 1980: 149-151 

Hoch, ~i. JdSBBS X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 53 
This article investigates the prospects, octhods and ains 
of long-tero planning. 

Hoos, J. Econouic ~owth and equilibriuo : the case of 
Hungary. AO 21(3) 1978: 195-210 

In the present stage the internal and external equilibriuo 
of the Hungarian econony deoands a deceleration. of tho rate 
of growth. This has been used for raising efficiency, while 
the factors pronoting growth should be taken into account in 
tho future as well. Utilization of the thus derived 
possibilities is a condition of accelerating growth later on. 
Qualification of ocononic Grolvth. Rele.tionship between 
econooic growth and econonic equilibriuo. Characteristics 
of intensive growth. Growth rate in the intensive stage 
of econonic developoent. Changes in the internal conditions 
of economc growth in HunGary . anti in the international 
conditions of Hungarian econonic ~Towth. Factors proooting 
Hun&arian econooic growth. Expucted developnent and . 
qualification of the rate of Hungarian econooic 6rowtli. 

---. MOre efficient production - the essential condition of 
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balanced economic development. ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 177-178 ..•. 

Horvath, L. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 66 
Analysis of shortcomings of the 1968 reform and its numerous 
modifications over the past 12 years. The article explanins 
the principles of the latest economic regulators introduced 
at the beginnine of 1980. 

---. Economic regulators in 1980. ABHEL 10(1) 1980: 158-159 

Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party Central Committee discusses 
sixth five year plan. NH 20(1) Jan 1981: 1-2 

Hungary. ET 267 29th Apr 1978: 62; 270 24th Mar 1979: 61-63; 
275 5th Apr 1980: 48; 279 6th June 1981: 60-61 
Economic situation. Towarcls a Dore liberal oconony. 

Huszar, Istvan. Hungary's economic prospects. (An interview). 
NH 19(1) Jan 1980: 6 . . 

---. Reflections on the 1979 national economic plan - some 
experiences of 1978. AO 22(1-2) 1979: 1-9 
The tasks related to quality and efficiency have to be 
pushed to the fore, in order to be able to attain an 
improvement in the equilibrium ~osition of the Hungarian 
economy. Sources of trouble: 1) Unfavourable world economic 
circumstances and terms of trade. Slow expansion of imports 
from the rouble area. Conditions of increasing exports to 
non-rouble countries difficult. 2) Improvement of efficiency 
lagging. 3) Domestic uses of national income and accumula
tion largely exceed than what was planned. 

---. Some thoughts on Hungary's national economic plan for 
1979. ABHEL 9(2) 1979: 99-101 

Kadar, B. Problems of adjustment of the Hungarian economy 
on the eve of the eighties. ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 110-111 

Kemenes, Egon. Macro-goals and micro-decisions. NHQ XXI(78) 
Summer 1980: 65-76 
The new system of economic regulation introduced on 1st of 
Jan 1980. New prinCiples of price regulation. v/age system 
and labour management. 

Koves, A. Integration into world economy and direction of 
economic development in Hungary. AO 20(1-2) 1978: 
10 7-126 
The stormy world economic changes of the recent years, 
foremost among them the changes in the price proportions 
of finished products and fuels and raw materials, have 
affected a number of socialist countries' economic 
situation disadvantageously. Socialist countries need 
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observe not only the adjustment to market changes of the 
world economy, but also, the general requirements of a per
manent participation in the international division of labour. 
Economic relations within the CI{EA have to be developed and 
ways and methods of integration into the world economy have 
to be thought of. The foreign economic environment of the 
CMEA countries is different from what it used to be a couple 
of years ago mainly because they themselves participate in 
the international division of labour more actively than 
before. World economic changes and e~ficient economy. Why 
have the terms of trade with capitalist countries deteriO
rated? Can we improve the terms of trade? Can we speak 
about an export-oriented development?· Increasing integra
tion of CMEA countries into world economy. 'New approach to 
the imports of "technology. CMEA cooperation and East-West 
trade. Effects of the cooperation. Mechanism between CMEA 
countries. The role of credits. 

Lazar, Gyorgy. Economic policy and government guidance (an 
interview). HR (4) 1979: 10-11 
National income had ~rown as planned in the past year, 
while real personal ~ncomes had grown somewhat faster than 
planned. But as external economic conditions had turned 
out worse than expected, and as the economy's qualitative 

-demands for development of production structure had not been 
satisfactorily met, the goal this year would be improvement 
and firm establishment of the stability of economy accompani
ed by a modest growth rate. Even under these circumstances 
there can be an average. increase in consumption of 3% and 
among social measures, pension rises for 1.3m people. Plan 
and budget of 1979 - statistics included. 

Marjai, Jozsef. Economic policy, economic regulation and the 
. efficiency of enterprise-level management. ABHEL 9(6) 

1979: 20-21 

---. Through national unity and impassioned efforts. NH 
20(3) Mar 1981: 5-8 
Tasks facing the people. 

Nyers, R. and Tardos, r'1. What economic development policy 
should we adopt? AO 22(1-2) 1979: 11-31 
Internal contradictions. Increase of efficiency versus a 
temporary withholding of consumption and investment. 
Extensive gradual specialization and development of 
production versus concentration of resources on a small 
number of closed systems. Two-market strategy versus 
C~mA self-sufficiency. Export-oriented evolutionary 
development of the economy through a oontrol based on the 
autonomy of enterprises. 

---. What strategy of economic development? ABHEL 9(3) 
1979: 130-131 
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The current situation of the Hungarian economy reveals four 
objectively existing and self-reproducin5 contradictions. 
1) Social interests conflict as regards the rate of economic 
growth vs. eqUilibrium of the national economy; 2) there are 
tensions between those observing the reqUirement of improv
ing our economic efficiency and those who strike to 
uniformize incomes and work conditions; 3) a situation of 
conflict is created by the fact that Hungary is expanding 
her participation in tho international division of labour 
simultaneously towards two economic spheres of different 
types; 4) and the conflict between the old and the new 
is also significantj a certain social and institutional 
inertia is perceived also in socialist society. 

Nyilas, A. and Raba, A. Some features of the Hungarian 
economy in the late 1970s. AO 22(2-4) 1979: 389-397 
This study is designed to point out two of the main issues 
of the present economic situation and development trends 
in Hungary: the interrelation between foreign trade and 
economic equilibrium and the reactions of economic policy to 
the challenges of world economy. Some features of long
term economic development. Foreign trade and disequilibrium 
policy responses to the challenges of world economy. 
Statistical tables. 

Nyitrai, F. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 40 
The Director of the Central Statistical Office summarises 
the country's economic results in the first four months of 
1979. Aspects of foreign trade during this period receive 
special attention. 

Palankai, T. Scientific session on the occasion of the 30th 
anniversary of the Karl Marx University of Economics, 
Budapest. AO 21(1-2) 1978: 160-167 
Discussion on economic policy, consumption and way of life, 
world economy, agricultural economics, enterprise (business) 
economics. " 

Radice, Hugo. Csikos-Nagy on the Hungarian economic reforms: 
a comment. SS XXXI(2) Apr 1979: 275-277 
Nagy makes little or no reference to the complex problems 
concerning the monopoly position of many large Hungarian 
enterprises discussed widely in Hungarian economic 
literature; the continued existence of the sectoral 
ministries as an institutional power system; the 
difficulties caused by lack of any reform in intra-COMECON 
foreign trade regulation and - no least - the persistent 
problem of the balance of payments with the West in the 
context of what is now widely accepted as a long-term 
reoassion. Continued tendency towards over-investment which 
exists even today. It is right to emphasize the continuity 
of the reform process. Problem of structural transformation. 
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Report of the Central St~tistical Office on the fulfilment of 
the Plan for 1978 and on the development of the national 
economy. AaHEL 9(2) 1979: 90-91 
Statistics available on national income,output of industry, 
agriculture, investments, foreign trade, consuwption, 
retail trade, populp.tion. 

Revesz, G. Research programDe for the scientific foundation 
of Hungarian economic policy. AO 18(1) 1977: 81-91 
There is a national Long-Term Scientific Research Plan 
(LTSRP) effective in Hungary for the period 1971-1985, 
expressing the demand of society for the concentration and 
control of scientific research. The tasks of social 
sciences are included into this plan. Scientific research 
work on economic policy and its problems are given due , 
space in the LT5RP. Analysis of the experiences of economic 
policy; proposals for its improvement a major research ' 
programme. In the meanwhile the economic situation and 
accordingly the tasks of economic policy have become more '. 
complicated and difficult. Scientific approach to economic 
policy -the domain of economic policy - identification, 
ietermination of functiona1, sectoral and regional objectives. 
Selection, operation and development of the methods of 
economic control, planning economic regulation, org~niza
tional set up. New conditions and objectives in Hung2.ry -
level of qualification of labour employed. Investment into 

energy and agriculture increased •. Living standard policy -
rapid improvement. Problems of regional development • 

. Research objectives. Directions - 1) Complex analysis of 
the forculation and implementation of economic policy~ 2) 
The role of economic growth, transformation of the econo@ic 
structure, with special regard to the industrial pattern and 
manpower problems. Scientific basing of the standard of 
living policy (income distribution, consumption, living 
Circumstances, the way of life). 4) Development of the 
system of economic control and management (the economic 
mechanism). 5) Scientific basing of industrial policy 
with special regard to the intensive development and 
organizational pattern of industry. 6) Of agrarian policy 
with special reference to industrialization of agriculture. 
7) Economic cooperation and integration of the CMEA 
countries with special attention to the external economic 
relations of Hungary, 

Roman, z. 
policy. 

Some thouehts on an analysis of Hungarian economic 
ABHEL 9(4) 1979: 21-23 

The traditional tools of economics nee inadequate for 
analysing an economic policy. The main thrust of the 
author's analysis is to find out why and how the inadequa ... 
cies' of and mismatchings among economic management, planning 
decisions, economic regulators and executive action can 
and do hamper the realization of correct decisions. The 
principal hindering factor, in addition to a more severe 
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foreign econooy background ~nd to a growing debt-servicing 
bur~en, is a set of rigid individual and nanagenunt attitudes 
and behaviour patterns illfittccl to tho donands of the 
tines RnG of the Hunearian situation. 

Results and acconpli3!ll::!(mts of five years. NH 20(6) June 
1981: 5 
Developoont. Health and social walfar0. Nou investnents. 

Sivak, Jezsof and Vagi, Ferenc. l1ensurenent and :planning of 
the efficiency of socifll production. :"EE XVI (2) vlintor 
1978: 47-72 
The probleo of the efficiency of social production noat 
inportant. It is approached fron the national econooy aspect. 
Related fields arc productivity, efficiency of fixed assets 
and scientific teclmical progress. Is related to developing 
the theory of socialist econo:w, planning. Controversial 
pOints - no uniforn standpoint re~arding fornulation of the 
basic criterion of efficiency. How this criterion should be 
expressed in a oeasurable foro? Measurooent of the result 
at lower levels of control and the level of non-productive 
sphere is at issue. Nature of econoDic la~ls not clear -. 
labour productivity and the returns on assets - not clear -
prices and indicators of efficiency, efficioncy of social 
production and structural change. 

Szeker, Gyula. Structural change and coopetitivcnoss. NHQ 
XXI(77) Spring 1980: 56-61 
Structure of Hungarian cconooy. Share of industry has 
significantly grown. Structure of industry. Engineering 
industry is responsible for alnost 3~~ of industrial 
production, the cheDical industry for 20% and light 
induatry for 17%. Natural gas developnent progranne. 
Position of ~vorkers. Cooperation. 

Tothfalusi, A. Scientific Session on problons of the 
socialist econooy at the Huncarian Acadeoy of Sciences. 
AO.19(3-4) 1977: 402-408 

TwelfthCongress of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party on 
Hungary's econonic life. li.:JHEL 10(3) 1980: 95-101 

Poland 

li.JSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 61 
Report of the Central Statistical Office on the fulfilnent 
of the annual plan in the first half of 1979. 

- :X:(3)(61) F"iay 1980:, 70 
Report of the ,Central Statistical Office on fulfilncnt 
of tho 1979 econonic plan. 
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Blazyca, George. l.n assessment of Polish economic develop
~ent in the 1970's. EER 14(1) July 1980: 101-116 
The economic policy of the Gierek administration is 
examined alongside the economic performance of the Polish 
economy in the 1970's. From very favourable economic 
circ~tances in the early sev~nties the authorities 
encouraged a .consumption and investment boom of which they soon 
lost all control. Sharp reversals in economic policy 
were later applied in order to deal wivh the chronic micro
economic disequilibrium produced by the uncontrolled 
expansion. Policy zigzags have resulted in a highly dis
orb~nised economy increasingly 'managed' in an arbitrary 
way by central directive. The period was one of costly 
mistakes and lost opportunities. Statistics available. 

Critical voices on the economy (extracts from writin~s by 
Edward Lipinski and P~szard Bender). SV 25(1)(110) Winter 
1980: 38-43 

Dobroczynski t Michal. Poland's position in the world economy. 
PP XXIII ( 1) Jan 1980:.18-22 

Economy. 
61-67, 
XXII ( 1 
65-67. 
58-63, 
62-63, 

PP XXI(1-12) Jan to Dec 1978: 57-63, 60-64, 66-74, 
60-63, 57-62, 62-67, 54-61, 53-59, 55-59, 64-69; 
to 5, 7 to 12) Jan to ¥ay, July/Aug to Dec 1979: 
61-65, 54-57, 45-53, 63-67. 50-53, 62-63, 43-47, 
52-55; XXIII(1 to 12) Jan to Dec 1980: 44-47, 55-59, 
53-57, 53-56, 53-57, 45-49. 51-53, 53-55, 54-57 

Various aspects of the economy. Industries, Export promo
tion. Trade relations with different countries. Mining. 
Shipyard industry. The Vistula programme. Technology. 
Automobile industry. Oil. Gold. Exports of know-how. 
Foreign trade. Cuts in expenditure. National census. 
Drilling on the Baltic. Quality steel. Wages and pensions. 
Prices~ Market. Agriculture. General econoillic situation. 
Polish prodUcts. Roads in Libya. llfu.chine centre -
production of instru~ents. Polish-American and Swedish 
cooperation. Tourism. 

Fiedorowicz, 
structure. 
48-73 

Kazimierz. PlanninG of the economic infra
(Tr by Gene Rzepka). EEE XVI(1) Fall 1977: 

Material infrastructure refers to those branches of the 
national economy or those durable assets and investments 
called basic investments, which although not always 
directly participating in production, are a precondition 
of this production and of economic functioning as well as 
social life, and which also reflect public services. 
Infrastructure is thus the arrangement of tranPportation, 
communications, fuel and energy, water supply, as well as 
institutions in the fields of education, health, culture, 
social welfare, insurace, a~ministration, etc. The 
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purpose of this ·article is to discuss the position of 
infrastru.cture in (;)conooic theory and planning. .il series 
of criteria viz, demand, spatial, constraints and economic 
criteria can be used in planning infrastructure. 

Gooulka, Stanislaw. Growth and the import of technology; 
Poland 1971-1SBO. CJE 2(1) Ma.r 1978: 1-16 
The purpose of this paper is that of investigating the . 
impact of importing foreign technology on the growth rate 
of labour productivity and of quantifying the order of 
magnitude of the growth effect that can be expected from 
large-scale application of this policy of 'imported' growth. 

Karpinski, 1~. llllSEES X(3)( 61) l-lay 1980: 70 
Some key problems of the 1981-1985 National Economic Plan. 

Kierczynski, Andrzej. Ap~licability of optimization procedures 
in economic planning. lTr by Wiktor Litwinski). EEE XV(2) 
Winter 1976-77: 44-70 
Research on improvement of mathematical models. In the 
present stage of development of mathematical programming 
methods, it appears that low application of optimization 
procedures constitutes a rather permanent state. 

Kisielewski, Stefan. 'Planning' under socialism. SV 25(1) 
(110) Winter 1980: 19-37. 
]'ailures in production, lack of marketable goods- result of 
unavoidably bad planning and of low level of productivity. 
A system of one monopolistic producer and a central plan 
of production has become a system of chaos. 

Kolos, M. Poland's economy in the 1970's. aBHEL 10(5) 
1980: 243-245 

Marczewski, Jean. On reoodelling of the Polish economy 
system: a contribution. SS XXXI(3) July 1979: 434-440 
The failure of the p~esent economic system in Poland is 
probably to a greater extent due to errors perpetrated in 
the field of agriculture, handicrnfts and other small units 
producing final consumption goods and services, than to the 
imperfections of the general model of industrial planning 
and management. However, a change of economic system is 
required and that, in. order to be effiCient, must ba a 
qualitative change affecting the basic principles of that 
system. ilgriculture, Handicrafts, services and small 
industry. Large production units. Macro-economic 
p~anning. Reform implementation. 

Olszowski, Stefan. The determinants of socio-economic 
development. PP XXI(2) Feb 1978: 5-17 

Good progress has been achieved in the basic social aios, 
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es~ecially the principle gurunteed by Party decisions of 
ralsing living standards through the growth of real wages. 
Pensions have been increased. ~ bill to extend super
annuation benefit to the whole farming population. On the 
other hand it is not possible to bring about appreciable 
changes in wage differentials- quality of productivity of 
labour. The plans for 1978-80 must provide the necessary 
means for the gradual elimination of shortages of standard 
consumer goods. Improvement of the food-market situation 
will be served by investment in agrict.~ ture. To sum up 
what is essential is an intensification of efforts that 
brings in a tangible improvement in the supply situation. 
Investment policy. The role of foreign trade. The 
effectiveness of me~gement. Particular attention was given 
to increasing the effectiveness of management as a sine 
qua non of the successful realization of the Party's socio
economic progra=e. The decisions and recomLlendations of 
the 2nd Party Conference aim at strengthening positive 
processes and elimination of strains and difficulties in the 
national economy. 

Poland. ET 264 13th Aug 1977: 77; 270 
274 16th, 23rd Fe b 1980: 87, 56; 276 
277 22nd, 29th Nov 1980: 47-49, 68-69; 
17th, 24th, 31st Jan 1981: 31-32, 59-60, 
7th, 14th, 28th Feb 1981: 47, 46, 14-15, 
1981: 16, 19; 279 9th May j981: 79-80 

24th Feb 1979: 50; 
9th Aug 1980: 40; 

278 3rd, 10th, 
47-48, 46, 42; 
57-58; 14th Mar 

Economic situation. Hard-currency debt. Economic reforms; 
. New Economic reform prograIlllJ9. Statistics. Charts. 

Poland : Five-Year Plan, 1976-80. 1.BSEES VIII ( 1) Sept 1977: 
72 
Review of economic performance, 1971-75. New Plan, 1976-80. 
Details and statistics of major industries ani foreign trade. 

Report on the state of the Republic (an abridged version of a 
200 page long study). SV 25(1)(110) Winter 1980: 3-18 
Pbland's present social, political and econooic situation. 

Secooski, Kazimierz. The strategy of growth. PP XXI(6) 
June 1978: 27-31 

Staniszkis, Jadwiga. On remodelling of the Polish economic 
system. ss XXX(4) Oct 1978: 547-52 
Causes of the failure of previous attempts to introduce. 
economic reforms in Poland and specific pro·blems noted 
which have to be solved before attempting economic reforms 
in Poland. . 

-. On some contradictions of socialist society: the case 
of Poland. S~ XXAI(2) Apr 1979: 167-187 
The recurring crises of efficiency, the lack of communica-
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tion between society and the ruling group, the corrosion 
of both ideology and legitimacy and the regression at a 
personal level seem to be unavoidable in socialist society 
in its present form. On the economic level this is an 
econocy systematically wasting (for political reasons) part 
of the appropriated surplus value due to a high degree of 
petrification of capital, and an economy with four serious 
and 'classical' (in Marxian terms) economic crises in the 
last 30 years. at the same time this is a society with full 
employment (or even over-employment, when looking from an 
optimal accumulation point of view). An economic crisis is 
a moment when the economic system rejects the economic' 
policy pursued hitherto. This rejection takes the following 
forms: 1) Rapidly declining investment efficiency. 2) 
Rapidly declining rate of GNP growth (inspite of increasing 
rate of accumulation and investment), 3) Increasing diffi
culties with horizontal links in industry. The signs of the 
latter are increasing percenta.'~e deviations from quarterly 
plans at the enterprise level ldue to lack of supplies). 
This process takes the form of a vicious circle. 

Starewicz, l.rtur. Sources of the conflict. PP XXIII(11-12) 
Nov-Dec 1980: 5-8 
Problems with implementation of an over-ambitious invest
ment plan. Trade deficit. Debts - forei5n. Increasing 
gulf between purchasing power and the supply of consumer 
goods. Policy of rapid and unharmonized economic growth 
adopted in the early seventies led to slow growth at 
excessively high cost and stagnation. Over-stimulated 
expectations e.nd very lim ted capacity to satisfy them. 

Wanless, P.T. Economic reform in Poland 1973-79. SS XAXII(1) 
Jan 1980: 28-57 

Basic prinCiples of the new system. Measuring economic per
formance. Principles of remuneration. Use of inputs. 
Disposal of proceeds of economic activity. Pricing. 
Constraints on the effectiveness of reform. Suspension of 
1976 system. Modification (1977). New taxes. Encouragement 
to exports. 4dministration. 

Zielinski, Janusz G. New Polish reform proposals. SS XXXII 
(1) -Jan 1980: 5-27 
The strategy of reform implementation; Is a new reform 
necessary? When to reform? Economic preconditions for 
reform. Parametric management and the growth rate. Sources 
of inflationary pressure. Parametric prices. General 
principles of system remodelling. Organizational 
structure of econocy. . 

---~ On system remodelling in Poland: a pragmatic approach. 
SS XXX(1) Jan 1978: 3-37 
According to authoritative information from Poland a new 
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effort is to be undertaken shortly to reform the existing 
system of planning and oanagement, the system which has 
been introduced gradually since 1973 and does not yet cover 
the whole economy. The new reform proposals will be the 
fifth such major effort in tho last 20 years, the previous 
ones ooourring in 1956-58, 1965-67, 1969-70, 1973-75. J'..S a 
result the economic arrangements in Poland during the last 
20 years have been highly unstable. Polish public and 
nanagers in general are 'reform weary' and for this reason 
alone it is essential that the new reform effort be success
ful and long lasting. For that, various questions have t,) 
be answered. How to desibTI an~ implement effective economic 
reforms in Eastern Europe. 

Romania 

~BSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 65 
The directives for the 12th Congress of the RCP include 
various objectives for the five-year period 1981-85. A 
selection of these are listed. 

~BSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 77 
Socio-econoDic indicators of achievements of the 1976-80 
five-year plan are comp,.rec1 with main directives for 1981-
85 plan and the outline forecast until 1990. 

Ceausescu, Nicolae. Creative application of the general 
truths of dialectical and historical oaterialism to 
realities in Romania. RIor 8 Jan 1978: 20-44 

Communique concerning the fulfillment of the 1971' single 
national economic and social development plan of the 
socialist Republic of Ro~nia. m~ 8(4) F~b 1978: 1-35 
EconoDic and social indicators. Industry. J~griculture and 
silviculture. Transport. Investments. Scientific 
research and technology. Living standard. 

Cretoiu, G. ~BSEES X(3)(61) ~ay 1980: 77 
In view of economic development planned for 1981-85, 
Romania will become a 'medium developed socialist country' 
by 1985. 

Dolgu, G. 1.BSEES VIII(2) (54) Jan 1978: 60 
Basic principles of Ronanian economic development. 

1.L • .Rork.'1.nin's (;oaJ.: to become a mec1ium-d~veloped country by 
1985. lillHEL 8(5) 1978: 254-55 
In 1985 about 70 per cent of the national income will be 
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produced by the industry • .Jeh'een 1981 and 1985, 90 pur 
cent of tho Growth of the national incone nust be proc~uced 
by inprovenent of 1e.bour productivity. Speci'3.1 e.ttention 
is paid to the nore econonica1 utilization of the nate rial 
resources and tho stocks of raw Th~teria1 and enerey. 

'Iota, V. Main bases of lioDania I s donostic and foroi[;TI econoL!ic 
policy. (Tr '':Jy LGon rriind1in). EEE XV(!,,) SUnDer 1977: 100-110 
Tho ll-:lin factors of an accelerated econonic deve10pnent are: 
1) Unified L~nacenent of the entire secia1 and econonic 
deve10pwent on the basis of sinF31e p1e.11. 2).r.. hiGh rato of 
accunulation. 3) AssurinG a nedorn and efficient struct~ro. 
4) A rational distribution of productive forcos over tho 
entire torritory. 5) Introduction of tho latest conquests 
of sci8nce ane technolOGY, 6) ProvidL~G qualified labour 
force. 7) A rise in econonic efficiency in all sectvrs. 8) 
InteGTating Ronania into international division of labour. 

Joos, Gy. Ronania nobi1izes internal reserves. .r...JHEL 8(1) 
1978: 101-103 

IUhai, Nico1ae. The econonic and social deve10pnent 0 f 
Ronania. HIli. XXIX(682) 5th Sept 1978:19-22 

ll.onania : Five-year plan, 1976-80. i.:JSEES VIII ( 1) Sept 1980: 80 
Ronanian five-year plans for 1971-75 and 1976-80. 

Runania. ET 265 17th Dec 1977: 55; 267 17th June 1978: 
100; 278 17th Jan 1981: 67-68 
Econonic situation. 

Yugoslavia 

AJSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 86 
The resolution on the 1977 annual plan as an inteGral part 
of the 1976-80 five-year plan. 

--- VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 69 
Econonic perfornancc in 1977 and a conparison with 
perfornance in the 1973-77 period. 

--- IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 73 
JI. survey of, the five-year plan fu1fi11nont so far, and 
forecasts for the renaining pc:riod. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1978: 68 
Resolution of the Presidiun of the Socialist Alliance on 
current prob1ons in the inp1enentation of the annual plan 
and ncasures for econonic stabilisation. 

---'X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 69 
Tho -basic econonic guidelines for '1981-85 are too general. 
Jut the bUSiness sector as ~1C11 as tho planners have to 
corrtlct this. 
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- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 72 
Econonic developoent in the first half of 1979 and 
prospects for the second half. 

--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 74 
Decision of.Fedaral Asseobly Giving the basic direction and 
principles of econo~ic policy for socio-econonic develop~ 
oent of Yugoslavia in the 1981-85 period. 

--- X(3)(61) May 1980: 85 
Current position in the fulfiloent of the five-year plan, 
1976-80, is assessed as unsatisfactory. 

--- X(3)(61) Uay 1980: 85 
This resolution is a conprehensive econooic plan for 1980. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 74 
Draft of the five-year plan for 1981-85. 

Dajec, Milan. The crucial issue of developoent policy. full. 
XXXII(747) 20th May'1981: 28-30 

---. The new nediuo-range plan. RI.ll. XXXI(735) 20th Nov 
1980: 23-25 
The new nediuo-range pilian of Yugoslavia, for 1981-85 period. 

Conisso, Ellen T. Yugoslavia in 1970's: self-oanagenent and 
bargaining. JCE 4(2) June 1980: 192-208 
This article describes the new political and econonic 
decision-caking systeo and shows how its functioning has 
generated certain tensions between and aoong governnental 
and productive entities, tensions that have led to unintended 
and undesired econonic consequences. The root of the 
problcn lies in the operation of new systeo, not' in a 
departure froo its principles. The institutional fraoework. 
:3argaininG. planning and 'sclf-oanagad so?ialiso. 

DjUranovic, Va selin. Decisive battl~ for. econonio stabilisa
tion- lastinG valu~ of the original principles of non
alignoent. RI.ll. XXXII(738) 5th Jan 1)31: 3-5 

Gergely. J. Fast developoent and instaijility in Yugoslavia's 
econooy. AJHEL 9(4) 1979: 198-199 

Greater efficiency urged for the prosent policy. YL XXVI(3) 
Mar 1981: 1 

Jugoslavia. 
1900: 81; 

ET 272 11th Aug 1979: 42, 44-45; 275 14th June 
278 31st Jan 1981: 43-44; 7th Feb 1981: 76-77 

Econonic situation. Market socialiso after Tito. Chart • 
. . 

Jrnezevic, K.. 1:..JSEES IX(3)(58-) May 1979: 80 
A survey of econonic developoent in 1971-77. 

Minica, Milos. Dynamc econonic develbpocnt. nIl. XXIX(667) 
20th Jan 1978: 34-35 
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OCic, C. lwSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 75 
luI underdeveloped regio~s in Yugoslavia, excoptKosovo are 
now oediun-developed.·Change in the nature of developoent 
probleo. . 

Olic, Teodor. l'Iediun-tero plan of developoent by aereeoent 
to the coonon objoctives. YL XXVI(1-2) Jan-Feb 1981: 1 

Ov~r-all oconoDic indices. YS XVIII(1, 3) Feb, Aug 1977: 157-
158, 165-166: XIX(2,3,4. 1-1ay, Aug, Nov 1978: 183-184, 169-
170, 161-162; XX(1,2) Feb,lIIay 1979: 1-7-158, 189-190, O,·j.) 
ll.uG, Nov 1979: 157-158,163-164; XXI(1,2) Feb, May 1900:, 
159-160, 147-148 
Only statistical data on production, industry, forestry, 
construction, transport, retail trade, hotels and caterinb, 
exports, ioports, currency circulation, producer prices, 
retail prices, cost of living, eoployoent, noDinal personal 
incooe per worker. Graph of indices of industrial and 
agricultural production. 

Sapir, ~\ndre. Econooic growth and factor substitution: What 
happened to the Yugoslav Diracle? EJ 90(258) June 1980: 
294-313 
This paper begins with the observation that a retardation in 
output growth soeos to have coincided with the introduction 
of the 1965 reforos. It is areued that a capital-intensity 
bias prOduced by refom coobined with low factor substitution 
elasticities, provides the key ingredients of the retardation 
durine the 1966-75 decade. Yugoslav growth before and after 
the 1965 reforo. Growth and substitution in the Yugoslav 
oanufacturing sector •. Estioation of the elasticity of substi
tution. The econonics of retardation. Soou disaggregate 
results. The 1965 reforo and the bias in favour of capital in 
YUGoslavia. Political econoQy in post-reforo YUGoslavia. 

Strauss, Jonathan. The Yugoslav econooic systeo. (A review 
article). JCE 4(2) June 1980: 226-237 
This review article consiG.l3rs the coopatibili ty between 
oarket and sociuliso and provides sooe support for the 
Yugoslav interpretation of socialiso, on the basis of the 
Constitution and of the lwsociated Labour Act. 

Tajnikar, 1~3. The coexistence of oarket and plan in the 
develo~Dent of YU40slav econooic thought. (Tr by Ales 
Vahcic). EEE XVI(1) Fall 1977: 74-101 
The present ~ssay is an attenpt at a survey and analysis of 
the findings" of post-w'ar econooic thouGht in Yugoslavia 
conc~rning planninG, the r2rket, and their coexistence. 
Discussion on the justifiability of the reaffiroation of 
coonodi ty relations in the oconoQy to the eoergence of the 
conflict between plan and TJarket. ~osition concerninG the 
oarket [1echaniso as a coordinator of econonic activity. 
Debate on nomal price started soon after the war, and 
still goine on. It developed into incooe noroaJ. price
incooD price, and specific price of production. Working 
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of law of value. If there was really a conflict between 
plan and oarket because of the l~ck of knowledec of how 
the law of value worked. This debate is indirectly linked 
to the debate on the universality of the oarket. Related to 
idGas on how to incorporate the plan into the 8COnOrllC systOl:1. 
Developnent of self oanageoent to coordinate plan and oarket. 

Ubi~arip, Gajko. Yugoslav econoaic trends. RIA XXX(711) 
20th Nov 1979: 1-4 

Vlaho, D. A~SEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 68 
The econonic situation is d0toriorating. The balance of 
paynents problEms, inflation end tho liquidity situation 
arG all worseninG' The Federal governoent is criticised 
for being slow and inconsistent on key policy oatters. 

2. !!lNTEffi'.L..ISE MlUT,'.Gr.:r£mT. OhG:.NIZATION 

(INCLUDING CO-OPERATION) 

:1ul gar; a 

:3onev, S tam s • 
oanageoent of 
1979: 22-23 

OriGin and strengthening of the planned 
the national econo~. AB:3SLE XXII(4) Oct-Dec 

Doichinov, D. A3SEES VIII(3) May 1978: 27 
On the efficiency of new systen of autooated oanageoent in 
large injustrial enterprises. 

Genov, H. .Il.:JSEES .IX( 1) (56) Sept 1978: 30 
Absence of proper controls rcsults in poor quality production. 

Gazes, Haio. Econorllc coobines: a basic unit in the oanageoent 
of production and a factor for ioproving its effectiveness. 
AJJSLE XXII(3) Apr-June 1979: 28 

Kaligorov, Th. A_3SEBS X(3)( 61) May 1980: 43 
Outline of the new econonic oethod being introduced in 
:3ulgaria whereby individual enterprises Dust becooe 
self-supporting and profit Llaking. 

?aska1eva, Margarita. Hethods o'f selccting the econoIJic 
oanag~oent staff. ,~~SLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 7 

Radulov, L. AJSEBS X(3)(61) May 1980: 40 
Survey of the neaning and iopl~oentation of the new 
econooic Iaechaniso in 3ulgaria., 
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Razvigorova, Evka. Socio-economic mechanism and technology 
of management. ABBSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 7 

---. Technology of management. ~BDSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 
8 

It is meant a totality of rules and information on the 
sequence and methods of performing the individual phases, 
functions, activities, and operations in the purposive 
development of the management process in a given social 
system or class of social systems. Technology is not. a 
general set of methods but a set of strictly established 
ways of perforlling individual operations, activities, in a 
process with definite properties and a previously determined 
end result. 

Vladov, Hristo. Considerations related to the setting up of a 
system for optimum planning and management of the national 
econo~. ABDSLE XXII(3) Apr-June 1979: 25-26 

Czechoslovakia 

kBSEES IX( 1 )(56) Sept 1978: 35 
Report on experiment in economic managemcnt introduced in 
1978. 

Brydlova, H. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 38 
Matcrial stimula.tion of technical progress must be linked to 
long term planning and targets. Profit is the most suitable 
indicator for measuring the soundness of economic activity. 

Csaba, L. Czechoslovakia- comprehensive economic management 
measures. ABHEL 10(2) 1980: 232-233 

Fili~, V. ii.BSEES X(2) (60) Jan 1980: 44 
Rcsults of the first y~ar of conpl~x experiment in efficiency 
anC'. quality mana.geoent. 

Kroiher, J. and Velek, J • .l~BSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 41 
A new set of indicators emphasis~ t~e quality aspects of 
enterprise performance and its final economic effect. 

Kuchta, R. ADSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 35 
lxperimental measures introduced in 1978 to improve the 
system of enterprise management. 

Social policy - Czechoslovakia. Guidelines to improve economic 
management. SLB (2) June 1980: 130 
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Tomcik, J. lillSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 39 

Assessment of the experioent with the new management system. 

Zdobina, F. LBSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 51 
Evaluation of results of complex experiment in efficiency 
and quality management. 

German Democratic ~epublic 

Barsony, J. The foreign trade relation forms of the combines 
in the German Democratic Republic. kBHEL 9(1) 1979: 42-43 
Economic combines are being developed as the principal 
organizational units of the economic management in the GDR. 
They are comprehensive economic units, uniting the whole 
process of research and development, production and marketing. 

Bechmann, R. ABSEES ~(1)(59) Sept 1979: 43 
The analysis of the conditions of production and cooperation 
between central authorities and enterprises in the region 
has been neglecte~. This article puts forward some 
theoretical considerations in an attempt to pinpoint the 
problem~ involved. 

~eyer, H.-J. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 46 
Production of special-purpose mechinery by the enterprises 
to solve their own problems is regalded as a key factor 
in raiSing industrial efficiency. 

Buch, H. and Tarnick, H. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 57 
The decree of 8/11/79 governing the structure, management 
and functiOning of the nationall,:,'owned combines. Combine 
enterprises and enterprises. 

Garscha, J. ~BSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 45 
-Problems facing the newly formed combines can be tackled by 

concentrating on three main aspects : production flow, 
organisation, use of resources. 

Gerisch, R. and Hofmann, W. J.BSEES X( 1)( 59) Sept 1979: 45 
An outline of the principles on which the new combines are 
intended to operate, with remarks on certain problems 
already accurring and on the managerial qualities 
reqUired to overcome these problems. 

Gurmann, Klaus and Schreiber, Karl. Inventory management as 
- 0. combination of- national.. econooW nnd:.onterprise. d.ecisi{)n

caking. (Tr by .I1nri<."\n Sline) •. EEE XV( 1) Fnll 19'76: 77-93 
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It requires planning of the reproduction process so that 
oaximum attention is given in its implementation to the 
economy's disposable assets and available resources. It is 
necessary to find the best method for raising labour 
productivity, reducing operating costs and improving the 
oanageoent of assets to intensify social reproduction 
process. The task also applies to planning the process of 
inventory fornation on the national level. The target 
function of planning inventories manap8ment consists of mini
mizing the social costs of labor involved in inventory 
formation and naintenance with a simultaneous minimization 
of the social costs of ~abor involved in carrying out the 
economic reproduction process by fulfilling the function 
appropriate to inventory oanagement. The key indicator for 
enterprise inventory planning is the inventory norm, which 
determines, the technically and economically justified 
average level of inventories for each product or group 
of products. 

Hart nann, K. iu3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 52 
The position and function of combines within industrial 
structure and criticism of nanageoent attitudes. 

Hofnann, W. ~BSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 57 
With the setting up of the new coobines in the GDR, the 
probleo of how best to centralise management functions has 
arisen. lQthough each combine has its specific character
istics, three basic models have been evolved. 

HUDQel, G. ~BSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 47 
On planning priorities for 1981-85 plan in the combines. 

Kuciak, G. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 50 
Emphasis on specialisation and concentration of industrial 
production in new coobines. Ioportance of snall independent 
enterprise in industry. 

Ladensack, K. ABSEES X(1)(59)Sept 1979: 45 
The recent reorganisation c-f many enterprises into combines 
is causing numerous probleos based on clashes of interests 
and suspicion. This article advises senior oanageoent on 
methods of dealing with such probleos. 

lVielzer, Manfred. Cocoine formation in the GDR. SS :;axIl I ( 1) 
Jan 1981: 88-106 
vlill combines lead to greater efficiency? Number of 
·functional weaknesses responsible for ineffici~ncy. 
Restructuring of complete economic adninistration systec. 
Types of cocbine fornation. Internal oanageoent organi
zation. Freedoo of choice in combines. ~aterial and 
ganpower econorJies. 
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nichter, H. Id3EZS XI(1)(62) Sept 19130: 53 
~~n~Gers of enterprises ~bout expectations fron the new 
cOilbines. Inprovenents in [~teri~l supplies and 
adDinistrntive prActices. 

:~oener, lVi. i .. JSDES VIII(2) Jan 19713: 36 
Suz-vey of factors ~Thich act as incentives to increased 
efficiency. 

Roesler, J. l~SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 49 
L. chronological review of the developnent of socialist 
planning oethode fron 1946 to the present day. 

Steinert, ll. 1l.3S:S:US X( 1 )(59) Sept 1979: 43 
Cooperation betr,leen enterprises can only function effioiently 
if they are ~ased on realistic nnd bindinG 10nG-tero planning. 
This is often prevented by the ever-riding claios of the 
five-ye.1.r plon. A oothod of coordinnting the tr,TO is proposed. 

Thiele, H. lillSEJJS X( 1)( 59) Sept 1979: 42 
In a paper delivered to !l Conference on industrial oanageoent 
at the TU Dresden, the writer argues for the inclusion of an 
efficiency indicatorns a n~in elenent in planning at 
enterprise level. 

3:unmry 

ja.lassa, lJ... Achievenents of and lessons fron the nediuo-tern 
plc.nning in the Hungarian enterprises. 1~0 10(1) 1977: 53-68 
This article analyses the drafting of enterprise and 
cooperative plans for 1976-00 and the related activities of 
the state organs of econonic control. The o.uthor evaluat.es 
the positive and negative experiences, and also exanines 
sooe questions of principle, e.g., those affecting relations 
betlle0n enterprises and state organs. He also reviews 
further tasks related to the inprov<ment 0:1:" planning. 
Activity of the econoDic control organs. The planning 
activity of the enterprises. The contnt of tho enterpris', 
plnns. 

3auer, Tanas. Tho contra.dictory position of the enterprise 
under the l'iell Hu..1'lgr'.rian Econonic 1-1echanisw. DIll XV( 1) 
Fall 1976: 3-23 
:J?osition of 
operation. 
econony. 

Th1.nngers. The interest in profit and its 
The institutional structure of the 

Jorbely, Sandor. The future of our cooperatives. He 
XXln( 1) 19DO: 1-2 
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Demeter-Csanadi, M. 
of the enterprise, 
9(1) 1979: 150-151 

Some interconnections between the size 
profitability and preferences. ABrlEL 

Feher, G. Present forms of co-operation 
co-operative sectors and their future. 
1979: 709 

between the 
ABWAERS 21(10) Oct 

:B'enyovari, 1. The role of profit in the Hungarian economy. 
11.0 22(1-2) 1979: 33-46; ABHEL 9(1) 1979: 65-66 
The objectives of the 1968 reform of economic control aimed 
at the establishment of profit-motivated enterprise . 
management have not been fully accoI1plished. The primary 
cause was the merely partial creation of conditions' 
essential for profit to become a dependable measure of 
efficiency and an instrument of control and orientation. 
The Hungarian price systcn does not adequately reflect the 
national economic value of production (sales), nor the 
national-level inputs of the used resources. Assertion of 
the market bechanism lagged behind the expectations of the 
reform concept. Statistical tables include.d. 

Fold, S.P. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1978: 53 
Examples of delayed payments by enterprises. 

Gado, O. Modifying regulators to improve the management 
mechanism - a contribution to a paper by Robert Hoch. 
ABHEL 9(4) 1979: 210-211 

Galik, L. Estinating enterprises' economic efficiency on the 
basis of the net income index proportional to resources. 
ABHEL 9(2) 1979: 167-168 

Hegedus, A. and r-Iarkul:!, 11. The small ent.ropreneur and 
socialism. 11.0 22(3~4) 1979:' 267-289 
The authors outline the specific features distinguishing 
this stratum both from the traditional peasantry and from 
artisans. The stratum of small entrepr3neurs is not Simply 
a rerme.nt of the past, but a product with specific i'eaj;urcs':of 
the new structure of those East :european. soM . .al:1Bt societies. 
!rho study diocussos tho. totl.clcnc.:i.es new.dcvelopmonts r changes 
i.u forn:. c.ndnctivi..tico of .emll·entrepreneurs. Statistics 
included. . 

Heredi, I. and Tarjan, D. Results and further objectives of 
the major national research pro gran 'the socialist 
enterprise'. 11.0 20(3) 1978: 332-338 
The article undertakes to give a survey of the scientific 
results and research org<misation oxperience in the past 
three years with the national scientific research program. 
High significance the enterprises have within the present 
Hungarian economic control system for the fulfilment of 
econOl:Uc and social. objectives. Under the present system 
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the stress is laid on the quality end efficiency of enter
prise nanagencnt. Major topics to be studied are social 
enterprise theory, interests, democratisation of organiza
tion, structure of national economy, in agriculture, 
jUrisprudence, long-term planning, labour and wage and income 
relations, empirical study of enterprise oanagers'activities, 
conditions for accelerating-innovation, marketing relations 
between and narketing activities of enterprises, internal 
oanagement organisation of industrial enterprise, measurabi
Ii ty of enterprise organization, methods of measurenent, " 
rationalization, stocks of national economy, enterprise stock 
oanagement and stock-piling. 

Hethy, L. Selection of enterprise executives in Hungary: a 
case-study. AO 22(3-4) 1979: 247-265 
Relying on the actual analysis of the practice followed in 
selecting executives in a construction firn, the study 
seeks answer to the question to what extent the structure 
of economc organization can secure such realization of 
this selection that ~ives perspective for the individual, 
corresponds to the efficiency targets of the enterprise and 
fits into the political, social add econo~c development 
of socialisn. , 

Hirschler, K. New oethods for regulating conpany developnent. 
il.BHEL 10(3) 1980: 77-78 

Hoch, R. Modifying the regulators or inproving the mechanism? 
11.0 23 (3-4) 1979: 247-256 
The systen of economic control and oanagement introduced in 
Hungary in 1968 has proved its viability and has been 
functioning more successfully than the mechanisn prior to 
the reforn. These results are core reoarkable since the 
reforn was in oany respects only partly realized; instead 
of further development it renained in a tranSitory state; 
what is nore, SOD0 steps were taken even towards a pre
reforn state. l~l this result in several contradictions and 
difficulties and necessitates a further developnent of the 
nechanisn. The original objectives and implenentation. 
Conditions for inproving the nechanisn. 

Horvath, Csongar. On enterprise size. ABHEL 9(2) 1979: 
121-122 

---. On the size of the firo. (Tr by George Hajdu). EEE 
XVIII(3) Spring 1980: 34-62 
il.pproaching the size of firo. In capitalist econoDies. 
Structure and size in Hungarian econony. Probleos, 
Statistical tables included. 

Javorka, E. Sone ,issues of production pattern development 
as perceived by the enterprises. ABHEL 9(3) 1979: 
31-33 
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Kevevari, B. On the §eneral probleos of organization of 
Hungarian corporations. JillHEL 9(4) 1979: 234-236 

Kozma, J. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 53 
This editorial lists a number of enterprises which ceased 
manufacturing obsolete and unecononical products. To 
prevent shortages in supply, it encourages plants to 
develop substitutes-, of which they are capable with their 
own resources of technical know-how. 

Laky, T. Enterprise in bargaining position. liO 22(3-4) 
1979: 227-246 
Bargaining as -the. process of reconciling interests between 
enterprises and central control organs. The objects of the 
bargain are tlw resources, advantages and favours necessary 
for enterprise operations that are at the disposal of the 
central control organs. Tho bargaining usually takes place 
p~ac0fully in the foro of negotiations. If, however, 
enterprises do not attain the wanted result, ~hey activate 
their ,allies, first of all the sector8.l ministry which is 
equally interested in acquirin~ the central resources, and 
they nay use also oore effective illeans in the bargain~ As 
a consequence, resources are often allocated not to the 
desired objectives and not in the desired proportions. 
The precondition of changing the situation is to increase 
enterprise independence (autonomy), Deteroinant factors 
in the organization systen. The internal relationships of 
the or6anizational systen. Bargaining positions. Means 
for the assertion of interests. 

Makay, I. The first reactions of the enterprises to the 
oodifications of regulators. JillHEL 10(5) 1980: 191-192 

Mohai, Gy. The Hungarian econooic management in practice 
and the enterprise planning. ABHEL 9(5) 1979: 247-248 

Molnar, F. Coooents on the question of profit size 
deternination. IJ3llliL 8(2) 1978: 137-138 . 

Nyers, R. and Tardos, M. Enterprises in Hungary before and 
after the econooic reforn. AO 20(1-2) 1978: 21-44 
The elioination of coopulsory plan targets has much 
inproved the efficiency of Hungarian enterprises but 
has not made nrlE'.~:n to demand snooth at one stroke. 
The study analyzes the contradiction between enterprise 
autonomy and the institutional systeo inherited froo' 
the era prior to reforn. The contr~dictions are exaoined 
fran the view points of prices, wages as wall as the 
allocation of investments. Enterprises in the Hungarian 
'econony during the period of directive planning. Central 
planned regulation and oarket relations in the socialist 
econony. llChieveoents and internal contradictions of 
the Hungarian econooic reforo. What lessons can be drawn 
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froc the ten year history of the Hungarian econoDic reforc? 

Overnllchangos in econooic regulations. NH 20(2) Feb 1981: 6 
The new re&~lQtors arc Doant to stinul~te the effectively 
working enterprises to be bravur in their ventures and tho 
WOQk ones to be Dore careful when cakinb their econoDic 
decisions. 

rolitzer, Ta~~s. Our cooperative organs for safeguarding 
interests. HC XXII(1) 1979: 26-23 

Sranko, Istvc:.n. Swall producers' collaboration. HC XXII (1) 
1979: 22-23 

State of tho research in nanagecont and organization in 
Hunt18.1'Y. 1 .. 0 23(3-4) 1979: 353-366 

Szabo, Istvan. In too sc:rvice of progress. (Co-o1Jerative 
societies). HC Y~(1) 1978: 1-3 

Szalai,~. A3SEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1970: 51 
soce practical suggestions for the day-to-day nanagecent 
of the econoDY. 

Szaszko, Laszlo. Co-operatives' collaboration (with other 
business organs). HC XXI(1) 1978: 4-5 

Szikszay, J. On the codification of ecqnoDic regulators. 
1lJHEL 10( 1) 1980: 156··257 

----a Soce lessons froc the codifications of the systec of 
econoDic reculation in Hungary. ~O 19(2) 1977: 121-132 
The systen of econoDic control was partially codified in 
Hungary in the Diddle of the 1970s. The purpose of these 
nodifications was to help the enterprises in adaptinG to 
the chnnecd world narket situation, to foster coro efficic:nt 
nanagenent. In this paper the essence of these codifications 
is reviewed together with tho experiences of the first 
years of the operations. 

Szilvasan, Pal. Developncnt of two trenQs. HC xXIII(1) 
1980: 2-3 
Co-operative orgnnization. 

Szlauenicky, Istvan. Intogration 2~d efficiency. HC XXII(2) 
1979: 1-3 
Co-operation. 

----a Tasks of the cooperatives in the building of advanced 
socialist country. A~HEL 9(2) 1979: 139~140 

Tardos, lfurton. Enterprise independence and central control. 
D~E XV(1) Fall 1976: 24-44 , 
~t are tho min kinils of <,mterprise inC'.u;:ondonce under 
socinlisn, i.o~, in a ooc±n1 Dyot~nin which_cost of the 
Deans of production arc state owned? what arc the cain 
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economic and social consequences of the feasible institu
tional and organizational syste~ and intercoopany 
relations? The questions are ~ential with the often 
treated probleo of centra.lization and decentralization of 
decision-caking. 

Vagi, F. The national econonic interest and the foundation 
of enterprise developoent. .Li.BHEL 9 (1) 1979: 8-9 
The author analysed the development of the interests of 
state faros and co-operative farms bet'.!aen 1969-1975, and 
found that they had shown a decreasing trend. 

Veress, J. Sone issues of the guidance of enterprises. 
l .. BHEL 10(5) 1980: 135-136 

Poland 

Bukolaski, Wojciech. The enterprise and the market. PP XXI(1) 
Jan 1978: 57-60 

Co-operatives: Poland. Data on co-operative organizations. 
SLB (1) l'Iar 1 980 : 119 

Fornalczyk, Imna. Integration of enterprises in a socialist 
econoqy.· (Tr by Wiktor Litwinski) EEE XVIII(3) Spring 
1980: 3-33 
The nature of enterprise integration. The kinds and foros. 
Social, productive and organizational teres. Large econocic 
unit as a systeo. Premises - macro and micro econocic. 
Correlation between the developoent of productive forces 
and the operating oode of a socialist econooy and integra
tion of enterprises. 

Krawczyk, J. lW3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 66 
A critical assessment of the WOG syste" of planning and 
canagenent. 

Kuczynski, Waldecar. The state enterprise under socialisn. 
SS XXX(3) July 1978: 313-35 
This article concentrates mainly on enterprise relations 
with the Central Planning Board (CPB) rather than with 
other fir~s or the consuner, and ooreover on those 
relations which do not require any specific assuoptions 
regarding the DanEgeoent oechaniso. A debate on socialist 
econocic Codel. 

Piotrowski, Kleoens. Direct and indirect instrunents in 
the systeo of oanageoent of the Polish econooy in the 
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1970s. S~ rYXII(4) Cct 1930: 500-514 

C0nce~tQ-:1 ':!?~:lratus. no. of illlo:r=;aticn :fr<>::l the C"ntr.:; 
to the. .i..ss::cic.. ti:lns of '::c~!1.)::::;ic or€,"nj = tiuIiS in t~ construe
tien o:f th.::ir e!mu:ll :;:lpDs. F1~l!' [;f infor!:2ticn :fre;] th.:! 
~sDciatio~s of econo:ll.c orfFDiz::tioIiS to cLt{)r;ris;;S. 

SZ'"~' ZYf'mt. ~hz o:r~z:~tion cf t~ ?.::lish .::ccn~:::::y. 
?L LII(10 Cct 1978: 53-55 

:.3S-:-::S VIII(2)(54) Jan 1973: G3 

1.. n;;v l.r.v 0n quality conti'::ls f:;r Ior::,~ucts .cm~ s.;;rvic{)s. 

li;;cision yf Centr-al Co=-~tt:;.:; cf i!::~Dj?n C->=..mist ?art7 
en ;-a,r0vi.1:t' ~C-JnD::Ji.c ~T1:: fjTrt;-·ncL~ =.?A:~·.;;;::a:.nt 2~{~ 

~~ "'nine. w~ C( 12) lhr 1378: 11-20 

F10r.:;scu, :t.:. ~£s n:(1)(55) 5c;t 1973: 70 

en n.... ::xaSilrGS to j,..-r;:.--;-.;; t~ S7stc:!:::l of :;:'-.n!)]",.;; am 
:2.!:~~::'C!l t • 

.:r1':;5Jj'~il. G~c:r~ ali.:! l'nt.:)n, ~l3tre. 
0'n~8~~nt ~ctivity in a C~n~~. 

,:."?, L'i(4) S:j-v-"-'r 1~77: !12-9:i 

Eval.ua tiDn of the 
(Tr ';)y Leon ltinain). 

~ crou~ of 3;~cia'jsts fro::! tho Stefan ~Jeor~iu ~ad.;;~ 
an=. f're::! t!:hl C<;ntr"....l f'er .i'oul. tr7 rr::eucti<ln ~re:?",...r.::i a 
vi~C-:rP..Dt.--;IlG ".."oo'y-ticaJ. and cv=>..1uativc stuq of -the 
activity of that Ccnt:rP~. :>rc. ... --i.n5 on t1:l.J l?t.:;st r.>search 
t.::c~jq~cs, t~ study ~n3]yscs in ~frtai1 all str~ctures 
of th.) cc~lzx sYS-W::i of tb; Cent:ral.'s activity ~catjn& 
fer ea.ch =j~r co:::;:cn,c,nt thc.= ~>oints' on iibich tm attention 
of' the -in"ivU'l,,' 5 cl-,"r~"~ with i::r?:::tiI:i..; t!:i.:. fatarc of tt..::; 
C~~tr-~ 3h~uli f3~~. C~l1Gctiv~ ~~~~~'nt vas st~icd 
for !:l:.tho::s """6 kc};"; qi.i::s us.:;:! iL =lri n,; the nost i ""iiQrtant 
d"ci£io::lS i.!l re1.?ti:.!:. to c1lrI'\!nt FA! future a:::tiVitics of 
th; Cc.:-.tI'"2l., :::;;.;th::.:'s =:! t0cl-oni qucs ~rinaril.y a?;;;;li.:;c within 
th:. i:!,?"c· .. ~rk of th" vrC"7]~ z.~_ij;i::.= s..;,t u.;? :fer th :>1; ~iU1'ose. 
In. sh::.rt actu::.l. '!f J rlri!iC i 9 S t u.::.i . ., i! incl il 'j "'..... t1:..:; actual. way 
in ;;tic~ to-", 2Cfrti.:l.::.S of t1;.:; iiorl!:ors' Council, take iJlace 
c.~ t::.i1 -; Dd 1;l-.; r;; E:;Al!llSit.i1i tic s ~"'i:. autacri t7 sti;;ul.z.t.::d 
in L?. n~. 11(1~71) s~ci:ric t3 tnc Central, t~ relations 
:::>f t!:.-: iiC 1iii t::. tx G-.:.nc~..1 ass{;!l~1y of t~c vorkcrs ani 
with th.:; Ccancil Off'ic{;. 
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Yugoslavia 

ABSEES XI(1)962) Sept 1980: 79 
" 

Losses are highly concentrated in the business sector. 
Tend to be correlated with high capital intensity. 

G~orov, Kiro. Associated labour. RIA XXXI(735) 20th Nov 
1980: 1-3 
Size and character of the basic self-rn.nageuent cells -
which are the basic organizations of associated labour. The 
withering away of the state, as a long teru historical 
process, is linked to the unceasing expansion of self
nanageuent regulation of relations and the gradual· 
douinance over cODUodity production legalities. 

Horvat, B. vlorkers I nanageuent. l.BSEES VIII ( 1) Sept 1977: 
90 
vlorkers I participation and se1f-nanagenent in Yugoslavia -
problens. . 

Juric, Dusan. Associated labour and socialist se1f-oanageuent. 
YS XX(2) ~my 1979: 3-86 
The new Constitution of 1974 together with Associated Labour 
Act of 1976 provides tho basis for creative self-oanageuent 
practice in the further buildup of Yugoslav se1f-oanaging 
society. Social ovmership - basis of associated labour. 
Incone - basic characteristics - acquisition and distribu
tion. The rights, obligations and responsibilities of 
workers. Management of social resources. Forns of pooling 
labour and resources, basic organizations of associated 
labour. Privat·e work, farners, artisans and their co
operatives. Deoision naking and organs of nanageoent. 
Infornation, supervision and responsibility for perfornance 
of functions. Managenent enactnents and agreew.ento. 
Planning and narket. Position and role of state and 
political organizations. Courts of Associated Labour. 

Kronja, Sine. Top level gathering of Yugoslav self-oanagers. 
RIA XY~II(742) 5th March 1981: 1-3 
Discus'sion on three subjoct fields: 1) Decision-naking 
of the workers in Associated labour on the earning and 
distribution of incone, 2) Self-nanagenent linkage and 
Association on the basis of incoue as the vital factor of 
social reproduction in se1f-uanagenent planning and 
deve10puent, 3) Lssociated labour within the ue1egate 
systen. 

KUrtesi, Ilijaz. Thirty years of self-nanageoent. RIA 
XXXII (738) 5th Jan 1981: 14, 19-21 
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. Popovic, Milorad and Vracaric, Lazar. Edvard Kardolj on self
oanagenent. YS XX(4) Nov 1979: 3-36 
The idea and practic~ of self-~anagenent. The roots in 
Yugoslavia. Tho character and essence. Future. 

Sacks, Stephen h. Divisionalization in large Yugls1av enter
prises. JCE 4(2) June 1980: 209-225 
This article describes the autonoqy of, and the relationship 
anong, divisions of large enterprises. Their logal and 
practical autonoqy is shown to be uxtr,.;llsiv.:J and transfer 
prices, which arc deterr.incd by negotiations bet,'0Eln 
divisions, generally ap~roxi~te narket prices. 

---. Transfer prices in decentralized self-oanaged enterprises. 
JCE 1(2) June 1977: 183-193 
This articlo exaoines the effect of transfer DricGs on the 
allocation of resources in a labour-nanaged socialist econony. 
If enterprises are truely decentralized (Yugoslav) transfer 
prices do play an inportant role in deteroininG the effici
ency of the systen. 

Sinuntic, J. AJSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 68 
The self governing interest Group systen is not working well, 
and the ultinate pro!:>len is that a systen of supposed 'free 
exchanGe of labour' has beEln ~oposed fron above. 

Spadijer, ~alsa. ?olitical science- Yugoslav theory and 
practice. ISSJ XXXI(1) 1979: 123-129 
The YUGoslav social and political systeo is based on the 
power of the working people-self-nanagenent orb~nized as free 
and equal producars in the basic organi.mtions of associated 
labour and other foros of association throuGh which they gain 
control over the distribution of the results of their labour • 

. Tyson, Laura D'Andrea. Incentives, incone sharinG and institu
tional innovation in the Yu§,oslav self-nanaged firr.l. JCE 
3(3) Sept 1979: 285-301 
The incentive properties of inc one sharing arranguoents arc 
a!l2J.ysod for si tua tions in which vl0rk8:'.'S ar0 allowod to fO:r'n 
group or coalition decisions on effort. ~oth th0 feasibility 
anu enforcoability of such decisions are whown to depend on 
a variety of or~.nizational characteristics, includinG the 
decree of worker partiCipation and. the size and divisionali
zation of the firo. Finally the recent decentralization of 
YUGoslav firos is shown to enh~nce the incentive effects of 
incooe sharing. Incooe sharinG and worker incentives - a 
siople 00i1el. Inco::le sharinc and worker coalitions. Ex ante 
and Ex post ~roblcns in th~ fornation and cnforc0ocnt of 
worker coalitions. Incentives nnd institutional innovation 
in the YUGoslav self-rJanat;cd firn. 
(Foll01lred by cooDents by I'iichacl 1~. Conte. JCE 3(3) Sept 
1979: 301-303). 

-. I .. p0rlJammt incono hypothesis for the Yugoslav firu. 
EM 44, 1977: 393-408 
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Thcory suggests that enterprise savings rates are likely to 
be low or even zero in an economy of self-nnnaged firms where 
enterprise capital is socially owned and ~There external 
sources of investment finance are available. Surprisingly 
these predictiDml- are not supported by available· evidence 
about the savings behaviour of Yugoslav firms during the 
1965-71 period whon the econony operated with a virtual 
absence of government control over enterprise savings 
decisions and when tl~ legal and institutional structure 
approxioated that of an idealized label-r-managed system. 

Vukovic, D. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 72 
Enterprise losses are gradually being reduced. 

Vukovic, Miladin. An incentive fox· further development of 
self-oanagement. YL XXVI(1-2) Jan-Feb 1981: 3 . 

Yugoslavia. New law on associated labour. SLB (1) Mar 1977: 
7-11 

Zagorac, D. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 69 
The Federal Council for economic development and economic 
policy examined the development of snall-scale economic 
activity. 

3. INTERNl~TIONl.L ECONONICS, FnUNCE, FOREIGN TRlillE.:. 
CMEA, INTEGRATION, JOHl-r VENTURES 

Nore than one country 

ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 57 
On the issues involved in intensifyine international 

. specialisation within JC.OJ'IJDCON 
\ 

--- VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 2" 
On the financial operations of the International Bank of 
COMeCON (MBES) during 1976. 

--- VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 53 
COMECON's five progranocs of economic integration. 

~ IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 3 
International Investment Bank (MID) financing projects 
in CMEA countries. 
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--- IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 33 
List of specialisation and cooperation agreements concluded 
by the COMECON countries in 1977. 

- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 7 
Activity and organization of the Internationdl Bank for 
economic cooperation in 1978. 

- X(2.)(60) Jan 1980: 7 
Functions and activities of the International Investment 
Bank with particular reference to 1978. 

- X(3)(61) I·lay 1980: 52 
Mixed companies have many advantages for socialist countries 
attempting to market machinery and vehicles in vlestern 
Europe. 

Askanas, Benedykt; Askanas, Halina; and Levcik, Friedrich. 
The foreign trade of-the C~~ countries in the second half 
of the seventies. EEE XVII(3) Spring 1979: 77-87 
The Eastern European countries are beset by two difficult 
problems. 1) Their investment commitments require export 
surpluses to the USSR, yet the deterioration in terms of 
trade is causing balance-of-trade deficits. 2) They also 
need export surpluses to the Western industrial countries 
in order to be able to finance imports of capital goods 
and know-hOW, which are indispensable for growth of their 
own economie~. This challenge can be met only if the 
Eastern European nations are able to s~ficiently increase 
the efficiency and export capacity of their economies. 
Austrian foreign trade with the CMEA countries. Statistical 
data available. 

3alazik, M. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 35 
Twoschools of thought on the role of the transferable ruble 
in the economic integration of COMECOl: countries propose 
different strategies. 

Balek, Jaroslav. Credit relations of Cr-mA countries with 
advanced capitalist countries-. SEEFT XV(4) Winter 
1979-80: 56-78 

• 
Developoent of credit relations between the CIIlEA and the 
advanced capitalist countries not only helps to advance 
their overall economic cooperation but also stimulates 
economic developnent within the countries. A new type of 
relationship is emerging, featuring the exchange of goods 
and services produced under differing socio-economic 
conditions, which is therefore influenced by the produc
tion relations of both systems. 
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Baran, Alois. Origin and development of the International 
Investment Bank. SEEFT XV(4) Winte~ 1979-80: 79-104 
The origin of the lIB is linked to the process of socialist 
economic integration which, in its turn, is an important 
component of. interLmtional socialist relations in general. 
The comprehensive programme for socialist economic integra
tion and international exchange and finanCial relations. 
Bank's activities. Selection of projects for crediting, 
integration aspect, technical-economic criteria, financial 
and currency aspect. Process of crediting - sources. 
Statistical tables included. 

Bartha, Ferenc. Some ideas on the creation of multi-lateral 
clearing systeliJ. among the COMECON countries. (Tr by 
George Hajdu) SEEFTXII(1) Spring 1976: 19-33 
The present situation regarding multilateral balancing of 
trade. _ Obstacles to further develo.pment. 

Baumer, Max and Jacobsen, Hanns-Dieter. Integration of 
COMECON into the world economy? AP 27(1) 1976: 31-45 
Romania is the only socialist (COl~CON) country which is a 
member of the International Monetary Fund. Socialist 
countries participating in the GATT system (CSSR, Poland, 
Rumania and Hungary. Bulgaria has an observer status). 

Baybakov, N.K. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 3 
COMECON's long-term cooperation plans. 

Belovic, Alexander. The basic 
socialist investment credit. 
XVI(2) Summer 1980: 48-79 

forms of international 
(Tr by Marian Sling). SEEFT 

Substance of internatioTh~1 socialist investment credit -
main features and significance. Long-term special 
purpose credit in relation to joint construction. Bilateral 

and multilateral provision. International Investnent Bank. 

-. Coordination of the Cl'lEA countries' capital investments 
as a method to create opti~l production structures of the 
socialist community. PE XXVIII(10) 1980: 1034 

Bergson, Abram. The geometry of Cor-lECON trade. "EDR 14(3) 
Nov 1980: 291-306 
The essay interprets Western empirical research on COMECON 
trade in the light of neo-classical prinCiples fani~ 
in'Uestern trade theory. An attempt is made to clarify 
in what respects COMECON trade conforms to and in what 
respects diverges from the neo-classical principles, as 

'represented by some early geometry of lIIeade. Attention is 
focussed on the ·volume, structure and terms of trade 
between the Soviet Union and Eastern European members of 
COr-lECON. Losses and gains'that the two Sides experience 
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fron COillECOliT trade. 

Bielawski, Jan. Economic cooperation in Europe. A new 
phase? PP XXIII(6) June 1980: 8-11 

Bien, Andrzej and Nosiadek, GrEogorz. Inproving the function 
of the transferable ruble as international currency. (Tr 
by Donald Hank). SEEFT XVI(2) Suwmer 1980: 26-47 
Transferable ruble and cooperation between nenber countries 
of the IBEC and the Third countries. Special fund of the 
International Investment Bank. Shares of countries parti
cipating in special fund. Managenent of credit from the 
Special Fund issued in transferable rubles. , 

Blaho, A. Socialist countries and transnational monopolies. 
AO 20(4) 1978: 417-433 
Why socialist countries deen the participation of TNC in 
their economy per,~ssible? Considering the terns of 
relations - partiCipation to proDote the development of an 
optioal econonic structure of the CMEA. Transfer of Western 
techniques and technology is an inportant factor of scientific 
and technological progress of CMEA countries. 

Bogdanov,~. ABSEES XI(1)(62) 1980: 37 
COOI!l.ent on the 34th Session of CqI'IBCON in Prague in 1980. 

Bognar, J. Relations of the CMEA with the world economy at 
. the beginning of a new era. AO 23(1-2) 1979: 1·-16 

The study discusses the external system of relationships 
of the CMEA integration, that is, the political and 

. economic conception according to which these relations had 
been established and under which they were operated during 
later years. The starting points are the fundamental 
changes in world politics and econony, the world economic 
positions so far attained by the CNEl., and the shifts in 
the system of values of menber countries. From these 
perspectives an answer is sought to the question: at the pre
sent time what would be the nost advantageous system of 
r6lationship with the external world, equally favourable 
for the future of the world, the world economic role of the 
C~mA and the econonic developoent of menber countries. 
External and internal economic conditions at the time of 
organizing the CMEA. Basic changes in the external 
environment and the internal efforts of the CMEA. The 
necessity of international cooperation for the CMEA region. 
Factors of the beginning of a new era. Economically 
advantageous for the CMEiI. to develop its external 
relations. ¥~ssive imports of foreign techniques necessary. 
Measure of success of cr-IEA system of conditions of export 
orientation. 

BogODOlov, O. Cooperation for integration and the problems 
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of busine ss rela tions ~'li th developed capitalist and develolJ
ing countries. ,11.0 23(3-'f) 1979: 305-313 
Utilization of benefits and a(~vantaGes of a wide international 
division of labour has beCODe an inportant factor in intensify
ing the national econonies of the Cl~A countries, and in thu 
1900s we have to expect an expansion and not a contraction 
in econonic cooper~tion between coun~ries with different 
social systeus. ~.t tho saue tiDe it seens necessary to 
further strengthen the oatorial con~itions of the C~illA 
countries for their participation in the world-wide division 
of labour, to rationalize their relations l'lith countries with 
different social systeDs, to unite their efforts for solution 
of COIT10n probleDs, and for neutralization of adverse 
tendencies that have eDerGcd in recent years. 

:Jogonolov, O. The international narket of CNEA countries. 
?nB XXIII(S) Dec 1980: 72-80 

:Jogonolov, C.T. International economc processes and 
work of the Council for IiI[utual Econonic Assistance. 
XXX(2) 1978: 353-362 

the 
ISSJ 

:Jogucka, Maria and MisiUlla, Piotr. GrIJEA: 30 years. PP 
XXII (3) lliJar 1979: 1.'J.-19 

:Jotos, Katalin. AJSEDS X(3)(61) May 1980: 61 
Intra-COMECON and East-West cooperation in an overall 
view of foreign trade. 

---. Coordination of investoent politics in the C~mA. (Tr by 
George Hajdu). SEEFT XV(2) Sunoer 1979: 3-26 
The CMEA countries have agreed to inpIencnt joint investcIDnts 
upto 1990 in three oajor fields. 1) Creation of oajor 
industrial cooplex0S. 2) Studying the possibilities of creat
ing enterprises through joint efforts, 3) Creation of inter
national scientific research institutes through joint efforts. 
Model of CMDA cooperation. International flow of capital. 
DevelopinG the DcchanisI1 of CMEA cooperation. Soue ideas 
about international coordinn.tion of investnents. 

----. Foreign econooy conception - int~rnatioDal co_operation. 
idIIEL 9(6) 1979: 56-58 

-. On the unified exchange rate of the CI>lEA countries I 
currencies. lL1HEL 9(5) 1979: 115-117 

---. Realistic exchange rate for the transferable rouble. 
I.:3HEL 10(5) 1980: 50-60 

:Jotzian, i'udolf. East-i'lest electriGli ty grid and the old 
~entral European idea. AP 30(4) 1979: 376-385 
Soviet initiatives. Issues in an l.J.I-European energy 
Conference. Historic nodel of an All-European Co-opera
tion. 
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Brada, Josef C. 
joint ventures 
167-181 

MORE THAN ONE COmrTRY 

Harkets, property rights and the economcs of 
in socialist countries. JCE 1(2) June 1977: 

This ,paper develops fornal nodels of joint ventures between 
'rTestern firns and enterprises in three socialist countries, 
Hung~ry, Rooania, and Yugoslavia. In all cases we find that 
the desired resource allocations are sub-optioal and are 
strongly influenced by the structure of property rights 
in the socialist econoqy and the extent to which that 
econony oakes use of oarkets to deternine prices. 

-. and Jackson, I.w.rvin R. The organization of foreign trade 
under cap1ta11s~ and socialisn. JCE 2(4) Dec 1978: 
293-320 
This paper examnes the way in which large nultinational 
corporations and the socialist countries of Eastern Europe 
organize their foreign trade activities. Authors study 
the effectivuness of various ways of organizing foreign 
trade activities utilized under capitalisn and socialisn. A 
noroative theory of o.rganization is developed based on the 
costs and benefits of processing and acting on inforoaticn 
by the organization. Authors survey the forms of organiza
tion enployed by large ~erican firns, Japanese trading 
conpanies, and the socialist countries of Eastern Europe 

'and evaluate their developnent on the basis of our noroative 
theory. In all systens, there is a steady approach towards 
organizational forns that produce direct links between 

,producers and international oarkets. Such ties, however, 
appear to create greater difficulties for social~st countries, 
than for capitalist firns. The nultinational corpbration 
organizing for the international environnent. Organiza
tional responses of ADerican fires. Responses in Japan. 
The socialist economes - organization. However, because 
of the differences in econonic and non-econonic goals 
between Western corporations and socialist states, the 
actual benefits and costs of such reforDS differ signifi
cantly between the two systens. Statistical tables included. 

Brendel, G. AJSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 42 
A study of the application and uses of COMECONcODOodity
noney-relationships at present anu in the future. 

~roner, Adan. The degree of autarky in centrallr planned 
economes. XL 29(3) 1976: 478-94; 31(1) 1978: 97-99 
Autarky Deans either a state of national economc self
sufficiency and independence or a policy of establishing 
such a state. Centrally planned econonies are widely 
believed to follow policies of econome independ~nce. 
Supposedly they isolate the donestic econony fron the 
vagarie s (real or ina.ginary) of connerce with other 
nations. However, it can be concluded that there is no 
reason to continue to hold that autarky is a specific 
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fea·turc of these economies. 
(Followed by connents by Josef M. Van Brabant; Joseph C. 
Brada and Edward 4. Hewett. KL 31(1) 1978: 86-96). 

Case study on specialization in East-West trade. 
(part B) 1977: 126-159 
Hun6ary and Poland are covered specifically. 

EBE 29 

Chemicals in the East explode West. ET 270 10th Feb 1979: 
84-85 
The East European chemicals industry is booming. Advantages 
over Western Europe. Dunping. 

Chvojka, Petro Money and prices on the CMEA countries 
international market : the functional interrelations. 
PE XXVIII(1) 1980: 74 
This article attempts to demarcate by neans of a model 
economic interrelations between money and prices (money 
and co~odities) that must be taken into consideration in 
improving the CMEA countries system of international 
monetary relations. 

Cianaga, Lucjan. Tine to cooperate. PP XXII(5) May 1979: 
13-16 

COMECON. ET 262 26th r.Iar 1977: 15; 263 16th 1.pr 1977: 92- .. 
93; 28th May 1977: 100; 265 29th Oct 1977: 75-76 
Export of 
pipeline. 
billion. 

Western know-how and capital. Orenburg gas 
Debt to Western countries is nearly $ 50 

Common currency of the CMEA - assumptions and practice. 
ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 56 
Currency rates and credit between CO£.~CON member countries. 

Coonunist trade - Eastern prouise. ET 272 7th July 1979: 
65 
EEC trade with Jugoslavia. and Rumania. 

Corny, J. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 42 
The author examines the aid provided by COI~CON countries 
to developing countries. 

Csaba, L. L few correlations of regional co-'operation and 
currency convertibility in Eastern Europe. ABBEL 10(3) 
1980: 231-232 

---. Role of the CMEA cODDodity and monetary relations in 
the new stage of world economic developnent. ABBEL 
10(1) 1980: 203-204 
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---. Sone problews of the international socialist wonetary 
systeu. AO 23(1-2) 1979: 17-37 
The article exanines whether outual advantages are realized 
in the exchange of products of different capital intensity 
in the trade between C~mA countries or whether they are 
created only through the investoent contributions. Accord
ing to the author neither the deviations of CMEA prices fron 
world IJarket prices nor the capital savings attaill8.ble 
through potential inport substitution provide sufficient 
grounds for challenging the existence of Dutual advantages. 
However, the problew of investoent credits is unsolved 
under the present conditions of the cr.iEil. financial systeu. 
For bringing about a ucchaniso of econonic cooperation that 
would create generally favourable conditions for inter
national credits further steps are needed. Meaning of 
sliding price basis. Relationship between prices and 
advantages. Prices and capital~saving effects in the 
socialist international division of labour. International 
fl01'1 of investoent goods and developoen t 'of ;:lon0"tf'..ry oynt.::n 
o:f "the CI.£,::... . 

Czupurko, Aleksander. East-West trade (excerpts froo author's 
book). PP XXII(2) Feb 1979: 18-23 

Developoent of East-West trade, 1965-1977. E~ 30(1) 1978: 
81-112 

Detailed account and probleos. The growth of trade in 
,value teros. Balances in East-West trade. Prices. 

Voluoe. Specialization by factor intensities. The 
sinilarity of trade structure and intra-sectoral trade. 
Principal r~nufactured products ioported froo eastern 
into western countries. 

Dobozi, I. UNCT1.D Seoinar in Budapest on econoDic cooperation 
between Eastern European socialist countries and developing 
countries (6th to 10th Mar 1978). AO 20(1-2) 1978: 171-177 
Evaluation of 
Possibilities 
cooperation. 
lop roving the 
cooperation. 

the results of cooperation to date. 
of a further intensification of econoDic 
Application of new forDs of cooperation. 
institutional franework for econoDic 

Dobroczynski, ~chal. ~ policy for industrial cooperation. 
PP XXI(9) Sept 1978: 11-17 
East-West cooperation. 

East-West industrial cooperation. ET 264 6th Aug 1977: 
56-57 

East-West trade. 
30 (no 1, chapt 
37-53 

EDE 29 (part A, chapt 4) 1977: 93-125; 
3) 1978: 56-80; 31 (1, Chapt 3) 1979: 
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Trade between EasternEuxopgnnsocialist econooies and 
Western capitalist countries. General trends. Factors 
dcteroining the grovrth of east-west trade. Trade by 
cooooditie~. Balance of paynents. 

Econooic Infon:mtion Depart~lent of CI-ffiA Secretariat. A.JSEES 
X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 7 . 
Progress of Council for Mutual Econooic Idd in 1978. 

BEC and COMECON. 
1979: 45; 273 
Trade relations. 

ET 269 2nd Dec 1978: 61; 
17th Nov 1979: 64 

270 13th Jan 

EEC and East~rn Europe. ET 268 5th Aug 1978: 38-39 
East European exports shot up to EDC between 1975 and 1977. 
EEC industrialists worried. 

Ehrhardt, Carl A. BEC and CMEA tediously nearing each 
other. AP 28(2) 1977: 162-177 

Faddeev, N.V. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 41 
Survey of selected joint projects undertaken by COMECON 
oenber countries and proposals for next planning period. 

Farkas, Gy. Developoent possibilities of the transferable 
rouble. ABHEL 8(6) 1978: 312-314 

Fekete, J. Monetary and financial probleos in East and West. 
AO 19(1) 1977: 19-34 
The author discusses in his study oonetar,y and financial 
problens of the CMEA countries and of the Western world 
as well as a few probleos of East-West financial relations, 
attempting to draw sooe conclusions regarding these 
subjects. As the econooic policy to be followed in the era 
of political detente, he points out the necessity of 
expanding East-West econooic relations and also discusses 
the reality of bringing about in the future a coooon 
East \'Test oonetar,y systel)l. 

---. Western credits for socialist countries. .~HEL 9(2) 
1979: 129-130 

Foldes, I. 1.BSEBS IX(3) (58) May 1979: 55 
Discussion on econonic integration aoong neober countries 
in inpleoentation of the Cooplex Prograooe. 

Frias, I. On the laws governing cooperation aoong CI-:lE.A 
countries. ~O 18(1) 1977: 33-51 

Frohlich, G. ....:JSm;s VIU(1) Sc;p.t .1977: 57 
... \. 
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Agreements between socialist countries for cooperation and 
specialisation should be tested for their economic 
effectiveness before being implemented. 

Gordos, A. Economic ventures in socialist countries with 
vlestern participation. AO 20(4) 1978:' 407-415 
Economic associations in socialist countrie s 'vi th the parti
cipation of Western firms are specific aspects of economic 
cooperation between socialist and capitalist countries. The 
legal frameworks and economic terms 0:::' the organizational 
forms offering new possibilities for the transformation of 
economic structure differ from country to country, and the 
regulations are not yet settled. The lasting depression of 
the capitalist economy hindered the foundation of joint 
enterprises in Hungary, too, although the decree of 1977, 
modifying the legal framework and economic terms of founda
tion and functioning provides a more favourable and stimulat
ing regulation than previously. When elaborating their 
development plans Hungarian enterprises ought to analyze more 
consciously both the advantages and the disadvantages of 
establishing economic' associations with foreign participation. 
Aims of capital exporters and importers. Particular features 

. of regulation and experiences in Yugoslavia, Romania and 
Poland. Hungarian regulation of joint enterprises. Experiences. 
Investments of foreign (including \lestern) enterprises are 
allowed by the legislations of these East European countries. 

Gorizontov, B. and Petukhova, S. 
. international infrastructure of 

}:X(2) June 1977: 42-58 

The development of the 
COMBCON countries. PRE 

The international infrastructure can be defined as a system 
of productive branches (water rescurces used by several 
countries, international electric power transmission lines; 
transport communications and communication~ines) and of . 
branches in the nonproductive sphere that are .a necessary 
condition and base for the developmvnt and successful 
functioning of the international diVision of labour. 

Haase, Herwig. The COMECON foreign trade price systec.(Tr by 
Michel Vale). SEEFT XII(2-3) Sur!llller-Fall 1976: 81-108 

Holthofer, J. ABSEES IX(3)(58) ~~y 1979: 38' 
COI·L;;CON inve stment in the Soviet Union on plant for the 
production of raw materials for Eastern Europe. 

Holzman, Franklyn D. Som~ systematic factors contributing to 
the convertible currency shortages of centrally plannp.d 
economies. ll.ERP 69(2) liIa,y 1979: 76-80 

Iakovleva, E. Production cooperation : pro~erties and poten
tials. (Tr by Arlo Schultz). SEEFT XVI(1) Spring 1980: 61-77 
Broad inclusion of socialist countries in the system of 
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international division of labour. Foreign economic relations 
becane an integral part of socialist expanded reproduction, 
vThich contributes significantly to the solution 9f such 
important economic problems as increasing the effectiveness 
of social uroduction, accelerating scientific and techno
logical progress. Trade continues to be the principal 
form of ties in relations. 

India - tougher trade. ET 269 9th Dec 1978: 92 
Eastern European socialist countries' trade with India. 

Ivashkin, V. and Panchenko, V. Foreign economic relations 
between CNEA countries and capitalist states. PRE XXII(9) 
Jan 1980: 57-72 
Foreign economic relations of C!-lEA countries have becone 
one of the important factors in the intensification of 
their economic development - a factor that directly 
increases the effectiveness of social production and 
accelerates progress in science and technology. In addition 
,to traditional foreign trade between them they have also 
increased their production, scientific-tec~~ical, and 
credit-finance ties and their exchange of services in the 
~ealm of construction, transportation, comnunications, 
tourism, etc. Increasing use is made of such forns of 
foreign economic transactions as the purchase and sale of 
licenses in foreign countries and coopensation-based 
agreeaents. Mixed societies are created jOintly with 
capitalist firms. Industrial cooperation is developing. 
International division of labour. O,rientation toward long
tern, largo-scale cconorJic relations. 

Izraclowicz, Erik •. S:eecialization wi thin the CMEA : a demnd 
approach. SEBFT XVl1) Spring 1979: 59-80 
An attenpt to study the Eastern Europoan countries by using 
a nethod -that stresses the characteristics of demand a 
nethod perfected by the GEPI under thG direction of Gerard 
Lafay. This nethod and its linits had been introduced 
earlier in application to the socialist countries. 1) 
Foundations and liJ:1its of tho Method - inadequacies in 
traditional indicators - reestablishing the link -
principal l~potheses and linitations of the nathod. 
2) Application of the nethod to socialist countries - an 
original approach - theoretical lirJits - liDitations of a 
practical nature - CI-lEA. East European socialist 
countries - a sanple of biased products, data in terns of 
physical quantity. 3) A slow process and very different 
.situations. The countries that aN best specialized with 
regard to fluctuations in the denand of the socialist 
oarket are those which in the period after ~r{orld \lar II 
were in the first stage of industrialization and tY'hich 
had already had sone developed industrial sectors 
(Hungary and especially Poland). The least specialized 
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were those which were already highly industrialized 
(Czechoslovakia and especially the GDR). The very poor and 
basically agricultural countries (Rooania and Bulgaria) 
show an L~ter~ediate position with regard to specialization. 

Janota, Oldrich; RusDich, Ladislav and Vetrovsky, Jiri. 
Col~ective currency as a basis for the systen of foreign 
exchange finance 'Jf the COMECON countries. (Tr by Harian 
Sling). SEEFT 13(3) Fall 1977: 46-74 
Origin of collective currency that is transferable. Ruble, 
functions and characteristics. Strengthening the role of 
transferable Ruble in areas of oaterial production, foreign 
trade, foreign exchan~ finance. 

Jasinski, Boguslaw. Factors stinulating and liDiting trade 
exchange between the socialist countries and the LDCs (Case 
study - BconoDic relations between Poland and the LDCs). 
EPR (7) 1978: 30-45 
Energy crisis. Inflationary ten~enaies. Sharp fluctuations 
of prices of basic raw naterials. Growing difficulties 
in balance of paynents. Expanding internationalization. 
Econonic relations between socialist countries and the LDCs. 
Poland and LDCs. One of the nost inportant elenents of 
econoDic cooperation with the LDCs is transfer of proper 
technology. 

Kadar, B. 
between 

. 250-251 

Long-range trends in industrial cooperation 
C1lliA and developing countries. A.dHEL 9(2) 1979: 

Kadar, S. The cODDodity pattern of East-West trade. AO 
18(2) 1977: 153-165 

In connection with the acceleration of t~ structural 
transforoation of world econony the article attributes 
decisive inportance to structural factors at the present 
developnent stage of East-Uest relations. The rigidity of 
the cODDodity pattern of East-West foreign trade relations 
lastin~ already for 25 years is connected partly with the 
discrepancy of developnent levels, systens of control and 
nanagenent as well as econonic policy objectives, and 
partly with recent developnent trends of the ~10rld econony 
thus the present cODDodity pattern rewinds nore and nore 
of an intersectoral division of labour between developed 
narket econoDies and developing countries. The speedy 
putting forth of nore up-to-date forns of industrial 
division of labour urges on the prioriBation of structural 
policy, the further developnent of nanagenent syste~ and 
narket or~dnization, as well as on the eliDination of 
barriers in international cODDercial policy and the inter
national condition of national structural policies, 
respectively. Statistical tables included. 
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Kecpny, Josef. 
cooperation. 

Kisiel, Henryk. 
cooperation. 
1976: 3-11 

Taking the path of socialist econoDic 
IE (1) Feb 1979: 13-26 

New initiatives in east-west econoDic 
(Tr by lfichel Vale). SEBFT xn( 1) Spring 

Kissne Pavelcsak, J ... A£SEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 40 
This study analyses the nain features of socialist inter
national econoDic policy, and discusses the contradictions 
between certain eleoents in socialist production relatipns. 

Koev, KrasSinir. Intransoash. ENE XXI(wO) 1980: 1, 3 
Joint Bulgarian-Hungarian society. 

Konstantinov, Yu.(Iu?).A. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977:'33 
COMECON Secretariat describes the financial operation of 
the two COMECON oultinationals in the nuclear sector. 

---. 1~EES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 33 
The Head of Finance and Currency Departoent of the COMECON 
Secretariat describes procedures for transfer of funds with
in COMECON nultinational coopanies. 

---. Financin~ international aconomc organizations.· (Tr by 
Michel Vale). SEEFT XII(2-3) Sunmer - Fall 1976: 31-37 

---. Reality versus fiction (on the scientific insolvency of 
bourgeois interpretations of the collective currency of 
COMECON necber nations). PHD XXI(2) June 1978: 59-77 
Probleos of transferable ruble. 

Konyushko, V. iillSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 7 
Exanples of oultilateral and bilateral scientific and 
technical cooperation within C~~A. 

Kornnov, Yu(Iu?). ABSEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 3 
The planning of Intra-m.mA cooperation. 

---. Econooic effectiveness of international specialization 
of production. PRE XXIII(6) Oct 1980: 20-35 

Koves, A. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 48 
1. study on East-'tTe st trade and the Soviet econony, in 
particular Soviet raw nate rial imports from capitalist 
countries, and the diDinishing prospects of increased 
Soviet exports of raw nate rials to Cm'iECON countries. 

---. Trade between the countries of the CMEA and of the 
EEG. lillHEL 9(6) 1979: 54-56 
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Krastev, Stefan. Methodical basis of the price-foroation of 
set asseoblies and details, and of ready articles in the 
outual trade between CMEA oeober countries.ABBSLE XXI(4) 
July-Sept 1978: 20 

Krasznai, Z. ABSEES IX(3rC58) 'May 1979: 55 
A study on consequences of the 1974-75 rece~sion in East
West trade, especially trade by the GDR, Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary and Poland with caprtalist countries. 

Kubik, Istvan.Co=ents on, the integration endeavours of the 
Arab countries and sooe questions of co-o~eration between 
the Arab COI:li:lon Market and the CNEA. EPR(7) 1978: 46-59 
The CME1l. countries have not' taken part in the race for 
"petro-dol.lars" which the ,highly developed capitalist 
countries started froo 1974-75 on. Trade relations between 
the cr.1El. and the oil-producing countries are significant. 
Favourable opportunities to expand co-operation. 

Lavigne, ~arie. Introduction (CMEA countries· trade). 
SEEFT XV(1) Spring 1979: 3-5 
1) GrOwing debt of socialist countries to industrial 
countries, which constrains the forcer to reduce their 
ioports and expand their exports, although,export policy 
has been sonewhat impaired by the vlestern recession. 
2) Price rise within the CI~1l. itself. Due to these 
reasons strengthening of integrationist tendencies within 
the CME~ is taktng place. To provide a rough assessoent 
within this :perspective, the following problems, are 
examined. 1) Economic nature of contract prices. ~e 
intra~C~1E1l. prices a passive reflection of world prices? 
2) Trading prices. A oajor difficulty is posed by the 
determination of the prices of oachinery and equipoent, for 
which reference to world prices is much oore .subjective. 
Machinery and equipment are the key group of goods aoong 
products of conversion industries at which intra-Crill~ 
specialization is aioed. 3) Concentration ,of 'production is 
stuclied in relation to specialization. Advantages of intra
sector and intra-product advanced specialization. Series 
of indicators are proposed to oeasure level of specializa
tion linked to conditions of supply. 4) A study of 
specialization based on deoand. It denonstrates the 
general slowness of process of specialization. 5) Exaoi
nation of relationship between developncnt of terI:lS of 
trade and balance of payoents. Is this relationship which 
is unfavourable to these countries, a necessary and un
avoidable effect of international fluctuations, or is it 
due to a failure to adapt to the changing conditions of 
world demand? 

Lebahn~ Axel. Alternatives in EC - CME~ relations. 
31(2j 1980: 147-165 
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EC and CIVJEll. do not recognise each other as central integra
tion or5~nisations. The CMEA is only one of various 
organisational forns of socialist economc integration. 
The Cl"IEll and its special organisations take shape in 
competition with Western economic organizations and 
nultinationals. Pragnatic East-~lest .cooperation. 

-. COI1ECON and EC : factors of east-w·est trade. il.:P 29(2) 
1978: 123-144 

Lenoine. Francoise. Trading prices with the CNEl.. SEEFT XV 
(1) Spring 1979: 21-41 
1) The use of world prices in intra-CNEiI. trade of basic 
products - the principles of reference to world prices with
in the crvmA - application of price-setting principles -
price determnation since 1975 - leeway in the definition 
of world prices of reference - consequences for intra-CMEA 
prices in relation to current world prices. 2) Controversy 
on intra-CrvmA prices and solutions currently proposed with-
in the franework of industrial cooperation - the oaladaptation 
of prices to trade within the cMRA - History of the debate. 
Statistical tables included. 

Levai, I. Foreign economc connections between India and the 
socialist countries. ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 167-t69 
The economc connections between India and the socialist 
countries developed vigorously during the sixties; but at 
present the share of the socialist countries in India's 
exports and inports is less than it was in 1970. Despite 
of this unfavourable trend, the socialist countries are 
invariably anong the nost inportant foreign trade partners 
of India. 

Levick, Friedrich and Stankovsky, Jan. Industrial cooperation 
between east and west. SEE:E'T XIV( 1-2) Spring-SULlLler 1978: 
1-286 
New trends in the world econooy as a basis for East-West 
cooperation. Industrial cooperation, types and notives. 
Legal and institutional regulations for interfirn coopera
tion between East and 'vest. Economc policy, objectives 
and significance of governnental cooperation. Business 
cycles. Interin evaluation of practical experience. Case 
studies. List of agreenents. The special case of joint 
ventures, their possibilities 9.nd liIJits. 

Libansky, V. ABSEES X(3)(61) l"ay 1980: 45 
Official corvmcoN docunenton inter-enterprise specialisa
tion and cooperation anong nenber states. 

---. ~BSEES X~(1)(62) Sept 1980: 43 
New general conditions for specialisation and cooperation 
in production anong the COIvIECON menber countries· were 
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Ligai, K. and Fokina, L. 
countries (a survey). 

MORE THAN ONE COUNTRY 

The structure of trade among CJ.llEl .. 
PRE XXIII(3) July 1980: 71-90 

International socialist division of labour. Structure of 
exports and iuports. Cooperative prograos. J.I~chine build
ing protiucts. Fuel and raw oaterial couoodities. i~ricul
ture and food industry. Statistical tables available. 

Lipavsky, J. ABSEES IX(3)(58) J.I~y 1979: 3 
A nuober of countries have been expressing interest in 
closer cooperation with COMECON. 

Losoncz, M. Sectoral agreenents of the CODDon J.I~rket and the 
Cl\1E.l. countries. il.BHEL 9(6) 1979: ·226-228 

l~ly, Bohuslav. Outline of international specialization and 
cooperation within the fraoework of the Council for Mutual 
Econonic Assistance. CEP 17, 1977: 109-119 

¥ilchalek, Jan J. and Mroczkowski, Piotr. East-West trade and 
the probleo of cooplenentarity. (Tr by Donald Hank). 
SEEFT XVI(2) Suooer 1980: 80-100 
Growth of production specialization in the BEC countries. 
Problens of the international division of labour between 
East and West. 

r·1inev, Miroslav. International economc organizations of the 
socialist countries. ABBSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 21 
The in~ernational aconoDic organizations of the socialist 
countries are an element of the overall structure of the 
nechanisn of socialist aconoDic integration. 

Mitrofanova, N.M. The econonic nature af contract prices in 
the Dutual collaboration of CMEL.. countries... SEEFT XV( 1) 
Spring 1979: 6-20 
"Prices designed to serve the developoent of econoDic rela
tions of CI~A countries are a category in the nonetary forD 
of value that is forned on a planned basis by the joint 
efforts of the various countries according to the laws and 
principles of socialist econooics, with due regard to both 
international value on a world-wide scale and regional, 
socially necessary expenditures that foro within the fraue
work of the economc connunity of Cr~A countries. Such a 
doterDination of these prices as a planned value category 
essentially incorporates their value essence and planned· 
chP.racter. In other words, we can describe this econoDic 
category as the product of planned cODDodity - Donetary 
relations that directly express the social character of 
production and exchange under socialisIJ.". 
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Morgenstern, K. ABSEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 38 
General theoretical conclusions frou available exp:eriencG 
of socialist economic integration. 

---. l~SE£S XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 49 
1 .. discussion of areas of weakness wi thin COlllECON and 
proposals for remedying them from the GDR point of view. 

---. The international specialization of production and its 
concentration in CMEA countries. SEEFT XV(1) Spring 1979: 
42-58 ' 
All these countries face the problem of intensifying the 
concentration process in the "research-development-production" 
cycle and the problem of increased differentiation depending 
on the scale and level of a country's development. The 
raising of the level of concentration is especially essen
tial for the GDR and CSSR which have a high industrial level 
of development and economic potential. Certain branches in 
sone countries must raise the degree of concentration and 
international specialization. The realization of the long
rallge, effective econooic growth of each country and the 
entire socialist cOUDunity, and of the corresponding national 
economic potential, sets liDits on the expansion of the 
structure and the mix, which must be taken into account in 
good tine. The intensification of the concentration of 
production and the raising of its effectiveness are not a 
snort-range but are rather a strategic, long-range task. It 
is a process that reqUires special fo~s for controlling its 
development. Broad latitude for the improvement and optirll
zation of this process is presented by CMEA countries' 
elaboration and implementation of special long-range 
programs for cooperation in key production complexes 
articulated in the resolutions of the 30th and 31st Sessions 
of the Cr~A. Statistical tables included. 

Neustadt, iuojz. The ~ornation of international prices in the 
world socialist market. PE XXVII(2) 1979: 224 

Notzold, Jurgen. CMEA countries and the North-South 
dialogues. AP 30(2) 1979: 195-211 
East-West-South foreign econooic relations. Third world 
interests of the CI-1Ell. countries. CNEil. countries' parti
cipation in the North-South dialogue. Multilateral 
foreign trade relations as a basis of intensified East
West Cooperation. Raw naterials agreements and 
liberalisation of trade. 

Osiecki, Zdzislaw. The international banks of the Cor~CON 
countrie~. (Tr by Michel Vale). SEEFT XII(1) Spring 
1976: 12-18 
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Osvath, L. On the possibilities of further developing the 
transferable rouble. ABlmL 9(2) 1979: 221-223 

Pano, A. ADSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 23 
COIIIJECON 
USSR.' 

is a forn of exploitation of the satellites by, the 

---. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 29 
Neo-colonial exploitation of the satellites by the USSR. 

Pecsi,~. The CMEA nonetary. systen and the developing 
countries. ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 274-275 . 
Thea~thor analyses the theoretical nodels of the multi
lateral pe.ynents - agreenents. He sees the difficulties 
of th~ systen in reaching uniform prices and in estab~ishing 
a realistiC rate of exchange for the transferable rouble. 

---. Topical issues of intra-Cl·1E/ .. nonetary and financial 
relations. IJ3HEL 9(5) 1979: 70-72 

Pelznan, Joseph. Economic determinants of Soviet foreign 
trade with Eastern Europe. EER 14(1) July'1980: 45-49 
Using a cross-sectionally correlated and tine-wise 
autoregressive pooling procedure, the author has. obtained 
long-run estinates of export and inport elastiCities of 
Soviet East European bilateral trade with respect to supply, 
denand and trade resistance factors. The results indicate 
that Soviet exports to East Europe during 1963-7' was, for 
nost product groups, deternined by denand conditions found 
in the East European partner countries while Soviet imports 
froD Eastern Europe, for the sane period, was for nost 
product groups determined by East European supplies. 

Penceva, Tanara and Lozanova, r1arija. Xhe connodity exchange 
between C~mA nenber countries. ABBSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 
1978: 21 

Perczynski, J .111. ADSEBS X(2) (60) Jan 1980: 61 

DifficuJ.ties in East-West econo::1ic relations. 

Peters, H.-J. ADSEES X(3)(61) ~~y 1980: 52 
The cain features and pro bIens in economic integration in 
COMECOn arc discussed, with ecphasis on the fundaLlental 
relationship between national production p~ofiles and 
specialisations and the need to draw production structures 
DOre'o~osely togeth61r. 

Po1te~. ~ and Pomerenke, H. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 52 
The inportance of specialization and cooperation in 
production is discussed fron the point of view of COMECON 
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as a whole and GDR in particular. 

Prices and voluoes of East-West trade, 1965-1977 : Special 
study. EBE 31(1) 1979: 54-73 
Prices. Voluoe of trade - growth. Statistics. 

Prokudin, V.A. ABSEES X(3)(61) Muy 1980: 46 
The organisation and oain achieveocnts of R. & D. coopera·
tion aoong COI'lliCON oenber countries. 

Radev, Stojan. Essence and trends of the ioproveoent in the 
international socialist corrency systeo. JillBSLE XXII(4) 
Oct-Dec 1979: 70-71 . 

Shashkov, E. ~BSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 6 
On the aid of SU and other CME~ countreis to the industrial 
developoent of Cuba. 

Shiryayev, Yu. S. On the nature and functions of the econonic 
oachaniso of socialist integration. AO 18(3-4) 1977: 323 
Topical probleos eoerging in the context of the developoent 
of the econooic oechaniso of socialist integration. 

Shoelev, N. New tendencies in the world econooy and their 
influence on the econooic interests of ClilEAcoun"tries. 
~o 23(3-4) 1979: 315-322 
The 19708 witnessed a rapid expansion of econoDic connections 
of CME~ countries with countries with different social 
systcos. Sioaltaneously with a positive role of this 
process, however, there have eoerged adverse tendencies 
which oanifest theoselves in a chronic iobalance of East
vleet trade and in an increasing indebtedness of ClIfEA 
countries. The ",ayout of this situation should not be a 
course towards autarky (national or collective) but rational
ization and a oore effective utilization of cooperation 
possibilities. 

---. Probleos of an all-European econoDic cooperation. ~O 
19(3-4) 1977: 379-393 I" 

The author"surveys those political, technical and social 
trends and potentialities which oake the evolution of " 
intensive and lasting econooic relations between the 
Western and Eastern parts of Europe inevitable. ne 
analyzes the still unexploited possibilities, also the 
barriers to be eliDinated in the interest of further develop
Dent. International division of labour as the nain road 
·~o oodern econonic developoent. The present stage of 
East-West econoDic relations and their future prospects. 

Slivnik, Danilo. The Eastern European socialist countries 
on the concept of a new international econoDic order. 
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RI~ XXIX (670) 5th Mar 1978: 35-38 

Stankovsky, Jan. Jayan's econooic relations 
and Eastern Europe. (Tr by Michel Vale). 
Spring 1976: 58-107 

wi th the USSR 
SEEFT XII ( 1 ) 

Szita, Janos. On the road to socialist economic integration 
(The Thirtieth Ses:sion of the Council for Mutual Econooic 
1.ssistance). (Tr by George Hajdu). EEE XVI(4) Sumler 
1978: 43-80 
Developnent of the CO~mCON countries. Quantitative 
proportions and qualitative developrent. Systeu of coopera
tion within and outSide. Five big targets; 1) The first 
prograuoe is aimed at solving the fuel, energy and raw 
material pro bIens. 2) ProgranL~ for develqping the 
engineerind industry. 3) l~gricultural sectors and securing 
food supply. 4) Improving the supply of industrial, 
CQnsuner goods, 5) Developing transport relations. 
Statistical tables - share in world production and major 
targets, industrial ~nd agricultural. 

Tiraspolsky, Anita. The teros 
countries from 1970 to 1977. 
81,..109 

of trade of the Eastern 
SEEFT XV(1) Spring 1978: 

The present study is an attempt to trace the development of 
the teros of trade of the Eastern European countries both 
with the Western nations and among themselves. Two cl~ar 
patterns energe : on the one hP.nd, that of the activities 
of the producers of raw naterials (net exporters of energy), 
who have experienced a p"riod of relative inprovenent of 
their terns of trade (US::5R and to a lesser extent, Poland); 
and on the other, the countries that are very dependent on 
the inport of fuels and raw materia~s; these countries have 
seen their terns of trace deteriorating. Are they re8~ly 
attributable to fluc-i;uations in the in-(;ernational narket? 
Or are they not rather the result of a .lack of flexibilitytor .. 1".
pt to a Chf1'pg~ .oitu.o.t1one:b the 10vcl of both trade l>0licy 
and in production units that are too rigid and hence ~n
capable of respondinb svTiftly to new exigencie s of uorld 
demand? Structure of their trade should be altered. This 
reqUires that inherent quality factors at the technological 
level of national production be taken seriously into 
consideration. Statistical tables and graphs included. 

Top 100 UK export uarkets in 1978. ABSTIES X(1)(59) Sept 
1979: 4 
VolunG of UK expor-~s to COMECON nenner countries. 

TraJe developments in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. 
EBB 29(Pt A, Cha~t 3) 1977: 65-92; 30 (no. 1 Chapt 2) 
1978: 34-55; 31 t 1, Chapt 2) 1979: 25-36 
General developments. Trade and cooperation among CMEA 
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countries. Trade with developing countries. 

UK/East Euro~ean trade during the period Jan-June 1979. 
ABSEBS X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 6 . 
Export, inport and balance of trade figures. Conparison 
with the countries of the res~ of th0 world. 

Valek, Vratislav. Foreign exchange relations in the franework 
of the joint Bulgarian Hungarian enterprise Intransnash. 
(Tr by IfJarian Sling). SEEFT XV(2) Sunner 1979: 61-73 ' 
This enterpirse, concerned with research construction and 
developnent of internal transportation systens for industry, 
carries forward the earlier relations of specialization and 
cooperation between the t"\,TO countries, Bulgari.r'. and Hungary. 
Type of activity and organizational structure. Syste@ of 
accounting and currency conversion at the foundation of 
enterprise. O~ganization of cost accounting. Foreign 
trading. 

---. Price setting within the franework of joint enterprises 
of COIYlECON nenber nations. (Tr by Marian Sling). ID.l~ xv( 4) 
Suooer 1977: 29-49 
This price setting is 
foreign trade prices. 
bases. Alternatives, 
joint enterprises. 

directly linked with the setting of 
Theoretical and nethodological 

pricing of output - sales by the 

Vincze, I. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1377: 64 
The transferable rouble, the CONECON connon currency since 
1/1/64 renains a bilateral neans of settlenent and still 
does not function fully as an international currency. 

---. ABSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 47 
Transferable ruble as the connon currency of the CO~mCON 
countries, the International Bank for Economic Cooperation, 
and the International Investnent Bank. 

~. Multilaterality, transferability and exchangeability: 
their contnet and conditions of their realization within 
the CMEll.. AO 20( 1-2) 1978: 127-145 
Multilateral balancing of nutual trade between C~illA nenber 
countries can be achieved in two ways: 1) By working out 
the COllated plans of international connodity deliveries 
specified as to connodity pattern, 2) By increasing role 
of noney in international connodity turnover. According 
to the ~uthor the latter is nore efficient and flexible 

. and nore expedient solution. He oakes concrete proposals 
for nonetary and financial neasures and their organiza
tional and econonic conditions. The concept of multi
laterally balanc~ng international connodity turnover and 
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the ways of its realization. The background of conteoporary 
bilateraliso. The road to oultilaterality. Monetary and 
financial steps to be taken. On the exchangeability of the 
collective and national cUrrencies of the CME~ - oenber 
countries. Transfers by citizens. Exchangeability outside 
the C~mA. Convertibility of the transferable rouble. 

---. On the coonon currency and the systen of international 
payrents within the CME.A. 1.0 19( 1) 1977: 1-18 
The author oakes an intensive study of experiences with the 
coonon currency of the c~m~ countries - the transferable 
rouble - and with the operation of the systeo of inter
national econooic settleoGnts, the functioning of the IEEC. 
The constraints of the CODeon currency are: principles of 
the socio-econooic systen of the oenber countries and the 
structure of social production, systeos of econooic control 
and oanagGoent, oethods and oeans of econooic cooperation 
aoong the oecber countries. In order to change the role 
of Doney in the C~reA. corresponding changes oust be effected. 

Virius, lfri.roslav. Econooic cooperation between CI.fEA neobers 
and the developing countries. (Tr by Varian Sling). SEEFT 
XV(2) SUDI.ler 1979: 74-94 
Growth of trade. l~in lines of econooic aid. Extent of 
cooperation and concept of credit policy. Role of 
International Inv6stoent Bank. Econooic and technical aid 
to the developing countries. Aid·with science and 
technology. Help in training of specialists. Industrial 
cooperation. Multilateral cooperation. Nixed enterprises. 
Prospects for cooperation. 

Vi t, Jan. Methods eoployed by COI"lECON oeobers in drawing 
up their balance of payoents. (Tr by Marian.SIGng). SEEFT 
XII(2-3) Suoner-Fall 1976: 66-80 

\'lass von Czege, illldreas. Effects of intersystem cooperation 
on supply and purchasing branches of industry: the 
accelerati0n thesis. (Tr by Michel Vele). SEEFT XVI(2) 
Suoner 1980: 3-21 
Every East-West coope»ation agreeoent involving introduction 
of new products into the production process of the Eastern 
partner gives rise to processes of adjustoent in firos in 
the donestic supply industries. Structural consequences of 
intersysten !lachine-tool industry cooperation agr~eoents on 
the 5ungarian supplying industries. Effects of intersysteo 
cooperation on the purchasing branches of industry. 
Significance of the acceluration effect for the role of 
East-ilest cooperation as an instruoont in structural 
policy. 

Wiesel, Ivan. The rate 
. (Tr by George Hajdu). 

12-17 

of exchange and econooic reality. 
SEEFT XII(2-3) Suooer-Fall 1976: 
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Wilczynski, Ryszard. Institutional franework of-_Nlations 
between the E£:C and the CMEA : the BEC viewpoint. (Tr by 
Dorota Best). SE~FT XVI(1) Spring 1980: 91-98 
1m essential eleuent in the institutional fraoevrork:. of 
economc relatiuns between East and vlest is the Coonuni ty I s 
viewpoint en the issue of rules in partner representat~on, 
i. e ., cnte ring relations with the CNE1:.. as a group or w~ th 
the individual socialist countries. Bilateral annual trade 
agreenents before 1970. S1noo.then OOmpQtennQ:iQr'nosot1at1ng 
these ._J;17ea.tic;o have beon :O.tLiiqd 'fron; uqnpor C01"lutr1ell to the 
EE COLli-luni-J;y..,But the, soc;i.aliDt cO'\l.ntrios dCQl1nc rl_ to-._,rc-: 
cognilID right:Jc;:C.EEC. is 0 :J.:t.lowed to, negotiat(:"Ji);i~ate:rf'.L agro e-
o<mts.B.a,iil.oc tr:1c1o,' eqononie, : Gqio~tU.~c,., ,!:cchnical 2.nd 
iuductricl, cooperation agreements have also to be negotiated. 

v/olf, Thooas I.. Exchange-rate adjustoents in snaIl narket and 
centrally planned econonies. JCE 2(3) Sept 1978: 226-45 
In a centrally planned econooy that has elioinated detailed 
central planning of output and foreign trade and introduced 
sooe dooestic price ilexibility and organic linkages to 
world narket prices, the exchange rate can take on nore 
than an accounting function. This paper contrasts the 
effects of exchange-rate adjustnent in such a "oodified" 
centrally planned econooy with those in a oarket econony. 
There are a nunber of reasons why these oodified -
authorities oight eschew devaluation as a policy instru
nent, despite the possibility that it would be nore 
effective in sooe cases in iLlproving the trade balance 
than in a narket econony. 

Zwass, .t...dan. Money, credit and prices in foreign trade. EBE 
XVII(1-2) Fall-Winter 1978-79: 155-214 
Background of non-functioning Doney. Inconvertibility. The 
clearing rouble and transferable rouble. The Fiat Doney of 
thc International CME.t... Banks. The livitedfunctions of a 
clearing currency. The effectiveness of credits of the 
CME.t... banks. The capitalist price basis of socialist 
foreign trade. Difficulties caused by foreign value 
relations. Structural changes in the terns of trade. The 
exchange rate as an accounting instruoent. Multiple 
exchange rates of the n~tional currencies. Settlenents 
and credit relations in East-West trade. Thirst for 
ioports and the oeager range of exportable goods. Debts •. 
Credit relations. Econooic and political risks. Unified 
world oonetary systeo. 

---. Perspectives for incorporating CMEA CUrrencies into 
international trade. EEE XVII(1-2) Fall-Winter 1978-79: 
2l5-231 
Inherent obstacles of the systeo. Developoent' of foreign 
trade and its instrunents. The clearing. functions of the 
transferable ruble and the IEEC. The exchange rate of the 
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• 
transferable ruble. .Ul attenpt to attract Third 
countries to settlenents in transferable rubles. 
exchange settlcncnts in East-West trade, 

world 
Foreign 

---. The stir within the CMEA - the first Soviet statcoent on 
the IMF. SEEFT XVI(2) S~er 1980: 22-25 
Soviet concern with thc international Donctary systen is 
increased by the econonic, nonetary, and credit cooperation 
of CMEA with the Western countries. Failure of CMEA to 
create a workable nonetary and credit uarket. 

-. A unified world nonetary systc:J.. (Tr by Michel Vale). 
SEEFT ~aI(2-3) Su.;:mar-Fall 1976: 18-30 

Zwass, Vladimr. 
evaluation and 
1976: 3-11 

Introduction (East-ltTest trade today - an 
a perspective). SEEFT XII(2-3) Sunoer-Fall 

Bulgaria 

ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 33 
The Bulgarian ~ational Bank, the Bulgarian Foreign Trade 
Bank, National Jusiness Conplcxes, ninistries and other 
business entities nay obtain credits fron the International 
Investuent Bank in Moscow - Instruction nunber 19 of the 
BNE. . 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 30 
A nixed intergoverru~ental CoDDission has been set up to 
develop trade and 0conomc relations between Bulgaria and 
Japan, including econoDic cooperation in third countries. 

--- X(1)(59) 1979: 30 
Outlines current cooperation and possible cooperation in 
third countries. 

X(3)(61) I~y 1980: 41 
The trade protocol concerning exchange of consunGr goods 
between the Soviet union anli Bulgaria for 1980 was 
signed in Moscow on 21/11/79. 

--- X(3)(61) May 1980: 41 
T:p.e trade protocol for 1980 bet~Teen the Soviet Union and 
Bulgaria was signed in Moscow on 14/1/80. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 39 
Econonic agreenent signed b0tween :aulgaria and Libya 
on 14/3/80. 
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Bulgaria - India. Intensifying econonic relations. EFT 29(6) 
1980: 16 

Bulgarian narket and future prospects. Ai6EES VIII(1) 
Sept 1977: 35 
Opportuni ties for trade with 1'1estern capitalist countries 
especially in acvanced technology nachines, electronics, 
chenical and netallurgical products. 

Hristov, H. Bulgaria's foreign econonic relations. BFT 
(1) 1980: 3-5 

I.L. Soviet - Bulgarian nachine industry cooperation. 
ABHEL 8(1) 1978: 213-214 

Ivanov, I. ABSEES VIII(2) (54) Jan 1978: 21 
Bulgaria's current foreign trade relations with the 
Soviet Un~on and the other COl~CON countries, and future 
trends upto 1980. 

Kovachev, G. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 41 
1Ul extensive connentary fron a practical standpoint on 
last May's revision of the Foreign Trade Law of 1976. G. 
Kovachev, chief accountant at the Burgas Cable and Wire 
Works, interprets the revision to ch. 14 of the Law (by 
decree No. 25 of the Council of Ministers of 22/5/79) as 
giving enterprises the right to the actually realised 
prices of a foreign transaction with respect to thoir 
purchases or sales. 

Lukanov, P. 11BSEES X (3)( 61) r·ny 1980: 42 
l~ctivity of the Bulgarian ChaqbGr of Connerce and Industry. 

¥~nolov, P. f~SEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 42 
Soviet natural gas reaches the chenical conplex at Stara 
Zagora. 

Micheva, E. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 38 
Econonics of exports. Food products offer the best 
opportuni tie s. 

Mladenov, V. l~EES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 39 
Extension of cooperation between Bulgaria and the Soviet 
Union. 

Nikolov, K. ABSEES X(3)(61) ~~y 1980: 41 
··Survey of Bulgarian foreign trade over the last 35 years. 

Pavlov, St. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 39 
Bulgarians build industrial plants in 12 foreign countries. 
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Petrov, Marin. Scientific and technological cooperation 
with the socialist countries. f~BSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 
1978: 20 

Popov, Eng. S. Export potential of Bulgarian electronic and 
electrical engineering. EFT (3) 1980: 3-6 

Radev, H. Bulgaria's participation in integration projects 
on Soviet soil. BFT (1) 1980: 7-9 

Radev, S. lillSEZS XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 37 
Participation of Bulgaria in sone 30 new inclustrial and 
econoDic COMECON projects. 

Radev, St. LBSEES X(3)(61) Vmy 1980: 39 
Bulgaria should participate increasingly actively in joint 
construction within CO~mCON. 

Ranev, S. Greater perfection in Bulgarian export structure. 
ENB XXI(10) 1980: 1,·3 

Ratsarov, I. Bulgaria - Greece : coonercial and economc 
cooperation. 3FT (5) 1979: 21-22 

Shapenkuv, S. lillSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 25 
Bulgaro-Soviet econooic relations. Details of Soviet 
Union's role in Bulgaria's current five-year plan. 

Tsarevsk1, Nesho. Bulgaria's participation in the coopre
hensive prograooe of the C~A countries. BFT 29(6) 1980: 
3-5 

Vassilev, D. Favourable conditions for forei@1 investnonts 
in Bulgaria. BFT (5) 1980: 25-26 

Vitkova, Marie. Changes in tho system of planned DBnagenent 
of foreign trade in the Bulgarian Peo~le's Republic since 
January 1, 1976. (Tr by llIarian Sling) •. SEE]'T XIII{2) 
SUL~er 1977: 55-68 
Organization and planning of external relations. Balancing 
the difference between donestic and foreign trade prices. 
Material incentives. Profit. Foreign currency fund. 

Zhulev, Stoian. Bulgarian light industry and collaboration 
aoong COMECON necber nations. (Tr by lxlo Schultz). 
SEEFT XOI (4) vlinter 1977-78: 68-76 
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·Czechoslovakia 

ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 33 
Menb8rship of Czechoslovakia on CO~reCON international 
organisations. 

---, IX(3)(58) May 1979: 30 
Industrial cooperation agreenents between Czechoslovakia 
and other COMECON countries. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 45 
A. discussion on the neans of red.ucing illports of raw 
naterinls with exanples of deteriorating terns of 
Czechoslovak foreign trade. 

- XI(1 )(62) Sept 1980: 45 , 
Long-tern cooperation and specialisation agreement. between 
the Soviet Union and Czechoslov~a. 

Cervova, A.. Sone problens of integrating the foreign trade 
into the input-output balance. PE XXVIII(1~)1980: 1240 

Churanck, Milos. Sone problens and linkages in the foreign 
currency planning of external econonic relations. (Tr by 
Marian ,Sling). SEEFT XII(2-3) Sunner-Fall 1976: 38-65 

Czechoslovakia's econonic relations with other countries. 
ED (6) June 1979: 8-13 

Czibula, J. The foreign trade of conplete equipnents in 
Czechoslovakia. ABHEL 9(1) 1979: 36-37 

Hrncir, Miroslav. Foreign trade in Khozraschot relations 
of industrial unite. PE XXVII(5) 1979: 498 

Kraus, J. lillSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 35 
Share of Czechoslovak trade in agricultural products, foods, 
fertilizers and agricultural nachinery within COMECON was 
decreasing auring 1960-75. 

Kroh, Jaroslav and Kopriva, Frantisok. Provision of 
connodity and financial bank credits in support of 
Czechoslovak export trade. (Tr by Marian Slinb). SEEFT 
XVI(1) Sprinb 1980: 78-90 . 
Export credits. Engineering and capital goo,ds - exports. 
Work of Czechoslovak Connercial Bank. 

Melicher, k. and Klenovic, K. kBSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 
44 
The antiCipated changes in Slovak exports during the 6th 
five-year plan period, 1976-80. 
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Orlicek, Z. 
especially 
1980:, 1239 

The use of inports in tho national econooy 
ill the produ.ction for exports. PE XXVII ( 11} 

Rohlicek, R. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 41 
Participation of Czechoslovakia in, var~ous COMECON projects 
and an assessnent of benefits. 

---a aBSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 42 
S:pecific achievencnt s of CzechoslovE>..k:ia., :1:n,COMECON-..in.:t;:ogra
t~on. 

Sedivy, Z. JillSEES IX.(3)(58)May 1979: 2~ 
Prices of fuel and raw .naterials on world narkets ~Till 
continue to rise. Czechoslovakia Dust conbat this 
difficult situation in cooperation with the other COrmCON 
countries. 

Sikelova, V. ABSEBS X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 40 
Scientific and technical cooperation with socialist 
countries is being ~eveloped in seven basic directions. 

Spacek, P. ABSEES X(3)(61) I~y 1980: 51 
Licence purchases, their utilisation and sales of 
Czechoslovak licences abroad. 

Toth-Boncz, J. Czechoslovakia's econonic cooperation with 
the C,MEll.countries',ABHEL 8(3) 1978: 111-112 

Gernan Denocrp.tic Republic 

ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 50 - . 
Diagran showin;; chhn£;es in structure ofGDR foreit,n trade. 

--- x..(..1)(59) Sopt.1979:t4:F?,:t; ._;:, 
Speech on forei9l trade by the Secretary of State in the 
Ministry of Foreibn Trade. Particular attention is 
devoted to GDR trade ~~th ¥erxists-led states in Africa. 

--- X(~)(60) Jan 1980: 46 
Account of increasinG volune of trade in netallurgical 
products but~Teen the GDR and its Cor-lECON partners. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 50 
Press connunique b~ving details of bilateral agreenents 
on econonic scientific and technical cooperation 
between GDR and USSR. 
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Dietz, Rainund. Price chanties in Soviet trade with the GDR, 
1956-80. (Tr by Michel Vale). SEEFT XVI(1) Sprin; 1980: 
21-60 
C'hanges in Soviet forE:ibIl trade prices hit the GDR by far 
the hardest of all the C~mA countries. The GDR's growing ne~d 
for raw oaterials and continu~ng price increases, which are 
tooe expected in particular in the ener.;y sector, are the 
two cooponents that will probably deternine the ninioal 
rate at which Soviet deliveries to the GDR will increase in 
the near future. Coopared with its indebtedness to the 
West, the GDR's indebtedness to the USSR is ,rather oodest. 
Various indices indicate that it will not be easy 'for the 
GDR to cope with the foreign trade burdens that have 
increasingly accrued to it for the past fe~l years. 
Statistical tables. 

East and vlest Geroany - The price of proxini ty. ' ET 269 25th 
Nov 1978: 58 ' 
West Geroans will be paying under a long-tern traffic 
ab7eenent $ 3.7 billion. 

Econonic and scientifico-technological relations between the 
G·DR and India. GDRR XXI(2) Feb 1981: 5 

Gruner, G. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 46 
Outline of lonb-tern target agreenents signed at the 32nd 
session of the COMECON, with particular reference to their 
effect on the GDR. 

Hackebeil, G., .t ale ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 43 
The broad ranGe of industrial conoodity production is 
regarded as the oain constraint on the GDR's export 
potential which can only be overcone by concentration and 
specialisation agreenents with COMECON partners. 

Kohlert, P. ~BSEES IX(3)(58) ~~y 1979: 38 
Since 1976 all GDR conbines have boen required to participate 
in the 'planning of neasures towards socialist econonic 
integration", but little success has been achieved. 
Reasons for. this are discussed. ' 

Kunz, w. A3SEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 55 
For the GDR it is Dssential to strive for as conplete and 
econonic and industrial inteGration with the Soviet 
Union as possible. Main trends • 

. ,Pataki, I. 
Republic. 

Roder, S. 

Foreib~ tradS relations of the Gernan Denocratic 
l.J3HEL 10(3) 1980: 158-159 

LBSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 59 
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Developnent of GDR trading relations \dth vlestern European 
countries sincu 1971. 

Rehor, O. l..BSEES IX(2) (57) Jan 1979: 49 
GDR produces 60% of th0 range of oedical and laboratory 
instruncnts currently avail~ble on the world oarket. 
Increased cooperation with USSR e~d HunGary. 

s'tieoerJ.i!l{;, L.':'H~ A:3SEES X(3)( 61) May 1980: 52 
PrObTeSS nade by the GDR in the econonic and industrial 
fields over the last 30 years is considerable, but it is 
now entering a period where the probleos can only be net 
by participatinti fully in thu vrograooe of econonic 
intei:,Tution within CONECON. The nature of this proGranoo 
is discussed, \'lith enphasis Oll the special relationship 
between the GDR and the USSR. 

S tube nrauch, K. lillSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 57 
Participation of GDR in joint ventures with other cor·mcon 
countries, 1976-80~ .. 

Vintage year for fraternal trade. ET 276 6th Sept 1980: 74 
East Geroany - trade with \'iest Geruany. Biggest export is 
chenicals. West Gernan crude to East GerrJaIlY and gets 
back refined product3. vlest Berlin gets petrol fron 
East Gernany. 

Wettinb' Gerhard. Can econonic aid bring about rol.axat:ton : 
the GDR? AP 30(4) 1979: 386-395 
Econonic benefits for the GDR and prosperity for its people. 
The Federal Republic of Gernany waives ~ariffs and, as a 
rule, quotas oninports fron the. GDR. East Gernany also 
benefits fron a DIol 850 nillion interest-free overdraft 
facility. Butnenbership of the soci8.:List connuni ty of 
states inposes heavy connitnents on East Gernany's 
productive capacit~. West Gernan DlI1 as a second legal 
currency. 

Zopf, H.-R. [~EES X(3)(61) May 1980: 55 
As an exporter of high quality technoloGY and couplete 
industrial plant, and with an increasing interest in 
Third Uorlcl and cauitalist countries, GDR to neet the 
conplex tasks invoived. 

lU3~EES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 63 
HunGary indicated its interest in socialist cooperation 
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in inport of energy and export of foodstuffs. 

A-BSEES.VIII(1) ;:Jept 1977:64 
On th0 trade aGreenents for 1977 sitined by Hungary and her 
COMECON partners. Sone detailed results are given. 

--- X(1)(59) sept 1979: 50 
Progress in Hungaro-Iraqi eC'onoDic relations. 

--- X{.1.)(59)- Sept '1.979: 50 ; ~ 

Report on the Budapest neeting of the'H~~6~ro-~erican 
econonic and cODrlercial inter-governDental nixed 
conoittees.· 1978 trade turnover increased by nearly 
23%; and there is anple :roon for further developnent.' 

---. X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 50 
Report on the neetinG of the Hungaro-S .. wdishJJixed econoDic 
coooittee in Budapest; nutualtrade in 1978 exceeded 800 
on. Swedish krs.; the increase on both sides surpassing 
the Growth rEcte of foreibn trade in general.' 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 50 
Representatives of the Hungarian National Bank have. signed 
a 300 on. loan agrecnent in London. 

--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 54 
Possibilities for establishin~ joint conpanies in Hungary 
with the participation of foreign investors. 

---" X(3)(61) May 1980: 63 
Report on the foundinb of the Central European International 
Bank in BUdapest. C~pital is held by the HunGarian 
National Bank and SU \'1estern banks. 

---, X(3)(61) May 1980: 64 
Report on Hungaro - Yugoslav trade relations in 1980. 

--- X(3)(61) May 1980~ 65 
~xports of car servicing stations to Czechoslovakia, the 
GDR and the USSR, and container services to the developing 
countries. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 60 
Report on WashinGton session of Hunbaro-.Aoerican ccononic 
a~d conr.1ercial nixed conJi ttees. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 62 
Hungaro-Soviet long-tern ab7cenent on industrial 
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specialisation and cooperation which is expected to be the 
basis of the five-year plans until 1990. 

---. XI(1)(62~ Sept 1980: 62 
Report on Hungaro-Chinese trade talks in Peking. The 1980 
a{:;reenent envisages ,)n overall increase in goods exchange. 

---. XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 62 
Report on talks with delegation of Mexican Institute of 
Forei{:;n trade. 

Biro, G. Conpany strategy and joint projects. lillHEL 9(2) 
1979: 123-124 
Two branches in the econony which play the nost iuportant 
role in foreic'Il trade and cooperation are the engineering 
and food industries. Tho author surveys the variOUS forus 
of cocperation aGl'eeoents. rllultilateral and bilateral 
agreenents with both socialist and non-socialist countries. 

Biro, J. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 64 
Survey of the work of COMDCON's Standing Coucittee for 
Foreign Trade over the last 20 years and Hungary's trade 
relations with COMECON countries. 

13udavari, J. Prospects for the' c1euand for and uarketing 
of Hung~r.1's ueat and neat products in the world narket. 

, .BHEL 9(2) 1979: 155-156 

---. and Elias, A. Prospects of the exports of aninal 
products. F~R (4) 1979: 26 

Csernok, L. Export pronoting credits in Hungary. AO XX(4) 
1978: 435-444 
The National Bank invited 'tenders for preferential credit on 
such developnent projects as would ioprove the production 
structure and boost the supply of COUlJodi ties profitably 
uarketable on several oarkets. l'iarkets - East and West. 
HiGh denand for credits even with strict conditions. 
HolY' do investoents progress? Credi t obliGations. 

Czibula, J. 
relations. 

Hungarian - Czechoslovak econoDic and trade 
~BHEL 8(5) 1978: 94-95 

E.M. Hungarian - Ronanian trade in 1979. ABHEL 8(6) 
1978: 301-302 

---. This yoar's estinato of HUllgarian-Yugoslav trade 
aJproache s 600 Dillion c.ollars. 1.J3HEL 9 (1) 1979: 27 

---. Turnover of nearly one thousand Dillion roubles with 
Czochoslovakia. ABHBL 9(1) 1979: 224 
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Elias, Andras and Gajdos, GeZR. Sone problens of export
oriented .ctevelopr:.ent in agricuJ.tur0 and the food industry. 
(Tr by GeorGe Hajdu). EEE. XIX ( 1) Fall 1980: 28-47 
Exports of agricuJ.tural and food proGucts between 1960 and 
1977. Inporte. Balance of trade. Sales prospects. Flow 
of infornation proooting export orientation. Incraasing 
export orientation in cereals production. Exports of 
products of aniJ:Jal origin and their lJarket prospects. 
Statistics available. 

-. and Sebols;, E. Questions of econooic efficiency 
export of ~gricuJ.tural nnd food industry products. 
1979: 24 

in the 
HAIl. (2) 

Enod, P. Hungary's engineering exports to capit?~ist 
countries will again increase by 20 percent this year. 
l~HEL 9(1) 1979: 24-26 

Erdos, Zsuzsa. Hungary and the Third World - nutual advanta&e. 
HR (8) 1979: 6-7 

Esze, Zsuzsa. 
1957-1960. 
63-82. 

Econooic policy and foreign trade between 
(Tr by George Ha:jdu). SEEFT XII(4) 1976-77: 

Faluvegi, L. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 64 
Position of transferable ruble as tho CODDon currency aD.ong 
COMECON countries and the real value of Hungarian national 
currency. 

-. New forns of co-operation in the Hungarian- '-iYugon~av 
relutions. liliHEL 8(5) 1978: 40-42 

G.R. Hunbrarian - Polish scientifi()ootoo:hnol:ogicJll.··.; co
operation. ABHEL 9(1) 1979: 81-82 

Ganzner, P. 
industry. 

Hungarian - Swiss cooperation in the food 
ABHDL 9(1) 1979: 22-23 

Gergely, Istvan. External inflation - a clear econoDic 
evaluation and an active torn of trade policy. SEEFT 
XII(4:) Winter 1976-77: 39-62 
New price scissors : the oil, raw naterial. Terns of 
trade policy. Conputation of inflationary effects. 
Valuation of wealth and incone in inflation. Inflatio
nary price .indices. 1m atteopt at quantification. 
Statistics included. 

Gy. K. This year estinate of the exchange of goods 
.,between HU1'lt,rary and the GorDan Deoocratic Republic 

represents 1.3 thousand oillion roubles. ABHEL 9(1) 
1979: 217-218 
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HaG01nayer, Istvan. Internal effects of external inflation 
and of deterioration in the teros of trade. SEEFT OClI(4) 
Winter 1976-77: 19-39 
The concept was fairly accepted that a socialist econony 
could satisfactorily protect itself fron external ir~latio
nary pressure sinply by neutralizing the rise in inport 
prices throu[h budgetary that iR fiscal neasures. This 
view holds the state budget to be a category so distinct 
fron the incoilos of the enterprises and the population that 
it can ,assune economc burdens, by eXel:lptint:. others, as if 
its supporting action did not affect the ?urchasing power 
of the incones of the other inccne-holders or did not 
inpair their supply. This overestination of the potentials 
of the state budget pronotes unfounded illusions and delays 
real protection. Effect of rising expGrt prices and inport 
prices. Deterioration of the teros of trade cannot be 
helped even by neans of the budbct. The "diffUsed" effect. 
The dilenl:la of raiSing "only producer prices". Raisin.; 
loans abroad. Once again on the "diffused" effect. i~ 
deterioration in the terils of trade is a real loss to the 
econony, which cannot be oli::linatell or "warded off" by 
fiscal oeasures. Intol~al financial equilibriun can 
rcoain unchanGed only if the budGetary debt involved by 
the inport subsidies is covered by foreiGn loans. 

Hirschler, R. ABSEE5 X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 54 
On the size and conditions of foreign loans. 

Hungarian-Soviet econonic coopuration 36 years old. NH 
20(4) Apr 1981: 5-6 

Hungary - Export drive. ET 265 5th Nov 1977: 104; 267 
20th May 1978: 98-99 
Exports. Trade with U.S. 

Huszar, I. The econooic equilibriun and the foreign trade 
balance. ABHEL 9(2) 1979: 109-110 

Inotai, A. French - Hungarian ocononic colloquiun in 
Bud~pest. AO 20(3) 1978: 327-332 
Two nain subjects treated were 1) East-West econoDic and 
trade relations between HW1gary and France, 2) Exaoination 
of the latest developncnts and tendencies of inter
national trade includinG theoretical aspects. 

Kadar, B. I~jor specialization tendencies of Hungarian 
exports to the West. AO, 20(1-2) 1978: 147-169 
Without taking radical step in the transfornation of either 
tho nacro or r.dcro structures there is no gurantee of 
fUrther dcvelopncnt. AcceleratinG changes in the 
structure of \'wrld econooy observed during the past ten 
yoars, tho growing assertion of Connon I~rket effects, 
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as well as the intensive period of Hungarian econooic growth 
and the increasing export orientation of Hungarian develop
Dent policies and the econooic control systeD justify the 
inquiry, - how the changes in world econooy and in Hungarian 
&conooy are reflected in Hunaarian exports to the West. 
Product pattern characteristics of Hungarian exports to 
advanced Western countries. The DOSt iDportant change in 
the disappearance of the one-tine agra~ian character. 
Effects of recent world econooic developDents. structural 
changes influencing exports. Changes in supply teros on 
the world narket. CODposition of Hungarian exports by 
countries. Changes in the international ter::JS of industrial 
cooperation. Statistical tables included. . 

Kalanovics, Janos. 
Northern Europe. 

Econooic contacts between Hungary and 
NHQ XXI(77) Spring 1980: 215-220 

Kaloan, P. A tew probleos of pricing in the foreign trade 
of engineering industry. l~HEL 9(1) 1979: 67-68 

Koves, A. Hungarian and Soviet foreign trade with developed 
ca~italist countries: CODDon and different problens. AO 
23(3-4) 1979: 322-338 
The diverse situation of individual countries night-require 
different solutions in their econoDic relations with the 
West. Hungarian experience indicates that increasing the 
exports of oanufacaured goods cannot be successful if 
proooted Derely through concentration of investoent 
resources on sooe selected developDent objectives. The 
establishoent of a dynanical foreign econonic equilibriUD 
is ouch oore a function of developing an econonic oechaniso 
proooting adaptation to the world econooy. CMEA countries 
and world-wide division of labour. Trade with the West. Stru
cturo' of foreign trade and related tasks of the econooy. 
Statistical t~bles available. 

Krasznai, Z. Hungarian export position in the French oarket. 
iillHEL 9(2) 1979: 210-212 

Lakos, I. and Oblath, G. Rate of exchan&e anc the foreign 
trade price coefficiept. 1..0 23(1-2) 1979: 39-57 
The article discusses the differences between the econooic 
nature of the rates of exchange of convertible currencies 
aoong the~elves and of the rate of exchange used in 
Hungary, 1'6 well as the characteristics of the types of 
exchange rates the authors consider as useful. It 
enphasizes the ioportance of introducing an actually 
operative rate of excl~nbG in a period when the relation 
.of tensions in the Hungarian econooy depends oainly on 
how ouch more flexib1y enterprises are able to adjust 
thenselves to conditions then they have dore so far. 
Rate of exchange and price coefficient. The average 
coefficient. The coefficient functioning as a rate of 
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exchange. Average and nargine~ pric0 coefficient. 

M.M. Hungary's economc cooperation with the socialist 
countries. ABHEL 9(3) 1979: 72-74 
Two-thirds of Hungary's inports fron Soviet Union will, 
also in 1979, be represented by niners~ raw oaterials, 
energy sources, wood industry products, cotton and 
various seDi-finished products. So far as Bulgaria, 
Yugoslavia, lubania and the socialist countries outside 
Europe are concerncd, Hungary's nain export line is the 
supply of .oachines. 

-. Results and tasks of Hungarian foreign 'trade. AJ3HEL 
9(2) 1979: 245-46 

~arinovich, E. Tinely issues of the Hungarian foreign 
trade. ABHEL 10(3) 1980: 225-226 

l.mrjai, Jozsef. The need for widening economc contacts : 
a talk. NH 20(5) May 1981: 6-8 

-
~mrton, A. Changes in Hungarian forei5n trade prices since 

the 1920s. 11.0 23(1-2) 1979: 59-73 
It appears that in Hungary's terns of trade, changing in 
the fraoeworks of secular inflation, there were three 
niniIlUll points of sillilar order of nagni tude. But 
essential differences nust be noted; the first one 
happened in the 1930s along with price decreases, the 
second one in the early 1960s along with actually 
stagnating, or every slightly rising prices, while the 
third one in the Diddl9 of 1970s with soaring prices. 
Statistical tables. 

Matko, I. ABSE~S X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 54 
J,. survey of Hungaro-West Geman economc relations. 

Mosoczy, Robert. Developncnt of Hungary's 
cooperation wi:t;h the CONECON countries. 
Winter 1976-77: 3-18 

economc 
SEEFT :XII(4) 

Bilateral and Ilultilateral plan coordination. PartiCipa
tion in production and transportation of energy. USSR
exports of energy, ferrous basic naterials. Petrochemstry 
inportant in production of basic chemcal nate rials. 
Metal working industry. 

Naray, P. Developing the donostic background of Hungarian 
foreign trade. ABHEL 9(5) 1979: 45-46 
After 1968, the regulators introduced in the new systen of 
econonic nanagenent have given a greater fre~don for 
nanoeuvre to the foreign trade enterprises but continued 
to confine their freedon of decision within rather 
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narrow liDits. They have little scope of influencing the 
spheres of production and consunption. The right to take 
decisions in natters relnted to forei6~ trade has cone to 
be vested in orGanizations operating in the donestic econony. 
Th0 nunber of speci2~ized foreign trade enterprises ~~s 
increased and so has the n~~ber of production enterprises 
holding independent trading rights. Inproving the effi
ciency of the foreign trade enterprises' activities pre
supposes the allocation to then of ~ore freely disposable 
finance by the systen of econoDic-fin~cial regulations. 
In any contract of foreign trade association, the foreib~ 
trade enterprise and its ~oDestic partner agree to co
operate in foreign trade activitieo on the one hand, and 
also in the field of the related donestic Droduction 
activities, on the .other; they are to share the profits 
and also the risks. 

Ueneth, ay. Trade between Hungary and the Geroan Denocratic 
Republic has developed faster than estinated. ABHEL 8(5) 
1978: 251-252 

Ueoeth, K. Long-tern froeign econonic policy and developenent 
nent of the production structure in Hungary. AO 19(3-4) . 
1977: 237-253 
At the neeting of the Central Connittee of the Hunbarian 
Socialist Workers' Party an ioportant resolution was 
ad .• pted on the directives of long-tero foreign economc 
policy and the developoent of the production structure. 
Elaboration of the directives was justified by the world 
e~onooic changes in recent years. These change a had a 
particularly unfavourable effect on the econooy of sr~l 
countries, ouch dependent on foreign econoDic relations, 
in need of large ioports of energy and raw oaterials, 
having a nediuo-level oanufacturinb industry, as is also 
Hungary. This article is based on the author's· address 
to the Central Connittee on 20th October 1977. Hungary's 
foreign econooic relations and the nucessity of developing 
the production structure. Interrelations between growth 
rate, equilibriuo and structural chango. Efficient 
utilization of production resources, and changed tasks in 
the developnent of the production structure. Energy 
production, and energy utilization. Increased tasks of the 
engineering industry. Enforceoent of quality requir~oents 
in the developnent of the light industry. Coordination 
and dynaoic developoent of agriculture and the food 
industry. Increasing the efficiency of scientific 
research and developnent. Developnent of econooic co
operation with socialist countries. Expansion of foreign 
econonic relations with non-socialist countries. Tasks 
in developing the systen of econonic control and oanageobnt. 
Sobio-political tasks. 

Uyers, R. Effect of the oany-sided CMRA integration 
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neasures on the Hungarian econooy in 1976-1980. .1J.0 18( 1) 
1977: 23-31 
The oultilateral con"itmentu undertaken. Specialization 
and cooperation occupying an ioportant place in the plan 
of oultilatcral oensures. Role of participation of the 
individual countries in international investoents. 

Nyilas, L. The Hungarian econooy in the liGht of foreign 
trade. ABHEL 10(1) 1980: 275-277 

Nyiro, J.K. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 51 
This editorial suggests the settinG up of foreign trade 
coopanies or offices which would represent a departure 
fron the hitherto existing network of the sectoral foreign 
tradoorganisatianS. 

Nyitrai, F. Hungary in the Cr·lEA. lillHEL 9( 1) 1979: 61-62 
In 1950's the CMEA countries allotted 60 to 70 per cent of 
the total econonic investnentfJ to the developnent of the 
productive branches. In the 1970s this proportion has 
SODewhat decreased in favour of the infrastructural and 
coru~l invcstnents in Hungary. Industrial developoent 
has been accoopanied by the transfor~ation of the 
in~ustrial pattern. Between 1955 and 1960 it was generally 
the growth of the engineering industry Since then cheDical 
industry has taken the lead. Another trait is quick 
developoent of agriculture. The trade of oeuber countries 
with one another has si&nificantly increased. The co
ordination of the natiOlkal econooic plans within the CMEA 
plays an ioportant part in the increasoof the twr.l0vor. 
This is pronoted by the joint ventures within the CMEA, 
above all in the field of energy supply/gas, electric 
power and crude oil. 

Orosz, A. iU3SEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 50 
Survey of contacts with the developing countries; points 
which oight gainfully increase the potential of Hungarian 
industrial exports, are enphasised. 

Osvath, L. Hungary's foreiGn trade in 1979 and tasks for 
1980. A3HEL 10(1) 1980: 200-202 

Pocsi, K. Operation of the principle of uutual benefits in 
Hungarian-Soviet econooic relations. ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 
95-97 

Popovics, E. Coopera.tion between the Hungarian and Yu~oslav 
onGineering and oetallurgic~ industries. l~HEL 8(5) 
1978: 88-90 

Runa, G. ¥~in trends in HunGarian - Polish econooic 
rolLtions. lJ3HEL 8(5) 1978: 189-190 . 
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Sandor, A. Hungarian - Dutch round-table conference. AO 
21(3) 1978: 269-275 

Schweitzer, I. Sone particularities of Hun~arian cachine 
ilJ.ports fron the Sov:i,.et Union. 1,0 18(3-4)1977: 325-342 

The author exaDines the possibilities of further widening 
of oachine inports on the basis of analyzing the experience 
of Hungarian cachine inports fron the Soviet Union. Factors 
detero1ning the conpetitiveness oi.C2ohines •. Technical 
standards. Supply with spare par~s, service. Price level, 
notivation of inporters. Difficulties in planning the 
trade in nachinery. Flow of infornation. Organization 
and 'interests. Structural lio1 ts and possibilities., 
Machines for geverno.ental projects for oonopolistic 
consuoers. Special nachines. Spare parts proport~on of 
non-technical oachines. Statistics .included., . 

Simi, M. Issues and inplications of foreign econooic 
policy in Hungary. hO 18(1) 1977: 1-21 

The inportanceof international econoo1c relations has 
increassed in the developnent of the Hungarian econopY; 
tho ioportance of external resources has increased, the 
inport content of invest.~nts has becone nore substantial 
and new projects have been Dore foreign trade oriented. 
The increasing ioportance of international econonic . 
strategy for Hungary is colsely connected with the econonic 
disturbances of external origin. Hungary devotes special 
attention to those aspects of international econonic 
strategy which want to solve the probleos by radical 
changes in the patterns of output. A decisive issue in the 
choice of partners. Econonic analysis indicates relations 
with the Third i'lorld. Relations with developed Ivestern 
C'ountries larGely depend 011 further political inprovenents 
and also on the use of new foros in cooperation. Hungarian 
econopY and foreign relations - problens of an "openll 
econony. International econonic security and the new 
world econooic situation. Conditions of an export oriented 
structure and of selective developnent. Unforeeeeable 
difficulties of decision taking. Selection of partners -
objective and subjective conditions. 

Soky, D. Expanding Hungarian - Croatian eccnonic relations. 
l~HEL 8(4) 1978: 42-43 

---. Hunbarian - Polish econonic co-operation. 1~HEL 8(3) 
1978: 127-128 

---. Hun6~rian - Serb econonic relations are developing 
.well. L,BHEL 8(3) 1978: 229-230 

Sonjell, T. Hungary's econoo1c relations with sone countries 
of .:'sia and the Far East. IJ3REL 10(3) 1980: 81-82 
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Szalai, B. ~ericu1tura1 exports and the equilibriUD of the 
balance of foreibn trade in Hungary. AO 18(3-4) 1977: 
34~-354 

The share of Hungary in the world exports.Conparispn.and 
trends of food expJrts. P1ans ti1l 1980. External 
conditions of growth. The donestic conditions. New 
oethods and foros of foreign trade activity. Future 
prospects upto 1990. Statistics included. 

Varnai, I. Hungarian eAport possibi1itius in the Ita1ian 
narket. ABHDL 9(2) 1979: 248-49 

Vasi1evskaia, E.A. Mixed conpanies with the participation 
of foreign capita1. (Fron the H,ungarian experience). 
PRE XXIII(2) June 1980: 68-75 

Po1and 

Aszta1os, a. The ro1& of inports in Po1and's trade with 
West. l~HEL 8(6) 1978: 333-334 

:3ie1eck:j.., Maciej. Po1and - Ita1y. PP XXIII(5) I'lay 1980: 
27-31 
Trade relations • 

. ---. Po1and - West Gerr2any. PP XXIII(3) ¥ar 1980: 33-36 
Trade. 

Borowski, Jerzy. Conoents on narketing activities in foreign 
trade enterprises. (Tr by Wiktor Litwinski). SEEFT 

'XV(2) SUDDer 1979: 47-60. 

Borun, Marian. SecurinG the collectibi1ity of receivab1e's 
fron exports to \/estern countries. (Tr by Wiktor Litwinski 
~~d Donald Hank). SEEFT XVI(3) Fa11 1980: 83-99 
Principal factors affecting export effectiveness inc1ude 
the insuring of pronpt and cOllp1ete receipt of foreign 
excr~nGe for conpleted deliveries to foreign countries. 
This prob1er:! is notable in Poland's re1ations with partners 
in Western capitalist countries in which the prevai1ing 
private ownership of enterprises involves the. inherent 
risk that 10SSGS wi1l have to be covered by Polish 
suppliErs. The instrunents used to insure collectibility of 
foreign renitt?nces: 1) Docunentary letter of credit. 
2) Bank guarantees. 3) Bills of exchange. 4) Checks. 

Bozik, P. ~BSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 41 
PartiCipation of Poland in joint COMECON projects and 
assess::JGnt. 
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Bryl-I'larewicz, Elva. 1.spccts of partnership - vTest G€roany. 
PP XXI(9) Sept 1978: 25-27 

Dorosz, Andrzej and Pulawski, Mieczylslaw. The Dulticurrenyy 
foreign exchange Zloty. SEBFT XII(1) Spring 1976: 34-44 

Foreign trade in 1979. PP XXII(4) Apr 1979: 43-44 

Kaczoarozyk-araszkiewicz, Halina; Cieslik, Jerzy and 
Rapacki, Ryszard. Transfer of tcc~~ology froD Polana to 
developing countries. EPR (6) 1977: 77-96 
Scope and channels of technology transfer. Exp?rt ofllla.chinery 
and equipnent. Engineering and consulting serv~ces •. 
Education and training of personnel fron developing 
countries in Poland. Joint ventures. Principles and 
rules of technology transfer. Institutional forDs. 
G€ographic distribution. Branch allocation. Use of the 
various channels. Conditions and costs. Suitability of 
technology transferred. 

Kaczurba, J. ADSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 71 
Poland's present trade position with the West. 

Krakowiak, Elzbieta. Uaing spe_c.t.ra.L analysis to study the 
periodicity of Polish foreign trade turnover. (Tr by 
Donald Hank). SEEFT XVI(3) Fall 1980: 65-82 
Objective of this paper is to discuss the basic nethods 
of identifying and studying the fluctuations occurt~~ 
tine series. Characteristics of the tine series of Polish 
foreign trade turnover. Methods for analyzing periodic 
fluctuations. Analyzing the stability of seasonal 
fluctuations. The correlogran - a tool for analysing 
seasonal turnovers. Application of Schuster Test to the 
study of seasonal turnovers. 

Kraus, K. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 61 
The current position and prospects in foreign trade. 

Latikieuicz, Helena. Poland - France. PP XXIII(2) Feb 
1980: 19-21 
Econonic cooperation. 

Lubowski, A. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 71 
Export prospects for the 1980s. 

Milc, Stanislaw. Aspects of partnership - Sweden. PP 
XXI(9) Sept 1978: 22-24 

-. Partnership in developnent. PP XXI ( 10) Oct 1978: 
28-31 

Poland and developing countries. Econonic cooperation. 
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Maze jko, Eugenius Z. ForeiOl trade. SV 25 ( 1)( 110) Winter 
1980: 50-52 
Situation of engineering industry, steel and chenical 
industry in export trade. 

Olszewski, Jerzy. Trade at the turn of: ,the Seven;t>i'es. PP 
XZI(5) May 1978: 8-14 

Palo'cz, E.N. Polish - ,Austrian econonic relations •. ABEEL 
8(2) 1978: 40-41 

Pietrzak, E. 1i:BSEES VIII(2) (54) Ja.n'.978: 55 . 

Role of ~1estern croc:its in Poland's pconotic devel:01?nent 
in 1970s. 

Peland. ET 267 3rd June 1978: 131; 
142; 276 16th ~ug 1980: 58; 278 
90-91; 279 2nd May 1981: 85-86 

Foreign debts. Exp~rts. 

270. 24th Har "'979: 
21st Feb 1981: ,79-80, 

Polish investnent fran abroad. PP ~nIO/8) July ... kag 1980: 
20-23 

DusinesslD:ln wfPalish <la·scent are,·.aO'ti"t"e:- in--USi., We"stern 
Europe, Latin .l~narica anc lJ.f'rica. COO'beration 6f Poland 
with Persons of Polish descent, espe,ci8J.ly in suph..,:fields 
as hotels and services. Nuober of tax concessiD~s, which 
have resulted in a flow of investnent offers fron pusiness
Den of Polish descent fron abroad. 

Pulawski, Seweryn. A nethod for evaluating Polish j.Gint 
ventures operating abroad ( a discussion article) •. (Tr 
by Wiktor Litwinski). SEEFT XV(3) Fall 1979: 30-4t 

Evaluation of degree 
of exports, profits, 
local foreign firns. 

of fulfilloent'of objectives. Value 
conparison ofc:per..forIJance with 

Rakowski, Mieczysla" and Szafarczyk, 1I.daw. 1m econOlnetric 
function of foreign trade and its ap.plication to Poland. 
(Tr by ~fichGl Vale). SEEFT XII(2-3, Spnner-Fall 1976: 
141-175 

Ilapacki, R. iillSEES XI(1)(62) SGpt 1980: 67 
Ex~ort of industrial licGnces. 

Rosati, Dariusz. The use of foreign ~ade in carrying out 
tho strate~y of econooic dGvelopoen~(Tr by Dorota Best). 
EEE XVII(3J Spring 1979: [.4-61 

Rybowski, Wojciech. IVlethods for calculating 
of integration on Polish and world trade. 
Vale) • SEEFT XII (1) Spring 1976: 45-5,1 

the "infl.uence 
(Tr'oy Michel 
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-rargosz, .Zbigniew. li.spects of partnership - Italy. PP XXI 
(9) Sept 1978: 28-30 

~vojciechowski, A. il3SEES XI(1)(62) sept 1980: 66 
Probleo of joint Polish-Western coopanies. 

Rouania 

Dano, E. C~~nges in the CODrlodity pattern of Rooanian foreign 
trade. ABllliL 8( 1) 1978: 166-167 . 
As regards Rooanian exports the oost reoarkable single fact 
is the sur@e in exports of oachinery and equipoent and of 
consuoer goods in 1970s. 

Dragonirescu, D. hBSEES,IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 68 
Developnent of Rooanian foreign trade. 

DulJitru, D. l.:BSEES X( 2)( 60) Jan 1980: 66 
Growth in the exports of agricultural produce is considered. 

European conounity - bear baiting in Bucharest. ET 276 2nd 
i.ug 1980: 41 
EEC and Runania --trade and cooperation agreeoent. 

Georgescu; I. .A.BSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 71 
Invisible trade is iDportant in Rooania's overall foreign 
trade, and the nost significant elencnt aoong the 
invisibles is foreign touriso. 

Gionea, I. lillSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 84 
Rouania's trade in licences. , 

I.L. The active contribution of Rooanian to the international 
division of labour. !.BHEL 8(1) 1978: 219 
Befere World War II, Ronania exported nostly raw and basic 
n~terials as well as agricultural products. At present. 
oore than one half of her exports are represented by 
oachines, equipocnt pooducts of cheDical industry and 
conSUDer goods. 

Ionescu, D. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 66 
A joint venture with a vlestern partner is proposed, in 
which a stud faro would be established with 500 horses • 
.. 

R.M. The developnent of Rooania's foreign trade relations. 
ABHEL 9(1) 1979: 30-32 
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rtodescu, L. and Lupu, N. ABSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 61 
Trade and econonic cooperation with developing countries 
in Asia. 

RUsu, I. il.i3SEES VIII(3) (55) lYlay 1978: 63 
Econooic and scientific-technical cooperation of Rocania ' 
with other socialist cOwltries. 

Schonfeld, Roland. Rooania's 'oixed ownership conpanies': 
a showcase exanple of East-1;lest industrial coop~ration? 
SEEFT 13(4) Winter 1977-78: 25-49 
Cooperation ~s an instrunent of growth policy. Cooperation 
definition and 105"8.1 foundations - COI1ECON - Third 'vTorle. -
ltixed conpanies for production of raw naterials - joint 
ventures with capitalist partners - nutual advantages froD 
cooperation in production. 

Traistaru, M. A3SEES X(3) (61) May 1980: 78 
Review of Rooanian foreign trade in 1978. 

Yugoslavia 

ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 69 
This decree lists nuoorous articles ,for which inport e.uties 
are increased by up to 50%. Included are alcoholic drinks, 
-tobacco and cigarettes on which the new Guty is 37.5%. 
Cosoetic products and fancy goods Dade of China or crystal 
have a new duty of 22.5%. The largest group lists products 
oadc fron precious stones, gold, silver, platinuo, etc., 
on which the average duty is now 30%. 

--- X(1)(59) Se~t 1979: 70 
Econooic relations with West Geroany show an increasing 
Yugoslav trade deficit. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 70 
The foreign trade deficit is constantly bTowing. 

X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 70 
US - Yugoslav econooic relations. 

X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 75 
The Governoent decision in setting the new exchange 
rates for all Western convertible currencies actually 
devalued the Dinar on the world oarket. 

---. XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 77 
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Yugoslavia will receive credits of ~H900 mn froD. the World 
Bank during the period 1981-85. 

Adaoovic, Ljubisa. The new international econooic order and 
tho position of Yugoslavia. RI~ XXX(695) 20th Mar 1979: 
6-9 

Andov, Stojan. Yugoslavia and tho EEC. RI~ XXXI(736) 5th 
Dec 1980: 1-4 
Foreign econoDic relations. 

~orojevic, Ratko. Yugoslavia's econooic relations with 
developed i'/estern countries. YS XX( 1) Feb 1979: 39-56' 

Chernyshev, V. EconoDic relations between the USSR and the 
Socialist Federated Republic of Yugoslavia (a survey). 
PRE XXI(3) July 1978: 90-102 
Cooprehensive econooic cooperation between the USSR and 
Yugoslavia has boen intensified and expanded significantly 
in recent years. Long-tero five year agreeoents on 
reCiprocal deliveries of goods, one-year reciprocal trade 
protocols, and contracts are a part of the cooperative 
effort. Joint collaboration in the realo of power 
engineering, ferrous and non-ferrous oetallurg7, the 
cheDical industry, ship-building, tho autooobile industry, 
electrical equipoent, the production of equipoent for at oDic 
power stations, the field of agricultUre, and the food 
industry, construction, transport and touriso. 

Cioanovio, Nikola. The socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia and the Federal Geroan Republic. RIA XXXII(742) 
5th Mar 1981: 4-7 
Econooic relations. 

Dinic, Jordan and Krsoanovic, Vukasin. Relations between 
Yugoslavia and the Deoocratic People's Republic of Korea -
econoDic relations. YS XIX(3) Aug 1978: 164-165 

Dragasevic, Vuko. Yugoslavia and the developing countries. 
, RIA X1C:II(738) 5th Jan 1981: 11-13 

Dragocanovic, VladiDir. Joint ventures in Yugoslavia. 
YS XIX(4) Nov 1978: }1-38 

EEC and Jugoslavia. ET 266 18th Feb 1978: 64; 274 
26th Jan 1980: 57, 1s;' Mar 1980: 47 

E. Sch. and E.P.N. Probleos of the depGndence of the 
Yugoslav econony on ioports and of its coopetitiveness. 
ABHEL 8(5) 1978: 232-234 

Fabinc, Evo. Directing and planning econoDic relations 
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with foreign countrius. (Tr by Ales Vancicz). BEE XV(2) 
Winter 1976-77: 95-108 
Guiding foreign econooic relations will in practice have to 
rely on the systeo ~f social contracts and on organized 
narket relations. Until oore coo1,)1.e:: oodels are constructed, 
prograDDing of economc relations with foreign countries. 
will have to be baseCl. on suboodels. Success ,qoulc: be 
achieved if with strengthening of its cooponent parts, 
uethods of projecting the structure of cODDodity flows needed 
for develop:::lent policy and. nethods of projecting ,structure 
of eleoents of balance of payoents 1'1i thin fraoework of 
financial planninG ~'i'ere developed. Relations with indivi
dual countries and regions will for a lOllb tine 'to CODe 
reoain under the inpo»tant influence of qualit~tive 
analysis with an accentuated'eocio-p'Jlitical character. 

Gavranovic, N. l ... BSEES X(1 )(59) Sept 1979: 70 
Tho new foreign trade systen has not deve1.oped as it was 
sup~osed to and it still encQuraLes orL~nisations to 
inport rather than ex~ort. 80all wonder that over the 
first quarter of 1979 the trade balance has\worsened. 

Gcorgijejevic, I<Iilan. Relations between Yugoslavia and the 
Federal Republic of Geroany, 1971-1979. YS XXI(1) Feb 
1980: 139-158 
Zconomc relations. Foreign trade. Interbank cooperation. 
Industrial cooueration. Tourisn. Yugoslav citizens 
tenporarily enpleyed in the Federal Republic of Gernanv. 
Scientific, technical and educational cooperation. 
Cooperation between various regions of two coqntries. 
Statistics available • 

. Grubic, J. ~BSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 76 
The new foreign exchange systen should give the enterprise 
the right to carryon foreign business directly, without 
the intervention of the National Bank. 

Ikonic, Eng. Branislav. Econo~c relations between Yugoslavia 
and the USA. RIL YJrIX(678-9) 5th-20th July 1978: 46-48 

Jeftic, V. l~SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 76 
A new law on foreign investnent in Yugoslavia. 

Jovovic, Dejan. Yugoslavia and the International Monetary 
Fund. RIA XXXII(742) 5th March 1981: 25-30 

Aonstantinovic, Svetlana. Relations between Yugoslavia and 
lIorway, 1969-1977: Econonic relations. YS XIX(2) 
May 1978: 178-180 

Kulic, Josip, ForoiGn trade, 1965-1975. YS XVIII ( 1) 
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Feb 1977: 69-84 
Markovic, Vukasin. Yugoslavia's credit relations with 

foreign countries. YS L'i:(3) Aug 1979: 63-74 
Borrowing abroad. International rates and other credit costs. 
Pla~~ed and realized amounts of credit used. Level of 
indebtedness of the Yugoslav economy. Lending aborad. 
Statistical tables included. 

Marmulaku, Ramadan. Yugoslavia's relations with, Africa. 
RIli. K.XXII(746) 5th fJ'.ay 1981: 26-28 

Perovic, Natasa. Yugoslav foreign trade, 1972-1977. YS 
XIX(4) Nov 1978: 61-74 

Petkovic, Dragoljub. The customs tariff. YS XX(1) Feb 1979: 
57-62 

Popovic, Bogdan. Yugoslavia's trade with developing 
countries, 1974-78. YS XX(3) Aug 1979: 75-82 
Volume of trade. Composition. Regional distribution. 
I-iode of payment. Statistical tables included. 

Relations between Yugoslavia and India - economic relations. 
YS XIX(4) Nov 1978: 154-58 

Relations between Yugoslavia and I..to.ly" 1972,..71: economic relations.. 
YS XX(1) Feb 1979: 146-151 

Relations between Yugoslavia and Turkey "'-~c~nomic '_ ~ 
relations. YS XVtII(3) ,Aug 1977: 160-162 

. , 
. __ '--'"0 

Reuter-Hendrichs, Irena. Yugoslavia's struggle for non
alignment. AP 31(1) 1980: 69-81 
The benefits 
Third World. 
coopera tiona 

of non-alignment. Economic relations with the 
Cuba versus Yugoslavia. Intensified economic 
Yugoslavia an(i India and Iraq. 

Sarosi, B. Trade between Yugoslavia and the advanced 
capitalist countries. ABHEL 8(3) 1978: 122-124 

Simunic, J. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 70 
Yugoslav exports are in trouble again, and a Conference 
on the foreign trade system lays most of blame on that 
system. There are still no proper incentives to export. 

Smole, Janko. Yugoslav - EEC relations. RIA XXIX(672) 
5th Apr 1978: 1-4 

Tomasevic, Zarko. Yugoslavia and the European 'Ten'. 
RIA ~lXXII(744) 5th ,Apr 1981: 24-26 
. , 

Trade and payments trends 
(Yugoslavia included). 
45-64 

in South European countries. 
EBB 29(Pt A, Chapt 2) 1977: 
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Tschi,ierer, Werner. Direct investnent in Yugoslavia -
prospects and problens. (Tr by Michel Vale). SEEFT 13(3) 
Fall 1977: 3-45 
Joint ventures with capital participation. Institutional 
£ranework. Organization o£ production. Investocnt Law. 
Foreign exchange law. Conditions as data £or potential 
investor. Profits and depositfi. 

Tyson, Laura D'1.nc1rea and Ueuberger, Egon. The inpact of 
external econooic clisturbances on Yue-0slavia : theoretical 
and eopirical explorations. JCE 3(4) Dec 1979: 346-374 
Yugoslavia's links with the rest of the world - channels 
of inpact •. The transfornation structure of the Yugoslav 
econooy. An overview of the foreign-exchanec and foreign 
trade systens. 1m enpirical look at the role of connodity
narket linkages in the transnissi::>n of cisturbanceEl to 
Yugoslavia. Internal propagation nechanisns in the 
Yugoslaveconony. Denand-nultiplier effects.' Direct and 
indirect price effects. Real balance effects. Policy 
responses in the Yugoslav econooy and sone conclusions. 

4. FIUloUCE. CREDIT. BAl~KING 

More than one country 

Zwass, Adan. The credit policies of the planned econoDies • 
. EEE XVII(1-2) Fall-~'linter 1978-79: 115-154 

Credit policy and steering nodels. Credit reforns. Ca.pital 
project loans. Credits for current needs. FinanCIng and 
adDinistering of capital investnent projects. Expansion 
of credits for working assets. The centrally nanaged 
econony was unabl~ to find a proper way to extend credit 
to state-owned enterprises. . 

---. The credit systen of the planned econooies in 
transforoation. EEE XV(4) Sunner 1977: 17-28 ' 
The traditional Eastern European ccnc~pt of the state bank 
as a noney-issuing institution that settled accounts 
between enterprises and granted credit, was contrasted 
to the notion of a central bank as the bank of banks. A 
network of branch banks was to pertorn all the usual 
,banking transactions. The banking systen was to be in
corporated into the profit-and-loss systeo of the 
econooy as a whole by oeans of appropriate refinancing 
procedures and a differentiated interest rate schedule. 
However, it was soon discovered that in a planned econony 
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in which there is no natural interplay between' supply and 
deoand and between noney deposits and credits, and in which 
all these itens nust be centrally regulated through 
adninistrative neans, such a banking systen had no econooic 
neaning at all. 

---. Money, banking, and credit in the Soviet Union and 
:8astern Europe (,rr by ]i[ichel C. Vale). EEB XVII(1-2) 
Fall-Winter 1978-79: 3-231 
The reorganization of the banking sys-t-en and the evolution 
of credit policy. in the Eastern countries, the intensifica
tion of the activities of the international CMEA banks, 
and nost inportant, the nonetary pro bIens that have arisen 
due to the rapid expansion of trade and credits in 
relations between East and West, have oade necessary a 
new evaluation of the possibilities and linits of the 
nonetary and credit systen of the planned econonies. 

---. Money in a planned econoqy. EEE XVII(1-2) Fall-Winter 
1978-79: 3-23 
Inapplicability of traditional nonetary theories, since 
nonetary systen of the planned econonies functions in an 
econonic systen that proclained its intention to abolish 
noney but proved unable to do so, although it aid restrict 
conSiderably its use and functions. The current nonetar,r 
theory in the planned econonies. The isolation of econonic 
entities, of the state enterprise fren the state.. Eoer
gence of the foundations for a credit syste~. Money 
Circulation - the creation of noney through bank credits -
nonetary flow·s. The nan~genent of noney circulation, 
enterprise noney and household noney - effectiveness. 

Bulgaria 

J.BSEES VIII(3) (55) May 19'/tl: 24 

The 1978 Budget. 

Bdchev, B. ABSEES X(3)(61) 11ay 1980: 41 
End of the yoar survey of the financial state of the 
country and expectations fron the new econonic policy. 

Mihajlov, Enil. Hole of credit in the organization and 
nanagenent of the turnover. ABBSLE XXII(3) J...pr-June 
1979: 69-70 .' 

Nikolova, Galabina. 
pational econonic 
71-72 

Credit as an instruoent for re€;~ating 
ratiOS. ABBSLE XXII(3) Apr-June 1979: 

Popov, Konstantin. Securing a principle. of socialist 
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credit. l.BBSLE XXII(3) 1979: 72-73 

Stojanov, Rajko. Directives for.inproving tho preventive 
effects of revision and fiscal control. i~BSLE XXII(3) 
Apr-June 1979: 73-74 

Trifonov, Trifon n. Methods of dete~ininc the influence 
of tho utilization of the circulating funds on the final 
financial results. l~ilSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 17 

Velev, Todor. Banks in Bulgaria as pronotors of foreign 
econOD~C relations. ENE XXI(4) 1980: 1, 8 

.9zechoslovakia 

Bakalar, L. ~BSEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 32 
The llonetary plan of the Czechoslovru{ State Bank for 1979 
ains at stable purchasing ~ower of the Kcs. 

Bosak, S. A3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 34 
Federal budget for 1977. 

Ler, L. ~EES X(3)(61) ~ny 1980: 48 

Outlines 1979 financial policy and connents an the national 
Budget for 1980. National incone should increase by 3.7%. 

Lier, L. ABSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 31 
Tee Federal bud[:;et for 1978. 

Patac, S. ASSESS VIII(1) Sept 1977: 43 
Details of ne~i financial plan of the Czechoslovak State 
Bank. 

---. LBSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 42 
Monetary ana. financial develoj?nents in 1978 and nain 
tasks of nonetary policy for 1979. 

Vaskovic, L. ~3SEES VIII(2) Jan 1978: 27 
Sone shortconings of the credit policy. 

Zidlicky, 11. ABSEES X(3)( 61) May 1980: 48 
The Czechoslovak State Bank evaluated a set of investnont 
conplexes fron the point of vie~l of construction period; 
proJuction cap"I.ci ty after running in tine and e cononic 
efficiency., In nany cases the projected paraneters have 
not been reached. . 
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Gornan Denocratic Republic 

Boho, S. ABSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 35 
On ains of the fi~~ncial institutions for 1978 and part 
they are playing in reducing industry's price costs. 

-
,r,,[sy, I.Z. Financial relationship between the budget and 

the state enterprises in the Gornan DcDocratic Republic. 
ABHEL 9(5) 1979: 214-216 
In the GDR, 60 per cent of the revenuti af the budget 
originates fron payuents by the state enterprises. Where 
the calculation cost is not covered by the consuuer p+icc 
there is a price subsidy connected with tho product is 
given to the producing enterprises. 

Hungary 

ABSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 48 
The value of the Forint. 

--- VIII(3) May 1978: 53 
State budget for 1978. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 49 
The National Savings Bank's four nonth balance sheet; savings 
exceeded 130 bn fts; over 500,000 people paid deposits for 
notorcars, and total wins on state-run pools anounted to 
nearly 430 on fts. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 49 
Report on the annual' general neeting and the 1978 balance 
sheet of the Hungarian National :Dank. 

- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 53 
Financial results of industrial and agricultural enter
prises for 1978. 

Akar, L. Brief description of the Hungarian fiscal systen 
ABHEL 9(5) 1979: 41-42 
Rules of taxation. Taxation problens of the joint-stock 
conpanies and liDited liability conpanies operating in 
Hungary but not owned by the state. Turnover tax. 

Budapest style - Offshore bankinG. ET 273 17th Nov 1979: 
121 .. 
First bank called Central European International Band 
with capitalist uajority control in Budapest set up by 
the Hungarian National Bank and six banks froD the West. 



Ersek~ T. Major changes in the turnover tax systen. 
10(J) 1980: 261-262 

HUNGARY 

lJ3HEL 

Fenyovari, I. On the Hungarian financial systcn. ABHEL 
10(5) 1980: 228-229 

Forro, D. Sone basic principlus of the future functioning 
of the credit systen. ABHEL 9(2) 1979: 190-191 

NGw' systeo of financial control. NH 19 (1) Jan 1980: 11 
The decree on enterprisal revenue s aiDs at ioproving the 
national economc balance by inc;:reasing the statu's share 
in the net reve:nues of the coovanies and cooperative under
takings. It assigns greater inport ·to the profitable 
operation of these ventures. 

Tallos, GyorbY. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 49 
Analysing the technical, financial and labour probleos of 
the present systeo of payoents, the Vice Governor of the 
National Bank explains the research bGintS done into ways of 
nodernising the cash' flow; however, prospects of changes 
are still years away. ' 

---. Some problens in the further developoent of the 
enterprise credit systen and practice~ hBHEL 9(6) 1979: 
124-125 

---. Sone relationshirs between bank lending and enterprises' 
. nutual crediting. l Tr by G€orge Hajdu). EEE XV( 1) }'all " 

1976: 45-76 ' 
The total nonetary needs of the entarprises should be 
covered by the nune"tary resources allocated to then as 
circulating fun~s and conplenented each year, proportionate~y 
by the increase in circulatinb assets froo their own 
incor~ - thoUlft in a differentiated nanner and to different 
extent - as well as by credit of various tYl'es oil circulat
ing assets. The real role of cOODodity credit and the 
rational limts to the exclusivenesS of bank credit. 
LendinG aoong industrial enterprises. Place of cOlJOodity 
credit in the credit systen. Enterprise organization and 
bank crodit. Statistical tables included. . 

TiIJar, rile ABSEES X(3) (61) May 1980: 62 
Cre(li t pclicy in connection with the 8conooic plan, with 
special reference to new neasures due to be introduced 
in 1980. 

---. Situation and tasks of the Hungarian banki~g systen. 
ABHEL 9(5) 1979: 113-114 
Tho Hungarian bankine systen perforJ:lli its activities by 
,Deans of a syst<in cf specialized banks. J..t the top is the 
'b'Ulk of issu(:: - the Hungarian national Bank. It plays 
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an inportant role in financing investnents of the Hungarian 
. enterprise's, stimuJ.ating the orientation to exports and 
financing current assets. It oanages international finan
cial relations too. 

Topical issues of Hungary's finance policy. ABHEL 10(5) 
1980: 119-120 

Poland 

ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 73 
Credit as instrunent of the National Bank's control over 
enterprises. 

Dzieciolowski, J. lillSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978:' 62 
The savings and credit policy of the Polish National Bank. 

Z1'1aSS, 1.dan. The banking systen in a planned econooy. EEE 
XVII(1-2) Fall-Winter 1978-79: 78-114 
Basic principles of the banking systen. The restricted 
range of bank activities. The range of application of 
credit. Banks as the only credit and clearing institutions. 
Differentiation of capital funds fron working funds. The 
structure of the banking systen. The reorganization of tho 
banking systen - econoDic reforns - organizational inprove
nent in the traditional steering nodel - structure reforns -
new developnents in the Polish banking systen - attenpts to 
establish a oarket-type of banking systen. Bank resources. 
Credit creating functions of bank resources. Banking 
nechaniso. The plans of the State Bank. RuJ.es of lending. 
CrecJ.it as a stop-gap neasure. Bank controls. Interest 
policy. 

~ooania 

i.BSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 60 
A new systen of taxation for cooperative farns and 
faroers' incone. 

VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 60 
A new systen of wage and salary taxation. 

---- VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 65 
The 1978 budget is exactly balanced fu~ revenue and 
e.xpendi ture • 

IX(3)(58) May 1979: 72 
The 1979 budget revenue and expenditure. 



--- X(3)(61) May 1980: 77 
State BudGet for 1980. 

ROMANIA/YUGOSL~VIA 

Opt·ea,~. 18SEES VIII(1)(53) sept 1977: 81 
In 1977 velocity of noney circulation will be increased 
in industry. Effect on econooic growth. 

Popovici, M. lillSEES L~(3)(58) May 1979: 72 
D8posits in the National Savings Bank (CEC). The role of 
CEC as a nortgage lender. 

Yugoslavia 

ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 87 
Distribution of funds froD Federal Fund for crediting the 
underdeveloped republics and Kosovo province. 

--- VIII(1) Sept 1917: 88 
Current position of the Dinar and t~credit and oonetary 
policy. 

--- VIII(1) Sept 1977: 88 
Law containing the Federal Budget for 1977. 

-" IX(3)(58) r-Tay 19B: 81 
Federal budget for 1977. 

--- X(3)(61) May 1980: 86 
DetaileC. appropriations of the F'ederal Budget for 1980 
provide for the expenditure/revenue of 128.29 billion 
dinars. 

3ajec, I1ilan. Devaluation in t~ process of stabilization. 
ru~ XXXI(726-7) 5th-20th July 1980: 39-41 

Djuric, Ljubisa. i. mld alleviation in the business cycle. 
AIA XXX(708) 5th Oct 1979: 36-38 

Gavrovic, 1'1. 1.3SEES XI ( 1)( 62) Sept 19'80: 76 
Developnent of internal banks is a key eleoent in the 
new syst':lD, provL:1int, the basis· for .Association of, 
enterprieo resources. 

Golijanin, Hilan~ The systen of lll".tional banks. YS XIX(2) 
r-Tay 1978: 101-112 

Tyson, Laura D'Andrea. EnteT?ris9 denand for noney and 
~iquidity crisis in Yugoslavia. EEn 12(1) Feb 1979: 
53-71 
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This paper exaDines the short-tero deoand for Doney by 
Yugoslav enterprise during the 1961-1971 period in an 
atteopt to explain the recurrence of so-called 'illiquidity 
Crisis' in the Yugoslav econooy. The enpirical results 
indicate that a traditional transactions deop~d for ooney 
IJquatiO!', ''')dif:5..e(l to nllow for the effects' of inflationary 
expectations ru!d lG~bed adjustoent, can explain the cash
holding behaviour of the Yugoslav enterprise sector in the 

,post 1965 period. Further exaDination of the evidence 
indicates that the decline in enterprise liqUidity which 
occurred during the poriod was also the resul. t of enterprise 
response to the growth of Doney substitutes and the result 
of involuntary increases in holdings of trade credit 
occasioned by payoents' defaults. Statistical tables 
included. 

---. Liquidity crises in the Yugoslav econooy : an alternative 
to bankruptcy? SS XXIX(2) Apr 1977: 284-95 
Crises arising froo the inability of large nuobers of firos 
to p~y their creditors on tine" have been a najor topic 
,of concern for Yugoslav policy-oakers in recent years. 

Vlaho, B. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 71 
Indebtedness in the business sector in 1977 wan about the 
saoe as in 1978. There have been a nuober of ~hanges in 
the situation in particular sectors, but the position is 
still doDinated by a snall nuober of very big debtors. 

Vukovic, D. l~SEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 75 
Expectations following the devaluation of the Dinar and 
other econooic neasures. 

5. NATION.1L INCOME. DISTIITBUTION 
REGULATION OF El!ttNIl'TGS. SAVINGS 

More than 'one country 

~BSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 3 
~ table of econoDic perfornance data for CMEA countries 
in 1977 shows national incooe produced in the block as 

-a whole rising 9Y 5.1 per cent and in the USSr. by 4.5%. 

---. IX(1)(~6) Sept 1978: 27 
Cooparative figures for growth of industrial production 
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and national income for 1970-77 are contrasted for members of 
the EEC and CO}mCON, together with· ~ore detailed figures 
for euch of the COMECON countries. 

Chilosi, luberto. Income distribution under Soviet-type socialism: 
an interpretative framework. JCE 4(1) ~fur 1980: 1-18 
This paper studies the economic logic of the processes tl:.J.t 
govern distribution of 2~al personal incomes by examining the 
allocative function of gross wages and the ince~tive function 
of workers' real disposable incomes. Also considered are the 
differential effects on income distribution of paying workers 
straight time wages and incentive payments, and the distribu-, 
tive consequences of the organizational principles adopted in 
shaping the actual structure of the socialist ec01lOrny. Finally 
the factors affectine; inequality in the distribution of 
earnings under socialism and capitalism are compared. 

Comparative GDP levels. BEE 31 (2) 1980: 1--56 
Gross domestic product. Limitations of exchange-rate 
converted income values. Physical indicators of income 
levels. Methodological and estimation problems. The main 
results. List of statistical tables. East European 
countries and West European countries. 

Fogaras, I. The population·s savings deposits in the European 
CMEA countries. AO 21(1-2) 1978: 141-150 
Relying on the experience of the European socialist countries, 
the study investigates the financial organization of the saving 
process, the results achieved, and the motives of tbe process. 
Socialist banking institutions serving the population. Types of 
deposit terms and conditions. Development of the stock of 
personal savings deposits. Statistical tables included. 

Ivanov, Y. and Ryzhov, L. l!. new stage j.n the activities of the 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance in the field of inter
national comparisons of national product. RIW 24(2) June 
1978: 177-184 
This article reports on the plans of the member countries of 
the CMEA in the area of the purchasing power parity comparisons 
of national produ.ct and similar aggregates. The scope of the 
program will be expanded to cover several nelf aggregates 
including·productivity concepts and total consumption of the 
population. The article discusses the conceptual and 
methodological problems and plans. . 

Stiemerling, K.-H. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 42 
Tables showing: a) Proportion of industry/agriculture in the 
creation of national income in COMECON in 1960 and 1977 in 
per cent, b) Population trends and the per capita production 
of electriCity, 1960-77. 

Bulgaria 

Gocev, Goco. Basic socio-economic questions of the 
Population's incomes during the 8th l'ive year plan and 
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until 1990. l~LE XXII(4) Oct-Dec 1979: 63-64 

• • Czechoslovakia 

Klaus, Vacilav and RUdlovcak, v~adimir. Savings of households 
and monetary criteria~ PE L~II(10) 1979: 1050 

Hetik, R. ABSEES X(3) (61) IlIlay 1980: 51 
Efforts to reduce excessive consumption of raw materials 
and energy in industrial production, must be intensified 
in order that national income can continue to grow. 

German Democratic Republi~ 

ABSZES X (2)( 60) ,Jan 1980: 48 
Diagram showing GDR gross national product nnd national 
income in comparable p~ices (basis 1975) from 1949 until 1978. 

Radtke, G. ABSEE3 X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 47 
A revie;T of wages, public funds, real income s and social 
insurance, and their individual and combined influence on 
the income of the population. 

Hungary 

Balazsy, S. The unsolvable dilemma of regul~ting earnings in 
Hungary. 11.0 20(3) 1978: 247-267 '. 
If the regulation of earnings succeeds in creating eqUili
brium, stimulation is pushed into the background and 
conversely. ~~ny consider this contradiction to be an 
unsolvable dilemma. This articl~ challenges this 'problem. 
There may be no absolutely perfect earnings regulation, but 
a regulation can certainly be devised that is free from the 
extremely sharp contradictions of today's methods. Such 
regulation model is put forward here. Considerable change 
and modifications required in existing principles of earnings 
regulation, income regulation and COIlY.3ctud tax systems. 
Reviewing the history of ree,ulating earnings the author 
states that the frequently cTh.1.nging solutions performed 
adequately only one group of the fQ~ctions they were expect~d 
to fulfil. If the regulation succeeds in creating eqUili
brium, stimulation is pushtJd into the backgroQl'ld, a.l'ld . 
conversely. ~~ny consider this contradiction to be an 
unsolvable dilemma. The article challenges this opinion. The 
wage-bill management is no solution. A feasible way of, 
solving the d.ilemma. Statistical tables included. 

Daniel, Zs. Reflections on the development and composition of 
.• the national wealth of Hungary. i~O 22(3-4) 1979: 193-207 

The article examines the characteristic structural features 
of growth between 1960 and 1975, relying on a joint 
analysis of flow and stock indicators. The analysis is 
centred on the question, whether reproducible national 
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wealth and its structure justify the present and expectaJle 
requirenents of erowth; whether they proDote or hinder 
developnent. Separation of capitals serving production and 
consuoption. The two subdivisions of consuoption : 
oaterial pronucts and services. In Hungary the present 
structure of national wealth and, within it, the level 
of consunption capital and its growth rate do not seen to 
be in harnony with the national targets of raising the _ 
living standards. Utilization of the consunption capital 
and of circul~ting funds is already laden with problens and 
nay lead to further and increasing tensions. It is pCinted 
out in this article that little-attention has been paid to 
the accounting of stock at the national level, and analysis 
of its developnent. Statistical tables included. 

Falusne Szikra. K. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 67 
This article discusses the probleos of high personal 
incones and suggests a nunber of ways for their disposal ~ 
either in spending or investnent into durable assets._ 

Flakierski, Henryk. Econonic reforn and incooe distribution 
in Hungary. CJE 3(1).Mar 1979: 15-32 
A statistical analysis of incone distribution. This paper 
exaoines the effect of econonic reforn in Hungary on incooe 
distribution, to see whether the gradual role of the oarket 
nechanisn wa& associated with nore or less equality. Since 
Hungary is the only socialist country in which the experi
nent of introducing a 'decentralised nodel with a regulated 
narket' (Brus's terninology) has lasted for. ten years - a 

-study of what has happened to incone distribution is 
inportant. The analysis of incone distribution presented 
indicates that, while there has been an increase in the 
relative dispersion of wages and salaries during the post
reforn years, other factors have operated to leave the 
dispersion of the per capita incone of households virtually 
unchanged. According to Nyers and Kiuranov an increase in 
equality is associated with no increase in productivity, t!~t 
strong nate rial incentives should be given to the nost 
productive and skilled. The state can apply a double 
strutegy. On the one hand, it can increase disparities in 
earnings, and at the sane tine, via the DCchaniso of 
social benefits, it can naintain or even reduce the 
dispersion of per capita household incone. One of their 
(fathers of the Hungarian reforn) first steps was to 
increase bonuses paid out of profuts to nanaeenent at the 
expense of workers. This particular oeasure was, however, 
abolished quickly, at the end of 1969, because of serious 
discontent anone;st workers, the first sign the leadership 
had unde~estinated the sensitivity of incooe distribution 
pr.oblens in a socialist state. 

Gabor, loR. The "second (secondary) econooy". AD 22(3-4) 
1979: 291-311 
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The "second econooy" (or as it is often called: the 
secondary econony) is a rather extensive scctor of gainful 
activities and of incone redistribution outside the 
socially orb~nized production and distribution relation 
and involves nany conflicts. It is one of the phenonena 
on which public opinion is centered in the socialist 
countries, and whose conprehensive and systenatized. 
scientific eKploration has not been att~npted yet. Sincc 
these are phenonena exanined up to now only in a few 
details or fron sone Dinor aspect, no unaubiguous notions 
sanctioned by professional concensus could be fornulated. 
Therefore, in this study tho contents attributed by the 
author to the notion of this econonic sphere will be . 
discussed with adequate elaborateness and care. Following 
this, a typololSY seened. suitable for the exploration, 
systenatization and analysis of socio-econonic inter
relations of sources of incones (activities and transac
tions) to be found in the "second econony" is outlined. 
Sone economc hypothesis about the reproduction of this 
sphere in socialisn is presented. Notion of "second 
econony". Basic dinensions of the division of the "second 
econony". On the nethod of approach. Labour shortage -
relative wage-level - withholding of perfornance. Self
sparing and rational nanagenent : disparity between 
incones in the socialist sector and the "second econony". 
Snall enterprise, big enterprise. SnaIl-scale activities 
in the capitalist and in the socialist econonic nodels. 
Proportion of fringe benefits, rate of accuoulat·ion and 
the "second econony". Econonic c1ynaru.sn and the "sucond 
econony". Sone ideas on the possibilities of oi tigating 
contradictions. "Secondeconony" involves earning 
activity and rebTouping of incone outside the socially 
organized production and distribution. 

Hoch, R. Further reflcctions on the developnent and 
conposition of the national wealth of Hungary. AO 22(3-4) 
1979: 209-225 
It has been believed that the nost favourable thing fron 
the aspe ct of socio-econonic developnent ·is the faster 
growth of fixed capital and of accunulation still faster. 
Consunption is a fa~tor constraining accunulation and 
growth of capital and thereby econonic growth and social 
developnent. The scarcity of productive capital on the 
basis of a relative abundance. Oversized state in a 
special sense of productive capital. Jillalysis of 
productive fixed capital. Statistical tables included. 

Janossy, D. Incone processes in a new light. lillHEL 9(4) 
1979: 218-220 

Keller, J. Relationship between the population's savings 
and incane in Hungary. i.O 19(2) 1977: 165-175 
One of the inportant questions of national econouic 
planninG is how the population handles its incone : by 
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way of consunption, investoents, and savin5s. E~a~nation 
of Doney econony fron the aspect of savings, factors 
influencing it fron the national econocic point are 
basically detercined, by the developnent of the population's 
incone. In this article, a) the nothocs are explained 
that help to quantify the connexion between incone and 
savings on the national econocic level, b) and it is shown 
how facily savings 'develop as a function of incones in 
Hungary. Relationship between the population's savings 
and incooe on the national level. Il[avinGs ratio - related 
to increnontal incooo. Utilization of the population's 
noney inco09. Relationship between saving and incone at 
the household level. Relationship between incone and the 
acount of d~posits. Inter-relation between incone and 
savings (the growth of deposits). Statistical tables 
included. 

Laszlo, Gy. On soce early experience of the 1980 earnings
regulation systen. l~HEL 10{5) 1980: 117-118 

---. and Veress, J. Reflexions on the nodification of the 
systen of inco[16 control. aBHEL 10(5) 1980: 193-194 

Lokkos, J. 1. fell problens of regulating earnings in Hungary 
and possibilities of its inprovenent. 1.0 20(3) 1978: 
269-282 
In course of further developcent it is not necessary to 
anend the fundanental construction of the wage bill 
regulation. Efforts oust be cade at rendering it Dore 
stinulative. In Hungary no uniforo opinion has energed 
about the functioning of the econocic control systen. 
Neither the evaluation of the past nor opinions regarding 
what ought to be done in the future are unanioous. The. 
author wishes to clarify the issues under discussion. In 
the first part of the study he gives a brief historical 
survey, in the second h~ treats inportant recent probleos 
and in the third he outlines the possibilities of develop
oent and its direction. Statistical tables included • 

. , 

Racz, A. Incooss of the population and their proportions in 
. Hungary. AO 19(2) 1977: 203-214 \ 

Incones. of the population and changes in their conposition. 
Relative incooe proportions, dispersion of incones. 
Obj~ctive of levelling of unjustified differences in the 
living standrads of various strata. Social policy 
ceasures taken as raising of low pensions, caternity and 
facily allowances as conpensation for prise rise, extra 
allocation of flats to facilies with cany childeren, 
the granting of paid holid~ys to young nothers, social 
organisations and councils to look after large facilies 
and elderly people in need of help. The narrowing of 
gaps cannot be confined to incooe oeasures. Statistical 
tables included. 



5.NATIONAL I1WOME. DISTRIBUTION 

naveaz, .. G\· EarninGs a.nd econonic nan:l.genent - regulation, 
conception. ABHEL 9(5) 1979: 88-89 
Wage-bill control is a problen in that it does not pernit 
the exact neasurenent of the enterprises' perforoance in 
situations of continuous chango of technology and product 
range. 

-. Regulation of earnings in H~ga.ry. AO 20(3) 1978: 
283-303 
Two possible directions for conpletion of the reforn. One 
nay approach the Yugoslav nodel in which case the inventive 
role of profit shares would eradually extend to the whole of 
earnings includinG wages. Or nove. in the direction of· the 
profit oriented enterprise econony, in which case the strict 
adninistrative nethods of wage regulation night be neglected 
as profit-orientation and a nore balanced ann nore efficient 
labour narket introduce fron the outset a certain restrai~t 
into enterprise decisions on wage flow. The debate in 
Hungary about the evaluation of the systen regulating 
earnings and about the developnen·~ of its rational and 
feasible construotion began with the prepartion of the 
1968 reforn of the econonic nechanisn and has been going 
on practically ever since •. The nain argunent is about 
the live labour saving effect, capacity ut~ization, 
"erowth conpulsionll

, selection, the "average wage brake", 
preferences. For any solution considerable changes have to 
be nade in the national orgclnization of enterprises in 
the. institutional systen controlling the enterprises and 
finally, in the systen of relations between political 
organs and enterprises. 

Szikra - Falus, K. On the high personal incooe s. ll.BHEL 
9(5) 1979: 253-254 
Higher incones should be .realized to sone extent on the 
consunption level but an exceedingly high level of it 
involvGs unfavourable socio-political consequences being 
contradictory to the nature of socialisn. It is necessary 
to extend utilization possibilities, t~e flowing back 
of part of the high personal incones into the reproduction 
process nust be rendered possible. 

Ujlaki, L. l~SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 55 
On probleos of private and public savings. 

Pola-'1.d 

Pisarski, G. ~BSEESIX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 65 
Great inprovcnents for low inc one groups in current five 
yu ar plan. 
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Urban, J. ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 65 
Inequality and privileges - an acute social problcn. 

Wiatrowski, ll.. ~BSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 61 
Increasing role of subsidies as a supplenent to personal 
inco);}es. 

Ronania 

Barbacioru, c. l~EES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 67 
National per capita incooe. 

Wagner, P. and Isaie-Maniu, A. ~EES X(3)(61) May 1980: 77 
l~pects of growth in national incone between 1951 and 1978. 

Yugoslavia 

aBSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 90 
On the coefficients of :incone differentials for various 
groups of officers of the Federal il.ssenbly. 

---- IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 77 
Reasons for increasing private savings in past years. 

Gross dooestic pnoduct and national inconc :in Yugoslavia, 
1972-78. YS Y~(4) ~ov 1979: 165-167 
Structure of gross donestic product - econony total, 
industry, agriculture, forestry, water nanagenent, building, 
transport anQ cOUDUnications, trade, tourisD and catering 
trade, crafts, connunity activities, other nanufacturing 
activities. Social product and national incoue by sector. 
Statistical tables included. 

Rupnik, Lado. The probleus of globalizing personal incone 
taxes. (Tr by ~es Vahcic). EEE XVI(2) Winter 1978: 73-9~ 
Such tax systen is defined as one which levies the saDe 
anount of tax on equal incoues, where personal tax-relevant 
circuustances are the sane, rJgardless of the :incone 
sources. In contrast, for a schedulad incone tax in the 
case of equal personal tax-relevant circunstances, the 
sane tax is paid on equal incones only when t~e incone 
orit-:Lnates fron the sane incooe sources. Fersonal incone 
taxes are traditionally scheduled in Yugoslavia, and 
globalization has taken place. Fron the standpoint of the· 
redistribution and stabilization· function of inc one 
taxes, the advantaee of the global systcn is certainly 
unquestionable. NWJber of problEl!lS for and against. 



6. INVESTX>lENTS 

Vacic, lueksandar. Associated labour an1 incons. RIA 
XXIX (689) 20th Dec 1978: 38-40 

6. INVESTI'lENTS 

More than one country 

Bauer, T. InvestDent cycles in planned econonies. AO 21(3) 
1978: 243-60 
The deternination of investDcnt tensions and cycles obs~rv
ed in planned econoDies has been studied for nany years 
in the Institute of EconoDics of the Hungarian l~cadeny of 
Sciences. An exaDination of the situation in Hungary 
before the 1968 reforD and in other C~lEA countries which 
continue to use the traditional planning Dethods seeDed 
to be necessary in order to gain an understanding of the 
post-reforD Hungarian situation. This article suooarizes 
the wain results of that research. It has.excluded the 
possibility of a statistical verification 'of arguuents and 
confined to the presentation of a few illustrative 
exaDples. The level of investnent is d~terDined in plan 
bargaining - on hierarchical planning, peculiarities in 
investDent planning. The investnent cycle. Growth with
out fluctuations. Overstrained investnent and rate of 
growth. The principle causes of shortages - capital, 
labour and raw Dat~rials shortage. Shortages haDper 
tochnoloe~cal developnent. . 

Ivanov, I. Capital investnents and the growth of producti
vity of social labour in Cor'lECON countries. PIlE XXI(1) Na.y 
1978: 63-79 

Nuti, DODenico Mario. InvoatDent, interest and degree of 
centralisation in Maurice Dobb's theory of the socialist 
econoqy. CJE 2(2) June 1978: 191-202 
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the central 
role of investnent and interest in shaping Dobb's C10del 
of socialisD, and especially his ideas on the degree 'of 
entralisation and to conpare the nodel with SODe recent 
trends in the socialist countries of Eastern Europe. 

Bult@ria 

Bozukova, Liljana. New appraach to the planning of capital 
investnents and the conditions for its application to 
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farming. ABn8LE XII(4) Oct-Dec 1979: 41-42 
Gamanov, L.AJ3SEES VIII.(1) Sept 1917: 35 

The efficiency of capital investment can be increased by 
reducing the nllmber of ne\,l projects and concentrating 
investment funds and by shortening the construction period. 

Czechoslovakia 

Bakalar, L. ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 33 
Planned expansion of operating and investment credits in 1978. 

Fidrmuc', Jaroslav. On "problems of capital investment plan 
indicators. PE XXVII(6) 1979: 609 

Hetzer, Z. lillSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 42 
An analysis of investments in 1971-75 period and outline of 
the main areas of investment activity in 6th five year 
plan, 1976-80. 

King, ilrthur E. and Brada, Josef C. Investment allocation and 
urbanization in socialist economic development : the case of 
Czechoslovakia. JCE 4(3) Sept 1980: 295-316 
This paper tests two hypo;heses about economiC efficiency of 
development strategies of socialist countries. The first is 
that they overinvest in industry and that increased invest
ment in agriculture would increase the output growth rate. 
The second is t~~t efforts to limit urbanization have enabled 
these countrieS to grow more rapidly by minimizing the need 
for urban - infrastructur0 investments. Authors find that 
growth would have been faster only in the long run, had more 
investments been directed to agriculture. Urbanization 
policies appeared only to control inflationary pressures. 

Krejci, Z. ADSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 36 
The present high rate of investment exceeds the actual 
potentials of the economy and creates tension. 

Lisa, I'farie and Novotny, ""aclav. Determining the time-lag in the 
production effect of investment in the Czechoslovak economy. 
lTr by Marian Sling. EEE XVII(3) Spring 1979: 3-18 
Examination of the question of relation between investment 
(or accllmu1ation) and national income growth, paying 
greater attention to the existence of a time-lag between 
investment, or accumulation, and production. Time-lag 
between investment outlay and its supply effect. 

Mitro, J. i.BSEES 1:-£(3)(58) Hay 1979: 31 
Long construction periods and too many simultaneous construc
tion projects are chronic problems of current investment 
policy. 

Nesladek, r·1. ABSEES IX(2) (57) Jan 1979: 33 
1. new experiment in investment appraisal, 

Srein, Zdenek and Ifovotny, Vaclav. The· development of the 
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investment rate in Czechoslovak economy. (Tr by Marian 
Sling). EEE XVIII(4) Summer 1980: 3-28 
Be'tween 1948 and 1976 investment was the most dynamic compo
nent of economic grov1th. Its growth was greater than that of 
social product and national income. Investment and the capital 
intens i ty of production. Capi tal intensity in industrial 

,sectors. Extensive growth of capacities and the growth rate. 
Growth factors in investment rate. Search for an optimal 
investment rate. Statistical data included. 

Vancik, M.ABSZES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 41 
Investment, policy has to accommodate structural; reconstruction 
of various industries to discover and utilise latent res'ources. 

Zidlicky; M. and Synkova, N. ABSEES x(3)(61) Nay 1980: 48 
The Czechoslovak State Bank evaluated a set of investment 
complexes from the point of view of construction period, 
production capacity after running - in time and economic 
efficiency. 

German Democratic Republic 

il.BSEES x( 3)( 61) May 1980: '54 
Joint resolution by Politburo and Council of Ministers specifies 
the five key areas for ensuring effieient use of industrial 
investments. 

Dietz, Raimund. Investment policy in the GDR.. EEE l.-VIII (1) 
Fall 1979: 65-91 
Development :of investments. National production and growth. 
Sectoral investments. GDR has allocated a high proportion of 
total investment to industry. Statistical tables included. 

Hofmann, G. an;d Jung, D'. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 50 
New l.gislation regulating the preparation and implementa
tion of inve'stment prOjects. 

Jung D. .ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 54 
Investment policy for 1980. 

Stieler, R. ABSEES IX(3)(58) ~my 1979: 47 
Two c'ategories of investment: 1) short-term investment in 
improving the supply of goods and services, 2) long-term, 
indirect investment in improvement~. 

Hungary 

Belyacz, I. Problems of the regulating role of interest in 
,Hungary. 1.0 23(3-4) 1979: 2'75-284 
Parallel with the activation of market and monetary 
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relations, categories so far only of a formal importance, 
began to be seen in a new light in socialist countries; 
such as interest. Control of economy using also indirect 
regulators in Hungary intended to give this important 
economic instrument a significant role in complex system 
of economic processes and means at the start of the 1968 
reform. Development of active role of interest was made 
necessary by the following factors: an active use of 
credits for financing decentralized development decisions; 
development of a combined system of developed resources; 
appearance of the decentralized investclent decision sphere; 
distribution of investment goods through the market 
rnechnnism. The ten years experience, however, shows that 
the reb~lating role of interest is asserted only with 
limitations. What is the reason behind the fact that 
~terest does not stimulate or orientat~, nor does it 
evoke the reaction of enterprises? The answer is in the 
relationship bet~1een the enterprise and its economic 
environment. Problems of interest. Function and defnni
tion. Interest as regulator? 

Bossanyi. K. ~BSEES XT(1)(62) Sept 1980: 58 
Revision of current and planned investments. 

Botos, B. .ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 53 
:illalysis of. the preparatory stages in decision making 
concerning investment. 

Deak, A. ~BSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 53 
The problems of protracted capital investment and financial 
penalties to be levied on investors in arrears • 

. --. Enterprise investment decisions and economic efficiency 
i~ Hungary. AO 20(1-?) 1978: 63-82 
A roUgh outline of the methods which could eliminate the 
disadvantages of tr~ present overlaps of investment 
decisions and could give way to the enforcement of economic 
efficiency reqUirements in the field u::: enterprise invest
nents. The ten year old systea of economic conilrol and 
oanagenent has brought about a nunber of fornal changes in 
several fields of investments. The author studies their 
real content and their impact on enterprise invest~ent 
deciSions and on their financing. She outlines the further 
steps and measures which will allow an enhanced asse~tion 
of economic efficiency in enterprise investment deoisions. 
Autonomous enterprise decisions. Investnent credits. 
Subsidies for development. Ext~nt of interlocking of 
decision-making levels. Data characteristic of economic 
efficiency in various groups of enterprises. Direction 
and way of fUrther improvel!lent. Statistical tables l' .• 

included. 
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Doros, B. On the regulation of investment purchasing power. 
ABHEL 10(5) 1980: 197-198 

Drecin, J. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 49 
The deputy chairman of the National Flanning Office 
discusses the problem of excessively long completion periods 
for investment projects, the causes and consequences, 
candidly admitting that in Hungary they are longer than 
in any other socialist country. 

---. Some problems of Hungary's investment situation as 
reflected by the economic policy. ABHEL 9(2) 1979: 137-138 

---. and Ter, J. Investment experience during the 1976-1980. 
Five-year plan in Hungary. AO 21(3) 1978: 211-222 
The introduction of the study revie,TS the major investment 
estimates of the current five-year plan and outlines the 
important experiences of Hungarian economic development 
during the first three years of the plan period. It 
discusses the tasks to be co@pleted in the years 1979 and 
1980 in order to attain the objectives set. ASso some 
problems are pOinted out which have to re solved in the course 
of formulating the investment policy to the 1981-85 five
year plan, in harmony with the development of the planning, 
state administration and economic control system of the 
national economy. Objectives of the five-year plan. 
Developments in 1976 to 1978. Restraining the growth of 
investments and selectivity. 

Dudas, J. Enforcing the investment policy. ABHEL 10(3) 
1980: 199 

Keresztes, F. On'the incomplete stock of investm~nts. 
ABHEL 10(3) 1980: 197-198 

Nagy, O. and Kadet, K. hnntomy of enterprise investments. 
ABHEL 9(2) 1979: 239-41 

Soos, K.A. Some general problems of the Hungarian investment 
system. AD 21(3) '1979: 223-242 
Is a thorough reform of planning, decision-making, and 
financing of investments necessary? This question was 
not given an unequivocal answer when the New Economic 
Mechanism was being prepared in Hungary. Little change 
has occurred in practice since 1968, and the central 
allocation of investment funds on the basis of physical 
production targets has basically persisted. This nay be 
an explanation of the fact that old and well-known problems 
of the investment processes could not be eliminated. 
Tne chronic tension of the investment na.rket and the 
unsatisfactory efficiency of investments still exist. 
Thus a reforc of the investment systc~ is nee~ed but 
this aSSUhles changes in other important areas of the 
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economic mechanism as well. Two concepts of efficiency of 
investments and promotion of state development priorities. 
The allocation problem and its roots. Investment tension. 
Recentralization efforts. IIPhysical production efficiency" 
versus efficiency. "Financial centralization" versus 
decentralization. 

Szasz, T. Structure of investments by branches of the 
national econooy. aBHEL 9(2) 1979: 143-145 

i'leores, L. Profitability of najor credi"G-financed invest
ments by the enterprises and their influence on the 
enterprises' activities. ~~HEL 10(3) 1S80: 26-27 

Poland 

liliSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 54 
Some statistics on investment policy in 1971-75. 

Bilski, R. iillSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1960: 66 
Problems in consolidation of investment process. 

Chelstowski, S. iillSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 71 . 

"' 

Investment implications of the guidelines for the 8th 
Party Con5ress. 

Kraus, K. il.3SEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 73 
New features of the investment progralilDe in the current 
five-year plan period. 

"Sulkowski, Czeslaw. The time factor 
economic efficiency of investment. 
EEE XVI(4) S~er 1978: 24-42 

in calculation of the 
(Tr by Wiktor Litwinski). 

Problems of what is called the time factor are among the 
most controversial issues in the econooic literature 
involving calculations of the economc efficiency of 
investment, in which a general consensus of opinion on 
various questions is relati'vely rare. Input-output study. 
The reason and method for considering non-eqUivalence 
of costs and benefits. A formula for making costs and 
benefits comparable. Coefficient of non-equivalence and 
the investment efficiency noro. 

Tomidajewicz, Janus7.. Evaluation of investment activity 
under the existing investment system. (Tr by Richard 
Nicholson). EEE XVI(1) Fall 1977: 34-47· 
Evaluation and control of investment projects. Bank 
control of investment activities. "Degree of investment. 
Plan implementation. Verification of investment 
decision during operation. 
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Romania 

ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 80 
Timely commissioning of investment projects for success of 
annual and five-year plans. 

Ciolen, I. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 80 
A new system for approving feasibility studies for inves.t
ment projects has been adopted. 

Han sa , Ill. ABSEES VIII (3)( 55) r.1a.y 1978: 64 
Difficulties in implementing the investment plan. 

Popa, I. ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 68 
Delays in the completion of new investment projects for the 
food industry. 

Yugoslavia 
ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 87 

Breakdown of investment by regions and branches of the 
economy since May 1975. 

--- VIII(1) Sept 1977: 87 
.4. survey of Yugoslav investment policy and allocation :.of 
funds over the last two five-year plans. 

--- X(3)(61) .May 1980: 85 
It is claimed that the main problems of the Yugoslav economy 
are investment policy and organisational efficiency. Policy 
must operate on production and supply, not just on demand. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 76 
1.i. law temporarily banning investment in non-economic and 
non-productive projects. 

Banjanin, N. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 86 
Overstretching on the investment front is still a major 
problem in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

Furubotn, Eirik G. The socialist labour-managed firm and bank
financed investment: some theoretical issues. JCE 4(2) 
June 1980: 184-191 
Role of long term bank credit in the investment procass of 
the socialist labour managed firm. During 1965-71 period the 
process of capital formation is subject to special diffi
culties, linked to the structure of property rights. Workers 
are rGquired by la1q to maintain the value of the firm's 
initial capital stock and of any additions to it. It reduces 
the collective's willingness to undertake bank-financed 
iRvestment and promotes inefficient intertemporal ~location. 

Grubic, J. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 76 
Investment is growing fastern than planned. A serious problem. 
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Guzina, Desimir. Formation and transformation of state cRpital 
under the system of expanded reproduction. YS XIX(2) May 
1978: 83-100 

Investment in fixed assets, 1974-1978. YS XXI(2) May 1980: 
149-150 
Statistical tables only. 

Koprivica, V. ABSEES IX(2){57) Jan 1~79: 76 . 
A new investment law at the end of Se~tember 1978. . 

Miklic, B. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 69 
The new lew on investment credits introduces strict reqUire
ments on the amount of self-financing, of investment, projects, 
with the share varying widely in accordance with government 
priorities. 

Tadic, S. LBSEES VIII(2){54) Jan 1978: 66 
Citizens are allowed, who possess substantial financial 
means to invest in a range of specified activities. 

-
Turcic', I. .ABSEES IX( 1 )(56) Sept 1978: 73 

lmalysis of effectiveness of investment on a regional 
basis. 

Vlaho, B. AD3EES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 75 
Progress of key investment programmes for 1976-80. 

-.ABSEES IX(3){58) May 1979: 80 
An excessively large number of ongoing investment projects 
and problems • 

• 
-. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 73 

Some rationalisation on the investment 
achieved over the last year or so, but 
many investment projects in progress. 
major sources of investment finance. 

-. A3SEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 85 

front has been 
there are still too 
DatR are given on 

Only 5.6% of total inve stmen ts under way are' on the basis 
of Association. Investments of this type are particularly 
weak in the less developed regions. 

VUjica, Sl. ABSEES IX( 1) (56) .Sept 1978: 73 
Problems which arise from too much investment. 

Zivkovic, A. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 69 
Investment expenditure is now by 40% higher than the same 
period last year and takes more than 40% of the Yugoslav GNP. 
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7. PRICES. POLICI 

More than one country 

li.ristov, G. V. 
in European 
59-72 

Wholesale and retail pricec of consumer goods 
C~ffiA member nations. PRE XXII(3) July 1979: 

In socialist countries the material incentivE: of production 
and trade to satisfy in ever increasing mea.sure the needs 
of the working people is to a considerable degree determined 
by the level and interrelationship of l'Tholesale and retail 
prices. l~ccordingly all European CND1. countries are taking 
various steps to improve the planned pricing mechanism and 
the interaction between production and trade. The basic 

. difference between retail prices and enterprise wholesale 
prices is turnover tax that is paid to the budget either 
by wholesale trade organizations (Bulgaria, Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia) or by the production enterprises themselves. 
Budget subSidies. Trade discounts and markups. Contract 
prices. Agreements based on firm prices. The interrelation
ships of cost-accounting interests of production and trade 
organizarions. Relationship'between industry and trade. 

Cholewicka-Gozdzik, ~rystyna. Prices and ~uality of consumer 
goods: the COMECON experience. SS lC{xIl3) July 1979: 
364-379 
In all COMECON countries with the exception of Hungary and 
Romania, there is a state system of quality assessment. 
The results of quality assessment are taken into account 
in setting wholesale and retail prices. This is done in 
order to use prices as an instrument for stimulating the 
development of output of akigh technical standard. P~ice 
differentiation according to quality and novelty. Quality 
and assortment. 

Czerwinski, Zbigniew.Prices in a planned economy : theory 
and practice. SS XXX(3) July 1978: 372-83 ' 
Debate on price theories and policies in oentrully planned 
economies at the Institute of Soviet and East European 
Studies, University of Glasgow. Discussi8n is limited to 
internal prices. 

East European prices. ET 272 28th July 1979: 103; 274 
12th Jan 1980: 69-70 
Inflation. People learn to live with it. 

Glattfelder, P. International com~arative price calculations 
wi~h input-output tables. LO 18l3-4) 1977: 287-303 
The study summarizes the results of a two years' experi-
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cental work. The aim of the investigation was to analyze 
on the basis of input-output tables, the different and common 
features of pricing methods in the socialist countries. 
The basic question of the investigation was the producers' 
price level and price proportions would b~ altered in any 
country if the pricing methods were 'imported' from another 
country where these methods are characteristic in relation 
to the producers' prices (tax paid for the use of fixed 
capital, income tax, etc.). Information on Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary is available Statistical tables 
included. 

Haddad, L. Inflation under socialism. l~P 16(28) Jun~ 1977: 
44-52 
The basic 'cause of inflation in the Soviet-type econonies 
is the investcent strategy adopted by central planners. 
The doctrine of the preferential growth of heavy industry 
implies a continu.ous shift of resources away from consumer 
goods. Because inflation in the socialist countries has 
little or no effects on income distribution, the balance 
of payments and the level of economc activity, the 
authorities are not unduly worried by its existence and 
have persuaded their citizens to accept shortages and 
queues as the normal state of economic life. What is 
relevant to the people is that the prices of necessities 
are kept low despite acute shortages at time. 

Kasan, Jan. On problems of the type of price under socialism • 
. CEP (17) 1977: 23-37 

Kysilka, Hugo and Navaril, F. Jill SEES VIII(2)(54)'Jan 1978: 
26 
Measures adopted by COMECON countries for unification of 
wholesale prices. 

, 

-. and Zahradnicek,' Ivan. Pro blems of bringing together 
the internal price systems in the socialist economic 
integra"tion. PE XXVII(2) 1979: 224 
The authors prove the fundamental aim of the process of 
methodical drawine together of internal price systems of 
the CMEA countries to be the creation of conditions allow
ing to utilize then nore efficiently to foster a higher 
effectiveness of economic integration processes. 

Laibman, David. Price structures, social structures and 
labour values in a theo~tical socialist economw. EP 
14(1) 1978: 3-23 
In the view taken here, which rests on l~rxianfoundations, 
an attempt is made to take a long view of all time periods, 
and the pricing problems appropriate to 'them. Price 
structures are no longer independent of social structures, 
and the valuing of things-for-man- is no longer separate 
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from the ineluctable activity of laoour. ~ mathematical 
formulation. 

Laski, Kazimierz. The problem of inflation in socialist 
countries. (Tr by ~tichael Vale). EEE XVII(4) Summer 1979: 
3-84 
In this study the causes of inflation in the socialist 
countries are investigated. Necessary definitions and 
assumptions. Model is derived that gives the conditions 
of ~qrket equilibrium. Inflation in closed economy. Role 
of foreie,'1l trade and >forld inflation. Statistical tables: 
Private savings; Investnent and collective expenditure 
rates; Labour productivity and wages; Hidden inflation in 
Poland. Notes. 

Mann, H., et ale ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 48 
Comparability of priCing systems of COMECON countries. GDR 
and Czechoslovakia share many common features in price 
formation. 

Patko, I. CMEA price trends in 1979. l~HEL 9(2) 1979: 238 
Between 1976 and 1980 the contracted prices are annually 
adjusted to the world market prices. 

Portes, R. The control of inflation : Lessons from the East 
European experience. EM 44, Dec 1977: 109-130 
The East European countries are able to combat inflation 
successfully. 

VOjtko, Jozef. On chosing a basis for wholesale prices under 
socialism. CEP 17, 1977: 39-57 
The approach which considerB~' the conditions of production 
as basic for determining prices under socialism. Prices 
fulfil the role of an incentive and a regulator of the size 
and structure of productive consumption and the assortment 
of goods produced. Planned prices do not merely reflect 
the relationship between supply and deLand, but actively 
influence w'i th the aim rationalizing the structure of both 
production and consumption, by causing producers to produce 
new products and by their utilization. Essence of prices 
as a form of value, role of incentives. Distributive 
function of prices. 

Zwass, i.dan. 
inflation? 

l~e the ~lanned economies shielded fron 
EEE XVII(1-2) Fall-Winter 1978-79: 57-77 

The monetary system and inherent inflationary tendencies. 
Disequilibrium calculated into plan targets. Disequli
brium as a consequence of deviation from the plan target. 
The importation of inflation. Inflation and the capital 
goods market. The consumer market. Growth in the volume 
of money in circulation. 
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---. Inflation in planned economies. (Tr by Sue Westphal). 
EEE XVI(3) Spring 1978: 3-24 
Inflation has become an ~nt characteristic of the 
plap21ed economies; but, in contrast to the general opinion, 
not - or at least not only - because planning has been . 
defective or because the plan indicators cannot always be 
fulfilled. The cause of constant disequilibrium is the 
development concept, which as a precondition for accelerated 
growth grants priority to investments in heavy industry and 
the armaments industry at the expense o~ consumption, and 
has converted the consumer market into a state market and 
thereby a seller's illarket. Here the state is not only the 
collective owner.of the means of production, which as such 
determines the course of development and directs distribu
tion. It also sets prices, and these are subordinated to the 
growth concept. Consequently, changes in prices can 
neither SiGnal disequilibrium nor contribute to its elimina
tion. Inflation, usually "price fixed", is nevertheless 
evident everywhere. It is no less unsocial than in the 
market economy - rather more, because there is no indexation 
and also no possibilities for protection. 

---. The price system in the planned economies. EEB XVII(1-2) 
Fall-Winter 1978-79: 24-56 
Eastern economists are now interested in problems such as 
how prices m2y be shaped when there is no carket and no 
competition, no interplay between supply and demand, and 
no direct links to prices on the world market. Institutional 
background. Factors determining the price structure. 
Methods of price forcation. Industrial prices and their 
components - costs of production - incomes from enterprises -
two-tire price structure - kinds of prices - cost induced 
prices - average costs versus marginal costs. Procurement 
prices for agricultural products. Retail prices. 'Produc
tion' prices - tax on enterprise funds aK a component of 
production price - profit component - modifications of the 
price structure - liberalization of price formation. 

Bulgaria 

1.tanasov, B. .4BSEES VIII(3) IlJay 1978: 28 
!o1ajor problems in determining a pricing policy for the 
services sector. 

Desimrov, Zdravko. Reflecting the impact of foreign trade 
:;:>rices in planning the home prices of basic industrial 
raw materials. AB.i3SLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 15 

Ilev, Belgo. Price s and economic managelJ,ent. AB.3SLE XXII 
(3) I1pr-June 1979: 50-51 . 
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Resolutions of the Central CoDDittee of the Bulgarian 
COJ:J!lunist Party and the Council of Ministers. .ABill.ERS 22(4) 
1.pr 1980: 268 
The l~senbly which was held on Nov 10th 1979 (or 1978?) 
introduced a nunber of price increases including increases 
for agricultural products. 

Zijanski, Nikola. Basio directions for inproving the 
efficiency of price control. . ll.:SBSLE XXII ( 1) Oct-Dec 1978: 
56-57 

Czechoslovakia 

Appl, V. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 37 
Differences between wholesale and retail prices are 
justified by social policy considerations. 

Boura, V. lillSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 33 
The new regulations nos. 72 and 73/1978 sb. on price 
policy to pronote product innovation. 

Cina, J. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 47 
Eff~cts of wholesale price reforo on the financial· plan 
for 1977. 

Janda, Jiri. On the 
necessary costs in 
1979: 224 

problen of expressing the sociall~ 
the wholesale ·prices. FE XXVII(2) 

.Based on a theoretical analysis the author pOints out the 
topical problecs of econonic policy and outlines the ways 
for solution, especially by tracing the pre-requisites and 
conditions to be cre~ted by the systen of canagenent. 

Knobloch, V. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 44 
New prioe regulations on 15/6/78 are ained at inproved 
quality and technical production. 

Matejka, Frantisek. The price nodel and changes of wholesale 
prices in the systeo of planned nanagenent. FE XXVII(4) 
1979:382 
The article offers a study of relations between the price 
nodel, and icplenentation of wholesale price changes and 
conditions of the systen of planned nanagecent • 

.. 
Sabolcik, Michal. A13SEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 36 

Assessnent of wholesale price reforn introduced in 1977. 

---. On the rationalization of the price systan. FE 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA/GDR 

XXVII(2) 1979: 223-224 
Touches upon cooplex price probleos in theory as well as 
in practice. Not only in Czechoslovakia, but in all 
socialist countries this theoe - the problen of prices -
represents a SUbstantial part of the process of ioproving 
and devaloping the foros of planned oanageoent of the 
national econony. This is witnessed by an extraordinary 
attention paid to the price not solely in the econooic 
literature, but also in official party and governnent 
docuoents. 

Sobotka, L. Sone probleos associated with price levels and 
relationships during the 7th Five-year pl~~. ~BWl~RS 
22(8) Aug 1980: 661 

Soukup, Petro The concept of the 
needs in planned price setting. 
XVII(3) Spring 1979: 19-43 

place and role of social 
(Tr by Marian Sling). EEE 

The purpose of this paper is to atteopt to foroulate sooe 
of the general prob~eos directly connected with the specific 
subject of prices in a socialist econony, problecs which 
have arisen in the econoDic theory and practice in connec
tion with developoent and ioproveoent of oethods and foros 
of planned econooic oanageoent. 

---. On the new concepts of planned price setting. (Tr by 
V~rian Sling). EEE XV(2) Winter 1976-77: 71-94 
Basic lines of the price concepts. The concepts of 
"reduced socially necessary costs", econooic costs, and 
"differential costs". 

Geroan Deoocratic Republic 

East Geroany. ET 272 11th Aug 1979: 38 
Prices. 

Kleindienst, I. l~EES X(1)(59) Sept 1~79: 46 
Pricing policy for industrial goods has been improved in 
recent years but still does not effectively relate GDR 
production standards to international oarkets. Methods 
of achieving this are discussed. 

Reiher, K. and Steinit, H. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 58 
The pricing policy for industrial conponents is based on 
the assessoent of use-values in the final product. This 
systen is shown to be in need of sone oodification. 
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Hunror,y: 

.i~BSEES X ( 1 )( 59) Sept 1979: 53 
Report on the 20% increase in petrol prices. 

--- X(3)(61) May 1980: 66 
On changes in consuoer goods prices in 1980. 

Banfi, T. anc1 Suranyi, Gy. Price level increase or/and 
inflation? ABHEL 9(4) 1979: 136-138 

Csikos-Nagy, B. Contribution to the theory of price 
oechanisn. AO 21(3) 1978: 183-194 
Socialist production relations create conditions for 
planned proportional developnent. Decisions are conprised 
in a uniforn franework by national planning, yet in 
individual rational econonic decisions price has an 
orientating function. In socialist econony price fulfils 
this role only if it is adequately pronoted by the econonic 
control systen. For restoring econonic equilibriun in the 
Hungarian econony the orientating role of price nust be 
strengthened. What is required is that prices should 
reflect inputs as well as world narket price fluctuations. 
Econony and technology. Price as a decision criterion. 
Price as a signal systen. Connection between the "financial 
and the price nechanisn. 

---. The Hungarian price reforn. ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 68-69 
The author starts with sUDDing up sone basic guide-~ines of 

"the evolution of the Hungarian price systen such as the 
introduction of a value-oriented consuoer price systen, 
an organic link between dqnestic and foreign trade prices, 
the increased flexibility of the price nechanisn. Increas
ing efficiency of production can be considered as the 
chief price stabilizer. 

---. Inflation theory and anti-inflation policy. AO 19(3-4) 
1977: 299-317 
The value concept was incorporated into the body of econonic 
knowledge by the English classical school, and the concept 
of inflation by the quantity theory of noney. Today's 
theories of inflation are based on the Phillips' curves 
or their further developed versions. Price stability. 
Price novenents deternined from the connodity side. l~ti
inflationary policy of socialist countries. Socialist 
econony is characterised by stability of consuner prices. 
I~portant elenent of social stability. Sone countries 
interpret stability as consuoer price level naintenance. 
Sone regard a slow price rise taking place through 
fashion articles and industrial products enbodying new 
technologies conpatible with stability (Czechoslovakia). 
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Others keeping in view relative price stability, lay a 
greater stress on function of equilibriun prices (Hungary). 
The socialist countries endeavour to follow the Lerner 
fornula. The criteria of planned pricing are different in 
cases of agricultural procurenent, of industrial production 
and of consuner goods. Conparison of open and repressed 
inflation. An open inflation would bring oatters fron bad 
to worse. FreeinG of price novenents would not put an end 
in itself to excess deoand in socialist countries. It is 
the prices that should be freed but excess denand nust be 
abolisheli. Inflationary pressures can be eliLlinated if the 
state deternines the resources to be assigned fron national 
incone to growth in harnony ~li th the reqUire oent for 
equilibriunp cr~ates nore direct relations between 
producers and consuners and ensures harnony between deoand 
and supply through a flexible price nechanisn. 

---. The new path of Hungarian price policy. ABHEL 9(6) 
1979: 114-115 

---. New price systen in Hungary. 11.0 23(3-4) 1979: 235-245. 
In January 1980 pricing has been put an a new basis. Its 
guiding principle is that donestic prices should reflect 
relative werle:. oarket prices thus oaking international 
conpetitiveness the nain criterion of econonic efficiency 
in enterprise activity. The price systen, as a whole, will 
becone Dore elastic in order to orient towarcs rational 
econonic decisions nore consistently. Basic prinCiples of 
new price systen. Problens of functioning. Profits have 
econonic ~ontents in the new price syste~. In industries 
where conpetitive price fornation is applied, the initial 
profit rates have to be regulated by export efficiency. 
In short, the basic perspective principles of the new __ 
Hun~~rian price systens include· the narrowing down of budget 
price subsidies, the harnonization of retail prices with 
relative inputs, the creation of an organiC connexion 
between doncstic and foreign trade prices in a way offering 
a possibility of introducing conpetitive pricing, the 
reduction of taxes levied on productic'l costs, th(; 
enhanceoent of flexibility of the price nechanisn to 
render an a.rljustnent to the changes uf narket value 
possible without considerable delay. 

---. The price of natural resources. ],:0 18(3-4) 1977: 
213-25 
The author surveys the theoretical views about nonopoly 
rent and c:ilninishing returns and their historical 
background. He outlines the historical developnent of the 
price structure, with particular attention to the problem 
of oil price. He review·s one by one the the orie s 
explaining the price of oil. It seeos that the price of 
oil is not deternined by purely price-theoretical 
criteria, but nostly by the price policies of producers 
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!l:r;J.d,ueers ootivated by ,power po1.itica. 

---. Ro1.e of price policy in the realization of Hungary's 
econooic policy goals. ABHEL 10(4) 1980: 235-236 " 

Erdos, T. Price explosion and econooic crisis. i .. O 18(2) 
1977: 141-152 
The author proves that the 1974-75 crisis cannot be 
classified as a periodic econooic crisis and that it was 
nost closely related to the world narket price explosion 
in 1974. Sioilarly he relates the pa.rticular features of 
this crisis - disturbances in the balance of current pay
nents, accelerated inflation precisely at the tine of the 
crisis, etc., to the price explosion. He euphasizes that 
the characteristics of the 1974-75 crisis seem curious 
only as long as we atteopt to analyze then by relying on 
the schene of the classical periodic econooic cris~s. 

Forgacs, K. Price and income oovenents in the seventies. 
~BHEL 9(6) 1979: 156-157 
This article demonstrates the upward tendency of the 
consuoer prices and personal incooes based on data for 
the period froo 1970 to 1977. 

Forgacs, T.K. Constraints and proportions. ABHEL 10(3)" 
1980: 24-25 
Price oechanism. 

Gioes-Burger, A. The price syster.:l. l..BHEL 9(4) 1979: 141-143 

Hare, P.G. Industrial prices ill Hungary. SS 2e!(2, 3) 
Apr and July 1976: 189-206, 362-390 
Price reforn involved sooe fundanental changes in the 
standard methods of ca1.culating prices, in particular 
the industrial prices. A brief survey of regulators 
relevant to pricing and the systeo of price ,oontrol. 
Exaoination of rules for producer price fornation and 
control of price level. The standard nethods for calcu
lating industrial prices. Effects of western inflationary 
pressures on the Hungarian econorJY. Specific policy. 
Official interventions have succeeded' in oaintaining a 
rather inpressive degree of 'control over the price level~ 
.Current Hungarian price r.:lechanisr.:l. Statistics included, 

Hungary. ET 270 20th Jan 1979: 46 
Price increases. 

Huszti, E. 
Hunl:;ary • 

Social and econooic ir.:lpact of inflation in 
1.".0 18 ( 1) 1977: 69-80 ' 

The author exaoines inflation in Hungary beginning with 
1949 and states that - except fordelibcrate chances 
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in the price systeo and the effects of the counter revolu
tion - Hungary coopares favourably in the international 
field. Nevertheless, owing to her open econony the country 
oust put up with a slow inflation, even if its bad effects 
can be warded off, thanks to planned econony and successful 
nonetary policy. Statistical tables included. . 

Medgyessy, P.; Szabo1csi, J. and Kanaras, K. Sone featur~s of 
the 1980 price and regulator nodifications and their fitting 
into the international nechanisns. AB'mL 10(3) 1980: 103-
105 

Nyul,- E. Hungary IS econonic deve10pnent and the price 
systen. ABHEL 9(3) 1979: 144-145 
Prices fulfil their function well, if they do not a1Jhow 
the enterprises to pass the cost due to unsatisfactory 
oanagenent to the consuners. The price is best able to 
assune the role of the yardstick that spurs to efficient 
nanagenent, and this concerns foreign trade relations, 
seeing that the advorse chances occurred fundaoentally 
in that sphere. The national incoee losses, due to the 
deterioration of the terns of trade render the rate of 
the real consunption increase unavoidably nore noderate, 
than before. 

Racz, L. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 63 
Analysis of notives of 1979-80 price changes and the nain 
features of the new price systen. 

Ritter - Papp, J. Producer and consuner, price fornation. 
ABHEL 9(4) 1979: 143-145 

Sinkovics, A. On further deve10pnent of Hungaryls price 
nechanisn. lillHEL 9(4) 1979: 139-140 

Suranyi, Gy. The represnntative value of Doney and chanGos 
in the price level. ABHEL 8(4, 5) 197.8: 177-178, 120-121 

Szako1czai, Gyorgy and Barany, Borbala. 
production and priCing prob1ens. (Tr 
EEE XVI(3) SprinG 1978: 25-96 

Real costs of 
by George Hajdu)., 

This study exanines the price systeo, financial regulators 
and foreib~ trade accounts, and possibilities for solving 
price-level problens. It reviews the principles, oethods, 
data, and results of conputations relatinG to the real 
costs of production on the national level. The nethod 
applied is that of in~ut-output inverse calculations. 
Lccording to conputations p!'oducers' prices conprised a 
reserve of these dinensions (oore than 15 per cent of the 
overall level of producers' prices in Huneary consisted 
of fun0tionless net inc one 8leoents) available for 
solving price-l0vel problells. This reserve ~Tas of 
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varying size in ~he different sectors of the econony : it 
was large in industry, even larger in construction, and 
esp8cially larg~ in dooestic and foreign trade. At the 
sane tine price levels in agriculture, forestry, water 
control and services correspond aloost coopletely to the 
level of real costs. Finally the level of transport 
and coomunications prices exceeded slightly the level of 
real costs. By rellucing the level of industrial and 
construction prices and reorganizing the centralization 
of net incooe gained by dooestic and foreign trade all 
price-level problens can be solved in a way that leaves 
unc~~nged the price level of a~~iculture and the services, 
as well as the wage level. The arguoent that a solution 
to price-level probleos reqUires a general resetting of 
prices and wages an~ cannot be ioplenented without a 
substantial increase in prices and wages, seens to be un
founded. Such a price revision oay be carried out by 
fJaintaining wages as well as food and service prices at 
practically their present level. 

Szira, T. Can it be that siople? ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 64-65 
Does the proposition as to how ouch the rate of asset
relate~ profits should be in the short tern, in the 
concrete prices asked for goods, mlee sense at allY A 
debate. 

Poland 

.~SEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 63 
Increased petrol prices. 

Poland - Food. ET 272 7th July 1979: 61-62 
Food and prices. 

Poznanski, K. ABSEES VIII(1) sept 1977: 76 
Price as a stinulator of innovation - National SyoposiUO, 
1977. 

Tyoinski, Andrzej. Changes in the price systeo for producer 
goods ,in Poland (1971-76). SS XXIX(3) July 1977: 429-48 
Purpose is to crente incentives for buyers to oake 
econooical and rational use of inputs as well as to 
stioulate producers to oanufacture goods .of higher 
quality and better technical and econooic paraoeters. 

·Zagrodzka, D. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 61 
Inflationary pressures and attenpts at controlling theo. 
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Romania 

ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 65 
By the end of 1980, wholesale and retail prices will be 
105-106 % of what was originally planned. 

Savoiu, N. ABSELS VIII(1) Sept 1977: 83 
Accounting or settlement prices were introduced to improve 
wholesale price system. 

Yugoslavia, 

aBSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 90 
Stricter controls to check rising prices. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 72 
A council for mOnitoring prices in 1979 has been set up. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 72 
Text of the governmental decision to increase the price of 
oil products. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 72 
This regulation lays do.m the procedure for acquiring 
approval for prices of new products and services from the 
competent authorities. 

--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 72 
The stabilisation programme is going badly, and inflationary 
pressures are ~uilding up. Difficulties are blamed on ' 
excessive consumption and non-observance of agreements. 

--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 74 
One of the main causes of inflation is ~n excessive 
increase in the tax burden imposed by federal,' republican 
and local budgets and extra-budgetary dues. 

--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 77 
This agreement on the price policy for 1979 changes the 
earlier one this year allo.Ting higher price rises and 
freezing prices at the 3/8/79 level. 

- X(3)(61) Hay 1980: 89 
:Frices in Jan 1980 went up by as much as watiJ planned for the 
first quarter of 1980. 

:8akalar. J. ll.l3SEE S VIII ( 1) Sept 1977: 87 
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Price system should be based on three factors : the develop
ment policy, .Torld prices and the domestic economic 
situation. 

Bozic, T. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 89 
A new law on prices aims to replace administrative control 
by self-canagement control over prices. 

Gligorov, K. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 77 
Inflation is used as a cover-up for a number of forms of 
capital consumption, which in turn fuel the fires of 
inflation. 

Jugoslavia - prices. ET 278 21st r·1amh 1981: 55, 58 

Popovic, S. The problem of prices. il..3111ilir.s 21 (12) Dec 
1979: 819 

Tyson, Laura D'l~drea. The Yu~oslav inflation; some 
competing hypotheses. JCB 1(2) June 1977: 113-146 
Various hypothesis about wage and price inflation are 
presented and tested empirically with quarterly data 
from the 1962-1972 period. 

Vucinic, D. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 72 

Prices of goods and services have again substantially 
exceeded planned rates. 

Vuckovic, D. Price policy and trends for Yugoslav agri
cultural products. ~BW[iliRS 21(9) Sept 1979: 602 

8. COnSUlvlPTIOH. EXPEHDITUlIE. STl.NDArJ) OF LIVING 

!'Tore than one country 

Balogh, F. Effect of the development of the standard of 
living and of the production basis on the clothing 
consumption of the CMEA countries. ~HEL (2) 1979: 
153-154 

Bunce, Valerie. The political consumption cycle : a 
comparative analysis. SS XXXII(2) Apr 1980: 280-290 
There is a consumption cycle in Soviet bloc polities, 
but that it is governed not entirely by protest, as 
Mieczkowski argued. 
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COMECON. ET 269 9th Dec 1978: 81-82 
Consumption pattern in Eastern Europe. Western consumer 
goods. 

Kocianova, Helena. Differentiation of incomes and consumption 
in socialist countries. (With Czechoslovakia and the GDR 
as examples). EEE XVIII(1) Fall 1979: 3-27 
Czechoslovakia and the GDR are among the economically most 
advanced countries in the socialist 'camp, and their level 
of development has a significant influence on the level of 
and differentiation of their incomes and consumption 
patterns. In Czechoslovakia consumption by the population 
is characterized, as is income distribution, by a relatively 
low degree of ~ifferentiation - even by the standapds of 
the European socialist countries. Basic trends in income 
distribution. Differentiation in consumer expenditure. 
Differences in tre eqUipment of households with consumer 
durables. Statistical tables included. 

Lukacs, J. ~mjor characteristics of the consumer goods 
turnover of CMEA countries in relation to the objectives of 
economic integration. ~BHEL 10(5) 1980: 80-82 

Portes, Richard and Winter, David. The demand for money and 
for consumption goods in centrally planned economies. RES 
60(1) Feb 1978: 8-18 
This article gives estimates of household demand for money 
and savings functions for four centrally planned economies. 
The data are post-war annual time series for Czechoslovakia, 
the GDR, Hungary and Poland. Enterprises in all the ClI'lEl~ 
countries experience persistent shortages both on the labour 
market and on the producer goods market, (some recent 
studies suggest that there is an overall aggregate eqUili
brium on the consumer goods market in most of the East 
European economies) or to use a different phrase they operate 
in a situation of repressed inflation. In the market economy 
this situation cannot be sustained indefinitely as the 
rnto of inflation would soon start to accelerate. It 
reqUires operational central planning to make repressed 
inflation sustainable ,in the long run. 

---. The supply of consumption goods in centrally planned 
economies. JCE 1(4) Dec 1977: 351-365 
Estimates are given, based on annual time series from the mid-
1950'" s ,to 1975 of planners' supply functions for consump
tion goods in Czechoslovakia, the GDil, Hungary and Poland. 
The estimates support the a priori specification and the 
maintained hypotheSiS of stable resource-allocation 
behaviour. 

Rimashevskaia, N. and Shatalin, S. The structure of 
personal and social consumption in socialist countries. 
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8.COllSUHPTION 

PRE XX(4) Aug 1977: 46-68 
Consumption pattern. Statistics included. 

Vesely, Z. lillSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 26 
Some aspects concerning food consumption in CO~ffiCON 
countries. 

--- ABSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 26 
Statistics on current and future demand for some consumer 
durables in CO~lliCON countries. 

Willcin, J. Income and expenditure patterns among rural 
populations : selected examples from socialist countries. 
ABivAERS 22(6) June 1980: 456 

Bulgaria 

l~.asEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 31 
The standard of living and real wages are constantly 
rising. 

Angelkova, L. LBSEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 27 
Absolute levels of consumption of assorted products are set 
out for 1978. Planned levels for 1979 and 1980. 

Kararnanev, G. ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 31 
Improved supply of consumer goods, promised at successive 

. Party Conferences is well below the level. 

Kolarov, Ivan. Personal property and socialist way of life 
in the People's Republic of Bulgaria. 11.BBSLE X:U(4) July
Sept 1978: 15 

Nikolov, Ch. il.BSEBS VIII (3) May 1978: 27 
The standard of living. 

Rlngelov, N. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 39 
The most important liay to raise the standard of living of 
the population is through increasing the efficiency and 
quality of everyday services. 

Czechoslovakia 
u- -

l .. BSEES VIII( 1) Sept 1977: 47 
Prime Minister on consumer satisfaction - Imports of 
consumer goods will depend on the fulfilloent of export 
plans. 
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CZECHOSLOYAKll..-!GDR 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 48 
Sales of industrial consumer goods. Selected consumer 
durables per 100 households from 1955-80. 

Czam~alova, M. ABSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 33 ' 
Food ·coneumptlon. . -., 

Hejkal, J. ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 37 
Criticism of current use of cars by sc~ialist enterprises. 

Hronsky, Filip. The living standard a~d its functions in the 
building of a developed socialist soyiety. CEP 18,1980: 95-98 

Klaus, Vaclav. Irregularity of consumption expenditures of 
households in the Seventies •. PE XXVII(5) 1979: 468 
Empirical evidence is presented showing that neither growth 
of incomes nor of supply of goods_can be responsible for such 
fluctuations. Short-run behaviour due to some previous 
deviation. -. 

Leinweber, L. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 47 
Anticipated targets of personal consumption in 6th five
year plan, 1976-80. 

Luriak, J. ABSEES VIII(2) Jan 1978: 31 , 
Long term growth of incomes brings about structural changes 
in consumption. Regi:-ession models for f~recasting changes in 
inQomoa. savings and withdrawals. 

---. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 47 
Improved living standatd. Tables give data on incomes and 
expendit~re of population. 

Mikulaskova, M. ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 36 
A survey of growth of incomes and expenditure of population 
in Slovakia. 

Sova, V. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 38 
Ifutrition still occupies first place ::'-Jllowed by housing 
outlays in total consumption of population. 

German Democratic Republic 

ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 47 
Two diagrams showing: 1) grOi-lth in domestic supply of 
selected consumer goods from 1960-77 in per cent and 2) 
percentage_ growth in-retail trade turnover according to 
main commodity groups over 1970-77. 

--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 51 
Table showing consumption 'per head of selected foodstuffs 
during 1974-78: meat, butter, fruit, vegetables, eggs, 
coffee, soft drinks. 
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8. CONSUMPTION 

Hungary 

ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 59 
Following a sUbstantial rise in consumption of alnohol, the 
prices of spirits will be increased by an average of 25% . 
from 24/7/78. 

--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 59 
Report on the sales of motor cars. 

Daniel, ZS. Reflections on the measurement of living standards 
and social welfare. AO 19(2) 1977: 149-164 . 
The study adds some remarks to the problems of interpreting 
and measuring economic progress and wealth, referring to 
initiatives· and results in this field both in Hungary and 
abroad. Th~ comments are concentrated mostly on neglect~d 
aspects of the measurement and analysis of the living standard 
as well as on integrating surveys carried out in various 
fields. The author presents some practical considerations on 
elaborating the indicator system. She discusses three major 
groups of indicators (aggregated output indicators, disaggre
gated measurable objective indicaters, subjective indicators) 
and calls attention to the necessity of their harmonic use. 
The reqUirements which the indicator system must fulfill 
is outlined. 

Gerencser, F. The standard of living and living coridi~ions. 
ABHEL 10(1) 1980: 165-166 

Hoch, R. 
policy. 

On the theoretical bases of socialist consumption 
AO 19(2) 1977: 133-148 . 

One of the key-issues of social development policy in Hungary 
is the strategy of consumption. Relation between concepts of 
social o~mership of means of production, production relations 
and socialist consumption pattern. Consumption model. 
Commodity relations within the framework of the socialist 
mode of production. Role of financial incentives. Mutual 
relations of consumers. Possibility of choice. 

Hoos, J. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 60 
Improved living standards and changes in income distribution 
over the past 20 years, including a detailed forecast of 
the expected trends until 1990. 

Hungarian living standard, 1976-1985. NH 02(6) June 1981:6 

Juhasz, J. Impact of the consumer price system om the income 
and consumption patterns in Hungary. AO 22(1-2) 1979: 
69-86 
• 

Impact of the price system on income relations. Income 
redistribution resulting from the differences in the 
average price deflection rates of the main groups of 
expenditure. Income effects of the dispersion of price 
deflection rates within the main expenditure groups. 
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HUNG1Jrr /POLAND 

I~pacts on the pattern of consumption. Dispersion of price 
deflection rates. Justification of consumer price policy, 
price perferences aimed at income policy objectives, price 
deflec·~ions aimed at influencing the consumption pattern, 
Statistical tables included. 

Kornai, J. The reproduction of shortages. ~~HEL 8(5) 1978: 
11-12 
Shortages of production are deal t with in relation to '. 
resources, demand, and budget li~ts. According to author 
inflation is an effective weapon against shortages only in 
a fully monetarized econooy with hard budgetary limitations. 

Livind conditions of the old-age pensioners. ABHEL 9(2) 
1979: 13-16. 

Uyitrai, F. The pattern of Hungarian consumption and the 
effect of price chan~~s on consumption. L3HEL 10(2) 1980: 
50-52 

Racz, L. ABSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 52 
A comprehensive survey of income and living standards. 

Hadnoti, E. Standard of living and coomerce. ABHEL 9(4) 
1979: 134-135 

Standard of living, social policy. HN 20(4) Apr 1981: 19 

Szakolczai, Gy.; Losonczy, S.; Hulyak, K. add Muszely, Gy. 
Classical ~odels of consu~ption analysis in the service of 
priCing consuoers' goods in Hun~ry. AO 22(1-2) 1979: 
87-112 
Expe~iences obtained with the qUBntification of three 
"classical" models, namely the "constant elasticity" model, 
the Stone model, and the corss-section ~odel, are reviewed 
together with conclusions derived from the results. 
Statistical tables included. 

Vallo, T. Hungarian consumption proportions. J~HEL 9(5) 
1979: 265-266 

Poland 

l~BSEES X(3)( 61) Nay 1980: 74 
New strategy for raising thu standard of consumption in 
early 1980s as implied by the 'Guidelines' for 8th 
Party Congress. 

Glcwczyk, J. li.BSEES VIII(2) (54) Jan 1978: 54 
Controversy concerning nature of consumption in Polish 
economic lit~rature. 
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1,1ieczkowski, Bogdan. The relationship between cha~es in 
consuoption and politics in Poland. S8 XXX(2) Apr 1978: 
262-69 
G-row·th of consumption has been inversely proportional to 
the pO~1er, of the Cor:ruunist Party. The author puts forward 
the hypothesis that in postwar Poland there has been a ' 
cyclical relationship between the power of the comraunist 
party leadership and per capita household consumption. 
When the ?arty leadership's power to control events ris~s 
above a certain pOint it accentuates traditional heavy
industry priorities; this slows the growth of consumption 
level; this in turn provokes a backlash from Polish 
workers, someti!:J.es in the form of strikes and riots, which 
enforces a change of policy and a weakening (sooetimes a 

. change) in the leadership; then oore consumerist policies 
are pursued for a while until the leadership f8els strong 
enough to accentuate heavy-industry priorities again, and 
so on. 
(Followed by "Mieczkowski on consumption and politics: a 
cOI:lIUent" , by Philip H'3.nson. SS y..xx(4) Oct 1978: 553-56. 
"The problem of consuoption in Soviet-type economies", by 
Jean Marczewski. SS EXXI(1) Jan 1979: 111-117. "The 
political consumption cycle: a comparative analysis", by 
Valerie Bunce. SS XXXII(2) Apr 1980: 280-290 
Varczewski does not deny the existence of a sort of inverse 
correlation between changes in the power of the communist 
party and the level of consumption in almost all soviet
type econooies, but according to him the mechanism 
described is not exactly correct. Dad consumption perform
ance is a relatively permanent feature and that because of 
doctrine of socialization in a5Ticultur~ etc., and systeo 
of coomand econooy with administratively fixed prices. 
According to Bunce consumption cycle is not' entirely 
governed by protest). 

Pohorille, Maksymilian and Omelczuk, 
consumption and social transfers. 
3-46 

l~a. Collective 
BEE XVI(2) Winter 1978: 

In capitalist countrie s r1hile there is substantial growth 
in individual consumption there are still oany unsatisfied 
needs, especially in the areas of education, health, urban 
and residential housing, public transport, development of· 
cultural institutions etc. Social transfers as a whole 
should aim at neutral redistribution. The most advantab~oUS 
solution is obviously the parallel developoent of 
collective and individual consumption. Statistical 
tables included. 

Ronania 

l ... JSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 84 
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ROM1~IA/YUGOS~AVIA 

Measures aimed at raising the standard of living of the 
population during the plan period, 1976-80. 

- VIII(3)(55) Nay ,1978: 67 
Progranne to increase the standard of living between 
1976-80. 

- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 70 
The achievenents betwecn 1976 and 1980 regarding the 
standard of living. Various statistics presented. 

Progranoe to iDprove the standard of living. (Social and 
labour legislation - Rooania). SLB (1) Mar 1978: 4-6 

Totu, I.V. lillSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 73 
Indicators are proposed for quality of life. Diminishing 
incoDe gap between the Dost and least paid. Pattern of 
eDployment. 

Yugoslavia 

LB3EES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 90 
Cost of food increased. Food bill is the largest itcm 
of expenditure in a family budget. 

- VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 73 
Cost of living and personal incomes in 1977. 

- Xli) (59) "S9pt 1979:+73 
Family budget and incoD0 distribution. 

- X(3)(61) I~y 1980: 89 
Changes in personal consumption resulting fron improved 
assort~nt and quality of goods on market and the growing 
purchasing power of the population. 

~ :1(:3)(61) May 1980: 89 
Rise in cost of li'Tine. 

- X(3)(61) May 1980: 90 
11 survey of improvements in standard of living in the 
1970s. 

Berkovic, Eva. Development of the standard of living. 
YS XIX(3) .... US 1978: 75-98 

, 
Jugoslavia. ET 273 17th Nov 1979: 56, 59 

Acute food and fuel shortnges. 
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9. !!.ABOUR. r·1:ANpmmR. POPULATION 
(Including Employment, rUgrn.
tion, Productivity, Social 
Mobility, 'tlages, etc.) 

More than one country 
Andorka, R. and Zagorski, K. Social mobility in Hungary and 

Poland. Comparative a.nalysis of the 1972 and 1973 surveys. 
~BHEL 9(2) 1979: 46-49 
Peasant offsprings transferred in-co the exacuti ve and , 
intellectual strata in significant numbers, but not as 
frequently as the sons of non-agricultural workers. 

Bornstein, MorriS. Unemployment in capitalist regulated 
market economies and socialist centrally planned economies. 
liliRP 68(2) May 1978: 38-41 

Connor, Walter D.. Social change and st2_bility in Eastern 
Europe. PC XXVI(6) Nov-Dec 1977: 16-32 . 
The new socialist order promised sOffiething new to those who 
lived under it - social equality. Result of revolution. 
Impact of econoraic growth. Opportunity for everyone. 
Social mobility. Occupational structure. Workers' 
prospects. Statistical tables available. 

Eastern Europe., ET 256 3rd Dec 1977: 67-68; 276 30th ~ug 
1980: 38-39; 279 18th Apr 1981: 60 
Labour problems. Workers' strikes. Economic conditions. 

Fr0nkel, Izaslaw. Attitudes toward family size in some East 
European countries. PS 30(1) Mar 1976: 35-57 
Development and major characteristics of family planning 
studies. Expectud family size - intercountry and inter
cohort differentials. Socio-economic differentials. 
Expected versus ideal family size and size planned at 
marriage. Statistical tables included. 

Fuchs, Roland J. and Denko, George J. Population distribu
tion ~olicies in daveloped socialist and 'lestern nations. 
PDR 5(3) Sept 1979: 439-467 . 

I 

There is a broad similarity in the general approaches, of 
the developed Western and Socialist nations toward 
population distribution policy, despite and major political 
and ideological differences between the two groups of 
countries and individual nation-by-nation differences 
in the details of policy ins'cruments employed. In both 
groups of countries population redistribution is subsi
diary to national and regional development planning, and 
the policy instruments emphasized are economic measures 
directed at employing organizations rather than at 
individuals. Policies in both regions app0ar to have been 
only partially successful - a reflection both of the 
failure 'of policy-makers to make full usc: of recent 
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MORE TH1.u.~ ONE COUNTRY 

research on migration and population distrib~tion and of 
inadequate understanding of the processes involved. 

Guha, luJalendu. In't;ra-COMECON manpower mi€;ration. IM XVI(2) 
1978: 52-65 
The East European socialist countries maintain a full 
employ~ent policy. Labour shortages, and surpluses because 
of demographic differences betweGn and among the CO~mCON 
countries and the restructuring of the economies which 
gives birth to short-term labour shortages and surpluses. 
Manpower policy. Labour supply is int~rpreted not as import 
and export of labour but as the QUtual transfer of labour 
in specified fields for turning out production necesonry 
for co~on benefit and use, It necessitates the inter
exchange of manpower among the member countries, for both 
coonon and specific project3. Labour exchange contracts 
of member countries and their contents. Main features of 
labour migration. Political and social rights of immigrant 
workers. 

Kmetkova, r-I. 1l.BS.8ES X( 1)( 59) Se::;Jt 1979: 35 
Labour migration under conditions of socialist economic 
integrations helps to use production factors rationally 
in various countries. Examples of labour migration are 
given. 

Kondratiev, Vladimir. Employment patterns and prospects in 
European socialist countries. ILR 117(3) May-June 1978: 
355-368 
One of the tasks is the more rational and efficient use of 
manpower resources. Economic growth as a prerequisite for 
employment. Mr::lin trends ~n the evolution of employraent. A 
comprehensive approach. Manpower policy. Planning manage
ment and organisation. Education and training. Labour 
reserves. Statistical tebles included. 

Koszegi, Laszlo. Labour turnover and em~loyment structure 
European socialist countries •. ILR 117(3) May-June 1978: 
305-318 . . 

The aim of this article is to explore the relationship , 
between various kinds of manpower movements and changes 
in the employment structure of a number of European 
socialist economies. The role of labour turnover in 
producing structural shifts in employment. A profile of 
labour turnover. Why workers ,change jobs? Channelling 
labour turnover. 

Levcik, Friedricri. ~ligration and employment of forei~ 
110rkers in Cor-mOON countries and their pro'.:>l<:ims., (Tr 
by Sue Halsey Westphal). BEE XVI(1) Fall 1977: 3-33 
Labour shortage. Demographic development. Growing 
utilization of labour supply. Employmcnt of foreign 
workers within and outside' CO~~CO~ countries. Purpose 
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of employing foreign workers. Personal motivation. 
Statistical tables included. 

, 
---. The potential labour force and labour needs in Austria 

and its neighbouring countries: prospects for the ~ustrian 
labor market. (Tr by Michel Vale). EEE XV(3) Spring 
1977: 47-:102 
This study deals with the long taro development and forcce~t 
for lab bur market upto 1980 in Austria and its neighbours: 
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovukia, Hungary and Poland. Poland is 
included because of all Eastern European countries it l~s 
by far the largest potential labor force, ana the labour 
oarket there is not yet tight. Demographic deterwinants -
populatio~. Labour and need. Demand for labor. Effect 
of troubles in the worl.d econooy. Statistical tables on 
population, birth rates, emigration and immigration, 
employment, wage and salary earners, labour productivity, 
are inclUded. . 

Shiryaev, Yury S. and Sokolov, 
labour among CMEA countries; 
116(3) Nov-DeC 1977: 289-301 

Anatoly I. The division of 
problems and prospects. ILR 

Shishkan, N. Work of women in social production. pr~ 
XXIII(6) Oct 1980: 3-19 
""O~all..t\s w:orker.Statiatico.l tables available. 

Social policy and labour legislation. SLB (2) June 1980: 
134 
CMEA: Five-year CODDon research prograO@e. 

There is no unem~loyment in CO~mCON. E~ 267 24th June 1978: 
82-83 
Employment.itatistics. TableS and charts. 

Ushkalov, I. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 6 
Author examines the problems of achieving the aims of 
raiSing productivity of labour and proQuction effici~ncy 
in CME~, through a discussion of the overall shortage 
of labour in C~lliA, various demographic factors, problems of 
diverting labour fron agricultUre into industry. Approach 
adopted by GDR receives special attention. 

Zurawska, K. J..:::3SEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 55 
Transfer of labour between the CONECON: countrj.es. 

ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 36 
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L decree which provides for an improved wage structure. 
It will have a stimulating effect on labour. 

--- VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 23 
A survey on job satisfaction, higher quality of work and 
greater output. 

- X( 1 )(59) Sept 1979: 32 
The completion on schedule of the chlorine and plastic!? 
factory at Devnya is thrGutened by lacK of skilled 
construction workers and certain equipment. The engineers 
have been told to reorganise the work force and accept 
500 youth conscripts. 

- X(3)(61) Hay 1980: 43 
The Bulgarian CPCC and the CQuncil of Ninisters have 
resolved to increase wages and certain social allowances 
from 1/11/79, to raise retiil prices from 12/11/79 and 
to revise wholesale prices from 1/1/80. 

Andreev, Ljubonir. Tho improvement in labour productivity -
a strategic factor for inproving the quality and effective
ness of production. A33SLE XXII(2) Jan-Mar 1979: 59-60 

Avramov, Petko and Nancev, Nenko. Investigating labour 
productivity in road transport of goods vTith the aid of 
nathematical statistical nodels. ABBSLE XXI(4) July-S~pt 
1978: 11 

Devedzhiev, M. A3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 30 
Causes, effe"cts and future trends of internal population 
migration. 

Dimitrov, D. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 31 
The rate of labour mobility is high. 

Dnploytl8nt. SLB (2) June 1977: 156-157; (4) De.c 1980: 431 
Bulgaria: New regulations for the r0assiennent of 
redundant nanpower, and spare-tine euploynont. 

Ivanova, Slavka. Theoretical and n0thodological problens 
in determining the basic guidelines for inproving the 
oreanization of labour in industrial production. LBBSLE 
Y-XII(4) Oct-Dec 1979: 49-50 

Judicial decisions in the field of labour law. ILR 120(1) 
Jan-Feb 1981: 51 
3ul~aria: Duty to work. 

Kacarov, Ivan. Pensioners and their treatnont as a labour 
resource. in the present circunstances. i .. BJSLE XXI(4) 
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July-Sept 1978: 12 
An optiouu utilization of the elderly people is to be 
achieved and their active life is to be prolongod. 

Kantardzieva, EkateriDa. For better systeos of labour 
reounel'ation, certain oethodological questions of the 
designing of wage systeos for production workers. AJDSLE 
XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 12 

Karakasev, Hristo. Essence and econouic effectiveness of 
the penduluo Dobility of labour resources.l.BBSLE XXI(4) 
July-Sept 1978: 13 
Penduluu oobility is nanifested daily in the so-called L 

cODDuting. It is one of the ioportant econooic processes 
of redistribution of the nanpower by sectors, spheres and 
activities as well as between the individual settlooents 
and territorial units. 

Khadzhiivanov, I. lillSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 31 
Analysis of labour productivity. 

M~hkov, Vassil. International labour conventions and 
Bulgarian leb~slation. ILll 118(2) Mar-Apr 1979: 205-222 

Mustakov, Delko. Labour drift and the effectiveness of 
production. ABBSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 13 

Najdenova, Snezana. Scientific and technological revolution 
and the qualitative changes in the labour force under 
socialisn. il.B~LE XXII(3) Apr-June 1979: 44-45 

Nanov, D, l~SEES' X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 31 
Proposals for cooplete reforn of vooational training to 
achieve higher stan~ards of work. 

Petkov, Ljuduil. Essence, charactur, and characteristic 
features of nanpower reproduction under socialiso. ABJSLE 
XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 14 

Petkov, P. ABSEES VIII(2) Jan 1978: 24 
A new bonus systeo designod to induce workers to produce 
higher quality goods in the textile industry. 

Petrova, Nina. Approach to and requireoents in the elabora
tion and introduction of projects on the organization of 
labour. lillBSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 14 

Sirakov, R. IlBSEES X(3)(61) I!Iay 1980: 42 
Perfection of socialist organisation of labour in the 

, 'Georgi DiDitrov' shipbuilding cooplex in Varna. 
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Socia1 ~o1icy and 1abour legislation. 
101; ·(3) Sept 1979: 220 

BULGARIA/CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

SLB (2) June 1978: 

Bulgaria: Creation of departnental labour inspectorates. 
Enterprises aid large fanili~s. 

Sopov, Dillitar. 
. of the wages~ 

Interna1 cost accounting and the organization 
l.B~LE XXII(4) Oct-Dec 1979: 58-59 

Veselinov, Asen. Socia1ist enulation - an inportant factor 
for fulfillinB the strategic Boal of tLJ 7th five-year plan. 
AB3SLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 14 

Vladillirov Zh. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 40 
~rigade organisation of labour n~ applied in industrial 
enterprises. 

Wab~s. SLB (1) Mar 1980: 55-56 
Bulgaria: Increased wages, s<:<niority benefits and "danger" 
Doney. New regulations governing the uniforo wage scale. 

Zakhari Staikov, Z. f.BSEES VIII(2) Jan 1978: 24 
How workers spend their 1cisure tioe, cooparative figures 
for 1970 ana 1976. 

CZ0chos1ovakia 

ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 34 
Prob1eDs of labour shortages in two high priority sectors: 
engineering and oetallurgy. 

'--- IX(1)(56) Sept 1378: 36 
Population. Census will be he1d in Novenber 1980. 

-. IX(3)(58) May 1979: 36 
A proposed sanple survey of social str·1tification. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 38 
Criticisn of declining shift-work 1n-1ndustxy 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 38 
Reasons why few WODGn return to work after oaternity 1eave. 

--- X(3)(61) May 1980: 50 
Concern over the growing nunDer of adninistrators conpared 
to growth in total Goployoent. 

Brcak, Josef. Ratic·nalization of \vage systooB in production 
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experiences and prob1ens. CEE 17, 1977: 59-72 
Incone policy in the broadest sense of the tero, also 

. includes a wage policy. 

Dedek, 01drich. Measuring efficiency of substitution 
processes. PE XXVIII(S) 1980: 818 
Efficiency of 1ahoar. Technology. 

Do1ejsi, BohurJi.1. Labour productivity, "!'rages and the 
satisfaction of the needs of the population. (Tr by 
Marian Sline. EEE XIX(1) Fall 1980: 77-100 
Dovelopoent of average labour productivity and wage in 
Czechoslovak industry fron 1972-77 is analysed in relation 
to the share of industrial and food products in short supply 
in the overall set-up. Deve10pnent of inc one of population 
and overall deficiency ot: supplies. Inspite of nediuo and 
long.,.tero regular growth of productivity, output and wages, 
the share of goods in short supply does not dioinish. The 
case to be seen in short-cooings in systeu of econooic 
oanageoent finding their experession in growth rate of 
supply lagging behind the growth rate of denand. Measuring 
the degree of satisfaction of consuoer deoand. Statistical 
tables available. 

Dvorak, Jiri. Stinulative efficiency of net production and 
substitution of labour. PE XXIX(1) 1981: 22 . 
This article deals with relations arising in substitution 
of live and incorporated labour. 

Enp1oynent. SLB (3) Sept 1979: 285-286; , (3) Sept 1980: 
324-325 
Czechoslovakia: Aoendnent to the regulations on transfers 
due to structural chances. Job and wage security for 
niners transferred fron underground work. 

Frej~a, Tonas. Ferti1it~ trends and policies : Czechoslovakia 
in the 1970s.. PDR 6( 1) Mar 1980: 65-93 . 
After an a1uost continuous fertility decline during the 
1950s and 1960s, Czechoslovakia experienced a considerable 
increase in fertility in the late 1960s and nid-1970s. 
The total fertility rate in 1974 was 25 percent higher than 
in 1968, and wonen in every age group had nore second and 
third chi1d~en than had the preceding generations. 
Prona.ta1ist policies, ranging fron econooic incentives to 
parenthood education, were expanded during this period; 
and two new neasures providing substantial low-interest 
loans for newlyweds, written off in part by childbearing, 
and nonthly oaternity grants forwoncn with nore than one 
chi1d- were introduced. These popular neasures constituted 
significant financial benefits at tines in the life cycle 
when couples were likely to experience severe econooic 
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constraints, and reoourse to them may well lwve·contributed 
to the fertility increase. 

F.ajek, liJ:ojmir. The labour force in macro-economic models 
(experimented study and application to the Czechoslovak 
economy) by J. Klacek and M. Toms. (A review article). 
CEP 18, 1980: 205-211 

Heitlinger, Alena. Pro-natalist population policies in 
Czechoslovakia. PS 30( 1) filar 1976: 123-135 
These polici~s are directly related to manpow~r requirements 
because of the fear of future severe shortages of labour. 
Abortion and contraception and family incentives. Statistical 
tables included. 

Hornik, S. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 45 
Due to labour shortage, ne\i labour resources have to be 
found. Investment projects must be labour saving. 

Ivancik, E. ABSEE3 VIII (3)( 55) Nay 1978: 32 
Working week will be shortened in 1978. Working days will 
be 260 in a year. 

Karpicek, Z. ~BSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 36 
The relative number of people working a second shift has 
been declining since 1962. 

Klacansky , I. ABSE:8S·XI( 1)( 62) Sept 1980: 47 ' 
Causes of low labour productivity and measures taken to 

. improve it. 
Kotek, H. l.BtiEES VIII ( 1) Sept 1977: 46 

The numbers of managerial ~nd administrativ.e personnel are 
centrally controlled by norms for each cat~gory of workers. 

·Kovanda, Karel. ~lorks Councils in Czechoslovakia, 1945-47. 
SS XXIX(2) Apr 1977: 255-269 

Kracmar, M. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 36 
Changes in labour resources and their regional .and temporal 
distribution upto 1990. . 

Kubin, J. ABSEES IX(3)(58) V~y 1979: 34 
Problems arising from the introduction of the second shift. 

pachl, L. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 47 
Between 1945 to 1969, birth rate was,falling. Population 
policies adopted after 1970, birth rate has increased. 

Paducha, P.-and Rasek, il.. ABSEE~ X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 43 
On workers' job satisfaction. 

Podzemny, E. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 43 
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Rationalisation of wage systoo, pro bIens. Ratio between 
rate of erowth of labour productivity and average wage. 

Social security. SLB (3) Sept 1980: 346 
Czechoslovakia: New survivor's benefit regulation expected 
to increase enployoent of wonen. 

Srb, V. ~BSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 43 
Denographic projections indicate that tho nunber of people 
in the productive age group will grow very slowly till 
1985. 

SUjan, I. and Kolek, J. ~BSEES VIII(2) Jan 1978: 29 
~n econooetric nodel describing the resources and needs of 
qualified labour. 

Veres, M. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 50 
Eoployoent and pay trends in the first half of 1979. 

Waees. SLB (2) June 1980: 194-195 
Czechoslovakia: National Wage Connission set up. 

Zdobina, F. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 38 
The labour shortage in Czechoslovakia. 

Gernan Denocratic Republic 

l.ESEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 36 
There are nore than 50,000 school leavers each year, and 
suitable enploynent is guaranteed for everyone. 

--- IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 51 
Increased production with job satisfaction. Problens. 

--- IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 52 
Diaerao shpwing the distribution of wonen workers in 
various Qwanches of industry. 

--- IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 52 
Table showing the changes in the nunbers of nanual, clerical, 
and production, repair and transport workers in industry 
between 1963 and 1975. 

---: X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 45 
,Apprentice-training has been progressively reforned to neet 
the country's needs. This article outlines tho current 
situation. 
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--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 50 
l~eas in which the r~jority of trained apprentices will 
be enploycd and trends for the future. 

- X(2)(60), Jan; 19BO: 51 
Scientifically based population policy needed. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 52 
The Deputy Chairoan explains tlw reason3 for introduction 
of official sur~1~r tine in 1980. Econonic reasons, 
inCreased productivity and energy savings~ 

i .. dler, Rrank. ~lork and p0rsonali ty developnent in Geroan 
Denocratic Hepublic. ISSJ XXXII(,) 1980: 443-463 
Fundanental social conditions for 'self-realization' in 
work. Work under socialisu. Typical attitudes of 
producers to work and production. Intellectual require
nents of work and personality traits. 

3eyer, H.-J •. ADSEESXl(1)(62}j Sept 1980: 51 
Manpower planning in industry is in nedd of reforn. 

Braune, H.-J. A.i3SEES X(3)(61) !fay 1980: 1j.56 
A study of the enploynent ratio statistics shows that tlw 
GDR docs not suffer fron a chronic labour shortaGe, as is 
popularly s_ipposed, hut froLl a surfeit of jobs in industry. 

East Gernany. ET 267 13th Iv1a.y 1978: 59-60; 274 22nd Mar 
1980: 78 
Population. Labour shortage. 

Fischer, I. ABSEES VIII(1)(53) Sept 1977: 61 
Hole of workin". class in economc developnent of GDR. 

Heinrichs, vT. AJSEES IX.(2) (57) Jan 1979: 52 
1[lays .of increasing labour productivity. 

. 
Juc',icial ('.ecisions in the field of labour law. ILR 115(1) 

Jan-Feb 1977: 32-34, 120(1) Jan-Feb 1981: 54 
GerDan Der.1ocratic R0:;Jublic: Workers .ri th fanil,y re sponsi
bilities, occupational safety and hvalth. Ternination 
of enploy~nt relationship. . 

Pietrzynski, G. iillSEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 50 
Labour turnovor in industry is re~ardGd as too high. 

Roener, 1.11. A.JSEES VIII(2) (54) Jan 1978: 36 
Survey anonc workers to establish factors which act as 
incentives to increased efficiency. 
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Schultz, H. l~EES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 53 
Measures to stioulate tho birth rate include a wido range 
of social and financial allow'ances and incentives. 

Social policy and labour legislation. SLB (4) Dec 1977: 295-297 
297 
GDR: New Labour Code. 

Stollberg, R. ABSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 37 
lUl increasing nuober of enterprises are going over to 
shift work. This affects the lives of the workers. 

'Trost, H.G. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 49 
The relationship bet~.een C 0[1[10 di ty production and labour 
productivity in the nanufacturing industries is analysed. 
Key to increasing productivity is seen in a labour 
redistribution policy. 

Working conditions. SLB (1) Mar 1979: 53-54 
Gernan Denocratic Republic: New regulations on annual leave. 

Hungary 

Bakos, Zs. Sone tinely questions of the oanpower i:lituation 
in the light 3..ndustry. .i..BHEL 9(3) 1979: 152-154 

Balint, J. Productivity and labour situation in Hungary. 
AO 21(1-2) 1978: 59-72 
The growth rate of labour productivity was considerable in 
Hungary in the years 1950-1970, nevertheless, its level is 
only half or one third of that in econonicallyadvanced 
c.ountries. Fron anong the tasks related to raising 
productivity it is inportant to elininate the structural 
contradictions in enploynent in respect 0f industries, 
trades and areas. the ioproveoent of the efficiency of 
labour utilization in particular fields, oaking up for 
lags in nechanization and the inprovenent of llorking 
conditions. Growth rat;; and productivity level. Labour 
resources. Enployoent structure. Inprovenent of the 
efficiency of labour utilization. Nature of work done ,
working conditions. Statistics included. 

Bonifert, D. Expansion of production or oanpower BQbetitu
tion. f..BHEL 10(3) 1980: 207-208 

---. Trends in the sectoral rearrangenent of eoployoent 
"pattern. ABHEL 10(3) 1980: 205-206 

Borloi, R. Probleos of relations between enterprise 
perforD8.nce and earnings. ~HEL 9(6) 1979: 185-186 
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Boszoroenyi. F. and Munkacsy, F. The efficiency of labour 
and the labour supply. l~HEL 10(5) 1980: 211-212 

Eoployoent. SLB (1) r-rar 1977: 48-50 
Hungary: Further decree on rec~tnent and staff turnover. 
Ordinance on the enploynent of young graduates. 

Falus Szikra, K. il.:.3SEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 63 
Discussion of sooe probleos of wage and salary differentials 
and incentives for nanual and oanagcrial enployees. 

Five-day workinG week in HunGary. Ern 20(4) Apr 1981: 11 

Foldes', I. ABSEES VIII(2) (54) Jan 1978: 51 
Total nuober of persons eoployed. Agricultural labour force. 

C~bor, R. ~13SBES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 60 
Phenonenon of labour shortage in present-day socialist 
econony. 

Gabor, R.I. "Relative wae;e level", incentives and labour 
supply. LEHEL 9(6) 1979: 75-77 

Go::lori , Edith. 
of enployoent 
Jan-Feb 1980: 

Special protective legislation and equality 
opportunity for wonen in Hun~ary. ILR 119(1) 
67-77 , 

Fe~le enploynent. Night work. Arduous and hazardous work. 
Special facilities forworkinB nothers. Age of retirenent. 

liarsanyi, L. Conponents ,and. proportions of the wages of 
nanual workers. ABHEL 10(3) 1.980: 203-204 . 

Hethy, L. and Hako, as. tlorkers' direct participation in 
decisions in Hungarian factories. ILR 116(1) Jul3-Sept 
1977: 9-21 

Hoos, J. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 58 
A new fornula. for wage 'policies : to pay for good work 
and not pay for work which has not been done. 

Horvath, K. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 58 
Lack of young people applying for adoission to vocational 
schools. Problen of getting skilled workers. 

Horvath, Zsuzsa. ,Opinions on social differences. NHQ 
XXI(77) Spring 1980: 141-153 
Social differences. Statistical tables included. 

Hungarian trade unions - Interview with Sandor Jakab 
NH 20(6) June 1981: 7 
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Huszar, Maria and Suranyi t Balint. Tho eoployoent of "Tonen 
in Hun6~ry. ~lffQ XXI(77} Sprinc 1980: 125-132 
Problens. Statistical tables included. 

Jozsa, o. anc Gyetvai, L. Labour-savinG ?otential in the 
Hungarian econony. I.BHEL 9(3) 1979: 39-40 

Karcagi, L. ABSEES IX(1)(61) Sept 1978: 59 
A labour shortage of about 100,000 workers. 

-. il.BSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 65 
ProblcDs of labour discipline. 

KinDel, J .E. i.BSEES X( 1) (59) Sept 1979: 52 
The official paper of the National mue contains a vocational 
file surveying the problens of the enploynent structure, 
training and further prospects of the country's entire 
workforce, with special regards to the ~obility of young 
skilled workers. 

Kovacs, J. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 52 
Most enterprises have already settled payoents according to 
the profit-sharing scheoes for the 1978 econooic results. 
However, SODe have not, because of shrotage of cash; they 
have not been paid by their custooers, and are subsequently 
unable to oeet their coooitnents to their supplies and 
workers. 

Kutas, J. and Olajos, A. ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 59 
Al.nost one-fifth of the labour force work in jobs 
incongruent to their training or dducation. Vertical 
profeSSional ~obility between 1950-70 and 1970-90. 

Labour relations and workers' participation. SLB (3) Sept 
1977: 211-213; (1, 2) Mar~ June 1978: 16-17, 122-123; 
(4) Dec 1979: 354-355 
Hungary: Order concerning industrial deoocracy. Research 
on workers' participation in nanagenent. An Act concerning 
the nanagenent of state undertakings. Results of a 
survey on indus~rial deoocracy. 

]\lodified systeo for jobs to fresh graduates. ~"1I 20(2) Feb 
1981: 10 

Molnarne Venyige, J. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 52 
A renarkably candid analysis of the division of labour and 

.the inter-relations of interest groups within the econony. 

Munkacsy, F. Planned and organized labour regrouping. 
A3HEL 9(3) 1979: 150-151 
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NaGY. T.I. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 57 
The redundancies at the Gyor factory. 
of 1000 workers in February 1979, the 
produced 8% nore in the following six 
the sane perioQ in 1978. 

HUNGi.JiY 

Since the disnissal 
renaining work-force 
nonths than during 

Ol~jos, A. Changin6 eXPGctations of the working population 
towards work in Hungary. AO 19(2) 1977: 191-201 
The workers' expectations relating to work have changed due 
to the socio-econonic uavelopnent. These expectations nay 
relate to the intellectual den~d and conplexity of work, 
to the workerts i(',entifying hinself with his work, to the 
inprovenent of the labour conditions, to the feasible. 
incone, to the value orientation of work. .In Hungary the 
workers' eX1lectations :relating to work present thenselves 
prinarily in gravitation towar~s intellectual work, in the 
rank of the nore conplex work, in the denand for labour 
conditions of higher standard. The author outlines the 
developnent expected_ in . future in the denand systens 
raised by workin6 places and of the workers' expectations 
relating to work and cones to the conclusion that further 
in~rovenent of the education systcn nay influence favourably 
the solution of the structural tension created by the 
expectations ncnticned above. Expectations towards work 
and the structure of nanpower. Expected_ changes in the 
systen of requirenents of w..ork.plaCles and.:thecuxpeo:tat:Lons of 
workers. 

Oroszi, S. and Veress, J. Is a labour shortage inevitable in 
the socialist econony? .A3HEL 9(6) 1979: 78-79 

Fecze, F. The Labour Research Institute of the ~linistry of 
labour • .AO 21(3) 1978: 272-274 
Various problens of labour, 

Fo Gany , Gy. Developo(Jnt of the ~roductive forces and the 
division of labour. l~HEL 8(4; 1978: 179-180 

-. On the nanpower reserves. 11.BHEL 9(5) 1979: 167-168 
The nanpower reserves inclucte the part of the nanpower 
resources renaining Q~enployed, and oanpower enployed 
but not efficiently. youth and wonGn belong to oanpower 
reserves. Inter-sectoral rcserve is also inp'ortant 
representine the possibility of oanpower flow anong the 
sectors. 

Pongracz,L. Ideas on the further developnGnt of waGes control. 
ABREL 9(2) 1979: 182-183 
Wages control has to be direc~ed at the wages bill, since 
this gives the best incentive to the enterprises to 
Gn~loy only the nininal labour force necessary for 
production. 
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Racz, A. 
tion. 

Distribution according to perforoance and stioula
J..BHEL 9(5) 1979: 171-173 

---. Labour tasks for HUllgary in 1980. ABHEL 10(1) 1980: 
178-179. 

---. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 58 
A oore progressive wages policy including proper differen
tials, could inprove Hungary's econooic perforoance. 

Bak, Gy. Main features of the oodification of the wages and 
earnings control systeo. l~HEL 9(6) 1979: 181-182 

---. Meonaniso of the wages and incooes controlsysteo and 
its application by the enterprises. ABHEL 10(1) 1980: 
86-87 
~s a part of the modific~tion of the econoDic regulators,' 
the enterprise wages and incooe control systeo hus also 
undergone a change on 1st Jan 1980. 

Heti, J. Major characteristics of the regional. labour 
situation during the Fifth Five-Year Plan. ABHEL 9(2) 
1979: 180-181 

Ronan, Z. Selection of indicators for cooparison of 
productiYity levels. ~O'22(3-4) 1979: 313-330 
The author inveetigates whether cooparisons based.on 
indicato~s of labour productivity can be applied for 
ch~racterizing the differences also in the level of total 
productivity. Studies on ueasureoent of changes in 
productivity have shown that cooparison of index nunbers of 
labour productivity in industry as a whole generally 
provides realistic ranking. Exporioental calculations on 
the relative levels of labour and tota.l productivity are 
presented relying on productivity conparisons between 
Hungary and .I~ustria as well as between Hungary and Yugoslavia. 
In case of countries of rather different dcvelopoent 
levels, cooparison of total productivity results in snaller 
differences than conparison of labour productivity. More
over, the two conpa.risons sonetines provide substantial 
differences in ranking the brp.nches. The first conclusion 
indicates only the different scales of oeasurenent, the 
second one, ooreover, warns that greater efforts oust be 
nade for cooparing capital output ratio as well as total 
factor productivity. Main types of productivity and 
efficiency indicators and index nunbers. Cooparison of 
the levels of labour and total factor productivities. 

Social policy and labour legislation. SLB (2) June 1980: 
• 132-134 

Hungary: Revision of labour code - productivity and 
industrial relations. 
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Soter, E. ABSE~S VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 51 
Utilisation of working tine in enterprises in Budapest. 

---. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 52 
A round-table debate on nanpower problens with representatives 
of the ministries of heavy and light industry, labour, t~e 
National TUC and the Party CC. 

Szekffy, K. Relation betvrecn wages and productivity in the 
Hungarian indu3try bet.reen 1950 and 1974. 1.0 21(1-2) 1978: 
73-89 
This paper surveys the theoretical constructions and pr2ctic~1 
neasures of the period fror~ 1950 to 1974 that were intendod 
to prevail ex ~nte in the actual control of ente~}rise 
activity, those ex post inter-relations asserting thenselves 
on the ~~cro-level between productivity and the trend of rea~ 
wa6~s. Statistical data is used to prove the failure of 
such efforts and outlines of the social and econonic 
factors whose interplay led to the energence of processes 
producing exactly the opposite effect is given. Attenpts 
at waee control. Practical experience. Relation between 
accun~ation cycles and nOninal wages. Factors directly 
and indirectly affecting the growth of waees. 

Szikra-Falus, K. and Kopanyi, M. Wages differentials and 
incentives to productivity. lillHEL 9(6) 19'79: 26-27 
Lpart fron the systeu of incentives, growth in the output 
of the individuals participatinG in production is essentially 
linited by the technological or50nization of production and 
by the roles allotted to the individuals within the 
pro~uction structure. The potential influence on producti
vity of 1) the nanuel workers 2) inDediato nan~genent 
~forenan, shop nanagers) and 3) higher-level enterprise 
nanat,~nent is exanined. Introduction of perfornance -
oriented systen of incentives is also hindered by the fact 
that the conditions of inproving productivity cannot 
possibly be qUite identiaal allover an enterprise of 
productivity can be quantified, which is another £actor 
auuaenting the social pressure acting towards an egalitarian 
wace s struc ture • 

The task of trade unions: an interview with Sandor Gaspar, 
General Secretary of the Central Council of Hungarian 
Trade Unions. NH 20(2) Feb 1981: 3-4 

Trends in wonen's enploynent - Hungary. SLB (4) Dec 1980: 
468 

Trethon, F. Current problens of labour nanagenent. A3HEL 
9(6) 1979: 183-184 
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---. Sone tio~ly issues of eoployoont policy and labour 
ne.nageoent. lillHEL 10(4) 1980: 102-103 

Vacic, A.M. Distribution accordinB to work and conoodity 
production. AO 18(3-4) 1977: 227-45 
~furx assuned the assertion of the principle of distribution 
according to work perforned in a socialist econooy where 
corlllodity production would cooe to an end. More or less, 
however, conoodity production is c~qracteristic of the 
actual relations in conteoporary socialist cOl.Ultries. The 
author exaoines the eoergence of this contradiction and the 
ways of its solution under three forns of socialist econooy 
which he identifies as the 1) physical, directivu froduction, 
2) the systco of fornal couoodity production and 3) the 
systoo of socialist conoodity production. 
(Followed by "On thl3 connection between distribution 
according to work and cODDodity relations - a contribution 
to li..M.Vacic's article", by Mrs. K. Falus-Szikra •. AO XX(4) 
1978: 445-450 
The starting point of Vacic's views is that anticipations 
of the classics of Marxiso regarding the socialist and 
connunist societies were basically of a hYpothetical· 
character and oust not be considered as rigid dogoas. 
Concrete questions can be answered only by adapting these 
anticipations to the changed conditions and concrete 
circUDstances. l1rs. Falus-Szikra does not agree with this 
concept regarding the interpretation of distribution 
according to work. In socialiso connodity is not a product 
of individual labour but that of the joint labour of 
producers united in individual econonie units, the result 
of the individual work of the individual worker will not 
appear sepp.rately. The prioary subjects of socialist 
distribution are .not the individuals but the conoodity
producing econoDic units, i.e., thl3 enterprises. One cannot 
break down the sharing of the individual workers to their 
reouneration when the activity of individual workers or 
groups of workers is not separately evaluated by the narket. 
The contribution of the individual worker to the value 
produced by the enterprise collective and recognized on the 
narket cannot be identified. The deterDining circUDstance 
of distribution is, in general, the distribution of national 
incoQC aoong the econonic units in the foro of enterprise 
incooes. The distribution of personal incooes can :Je only 
of a secondary derived character. However, one has 'to agree 
fully with the author that there are several deficiencies 
in the wage systeos of socialist countries, levellinc 
tendencies are strong and differentiation relies rather 
only on fornal characteristics (job, educational qualifica
.tion, tine of service, utc). Difficulty of large-scale 
aabour shortage. Distribution of personal incooes within 
the enterprise (differentiation of wages within the enter
~rise). Connection between enterprise results and wages 
(differentiation of wages aoong enterprises). Relationship 
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between cODDodity production and distribution according to 
work, the cODDodity features of labour. 
Followed by "Incoue, personal incones and nate rial stioula.
tion", a reply, oy l~.:r-l.Vacic. AO XX(4) 1978: 451-457 . 
Mrs Falus-Szikra devotes her cODL1ents to three cain 
questions. a) Distribution of personal incoue within the 
enterprise; b) Connection between enterprise results and 
wages of workers eoployed in the enterprises, and c) Com~o
dity features of labour power in socia'.iso. 1) The analysis 
of the relationship between the distriuution according to 
work perforoed and oarket econooy (CODDOd1ty production) is 
lirdted to the pro bIens of personal incooe (fund) distribu
tion anong enterprises, while it says nothing about their 
distribution within the enterprises. In the later case 
even if the fund of personal incooe for the enterprise as a 
whole was forned under the decisive influence of oarket 
econony and/or indirectly socially recognised results of the 
enterprise, one nay not apply the criteria of the indirect . 
(narket) but only of the direct labour. 2) The oain 
conclusion of article - the necessity of the genuine 
dependence of the personal incooe fund of the enterprise on 
the incooe it acqUires - suggests that ~. factors, other 
than work cooe into play and therefore, prooote differences 
in personal incoue between enterprises which are ~ot based 
on labour. 3) Even if the statcment, that in a socialist 
oarket econony the personal incooe fund of every enterprise 
should be a function of its incoue could be accepted in 
principle, this statenent Oi'}7ht not be treated as uniforo 
for all socialist countrie.3. • 

Venyige.Molnar, J. and Orolin, 
concernin~ the enployoent of 

. L3HEL 9(3) 1979: 154-155 

Zs. Sone econoDic questions 
people at retiring age. 

Wages. SLB (4) Dec 1977: 341-342 
Hun~~ry: New wabe policy oeasures. 

Working conditions. SLTI (3) Sept 1977: 232 
Hung.ary: Experioent with flexible hours. 

Working conditions of the nanual 1iOrkers. l..BHEL 9(2) 1979: 
17-20 

Poland 

ADSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 60 
.Poor utilisation of the regular \'Iorking tine in industry, 

--- IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 64 
The 1978 national census. 
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--- IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 64 
Rationalisation of enployocnt. 

- IX(3) (58) May 1979: 68 
The 6th National census. 

Bienias, S. l..BSEES IX(3)(58) Thy 1979: 67 
Strategy of increasing shift work. 

Chelstowski, S. ABSEE8 VIII(1)(53) Sept 1977: 75 
Enployoent. Planned nobility. 

de Weydenthal, Jan B. Workers and party in Poland. FC 
XXIX(6) Nov-Dec 1980: 1-22 

.. Strikes. ll.greenents. Farty and Society. 

Dryll, I. ll.3SEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 56 
Causes of overnanning of Polish enterprises. 

Enployocnt. SLB (4) Dec 1979:.414-415 
Foland: New regulations on self-cnyloyed pensioners. 
Coping with the regional inbalance in the availability of 
scientific personnel. .. 

Equality of opportunity and treatnent. SL3 (1) Mar 1980: 
102-103 

PoL~nd: Impro~nonts,in thc~~o~-qualificatiens~andemployment 
situation of wom~n. ' 

Gawryszewski, ll.. The relationship between different types 
of oigration in Poland. ll.BiVl~RS 22(11) Nov 1980: 976 

Getting then down the pit on Sunday. ET 276 19th July 1980: 
44 
Coal Dining workets. 

Holak, ll..' ABSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 60 
Findings of the Suprene Central Conoission's survey into 
work and pay. 

Izyk, iV. ll.BSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 63 
Froblen of stinulating industrial discipline. 

Klinczyk, M. ADSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 67 . 
• Past and futUre denographic trends. 

---. ll.BSEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 68 
Denographi~ inplications of 1978 statistics. 
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---. kBSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 64 
The first, provisiollal results of the recent denographic 
census. 

Konar, K. A!SEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 68 
The growth of social inequality. 

~aus, K. ~BSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 56 
Linking wage rises to inprovenents in . roductivity. 

Krzyzanowska, Z. ABSEES X(1)(59) sept 1979: 58 
Full integration of the fenale labour force into the econony. 

!farkowski, S. A:3SEES X(3)(61) Nay 1980: 73 
Sone inplications of prospective denographic trends. 

Matalowska, A. ABSBES (2)(57) Jan 1979: 65 
Sone paradoxes of the enploynent situation • 

. 
l:likulski, Jerzy. Rehabilitati.on through work. PP :JaIII(7/8) 

July-Aug 1980: 24-27 
Disablad p0rsons' cooperatives ·have 
for last 30 years. hins and tasks. 
Enploynent. 

been active in Poland 
Organization. 

Opolski, K. A3SEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 58 
Problen of hiCh labour turnover in indust~y. 

Panowicz, W. lillSEES X(3)(61) ~~y 1980: 73 
Planning of university education and problens of proper 
ecployoent of Graduates. 

Piotrowski, Klenen~. Wa9c differentiation and the socialist 
perfornance principle lillustrated by exan~les fron Polish 
industry). (Tr ~y Hichel Vale). EBE X'''III(3) Spring 1980: 
63-88 
Socialist perfo~nance principle. Fundanentals of wage 
differentiation. Theory anJ practice, Vertical and 
horizontal differentials. St~tistics included. 

?oland. ET 262 1st Jan 1977: 9-10; 273 24th Nov 1979: 
55-56~ 276 19tr.. July 1980: 43; 276 26th July 1980: 
12-13, 50; 23rd Aug 1980: 11-12, 38-39; 30th Aug 1980: 
37-39; 6th Sept 1980: 15-16, 37-38, 40; 13th Sept 1980: 
47-48; 20th Sept 1980: ,~6; 277 4th Oct 1980: 48, 51; 1st 
1st Nov 1980: 41-42; 15th Nov 1980: 11, 53; 22nd Nov 
1980: 47; 29th Nov 1960: 49, 68; 6th Dec 1980: 47, 55; 
13th Dec 1980: 11, 44; 20th Dec 1980: 39; 278 21st ~~r, 
28th Mar 1981: 54-55, 42 
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9.LABOUR. MANPOWER. POPULATION 

Disillusioned 1'1orkers, Diddleclass critics a.nd rebellious 
churchoen worked together. Polish workers went on strike 
against an atteopt to rais~ prices by cuttine subsidies. 
Food prices deoonstrations. Meat prices. Wage rises to 
oeet higher prices. Coal oining - safety and other devolop
oents. Legal right to strike. Free trade unions and 
cooounist structure of power. The Gdansk agreeoent 
(charter) estRblishin~ the right of workers to foro an 
independent trade union. Solidarity. Rural Solidarity. 

Polgar, I-1. Wages regulation in Poland. ABBBlL 8(5) 1978:· 
30-31 
Since 1976 the wages fund growth of the econoDic unit,s has 
been connected with the growth of productivity. The 
protressive wages fund tax is paid by the econoDic units 
if they exceed the fixed wages fund. The basic wage is 
fixed on the basis of the wages scale systeo. They are 
differentiated depending on the circuostances of work 
skill, as well as on the national econooic ioportance of 
the given area. 

Reynolds, Jaioe. Coonunists, socialists and ~workers: Poland 
1944-48. SS XXX(4) Oct 1918: 516-30 
The author describes the way in which relations between the 
workers's parties and the class they claioed to represent 
developed in these years - and then considers the relevance 

. of this period to later outbreaks of labour unrest. 

Rudolf, T. ABSEES VIII(1) sept 1977: 75 
Main results of eoployoent policy in 1975-76 and outline 
of key issues for 1917. 

Secooski, KaziDierz. New deoographic forecast. PP XXII(4) 
llpr 1979: 16-19 

Singer, Daniel. Class strugGles in Poland: notes on a 
historic cooprooise. MR 32(6) Nov 1980: 14-27 
Polish labour ooveoent. 

Soolinski, Z. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 60 
Prevailing faoily oodel secures a steady increase in 
population. 

Stasiak, E. Depopulation of the rural area in Suwalki 
region. ABWl~RS 23(2) Feb 1981: 164 

Szeliga, Z. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 76 
. The need for a oore rational pay policy, probleo of 
oeasuring individual's contribution to national incooe 
as against that of a particular group. 

Trade unions. SLB (3, 4) Sept, Dec 1980: 303-306, 407-408 
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POLAND/ROlVJANIA 

Poland: SettleDent in the Baltic shipyards : towards new 
trade union legislation. IIlor" reforDs in trade union 
legislation and registration of several ne.1 unions. 

'The wa5~ systeD. PP XXI(3) Mar 1978: 62-65 

Wages. SLll (2) June 1978: 164 
Poland: Increase in nininun wages. 

Wnuk-Lipinski, Ednund. Job satisfaction and the ~uality of 
working life: The Polish experience. ILR 115(1) Jan-Fe1) 
1977: 53-64 

Workers' actions. SV 24(4) Autunn 1979: 93-102 
Polish trade union [lOVCDcnt. Workurs' denands. 

Working conditions. S,L:3 (4) Dec 1977: 337-339 
Poland : Survey on occupational status. 

Zandecki, A. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 63 
University perfornance and social background. Occupational 
status. 

Rot Jania .. _----
ABSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 64 

Increased naternity benefits and state allowances for 
Dothers with large f~Dilies. 

--- VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 64 
A new central body to be set up to supervise, check and 
inspect workers' councils. 

--- IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 71 
Increase in the absolute nUDber and th proportion of 
population in gainful cnployocnt. 

--- IX(3)(58) May 1979: 76 
The 1979 plan calls for productivity in industry to 
increase by 10.27~. It will peroit the trend for a reducing 
working week to be continued in 1979. 

--- X(1)(59) sept 1979: 64 
~IODen constitute 36.2% of the total working population. 
neasures helpin6 working WODen, such as provision of 
creches, etc. 

--- X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 70 
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Working week will be shortened to 44 hours. 

Apostol, G.P. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 68 
It is planned that by 1985, 78.r~ of working people will be 
enployed in industry and 22% in agriculture. In order to 
effect this change, the educational systen will be required 
to train large nunbcrs of workers with the appropriate 
skills and qualifications. 

Berelson, 3. Ronania's 1966 Anti-Abortion Decree : the 
denoe;raphic experience of the· first decade. PS 33(2) 
July 1979: 209-222 
Deoographic inpact. Statistical tables included. 

Bocu, M. A3SEES VIII(3)(55) lfuy 1978: 66 
Global piece work systen - an incentive for increased 
efficiency. 

Dota, M. ADSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 63 
Wage policy to close gap between higher and lower incones. 

3usnita, A. and Radulescu, A. A3SEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 
63 
Extension of 'global piece-work' payoents in Rooanian 
industry. 

Cons~antinescu, D. lillSEES VIII(1)(Sept 1977: 83 
Expansion of piece work systeo of pay to increase efficiency 
in industry. 

Eoployoent. SLD (1) Mar 1977: 54-55 
Rooania: Act concerning oanpower recruitoent and placeoent. 
Act concerning the assignoent of able-bodied persons to 
useful work. 

Halus, R. lillSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 64 

Results of tho January 1977 census. 

Labour relations and workers' participation. SL3 (1) Mar 
1978: 19; (2) June 1979: 137-139 
Rooania: Establishoent of a National Council of Workers. 
Act extends workforce participation in oanagenont. (An 
Act no. 5 of 6th July 1978 on the organization and 
oanageoent of state socialist units). 

Nelson, Daniel N. Workers in a workers' state: participa
"tion in Rooania. SS XXXII(4) Oct 1980: 542-560 
Extent to which workers exhibit participatory behaviour and 
the way they participate. Evaluation of participation. 
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RO~~IA/YUGOSLAVIA 

Impact of workers' participatory behaviour and attitudes 
on communist governments, their stability, .. po~itical change. 

Polgar, M. Some features of wages and incomes control in 
Roaania. AJlillL 8(6) 1978: 224-225 

Popescu, C. AJSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 69 
ll.vailabili ty of skilled \'1orkers - an important factor for 
industrial growth. Entry of trained workers into various 
sectors of industry bet1veen 1970 and 1 '77. 

Profit sharing. by the working l;>eo:ple~ (Documents of Plenary 
HeetinG ot CC of RCP). Bl\I 8{ 12) !-'Jar 1978: 7-10 

Rucania. ET 266 11th Feb 1978: 94 
Free travel if workers work har~er and better. 

Serban, R. AJSEES VIII(3)(55) !1ay 1978: 66 
Introduction of 46 hours working week. 

Social policy and labour legislation. .SL3(3) Sept 1980: 266 
Romania: Regulations on privately-run-workshops and services. 

Stefan, I. AJSEES IY.(2) (57) Jan 1979: 71 
Product~vity. Statistical data included. 

Tomescu, G. ADSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 66 
. Industrial workers have increased in number, whereas 
ngricultural workers decreased. 

Trebici, V. A3SEES X(2) (60) Jan 1980: 70 
The demographiC policy has achieved significant results 
brought about largely by a radical reorganisation of 
medical care. The fi&,-urel:l illustrat", this. 

-. J.ilSEES X(3)(61) 11ay 1980: 80 
The structural changes taking plape in the labour force. 

Uages. SLJ (2) June 1979: 155-56 
Romania: Institution of workers'profitshar:i,.ng funds. 
Legislation recently introduced . no 1" reqUires each under
takin;£ to Bet up workers I profit sharing fund. 

yugoslaVia 

A3SEES VIII (3)(55) May 1978: 72 
Employment prospects in 1978. 
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9. LABOUR. M1.N.POliER. POPULATION 

-- IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 78 
Low productivity .. · an -inherent problem of the economy. 

--- IX(2)(57) Jan 1978: 79 
Real wages in 1978 are expected to be 5% up on 1977. The 
average' monthly wage, highest personal incomes, and .lowest 
wages in various -sectors •. 

-- IX(3)(58) May 1979: 83 
Overtime .rorkin6-:is ~ecOning more widespread. 

-- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 71 
In spite of favourable conditions productivity continues 
to be low. 

-- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 71 
The number of injuries at work. is generally static, but the 
number of serious injuries leading to permanent disablement 
is on the increase. 

-- X(1)(99) Sept 1979: 71 
Since 1975 the growth rate of unemployment has been 
constantly falling, in 1978 it stood at' 4.9%. But the 
question is whether this year will see an actual decline 
in the nuober of unemployed?":? 

-- XI( 1) (62) Sept 1980: '78 
Over 50% of the active population are employed in industry. 

Basic statistical data - employment, 1971-1978. YS XX(3) 
Aug 1979: 159-162 
Number of employed in the socialized and private sectors by 
sphere of activity. Vocational composition of the labour 
force in 1976. Persons seeking employment, 1971-78. 

Breznik, DUsan. Age composition and ageing of the population. 
YS XX(4) Nov 1979: 47-56 
Population rise and individual age groups. Ageing process. 
Statistical tables inclUded. 

Car, M. ilJ:3SEES VIII(3)(55) 11ay 1978: 72 
iill attempt to determine the extent of 'embodied labour' 
for purpose of distribution (pay). 

Employment. SLD (2) June 1978: 178-179 
'Yugoslavia: Unemployed workera - two categories. 

Gavrovic, r'I. 1..JSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 73 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

Many :peo:ple at enterprise level fail to appreciate what they 
are s1gn1ng in self-managing agreements,etc., and do not 
understand that you are bound by what you sign. nut there 
are also objective problehls of translating principles into 
practice. Problams of 'l'Torkers' participation. 

Hawrylyshyn, Olio Ethnic affinity.and migration in postwar 
Yugoslavia. EDGC 26(1) Oct 1977: 93-116 
Yugoslavia's regional. dimensions. Interrepublicnn migra
tion flows. 

Jasari, S. .A:JSEES IX(3)(58) Nay 1979: 33 
Unemployment is still a serious problem. 

Jovanovic, Ljubomir. Protection of Yueoslav workers holding 
temporary jo~s abxoad. nIl. ;~:XXI(735) 20th'lfov 1980.: 26-28 

Judicial. decisions in the field of labour law. ILR 115(1) 
Jan-Feb 1977: 31, 37; 120(1) Jan-Feb 1981: 50 
Yugoslavia·· wages, workers' participation, liability of 
employers. 

Knezevic,M. 1I.3SEB5 VIII(1) Sept 1977: 89 
Unemployment trendti in Yugoslavia with regional. rates. 

Labour force and employment: the prospects to 1985 by major 
sectors (South European countries - Yugoslavia). EDE 
30(2) 1979: 12-13 

Labour rele.tion8 and workers' participation. SLJ3 (3) Sept 
1977: 218-2~9; (3) Sept 1979: 249 
Yugoslavia: Surveys on the role of workers' assemblies; 
Study on the causes of work stoppages. 

Labour sup~ly projvctions - demographic factors (Yugoslavia). 
EBE 30(2) 19'19: 14-17 

Letica, S. .il.l3SBES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 89 
Current employment situation. 

-. ~l.3SEES IX(2) (57) Jan 1979: 78 
I\.9.te of emploYl'ltmt a.s an inclics:tor of the general economc 
situation. 

¥Ja.lacic, 
1975. 
85-109 

Janoz. Unemployment in Yueoslavia froill 1952 to 
(Tr by lues Vahcic). EE~ XVII(4) SunL~r 1979: 

Unemployment is possible under socia.lism too, particularly 
under socialism that is built on a lV'eak economic basis. 
Zvolution of the unemployment problem in postwar socialist 
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9.LABOUR. MANPOWER. POPULATION 

Working week will be shortened to 44 hours. 

Apostol, G.P. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 68 
It is planned that by 1985, 7&fo of working people will be 
eoployed in industry and 22% in agriculture. In order to 
effect this change, the educational systeo .Till be required 
to train large nuobers of workers with the appropriate 
skills and qualifications. 

Berelson, 3. ROfJania's 1966 Anti-Abortion Decree: the 
denographic experience of the· first decade. PS 33(2) 
July 1979: 209-222 . 
Denographic iopact. Statistical tables included. 

Bocu, M. AJSEES VIII(3) (55) F1ay 1978: 66 
Global piece work systeu - an incentive for increased 
efficiency. 

Dota, M. ADSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 63 
Wage policy to close gap between higher and lower incones. 

~usnita, A. and Radulescu, A. A~SEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 
63 
Extension of 'global piece-work' paynents in Rooanian 
industry. 

Cons~antine scu, D. lillSEES VIII ( 1 )(Sept 1977: 83 
Expansion of piece work systen of pay to increase efficiency 
in industry. 

Eoployoent. SLTI (1) Mar 1977: 54-55 
Rooania: il.ct concerning nanpower recruitoent and placeoent. 
Act concerning the assignoent of able-bodiea persons to 
useful work. 

Halus, R. ABSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 64 

Results of the January 1977 census. 

Labour relations and workers' participation, SL3 (1) Mar 
1978: 19; (2) June 1979: 137-139 
Rooania: Establishnent of a National Council of Workers. 
Act extends workforce participation in oanageoont. (An 
Act no. 5 of 6th July 1978 on the organization and 
nanageoent of state socialist units). 

Nqlson, Daniel N. Workers in a workers' state: participa
tion in Ronania. SS XXXII(4) Oct 1980: 542-560 
Extent to which workers exhibi-t participatory behaviour and 
tho way they participate. Evaluation of participation. 
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Impact of workers' participatory behaviour and attitudes 
on communist governments, their stability,. political change. 

Polgar, M. Some features of wages and incomes control in 
Roaania. AJlffiL 8(6) 1978: 224-225 

Popescu, C. AJSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 69 
Availability of skilled VTorkers - an important factor for 
industrial growth. Entry of trained workers into various 
sectors of industry betw·een 1970 and 1 '77. 

Profit sharing by the working l;Jeo:ple! (Documents of Plenary 
I'leetine:; o;f CC of RCP). BH 8l12) r.1ar 1978: 7-10 

Rumania. ET 266 11th Feb 1978: 94 
Free travel if workers ,,,ork harller and better. 

Serban, R. AJSEES VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 66 
Introduction of 46 hours working week. 

Social policy and labour legislation. .SL3 (3) Sept 1980: 266 
Romania: Regulations on privately-run-workshops and services. 

Stefan, I. A3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 71 
Productivity. Statistical data included. 

Tomescu, G. lillSEI;S X( 1 )(59) Sept 1979: 66 
. Industrial workers have increased in number, whereas 
ngricultural workers aecreased. 

Trebici, V. AJSEES X(2) (60) Jan 1980: 70 
The demographic policy has achieved significant results 
brought about lar0Bly by a radical reorganisation of 
medical care. The figurel:l illustratt;; this. 

-. l..BSEES X(3)(61) r·1ay 1980: 80 
The structural changes taking place in the labour force. 

llages. SLJ (2) June 1979: 155-56 
Romania: Institution of workers' profit sharing funds. 
Legislation recently introduced . not·, reqUires each under
taking to set ur workers' profit sharing fWld. 

Jugoslavia 

AJaEES VIII (3)(55) May 1978: 72 
Employment prospects in 1978. 
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9. LABOUR. MANPo\ffiR. POPULATION 

Yugoslavia. One tenth of the total population of Yuboslavia 
are unemployed. The scope of the prob16m and the tendencies 
of its structural development show that as a society they 
have neglected the problem. Short-run and long-run 
measures. Statistical tables included. 

---. Yugoslav economists on unemployment in Yugoslavia. (Tr 
by Ues Vahcic). EEE XV(4) SUDIller 1977: 60-72 
With the introduction of a more rational working of the 
economy and decentralization of economic activity, open 
unemployment was visible in Yugoslavia. As a consequence 
of increasing unemployment, especially after the econooic 
reform in 1965, a strong econocic oigration to the . 
industrially developed capitalist countries began in 
Yugoslavia. But a large part of emigration consists of 
already employed workers who for various reasons cannot 
fulfill their aspirations, and decide to emigrate. Their 
places are taken by less-qualified workers, who would other
Wise remain unemployed. Yugoslav economic theory discovered 
that unemployment in socialism is not only possible but on 
certain levels of development of production forces it is 
even inevitable. In general econouis~did not pay the 
necessary attention to problems of unemployment. 

Matijasevic, S. A]sEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 71 
The unemployment situation was much the same in 1978 and 
in 1977. The return of Yugoslavs", temporarily working 
abroad is causing problems, but the basic problem of low 
inter-regional and inter-professional mobility remains. 

Radovanovic, J. lillSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 68 
Employment situation. 

----. l~EES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 68 
Under-utilisation of capacity is main caUse of low 
productivity. 

Rajkovic, B. A3SEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 76 
TUC proposals for cutting overtime and supplementary 
employment in order to·;create job vacancies for the 
unemployed. 

Rasevic, Miroslav. Changes in the econocic activity of the 
population. YS XVIII(3) Aug 1977: 15-26 

Stanisic, P. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 86 
Re5~onal aspects of labour productivity and income distri

"but ion in Yugoslavia. 

Vedris, Iolladen, Modern migration Dovements from Yugoslavia 
to European countries. YS XX(2) May 1979: 87-102 
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Tenporary enploynent abroad. Social organization and 
education. Effects on vTOrkers leaving for temporary work 
abroad, returninc from work abroad. Yugoslavia's external 
nigration at a certain stage of econonic development, is one 
of .the solutions for a less painful transition fron 
extensive to intensive forns of business. With changes in 
the econonio structure and the econonic growth recorded 
in recent years there is lose reason for going abroad and 
there are greater possibilities and a need for the return 
of uigrant workers. Yugoslavia has be~n making increaeing 
efforts to play a guiding role in all the stages of 
nigration flows. 

Vijuk, D. ADSEES IX(1)(56). Sept 1978: 76 
Findings on the state of the labour force. 

Vukovic, D. A3SEES X(3)(61) ~~y 1980: 88 
Tenporary wage freeze. 

vTage cuts, strikes, credit squeeze. That's Jugoslavia. ET 
269 28th Oct -1978: 89-90 

Working conditions. SLB (3) Sept 1979: 281-282 
Yugoslavia: Minimun working and living conditions for 
construction workers, a framework agreenent. 

10. INDUSTRY. TECHNOLOGY 

More than one country 

L3SEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 48 
co~mCON coop~ration in the machine-building industry and 
its importance for the GDR. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 35 
List of computers produced by COMECON menber countries on 
the basis of speCialisation agreenents. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 42 
A review of the work of the COMECON's Permanent Conmission 
for the Building Industry over the last two decades, 
together with a brief description of its currentprogranne •. 

Basil'ev, L. 4JSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 3 
Need for an improvement of management of joint COMECON 
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10.INDUSTRY. TECHNOLOGY . . 

constructions. 

Bauer, T. and Soos, K.~. Inter-firm relations and technolo
gical change in Eastern Europe - the case of the Hungarian 
motor industry. AO 23(3-4) 1979: 285-303 
Technological change depends on quality and type of 
development of (domestic and international) interfirm 
relations in field of motor industry. iUl attempt is made 
to illustrate the implications by means of a comparison 
of developwent in Western Europe and in the CMEA. Examples 
of Czechoslovakia's (havinG oldest traditions) and Romanian 
motor industry which is the youngest one. Development 
of motor industry in Hungary. Relations between big 
enterprises, Cooperation with small enterprises. 

---- and Szamuely, L. The structure of industrial ad~nistra
tion in the EUropean CMEA countries: change and contmnuity. 
AO 20(4) 1978: 371-393 
Different, sometimes diaoetrically opposed views and 
opinions have been published in Hungary during the last 
years about the desirable organizational structure of 
industrial administration. An attempt has been made to 
follow the tendencies in the organization of econooic 
adoinistration in the European CMEA countrie s and in the 
branch management of state industry. It is found out that: 
1) There is at present no uniform and settled organization 
system of industrial administration. 2) Organizational 
changes upsetting every level of industrial manageoent 
have been repeated with high frequency in those countries 
in which directive planning remained almost untouched. 3) 
Two common tendenCies can be observed: one is the amalgama
tion of enterprises, and the other one the setting up of 
medium-leval management organs with khozraschet, of nation
wide size and sphere of activity. Increasing sizes are not 
identical with finding the optimum plant size. 4) Increasing 
role of associations is a general tendency but the content 
of this tendency is not same everywhere. Emergence of 
branch management, critique. Alternatives. Regional 
reorganization. Associations instead of industrial 
directorates. Industrial policy instead of branch manage
ment. Back to tho hierarchical branch management. 

Belceva, Juliga. Role of credit for stimulating techno
logical proeress in the socialist countries of C~mA. 
ABBSLE XXII(4) Oct-Dec 1979: 65 

Boguszewski, Jan. Growth and productivity in industry and 
its principal sectors in the FRG, Austria, Poland and 
Hungary, 1960-72, (Tr by Michel Vale). EEE XVIII(2) 
Winter 1979-80: 3-75 
General development trends, structural changes and growth 
factors in the econooies. Dynaoics of development and 
course of development in industry. Productivity. 
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Statistica~tables and charts included. Cocparison of 
industrial Browth and its cost icportc.nt determinants in 
two centrally planned econonies and in two carket econocies. 

Joyadjiev, M. 3ulgaria - GDR: specialization in chenical 
industry. ~FT (5) 1979: 15-16 

3rdek, K. aBSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 46 
argucents and fiG~res in favour of greater international 
cooperation and specialisation in consucer durable 
industries wi thin Cor-1ECON. 

Chupin, G. Integration of COMECON countries in auto 
production. PRE XX(7) Nov 1977: 80-95 
Problecs. Statistics included. 

Credo, R. l~SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 48 
Recent developnent of the COMECON checical industries and 
the role of GDR chenical industry. 

Hauke, Ie A.;5SEES XI( 1 )(62) Sept 1980-: 49 
Problecs and characteristics of the developcent of science 
withinCOMGCOIi. GDR's contribution. 

Konlosy, B. and Nyers, J. International cocparison of the 
technological level of. industry. ~O 22(3-4) 1979: 398-411 
r-1ethodoJ.oey and experiences of thecocparison. Indic'ators 
_of the cechanization of production processes and of the 
technological level of the oaans of production. Indicators 
characterizing the codernization of the production patte~, 
the research base of technical progress. Sectoral 
technical-econocic indic~tors. The technological levels 
of the Polish and Hllnb~rian industries. Conditions of the 
developcent of industry. r·lechanization of production and 
the technological standards of the oeans of production. 
Modernization of the production pattern. Research basis_ of 
technical progress. 

lastor, Duni true ROlllnia I s partiCipation in the specializa
tion and cooperation of pr~duction in the ship-building 
proc;:rarme of COil1ECON ceD'..Jer nations. (Tr by 1.rlo Schultz). 
SEEFT 13(4) Winter 1977-78: 33-96 

~3SEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1970: 33 
The CO~ffiCON chanical resourCGS are being tapped through 
integration and data are civen for the past and next 
five-year plans. Production of cheDicals-caterial
technical base. Modernisation. 

Podwysocki, T. A~SEES VIII(1) sept 1977: 72 
Scientific and technological cooperation within the 
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COMECON and Poland's stake in it. 

I;ashkov, R. 1.3SEES VIII( 1) Sept 1977: 31 
Different levels of tochnole~cal d~velopnent of inJividual 
nenber countries of COMECOn. 

Ray, G.F. The futur() course of industrial developnent: sone 
probl"ns and dileDIJas. 1.021(1-2) 1918: 41-58 
This article deals with sone of the nain probloBs which 
are likely to arise in the coning 10-20 years. Possible 
scarcity of energy. Adequacy of those ind~strial naterials 
which are the bases of today's industrial operations. 
Investnent capital for fUrther dcvelopnent. Problen of 
cnployine the labour force. Foreoeeable structural changes 
including concentration and conpotition. Protection of the 
environnent. Social questions. Statistics included. 

The second International Conference on industrial ccononics. 
AO 21(1-2) 1918: 151-160 
Problens of industrial developncnt. 

Sinanovskii, S. and Cerhvyakov, I. ~DSEES IX(2)(51) Jan 
1919: 3 
Devclopoent of intra-CME~ cooperation in invention and 
natters of industrial property since 1959, case for 
further organizational chanGes. 

Varga, Werner. Industrial structur0 and structural change 
in the FRG, J .. ustira, Poland, and Hungary and their 
influence on productivity, 1960-12. (Tr by Michel Vale). 
EEE XVIII(4) Summer 1930: 51-114 
Internal structure. Theoretical determinants and structural 
change in tho ,economy.. Deterninants of branch structure of 
industry. The status of industry in the countries studied. 
Developoent of indus t r,y- as a whole. Branch structure of 
industry and its change fron 1960 to 1912. In all countries 
oajor structural changes were caused by crisis in coal 
industry. In HunGary, in particular, but also in Poland 
and Austria the chenical industry grew significantly. 
R~lationship between structural change and growth rate. 
Changes in the b:r·anch structure of enploynOilnt and its 
role in labour productivity, and capital assets. Capital 
growth rate. Statistical data included. 

Wroblewski, A.K. A3SEES VIII(1) Sept 1911: 12 
Joint CO}mCON notor car potential. 

Zala. J. International cooperation and industrial developnent 
!n Europe. AO 21(1-2) 1918: 29-39 
A vast anount of literature is available both on industrial 
and on international cooperation. The aiD of tho following 
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reasoning is to put the dice in its proper place to help 
to develop a consistent and realistic alternative for the 
future prospects of the industrialized continent. The 
chanBine pattern of external relations. ChanGes in 
inuustrial patterns - hOyT to n.:lasure :- how to cope with 
future changes. Prop.:lr criteria for future developnent 
decisions. Crisis and growth industries. 

3ulgaria 

~BSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 30 
Serious and dangerous defects havo been revealed in nany 
prefabricated concrete large panels and their supports, 
nuch used in tower-blocks in Sofia. The control systen 
seens to be hibhly inefficient. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 31 
Problens delaying heavy construction work on the steel 
furnaces at Pernik. 

-
--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 32 

The rubber factory~at Pazardzhik is being constructed on 
schedule, but the engineers face a whole series of 
difficulties which nay delay conpletion. 

Dalevski, D. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 31 
Inportant critique of the under-utl1isation of productive 
capacity in industry, its causes, and the benefits which 
would ensue fron fuller utilisation. 

---. ~DSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 43 
1. survey of industrial achievenents and drawbacks upto 
the beginning of Novenber 1979. 

Duchvarov, S. and Ralchev, Ts. A~SEES X(2)(60) Jan 1900: 38 
The chenical industry is naking great efforts to save 
fuel, especially Oil, by better utilisation, re-use of 
li&ate heat, etc. 

Danyanov, G. l~SEES X(3)(61) ~fuy 1900: 42 

Report by the Minister of Light Industry on its achieve
nents and future developnent. 

Davidov, David. New aspects of the planning of science and 
technology. hB2SLE XAII(2) Jan-Mar 1979: 22-23 
Role of lonG-tero planning. Method of planning and 
prograDEc and target. Investnent policy. Participation 
of econooic organizations and production, research and 
dovelopoent teans. Inprovonents on all levels of national 
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econony. 

Donev, K. Problems of the planning of the cost of research 
in the units for scientific servicing of industry. ~~DSLE 
XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 8 

Gavrilov, I. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 37 
The chemical industry is a oajor area of industrial invest
ment. Most effort is being put into building plant to 
produce the basic raw materials for other industries, 
especially textiles anc agriculture. 

Geneski, ~litko. The industrial complexes - an effectiv~ foro 
of the territorial organization of production. iU3Jl3LE . 
XXI(4) July-Sept 1978: 0 

---. Territorial ratios in the industry of the People IS 
Republic of Bulgaria. l~BSLE XXI(4) Suly-Sept 1970: 9 

Gozes, Haim. Funds intensity of cachine-building production 
and reserves for the reduction. lw,~LE XXI(4) July-Sept 
1978: 9 

• The profitability of machine-building production and 
some problems of its fornation. ABBSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 
1978: 9 

Gurov, R. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 40 
Fast development of the chemical industry. 

Kalposanov, Stanju and others. Socio-economic planning, a 
central activity in the scientific oanageoent of the 
economic complexes and or5anizations of industry. ABBSLE 
XXII(2) Jan-~J8.r 1979: 44-45 

Kochanov, P. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 40 
New cast-iron plant in Ikhtioan, one of the largest in 
the world.' 

Kunchev, V. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 31 
Changes which are bound to occur in the organisation, nature 
and attitude to work when the new technologies are applied 
to industry. These induce automation, robots and prograorJed 
controls. . 

Lazarev, G.A. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 31 
Improvements in steel production and particularly in 
castine ferrous alloys at Krenikovtsi • .. 

Licev, Ilija. Reducing the nanagement costs in industry. 
ABBSLE XXII(~) Apr-June 1979: 34-35 
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BULGARIA/CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Lozanova, L. ABSEES X(3){61) Nay 1980: 42 
Intervi0w with the ~dnister ~or Light Industry about tho 
new requirenents and plans o~ the industry for 1980. 

Mirov, G. ~SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 30 
Specialised oachine-building and its effect on exports. 

Nikolov, Ilija P. Ioprovcoent of the oa~agenont syston of 
the ~reparation of nachine-building procuction. AJ3SLE 
XXII(4) Oct-Dec 1979: 37-38 

Pankov, GeorGi. Bulgarian cheoical industry growth anc 
export prospecto. TIFT (4) 1980: 3-5 

---. The cheoical industry - an acce18ration of technical 
progress. EN3 XXI(2) 1980: 1, 7 

Papazov, E. A]sEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 31 
Rapid expansion of the cheDical industry in Bulgaria, with 
great technical anu.- financie.l help fran the Sovie'\; lio.ion, 
via COMBCOl~. 

Petrov, Marin. Bulgaria's Lncreasing share in scientific and 
technical cooJ?eration. EN3 ~UC(9) 1979: 1, 3 

Sineonov, I. A3SEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1900: 41 
Application of new technological achievenents in the econooy. 

Valcev, Goran G. ~mnageoent costs in the knitwear industry 
and the oethodological problens of their accounting • 
.t.:3;:JSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 1973: 10 

Varnaliev, Minko. Econonic effectiveness of the basic 
production funds of the cOl~unication industries in the 
People's Republic of Bulgaria. 1~3SLE XXII(3) Apr-June 
1979: 35-36 

Zhulev, S. A3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 30 
Key problens facing liGht industry. 

---. A3SBES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 38 
Large invcstnent in conSUDsr goods industry and its 
raw oaterials. Eophasis in future Dust be on reducing 
units costs and inprovinJ quality. 

Czechoslovakia 

1I.J3SEES IX(1,) (56) SeJ?t 1978: 32 
Czechoslovakia's contribution and cooperation with t~e 
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COMECON eountrios in conputer developnent. 

- X(3)(61) IvJay 1930: 49 
The state of Czechoslovak conputers and their application. 

3ahyl, P. il.:JSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 34 
Proc1.uction plan for IJachim industry. 

C'3rhon<3k, J. A33EES U(2)(57) Jan 1979: 35 
Industrial erowth. Difficultues in exports. Greater 
flexibility, inncvation, and better services are necdec. 
Machine tool industry. 

Horcicka, P. AJSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 43 
E~ansion and nodcrnisation of the 'Tatra' lorry plant as 
part of the COIllECON cooperation and specialisation 
progra=e. 

Krechl, F. ABSEEB VIII(2) Jan 1978: 29 
Targets for chenical industry in the Five-Year Plan. 

Kubat, M. ll.3SEES X(3)(61) :rJay 1900: 50 

Develop~ent of nicroelectronics. 

Lefler, J. AJSEES VIII(2) Jan 1970: 29 
Developnent progranne of the Botor car and lorry industry. 

Narc in, J. A.3SEES VIII( 1) Sept 1977: 45 
The .Deputy Minister for industry outlines progranne for 
engineering and chenical industries in 1976-80. 

Ivliska, J. and Hora, 1-1. .t...:JSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 29 
Iron netallurgy - production in 6th five-year plan, 1976-
00. Problens of developuent. 

¥~azek, O. and Dvoracek, J. l~SEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 31 
Developnent of Czechoslovak industry after World liar II 
was '. accompanie d by expansion of the nachine tool industry, 
fast industrialisation of Slovakia, and expansion of the raw 
naterial and fuel base. 

Mucha, M. and Marcf, J. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1900: 42 

A survey of petrochenical industry with a list of plastiC 
naterials produced. 

Nesyera, V. A.3SEES VIII(2) Jan 1978: 29 
Project for developnent of nachine building industry. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA/GDR 

Orlicek, Zdenek. Allocation and use of scarse production 
factors towards export efficiency of the Czechoslovak 
nanQiacturine industry. PE XXVII(12) 1979: 1275 

?arik, K. A3SEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 34 
Criticise of the engineerinc sector. 

Snutny, S. J~13SEES XI (1)( 62) Sept 1980: 44 
Industrial planfulfillnent for first quarter of 1980. 

Zdobina, F. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1900: 48 
Report concerning problens of application of scientific 
innovations in industrial production. 

Gernan Denocratic Republic 

ADSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 61 
Innovators' novenent in GDR industry, 1971-1976. Statistical 
diagrans. 

--- VIII(3) May 1978: 36 
Chenical industry - targets to nark the 30th anniversary 
of the founding of the GDR. 

--- VIII(3) May 1978: 36 
Tool-caking and processing nachinery industry - targets to 
oark 30th anniversary of the GDR. 

--- X('1)(59) Sept 1979: 46 
Since 1974 the production of goods bearing the official seal 
of quality has increased. This is regarded as pr.oof of the 
successful integration of science, technology and industry. 

---·XI(1)(62)·Sept 1980: 50 
An interview with Minister on building industry. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1900: 51 , 
During 1900 the GDR shipyards are to introduce new types of 
special-purpose vessels. 

Claus, M. ~l3SEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 44 
The delays occurring in the assenbly of chenical plant 
arise chiefly froD defective resource planning and lack 
of coordination between design and assenbly. 

Erfurt, L. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 55 
~ review of work of technological centres developing 
the standard of Danufacturing technology in industry. 
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Feurich, H. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 44 
The fashion and textile industry has frequently missed 
lucrative opportunities because of its inability to react 
swiftly to the international market. The solution is seen 
in long-term process research. 

ji'ischer, 1. and Hartman, K. A3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 54 
Development and application of new technology to machine
tool, chemical and electronics indu~tries. 

Jordan, H. A:3SEES X( 1) (59) Sept 1979: 44 
An outline, of current ,shipyard production probramllle, wit h 
technical data on models still being designed. 

Jw'lker, 'of.' A3SEES VIII ( 1) Sept 1977: 59 
3uilding industry, 1971-76 

Kaden, J. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979:46 
The GDR manufactures a wide range of industrial products in 
predominantly low production runs. The article examines 
ways in which mass production techniques could be applied. 

Kahl, S. ATISEES X(1)(59) sept 1979: 46 
The 1981-85 Plan will set high targets for the re-use of 
scrap and waste products in industry. This article reviews 
work done in this 'field so far, and presents a programme 
for development. 

Kindscher, R. A~EES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 61 
D'evelopment of electronics industry and refresher courses 
for the staff. 

Nerkel, G. ABSEES IX(1 )(56) Sept 1978: 48 
Develoument of ESER I and II range of computers by GDR and 
its COMECON partners with comments. 

Singhuber, ,K. ABSEES VIII(2) Jan 1978: 36 
The output of high quality steel at Henningdorf. The new 
factories at Riesa and Erandenburd. 

Steger, O. A3SEES X( 1 )(59) Sept 1979: 44 
The minister for the electronics outlines the achievements 
of the industry in 1978 and surveys the most import~nt 
tasks for 1979. 

Wa~hs, P. A3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 53 
imalysis of problems facing GDR industry in its use of 
fuels and raw materials. 
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iladewitz, W. AI3SEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 44 
Application of industrial robots in the automobile factory 
at Zwickau where the 'Trabant' family saloon is manufactured. 

Zia~ermann. G. A3SEES VIII(1) sept 1977: 59 
The GDR foundry industry, basic statistics and plans for 
achieving production targets. 

Hungary 

AJSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 49 
A graph illustrating growth of industrial production, per 
capita output and nuabers of employees fro~ 1970-78. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 51 
The export results of the 'Biogal Gyogyszergyar' pharmaceu
tical factory in Debrecen. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 51 
The Minister of Metallurgy and Mechanical Engineering 
discusses improved market supply, the selective developmen~ 
in engineering output and increased specialisation and 
cooperation with the industries of the COMECON countries. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 51 
Report on the rocketing success of the 'Ikarus' 'bus plant. 
the third largest in Europe. 

~ X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 52 
Report on the development 
l-rith special reference to 
industry. 

of the pulp and paper industry, 
the requirements of the printing 

--- X(3)(61) ¥~y 1980: 65 
Rubber tyre factory. 

3ago, E. Diversifyin~ industrial production in a Hungarian 
context. IdHEL 9(4) 1979: 27-28 

Bossanyi, K. ,I'.JSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 52 
An interview with the Deputy r~inister of Light industry 
on problems of the paper and printing industries, , 
following the 40-50% increase in the price ofl newspapers 
and periodicals. 

---a Development and phase-out. The selective transforma
tion of production pattern in the garment and footwear 
industry. A3REL 9(2) 1979: 115-116 
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Gergely, I. Complex evaluation of industrial enterprises. 
11.~3HEL 9(6) 1979: 126-128 

Hegedus, M. Thoughts on the development of the Hungarian 
automo bile industry. Idi-lliL 9 ( 6) 1979: 118-119 

Juhasz, A. Development of the alUDinium industry in Hungary. 
AO 18(3-4) 1977: 355-369 
Central development programme of the aluminium industry. 
Raw material basis and production costs. Smelting. 
Potentialities inherent in higher degree of processing. 
Statistics included. 

Kovari, Gyorgy. Production relations (industrial cooperative). 
HC XXII (1) 1979: 24-25 

Kovats, K. Current questions of cooperation in the light 
industry. ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 98-99 
Foreign cooperation. 

Laki, I>'tl.haly. The function of the Hungarian state in the 
'introduction of new products and new technologies. EP 
14(3) 1978: 141-159 
luaong the factors stimulating enterprises to introduce new 
products and new technologies are the activiti~s of the 
state authorities in economic control and management. The 
state joins a business undertaking. lID. enterprise develops 
a state. initiative into a prosperDus business. Enterprise 
and state bargaining. The bargaining means of the state 
authorities9 Assured market - high profit rate. Market 
regulation, restriction of parchase from abroad. Credits, 
support from the highest authorities, state penefits. 
Support by the Council for Mutual Economic ~d. Direct 
intervention, taking over part of the venture. On the role 
of orders. Technical development in critical situation -
the State is forced to finance economic reconstruction. 
Specific means, specific proportions. How does the change 
of product connected with rehabilitation influence the 
market relations of the enterprise? 

Meszaros, Vilmos. A pro~ramme for ten years. 
cooperative). HC XXII(1) 1979: 12-13 

(Industrial 

Nyers, J. Foreign licences and know-hows in Hungary, 197"1-75. 
1.0 18(2) 1977: 183-197 
Connection between national income, Rand D inputs and 
licence imports. Development reqUirements of industrial 
branches and the proportion of purchased licences. The 
~ole of licences in industrial production. The object and 
term of accomplishme~t of licence developments. Turnover 
of industrial licences.. Sta.tistical table s included. 
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Nyiro, J.K. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 51 
Interview with the general manager of IGanz-¥~vagl on the 
current position and future prospects for the plant, which 
(once the cradle of Hungarian engineering) was a few years 
age on the verge of closure. 

Nyitrai, V. A comparison of the Austrian and the Hungarian 
~ndustries. AO 19(3-4) 1977: 361-377 
The study summarizes the experiences o~ a second bilateral 
comparison of production and productivity (for 1975) by 
Hungarian and Austrian experts in industrial statistics. 
~ho first comparison was made for 1965. The methods used for 
the second comparison were more accurate than those used 
in the first. This was made possible by the consistent 
use of the United Nations Standard Classification (ISIC) 
and by the inclusion into the investigation of a relatively 
high proportion of commodity repres~ntatives (78-80 per cent 
on the average). The conclusions from the bilateral 
comparison show that the relative lag in productivity of 
the Hungarian industry may now become an obstacle to 
economic growth. Statistical tables included. 

Peterffy, T. Structural change and tha differentiation of 
profits in the metallurgy. ABHEL 10(3) 1980: 211-213 

Peto, M. Technological development - with -untore.se.eable 
difficulties. ABHEL 10(3) 1980: 109-110 

Pharmaceutics: a successful industry. NH 20(2) Feb 1981: 7 

pOl.Onkai, J. The situation of the engineering enter~rises 
and their preparations for the eighties. l~HEL 10l1) 
1980: 250-252 

Rev, Lajos. Industrial cooperatives under the Fifth Five
Year Plan. (Tr by George Hajdu). EEE XVI(4) Summer 
1978: 81-100 
The collective term "industrial coopeI-_~tives" covers thrue 
branches of the economy, ne,mely, industry, construction 
and service::;. 

Revesz, G. Enterprise and plant size structure of the 
Hungarian industry. AO 22(1-2) 1979: 47-68 
1~ very strong centralization is characteristic of the state 
sector of the Hungarian industry. The author shows that this 
tendency of centralization is not in liarmoDY, with basic 
prinCiples of economic management envisaged in reform 
measures. EXpansion of the sphere of small and medium 
sized enterprises neoeeeary. 

Roman, Z. Industrial ~olicy in Hungary - today and 
tomorrow. AO 21(1-2) 1978: 1-27 
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This article shows how the objectives of Hungarian industrial 
policy have changed under the effect of changes in the 
internal and external conditions and how the system of 
instrunents, organization and decisions should be corrected 
accordingly. In defining the objectives of development the 
author deems necessary to increase selectivity" reckoning 
."lith foreign econonic interrelations while in the systen of 
instrunents and the selective tools should be reduced in 
number and the normative elements of control should be 
strengthened. Do we need and have an industrial policy? 
The main elements of industrial policy. Industrial 
organization, the enterprise and the control subsysten. 
Instrucents of industrial policy. 

Some thou~hts on the shaping of Hungarian industrial policy. 
IlBHEL 9l4) 1979: 31-32 

Soter, E. AJSEES VIII(3) May 1978: 54 
.~uminiua production during the present five-year plan. 

Strearuining the industrial structure. NH 20(3) lllar 1981: 14 
Phase of modernization. Product pattern. 

Tanas, M. AJSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 50 
Plans for modernisation of the engineering industry. 

---. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 59 
Problems of selective development in the engineering 
industry including the phasing out of unprofitable products. 

Tatai, Z. Decentralization of industry and selective 
industrial development. ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 159-161 

Vanyai, P. Industrial infrastructure and productivity. 
il.:3HEL 10 (3) 1980: 28-29 " 

Varga, Gy. Enterprise size pattern in the Hungarian industry. 
AO XX(3) 1978: 229-46 
il. new epoch in world economy Bade it necessary to analyse 
and update the econonic tlanagement and organizational 
methods and conditions which would serve better adapt
ability. Within context increased attention has been paid 
to the enterprise size pattern of the Hungarian industry, 
a factor of consequence from the point of view of flexible 
adaptation to the quickly changing conditions. Some 
featUre s of Hungarian industrial development. Factors 
affecting the size of the industrial enterprise. The 
~wth of enterprise sizes in Hungary and its afternath. 
aole of the small and mediun-sized enterprises. Statistical 
tables included. 
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Poland 

3ien. K. A~SEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 64 
Foreign l'icences in the development of the chemical industry. 

31azyca. G. Industrial structure and the .'.eoonDmi!y: problems 
of industry in a centrally planned econooy: the Polish 
case. JIE 28(3) Mar 1980: 313-326 
Organization and structure of Polish i~dustry. Central 
planning and industrial concentration. Evolution of 
industrial organization. Changes in industrial economic 
policy since 1970. CUrrent Polish discussion on socialist 
enterprise. Has the reforued industry structure contributed 
to inproving perfornanc~s? It seems that the giant firms' 
policy did uore to strengthen central planning than to re. 
lease lower initiatives. If the authorities' real wish 
was in fact to strengthen central planning then the early 
19708 policy cannot be consj.dered to have failed. On the 
other hand if a sustained increase in the rates of 
productivity growth and technological progress was the main 
aim there has been less evidence of success and the big . 
firns' policy has been less useful. 

30rucinski. E. ABSEBS VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 59 
The success story of the pharmaceutical industry. 

Broniarek, l.ndrzej. The industrial record. PP XXII(6) 
June 1979: 28-36 
Iron and steel. Engineering. Chenicals. Copper. Ship
building. Automobiles. BitULJinous coal and lignite. 
Power industry. Housing. 

Derentowicz .• N. f..:3SEES IX(2) (57) Jan 1979: 66 
Reorganisation of system and network of soientific and 
technological information. 

Drzenczewski, J. l~SEES VIII(1) Sept 1S~7: 75 
Good prospects of ship-building. 

Froelich, L. LJSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 66 
ProbleES of modernisation of chemical industry. 

---. L3SEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 66 
State of ferrous metRllurgy and steel production. 

Golebiowski, 3ronislaw. Industrialization and the social 
structvre. PP XXI(1) Jan 1978: 17-22 

GoDUlka. S. Do new factories embody best practice techno
logy? - new evidence. EJ 86 Dec 1976: 859-863 
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Motorization. PP XXI(5) May 1978: 58-59 
Industry • 

.. Musial, A. ATISEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 56 
Probleos of developnent of oetallurgical and in particular 
steel industry. 

Shipbuilding. ET 264 20th Aug 1977: 82, 87; 265 8th Oct 
1977: 124. 126; 26th Nov 1977: 115-116; 10th Dec 1977: 89 
Polish shipbuilding industry. 

Struoff, T. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 65 
The rationale of the expansion of the Polish ~tocl industry. 

Szeliga, Zygount. Electronics. FP XXI(9) Sept 1978: 54-57 
Electronics industry. 

........ • Motorization. FF XXI(7-8) July-Aug 1978: 30-35 

---. Sketches of the Polish economy : ship-building. PP 
XXI(2) Feb 1978: 29-35 
At present about 1500 vessels with the tradeoarks of Polish 
shipyards are sailing under sone 30 flags. They enjoy a 
well-deserved reputation for quality and elegance, and 
Polish shipyards have been hailed by international experts, 
for their oodern technologies, in oany cases an advance on 
the best in world engineering. The production, technological 
and export successes of the Polish shipbuilding industry 
symbolizes the whole Polish industrial revolution of the 
last decades. 

Zalejski, K.J. Prosperity in shipbuilding. PP XXI(12) De~ 
1978: 64-66 

Rooania 

ABSEES VIII(2)(54) Jan 1978: 62 
Current problems in chemical industry. 

--- VIII(3)(55) May 1978: 66 
New and modernised products in the engineering industry •. 

--- XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 71 
Specialised industrial units have been formed for export 
production. Standards to suit the international market. 

Agachi, N.· ABSEES X(2)(60) Jen 1980: 68 
During the next five year plan, investoent in metallurgical 
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industries will be substantial, in particular in less 
energy consuming 'steel llk'1.king methods. 

Barbulescu, C. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 67 
Large expansion in the ~nufacturing industries is envisaged 
from 1981-85. 

Berghianu, M. ABSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 82 
Use of plastics to save metul. 

Boescu, V. and Tintea, L. Specialiaatic:l and cooperuti·on in 
industry. 2 pts. (Tr by Leon Mindlin). EEE XV(4) Summer 
1977: 73-91 
As major components of the activity of industriul contrals 
increased production specialization and widened interplant 
cooperation constitute un Gconomic as well as a political 
task. Unifying and standardizing products represent the 
first and the most important starting point for a rational 
allocation of products by enterprises, as well as a 
necessary condition for achieving an optimum level of 
production. It brings about speeding up the rate of 
performance, rationalizing the consumption of raw materials, 
and reducing the cost of production •. 

Dragan, I. ABSEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 75 
The metallurgical industry is introducing net technology 

-to reduce consumption of raw materials. 
DraganeSQu, M. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 63 

Outlook for the electronics industry over the next five 
years. 

Georgescu, I. ABSBES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 71 
Past perforIik1.nce !1.nd future prospects of the 'Dacia' car 
on export markets are discussed. 

Gy. S. Modernization plans in the Romanian steel industry. 
ABHEL 9(1) 1979: 301-302 

• 
Nistor, Dumitru. Romania's participation in the specialization 

and cooperation of production in the s~lip-building programme 
of COMECON member nations. (Tr by brIo Schultz). SEEFT 
13(4) Winter 1977-78: 88-96 

Petrescu, B.G. ABSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 79 
Intensive development in machine-building industry is planned. 

---. ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 72 
Nachine building industry is growing rapidly. 

Plaesu, D. Ji.BSEES IX(3) (58) M!',y 1979: 75 
At the Galati ship-building dock, the ore carrier with 
Romanian main engines has been built. 
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rlostinaru, I. l.BSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 82 
Capacity utilisation of shipbuilding industry and its 
oouernisation. 

Pugna, D. AJSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979; 70 
Industries producing for publ~c consunption. 

Roua, E. ABSEDS X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 63 
The aluoiniuo soelter at Slutina. Developoent of soelting 
technology. 

Sandu, A. AJSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 71 
~~chine-tool production. 

Stoian, I'I. IJ3SEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 71 
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Teodor, r. and Roua, E. 1 • .JSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 72 
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Toader, C. LJSEES X(3)(61) May 1980: 79 
Achieveoents and prospects for tractor production at the 
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--- VIII(3)(55) F~y 1978: 72 
Perforoance of the autooobile industry. 
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Probleos of the textile industry. 

--- X(1)(59) Sept 1979:70 
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3ujatovic R. i~SEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 78 
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Rnezevic, K. AJSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 72 
Jtn analysis of the level of the utLlisation of production 
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11. TRI:.NSPORT. TOURISM 

Nore than one country 
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Crkon, R. A3SEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 45 
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enterprises. 

---. AJSELS IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 38 
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Bratislava •. 

m:oz[,'ai, Z. AJSEES VIII(2) Jan 1978: 31 
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Nechyba, F. L~SE~S X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 40 
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lists the Dain priorities. 
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Report on 1979 results of road haulage coopany 
'Hullgaroca~ion' • 
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foreign trade is touriso. 

Manescu, A. lillSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 85 
Bottlenecks in rail frGieht create serious difficulties and 
losses to the oconoqy. 

-. A3SEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 71 
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Aesults of the 1977 tourist season. 

- IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 77 
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YUGOSLAVIA 
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Bjelos, Nikola 
notorization 
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and Vasiljevic, Vladan. Develo~n0nt of 
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Drazic, D. A33Ji:ES x( 1)( 59) Sept 1979: 72 
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1977: 87-100 

nejkov, Dusan. Tourisn, 1971-1977. YS XX( 1) Feb 1979: 63-76 

Ostojic, 1.. lwSEES X(2) (60) Jan 1980: 78 
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Indices of services rendered by public carriers by branch 
of transport. Capacity and voluoc of , railway, sca, river, 
road and air transport. Statistical tables available. 

12. INTERN1.L TRADE. SERVICES 

J:lore than one country 

East Europc. ET 266 7th Jan 1978: 42, 45 
Shops and shopping. 

Little Ban, cone back. ET 262 1st Jan 1977: 49-50 
Seall self-enployed persons like shopkeepers, craftsnen 
are given special concessions especially in taxes to 
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:Bulgaria 

~eljaev, Ju. A. and Stanev, L •. On the problen related to the 
definition of the cssence and functions of hone trade under 
socialiso. ldBSLE XXI(4) July-Sopt1978: 14 

Gerasinov, Hristo. State and probleos of the developnent of 
the retail trade network. lW3SLE XXII(4) Oct-Dec 1979: 62-63 
62-6~ 

Ionchev, Ts. AJSEES VIII(1) Scpt 1977: 39 
~~thenatical ccononic oodels for optinizing the structure 
of eutput in the retail tradc sector. 

Karananev, G. A.3SEES L~(2)(57) Jan 1979: 32 
Internal trade and services. 

Czechoslovakia 

ADSEES VIII(1) Sept 1977: 47 
On living standards and retail trade rcorganisation. 
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KORtrova, M. A3SEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 37 
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Saho, V. 1.BSEES IX(3)(58) May 1979: 37 
Unsat1.:.s1Ac:tOTT- state of services in Slovakia. 

German Democratic Repu~ 

ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 54 
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--- X(3)(61) May 1980: 60 
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Hungary 

J.:3SEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 59 
Report on the sales of motor cars. 
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Report on the 1979 consumer goods sales, savings and supplies. 
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Bezi, E. Development of the network of socialist retail 
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Bole, Dezso. Network of department stores. HC XXII(1) 
1979: 8-9 
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point of view. 
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Gulyas, P. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 59 
Crafts and craftsmen. Production. Services. 

Hungary. ET 272 29th Sept 1979: 58 
Privatre traders and artisans. 

Juhar, Z. Tasks facing the internal trade. ABBEL 9(6) 
1979: 122-124 

Keri, T. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 60 
Position and pro-spects of private craftsmen: their 
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Molnar, J. ABSEBS X( 1 )(59) Sept 1979: 54 
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Saghy, Vilmos. ABSEES VIII(3) (55) May 1978: 56 
Situation in wholesale and retail trade network. 

---. Role cooperatives play in supplying goods to the 
inQabitants. HC XXII(1) 1979: 1-2 

Szabadi, B. Performances of tertiary sector in Hungary -
an international comparison. AO 18(2) 1977: 167-182 

Trencseni, L. The investment of the internal trade. ABHEL 
10(5) 1980: 252-253 
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Agency shops. PPXXI(4) Apr 1978: 59-60 

Ciodyk, S. Present conditions ~nd future plans for the 
food industry. ABWAERS 21(10) Oct 1979: 680 
The inefficiency of the retail food sector is discussed. 
Shops, marketing. 

Fiala, E. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 60 
Problems of the dairy market • 
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""Markusz. J. A:3SEES XI ( 1 )( 62) Sept 1980: 69 
~~rket outlook for 1980. 

POLAND/ROlfl.ANIA 

Sapocinski, T. ~3SEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 67 
Minister of Douestic Trace and Servicos on oarket 
situation ann its prol:lpects. 

Turcan, J .fl. Sooo observations on retail ~listrib\ltion in 
Poland. SS XXIX(1) Jan 1977: 128-36 
The purpose of this article is to describe ffi1U to atteopt 
t~ explain sono of the characteristic, features of retail 
distribution in Poland, to sunoarize observations, of 
selling oethods a~_ queues for sorvice, oade by the 
author on short visits to Poland. Many of the inauequacies 
in services to custoilors are due to orennizational and 
hUJJan factors rather '.;han to shortage of products and 
physical facilities. 

Rooani~ 

L13EES VIII(3) (55) May 1978: 68 
Consuoer cooperatives in Rowania. 

Fazekas, J. lillSEES IX(3)(5G) I'1ay 1979: 78 
" Ioprovenents hLt.ve been nac1e in assessing and forecasting 

public deoand for goods. 

Florescu, c. ~3SZDS VIII(1) Sept 1977: 85 
Growth an~ or5~nisational chances are planne1 for retail 
trade in 1976 to 1980 period. 

Lisandru, H. 1.13SB},;':; IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 73 
There has been a rapLl growth in consuner sales fron 
direct delivery warehouses. 

Moga, Ioachio. The consuoer cooperativ0s on the eve of 
the fourth year of tho Five Year Plan. CR(38) 1978 or 
1979: 1-3 

Rosu, Gheorehe. The consuoor cooperatives at the confluence 
of two five-year plans. CR(41) 1980: 2-4, 19 

TeoQorascu, G. A3SEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 67 
Self-sor~ice retailing uethoQs have been introduced on 
a largo scale in recent years. 
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Yugoslavia 

LJSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 74 
Stricter conditions for hire purchase. 

~asic statistical data: Rotail trade. YS XIX(2) May 1978: 
105-186 , 
Basic indicators of retail trada, 1972-76; Inc~ices of 
the physical voluwe of retail sales of goods by group 
of products, 1971-1976. Volune of retail sales of basic 
products. 

Jugoslav retailing. ET 268 8th July 1978: 98 
Vart-ek retail shops. 

Odorcic, D. A3SEES V-III(2) (54) Jan 1978: 69 
Opening of privately owned retail shops soon to be allowed 
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Rodic, Anto. Internal trade, 1974-1978. YS XXI(1) Feb 1980: 
95-103 
Self-nanaging organization. Facilities for trade. 
Enploy:nent. EconoDic position. Linkage with nan.ui'acturing 
organizations and consunurs. Statistics available. 

Vlaho, B. iLlSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 78 
Retail trade ShO~lS localistic tendencies : the bulk of 
the trade does not cross republican boundaries. 

Vranes, Milka. Craft's, 1973-1977. YS XXI(1) ]'eb 1980: 
109-120 
Crafts - private and socialized sector. Organizations 
of associated labour. Enploynent. Investuent and 
fixed assets. Value of production and services. 'Econor~c 
position of artisan organizations. Artisan workshops 
and workers in private sector. Statistics availab~e. 
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13. AGlU CULTU!i.E. LIVESi'OCK 
FISHERY. FORESTRY 

More than one country 

ABSEES VIII(l) Sept 1977: 72 
Potential of inter-COlVlECON exchange of food, and co
operation in development of processing industries. 

Adamowicz, IIi. Energy demand and production in the a~ricul
ture of member states of t,le C1ViEA. ABi'lAERS 22(11) Nov 111 
1980: 912 

Alexandrin, 1'7. ,Situ.ation and development prospects for 
land improvement in the member countries 01 the CIVlEA. 
ABWAERS 23(2) Feb 1981: 109 

Budavari, J. On the development of agl.'iculture and food 
industry in the European socialist countries. ABHEL 
8::(.f.) 1978: 211-212 

Bukh, M.B. Industrialisation of agriculture in illhEA member 
countries. ABWAERS 23(2) Feb 1981 : 87 

__ f and Popova, L. V. Mate:dal incentives for agricultural 
prn.dllctiDn· in CMEA member countries. AEWA:6RS 2(8) 
Aug J980.: 636-637 . 
A survey of measures taken for incentives, is made in 
Ea.st European countries and international comparisons 
are made. 

Friedrich, A. Complex mechanization of vegetable and fruit 
production - tasks and results of the Agromasch interna
tional association. ABWAERS 22(6) June 1980: 458 

]'rumkin, B. The profiling of CIIiEA countries in the fOQd 
sphere. (Tr by Arlo Schultz) BEE XVIII (2) Winter 
1979-80: 76-98 . 

Implementation of special long-term cooperative programmes 
(SLTCP) in agriculture and food industry in CMEA countries. 
Intensi ve development of production in every country as 
well as interIlat~onal socialist division of labour. 
Grain production and livestock products. Financing of 
development in the agro-industrial sphere. Creation of 
special international fUnd for financing production and 
export of scarce agricultural food products. Improvement 
in supply of food and industrial consumer goods to the 
population will be one of the top-priority goals of co
operation between Eastern European countries in the coming 
decade. 
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Gruner, G. ABSEES VIII~2)(54) Jan 1978: 32 
Steps towards further integration within COMECON in the 
sphere of agricultural engineering are discussed. 

Jasiorowski, H. Trends in cattle production and breeding 
in Eastern Europe. ABWAERS 22(10) Oct 1980: 826 
Some data available. 

Koleva, T. Co-ordinating the plans of me!f!ber countries of . 
the CMEA in the field of agriculture. ABWAERS 22(6) June 
1980 : 42~ . ~ 

Kraus, Josef. External I'elations of agro-industrial com
plexes of the a~hA countries. Ph XXVII(l) 1979: 42 
]'oreign trade exchange of the proaucts of"'the Agro
industrial complex did not yet receive such a position 
that would help to -utilize external relations as an active 
tool to develop and modify t,le internal agricultural re
production structure of individual member-countries, and 
that it rather bears evidence to the fact that the said 
relations have been used only in a supplementary way so 
far. 

Marillai, Vilmos. New phenomena of cooperation and integra
tion in the agriculture of CON~CON countries. BRIAE(47) 
1980: 121-127 

:IiIagy, Janos and Gabor, Judit. Present stage and expected 
development of agricultural production in some COM1CON 
countries. BRI~B (47) 1980: 131-134 

Present and future grain turnover in the COMECON countries. 
ABWAERS 22(12) Dec 1980: 1020 

Sb.lllelev, G. The private household plot in CJllLEA countries. 
PRE XXII (1) May 1979: 79-100 
The Party documents of many countries in the world 
socialist system indicate the necessity of supporting 
private household plots as an important direc:tion of 
agrarian policy. To promote the more complete and 
effective use of privately held land, especially for 
the production of fodder. The socl-al structure of owners 
of private household plots is very complex. Statistical 
tables included. 

Skaldin, A. The long-term programme of targets for CNlEA 
co-operation in agriculture and the food industry. 
AJ?VlAERS 21(11) Nov 1979: 721 
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Stefanow,~. Accelerated development of cereal production -
an important task for CiViEA countries. JJlWAERS 21(1l) Nov 
1979: 794 

Stoichkov, G. Co-operation between CM.EA countries in 
agriculture. ABWAERS 22(6) Ju.ne 1980: 425 

Swedborg, E. 
the 1970s. 

agriculture in Eastern EuroPe at the end of 
ABWAERS 22(8) Aug 1980: 636 

All policies have been aimed at increasing food production 
and supply of livestock prol.ucts. 

Terek, S. and Busdin, I. Cooperation between member countries 
of the CMBA in the food industry. ABV/AERS 22( 3) Mar 1980: 
181 

Thiede, U. ABSEES XI(l) (62) Sept 1980: 49 
Food production is an urgent priority throughout COII'lECON. 
Cooperation is reviewed and proposals are put forward 
regarding The areas-of emphasis for the future. 

Tiraspolsky, Anita. J!'ood self-sufficiency in Eastern Europe. 
(rr by Michel Vale). EEE XIX(l) Fall 1980: 3-27 
Degree of self-sufficiency. What part of consumption is 
covered by production? Inequalities in agricultural 
trends. Toward a Bloc-wide self-sufficiency? Agricul
~ural dep~ndence is conspicuous in the foreign trade of 
the East European countries. Statistical tables are 
available. 

wadekin, Karl-Eugen. Labor remuneration in the socialized 
agriculture of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. 
ABWAERS 22(6) June 1980: 456 

• The place of agriculture in the European communist 
-7'e~conomies: a stab stical essay. 55 XXIX( 2) ApI' 1977: 

238-54 . 

In the early 1960s !:l transfer of capital out of agricul
ture seems to have taken place, bu-.; by 1970 and later 
this was no longer the case. Decr.:ase in the numbers of 
agricultural work force. On the one hand, the weight of 
the heav.f indu.stries in the industrial sector is greater 
than in other Western counJ.;rics; on the other hand, 
agriculture has in tile development of its proa.uction 
potential remained further benind th" development of its 
industrial sector than in case in Western industrialized 
countries. East European policy-makers have, however, 
rt;cently been trying t.o... OVE::rcome thcl disproportions, by 
means of a greatly improved supply of capital for food 
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production sector. 
ture in most of the 
tables available. 

High proQuction costs plague agricul
East European countries. Statistical 

Welzel, ]'. The marketi:t;lg promotion actl vi ty of the Clill!iA 
for eggs. AB'NAERS 22(6) June 1980: 473 

Bulgaria· 

ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 79: 28 

The March 1977 plenum of the, Communist Party CO agreed to 
create a new body to b~ known as the National Agro
Industrial Union to integrate the food industry from soil 
to end-product, and involve all ancillary services and 
supply industries. 

X(1)(59) Sept 75: 29 

Intensive efforts to revive traditional silkworm culture 
in south-eastern Bulgaria. 

X(3)(61) May 1980: 39 

Report on a new 'Bethanal' type of herbicide for sugar 
beet to be manufactured in Bulgaria. 

Atanasova, A. The socialist organization of labour, and 
labour planning in livestock rearing. ABWAERS 22~6) 
June 1980: 495 

Bairyamov, A. Jlliigration processes in agriculture and their 
planned direction and regulation. ABWAERS 22(2) Feb 1980: 
87 . 

Ber'omski, D • .il.BSEhS X( 1) (59) Sept 79: 29 
Tobacco growers in the ~haskovo area have worked out an 
ingenious scheme for using their drying capacity to produ.ce 
hens, mushrooms, and early vegetables. If widely adopted, 
profits should be enormous at minimal cost. 

Bogdanov, Viktor. Agro-industrial production - and territo~ 
rial systems and the organizational forms of agro
industrial int egra tion. .kBBSLE XXII (2) Jan-filar 1979: 
47-48 

~ __ • The organisatlon of asro-industrial integration and 
pr?duction. ABWAERS 22(12) Dec 1980: 1027 

~ 

Building BulgaI'ian farming machines. ENB( 9) 1980: 4-5 
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Dimov, A. G. The Bulgarian agro-industrial .complex in the 
framework of the international division of labour. 
ABW.J.ERS 22(10) Oct 1580: 847-848 . 
agricultural foreign trade represents 30fo of the total 
exports of the country. 

Dimov,I. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 79: 29 
~pplication of internal accounting and planning in in
dustrialised farms, so that wages depe,,·J on the end-result,· 
and all resources can be used efficiently. 

Djurov, G. and Zhelev, M.. Constructing an automatized system 
of agricultural planning. ABWAERS 22(12) Dec 1980: 986 

• • 
Draganova, L. Perfecting the system of labour payment in 

Bulgarian agnculture. J.3Wi..l!;RS 22(3) Mar 1980: 195 

Dragojev, P. Integrating science and production in pig'farm-
ing. ABWAERS 21tlQ) Oct 1979: 713 . 

Education and training - Bulgaria. Programme for impvoging 
the agricultural work force. SLB (1) Mar 1979: 106-107 

Gachev, V. Bases and factors of concentration of dairy 
industry production. ABWi..ERS 22(8) Aug 1980: 674 
~conomic factors involved in dairy industry concentration. 

__ ~_~. The problem of concentration of production in White 
pickled cheese manufacture. ABW.J.ERS 22(8) Aug 1980: 674 

Georgiev, V. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 79: 28 
The impoverishment of the Bulgarian forests by thoughtless 
industrial users makes every economy in tiwber essential 
with substitutes wherever possible. 

Gjurov, Milco. Crediting the population for the development 
of subsidiary personal farming. ABBSLE XXI(4) July-Sept 
1978: 10 

Glogov, L. AE&EbS X(1)(59) Sept 79:28 
a coordinated effort has been made to create a national 
plan to raise the yield of maize to the maximum practicable 
level, bearing lin mind available machinery and chemical 
resources. 

Grigorov, V. Problems of the material cost of oriental 
tobacco. ABiivl~ERS 21(10) Oct 1979: 707 
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Gyulemezov, L. Growth in co-operative ownership in Bulgaria 
at the present time. ABWAERS 21(9) Sept 1970: 594 

Ivanoy, Kh. hBSEES X(1)(5S) Sept 1979: 28 

Farmers .. We the Raz~ti.d. area",are. do;Lng-relatively~well,~. but thGir 
performance is still inadequate - low wages, poor mach~nery, 
and out-dated stock. 

Ivanova, D.M. Essence, forms of manifestation and pecul.1.e.rUilis 
of the action of the law of concentration of production·in 
farming. ABBSLE XXII(3) ~pr-June 1979: 37-39 

Kalcheva, Y. Some issues related to the rating of the con
sumption of materials in the output of agricultural produce. 
ABW~ERS 21(12) Dec 1979: '836 ' 

Kamenov, S. Manpower use in tile rural economy of the people's 
Republic of Bulgaria. ABWAERS 21(12) Dec 1979: 833 

Kidikov, N. il.BSELS X(3)(61) May 1980: 39 
Olive growing experiments in ~outhern Bulgaria since 1946 
and the results so far. 

Kostov, I. The nature and development of ancillary domestic 
plots. il.BWaERS 22(8) Aug 1980= 687 
The conditions for the gradual disappearance of this form 
of economy in the cause of the tranbition to comwunism in 
Bulgaria, are studied. 

Kushev, N. j~SEES X(1)(59) sept 1979: 29 
The new system of making farms rely for income on their 
own results, with no subsidies, is proving highly success
ful at Gorna Orekhovista, where profits are expected to be 
upto by 117% in 1979. 

Lo zanova , T. and Mihailov, !Vi. l"ethodological problems 
connected with the distribution of capital investments in 
agriculture. il.BWAERS 21(10) Oct 1979: 687 

Mahlebashiev, I. Improving the financial activity of the 
national agro-industrial complex. ABWaERS 21(10) vct 
1979: 687 
The most im~ortant change allows enterprises to retain a 
proportion ~determinod annually by the government) of 
their own profits. Enterprises are now allowed tG calcu
la~e for themselves how much their profit exceeds planned 
target levels. 
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II1archeva, M. i..:BSEES X(1)(59) sept 1979: 29 

The farm complex in Strandzha is having problems in meeting 
its targets in milk and meat, because of wrong plans for 
forage in 1978. Pigs and fowl are doing well, 

Markov, yanko. Advances in the timber industry. E~B XXI(6) 
1980: 1,3 

Mateev, S. ABSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 38 

The poor performance of the food industry from 1976-78 must 
be made up for in 1979-80. The new goals for the sector in 
this period are outlined. 

1,ilushev, 1. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 28 

Improvements in bre0ds of cattle, sheep and fowl have 
greatly increased yields oVer the last 23 years, but much 
has to be done, to achiav~ _s~lf-sufficiency in animal 
feedstuffs. 

hincheY, :D. J..BSEES XCI) (59) Sept 1979: 28 

Report by the Minister 01 Forestry on the work of his 
Department from 1976-78, with plans for 1979-80. 

__ • ABSEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 36 

Afforestation and use of timber in the post-war pericd. 

Nalbantova, R. Mechanized teams in fruit production. ABWAERS 
21(10) Oct 1979: 691 

1.. total of 15 teams with/four machine operators in each 
and operatir~ two tractors, one sprayer, on disk harrow 
and one cultivator. 

Nikolov, G. ABSEES X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 29 

Scientific management of game farms to replenish wild life 
depleted by the effects of industrialisation and factory
farming. 

Nokolova, G. Credit system for farms in Bulgaria. ABVIAERS 
22(12) Dec 1980: 1039 

Palatagatschev, N. ]'orecasting and plannin~ to perfect the 
management of agriculture. ABWAERS 22(11) Nov 1980: 889 

The article diSCUSS0S the problems of rr,anagement and con
trol of the whole agro-industrial secto~ 
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Fanayotova, G. ~conomic links ana relations between sub- . 
di visions of the Hil.IC (National Agro-Industrial Complex) in 
purchase and supply of foed. ;...BW.il.ERS 21(9) Sept 1979: 604 

Petkov, 1. .A. new type of work organization in Bulgarian milk 
production. ;..BW.A.ERS 23(1) Jan 1981: 63 

Petkov, P. The brigade, a basic form of labour organizatlon, 
~..:BWABRS 22( 5) May 1980: 389 
The basic production and orgar..i ze.. tion unit of agriculture 
in Bulgaria. 

__ • The brigao.e OI'ganization of labour in agricu.lture,
the present level. ABW.il.ERS 22(6) June 1980: 493 

Petrova, O. Effici0ncy uf cherry and sour cherry production 
on sloping land in sub·-mountainous and mountainous region~. 
ABW.A.ERS 21(10) Oct 1979: 706 ' 

Popov, Vasil. Certain problems of property and a~ricultural 
insurance under the conditions of the construction of a 
developed socialist society. ABBSLh XXI(4) July-Sept 
1978: 10 

Rural development and agrarian reform - Bulgaria. Hational 
Agro-industrial Union set up. SLB (3) Sept 1979: 318 

Sedefchev, N. The economic efficiency of applying fertilizers 
to wheat. ABW.A.hRS 22(12) Dec 1980: 1047 

__ ~_. The norms of depreciation and the terms of using 
trucks in agriculture. hBWAERS 21(10) Oct 1979: 678 

Siskova, Stanka and Fileva, Margarite. Economic and social 
aspects (problems) of the industrialization of farming. 
iu3BSLE XXII (2) Jan-ldar 1979: 56-57 

Spasov', P. The brigade organization. .i;.EW.t..:ERS 21( 10) Oct 
1979: 691 
Brigade-Organization of labour having its own techniques 
and number of tractors, results aCi1ieveu in fulfilling 
th~,production pro~ramme of the collective. 

Stoimenov, B. 'The scient:i,fic production union for poultr;y' 
production in Bulgaria. ABW.il.ERS 22(11) Nov 1980: 905 
.l;. type of cooperative organization. 

Stoyanov, St. ABSEBS X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 28 
In spite of Party resolutions, agriculture does not yet 
seem to have grasped the importance of mechanisation 
and shift-work. 
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Syulemezov, S. ABSEES IX(2)(57) Jan 1979: 28 

The deve10pment and importance of the cooperative 
movement. 

BULGARIll. 

Tachkova t Bottiau. Agricu1tura1 structure in Bulgaria. 
AGA (4) 1977: 285-291 
Historica1 perspective. J\gricultural-industrial comp1exes. 
11anagement. Nationa1 agro-industria1 comp1ex. The changes 
are aimed at the better use of mechanisation, the saving 
of 1abour and the achievement of efficiency. Industria1iza_. 
tion of agricul ture • 

Todorov, T. Trends in the economic efficiency of irrigation 
resources in Bulgaria. ilJ3W.AERS 22(2) Feb 1980: 86 

Trifonov, P. Managing the nationa1 agro-industria1 comp1ex 
in Bulgaria. J~WAERS 22(10) Oct 1980: 799 
A11 the farm enterprises and combines of the food and 
agricultura1 sector in Bulgaria haV3 been ama1gamated 
into a nationa1 agro-industria1 comp1ex. 

Tsanov, Vassi1. Deve10pment of the food industry, ENE 
XXI(3) 1980: 1-2 

Tsanova, I. Socia1 productivity of labour emp10yed in 
. pig production. ABWAERS 21(10) Oct 1979: 704 

Tsonev, S. The economic efficiency of maize irrigation 
under uncertainty. ABWAERS 23(1) Jan 1981: 53 

. Tsvetk:ov, G. Trends in the deve10pment of agriculture. 
aBWAERS 21~12) Dec 1979: 803 

Vassi1ev, D. ABSEES IX(1)(56) Sept 1978: 26 
Potentia1s of agro-industrial comp1exes have not been 
ful1y uti1ized. 

Ve1ikov, A. fillSEES X(2)(60) Jan 1980: 35 
A report on productivity at the 'Danube' APK at 
Svishtov; agricultura1 methods in the north Danubian 
p1ain; app1ication of scientific improvements. 

Videv, V. The size of agro-industrial complexes sub
divisions and the efficiency of production. JU3.V.AERS 
21(10) Oct 1979: 690 . 
The optimum units of production are established for 
certain combinations of crops for ex: grain and live
stock production. 
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Yanakieva, I. The size and structure of capital investments 
in industrial poultry rearing. ABWAERS 22(6) June 1980: 
497 

Zhelev, 1. :t;ESEE$ IX(1)(56)-Sept ·1978: 26 
Criticism of the senseless felling of ancient trees •. 

AESELS X(0)(61) May 1980: 45 
Agricultural plan fulfillment 10r 1979, and output growth 
for the last decade. 

Adamec, J. Covering production costs and evaluating them 
from the point of view of intensity of agricultural 
production. ABWAERS 21(9) Sept 1979: 624 

Baca, J. Rational use of capital resources in the agricul
turcl and food sector in 1981-1990. .b.BWAl!.RS 22(8) "",ug 
1980: 638 

Burian, J. Standar,ds for calculating the costs of agricul
tural production. ABW~RS 22(8) Aug 1980: 686 

Cabadajova, M. and Cabadaj? S. .l>.nalysis and forecast· of 
production costs in pig breeding in the Slovak Socialist 
Republic. aBWAERS 21(8) Aug 1979: 567 

Calkovsky, S. Development and trends in the remuneration 
of workers in agriculture. ABWAEhS 21(12) Dec 1979: 834 

Chakaida, E. 30 years: socialist agriculture in Czechoslovakia. 
aBWAbRS 22(8) Aug 1980: 638 . 

Charitomova, V. The non-material conditlons for the replace
ment and development of agricultural manpower. ABWAERS 
22(8) Aug 1980: 706 

Czechoslovakia, (Country· report) prepared by the;;; Canadian 
Errlbassy, Prague. AG1l.C XXXV( 2) Apr 1980: 12-18 
In 1979, Czechoslovakia suffered a setback in its efforts 
to achieve self-sufficiency as gross farm production fell 
by 2.8 per cent. Target for the next five-year plan 
(1981-85). Land ownership. Trade. 

Dostalova, Ya. and Shpirk, L. Main forms of inter-farlll 
co ... operation in Czechoslovakia. J..B'itAERS 21(11) Nov 
1979: 788 
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u-rolig, A. The development of agriculture in Czechoslovakia 
following World War II. AGA 6l1) Jan 1979: 31-42 
A changeover from private small-scale farming to success
ful sccia~ist large-scale production. A brief outline of 
development of socialist agriculture. ~uantitative 
aspects - increase of hectare yields and performance of 
farm animals. Special attention to qualitative aspects -
continuo~s improvement of quality of individual products. 
Statistical tables. 

~ioffmann, Z. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 45 
The 1980 plan target is to increase agricultuI'al prociuc
tion by 7% as against the 1976/79 average. Hov,ever, crop 
production should increase by 12%. 

hrmo, V. Systems uf or~anization and control of the produc
tion processes of UACs. ABWAERS 21(8) Aug 1975: 562 
Agricultural co-operatives. 

-
"Implementation of the Resolutions of the 15th Party 

Congress and the further tasks in agriculture and the 
food-processing industr~,II. (Report of the CPCZ CC 
Presidium). IE (2) mar 1979: 5-94 
Thirty years of agriculture's socialist transformation. 
1979 and 1980 plans. Food-processing industr;y-. Te chr.i cal 
development needs ~f the Agro-food complex Management. 
Agricultural co-operatives. 

Janecek, J. Improving farm organization management and 
economics. ABWAERS 21(8) Aug 1975:562 

r 

Jelinkova, V. Problems of fluctuat~ons in agrioultural 
manpower and their stabilization under con~itions of 
co-operation and integration. ABWAERS 22(S) Aug 19S~: 
656 

. Jiricka, M. Planned control of the replacement of manpower. 
ABWAERS 22(8) .to.t:.g 1980: 686 

Josl, J. Legal protection of land used for agriculture in 
Czechoslovakia. ABlJAERS 23(1) Jan 1981: 13-14 

Krilek, Josef. Economio features of the newer stage of 
agricultural development. (Review article). CEP 18, 
1980: 18~188 

Krucek, Z. Bal>.l.ncing the socio-economic differences 
between agriculture and industr~. ABWALRS 22(S) Aug 
1980: 704 
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Krucek, Z. Results of an investigation on the quality of 
managemElnt and labour control in agriculture. l.J3Wl1.ERS 
23(3) fuar 19S1: 233 . 

__ • Unsolved problems of socio-economic planning in 
-"'C-z-echoslovak agriculture. ill:!itb.ERS 21(S) Aug 1979:· 5S0 

Kuca, S., Gajdos, J., and Paska, L. The economics and 
organization of large-scale egg production. aBWAER& 
21lS) Aug 1979: 56S 

Lekes, J. aBSEES XI(1)(62) sept 19S0: 43 

Czechoslovakia aims at self-sufficiency in grain 
production. 

Mainzer, F. agricultural supplies and purcllasing in the 
creation and development of socialist agriculture. 
aBWAERS 22(S) aug 19S0~ 671 

Malejcik, 1... and Kadlecikova, roo The role of social plans 
in the development of work incentives and in forming work 
collec't~ves in agriculture. ABW .... ERS 21(S) .... ug 1979: 55S 

Masek, J. Equalizing working conditions in agricul1;ure and 
in industry. ABWAERS 21(S) Aug 1979: 558 

Matouskova, J. J..J3SEES VIII(l) Sept 1977: 41 
Organisational changes in Czechoslovak agriculture. 

Nikl, Josef. Changes in the socio:"'economic position of 
co-operative farmers in the Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic. CEP IS, 1980: 159-172 

Novak, J. Profit and profitability of agricultural produc
tIon and its most important branches. J..BWAERS 22(8) Aug 
1980: 660-661 

Pekarik, S.; Libovic !!il. and Hudak, J. Some questions on 
efficiency in viticulture in selected UACs. in the vinegrow
irig area of Hlohove.c-Trnava. ABWAEhS 21(8) Aug 1979: 571 

; Pitel, J., and Grofik, R. Optimum distribution 
ofwine producing enterprises in the vineyard region 

of Hlohovec-Tranava. ABWAERS 21(8) Aug 1979: 546 

Pe~c, J. and lVliskovsky, J. ABSEhS X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 34 
Production potentials of forests. 

Polacek, J. 30 years of co-operative socialist agricul
ture. aBWAERS 22(S) Aug 1980: 63S 
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Pouliquen, A. Czechoslovakia: a difficult journey towards 
indu~trialization and food self-sufficiency. aBWA~RS 
22(8) Aug 1980: 638 
The article examines the roots of Czechoslovakia's 
agricultural problems, the difficult transition during 
the 1970s to an industrialized agro-industrial sector, 
and the difficulties involved in attaining self-suffi
ciency. 

Prikrylova 1... and Kohn p. Remuneration of women's work in 
agriculture. aBWAEkS 23(2) Feb 1981: 139 

Prochazka, L • .i.l. uniform system of wages at unified agri
cultural co-operatives. aBW~RS 21l2) Dec 1979: 834 

Radek, S. The action of the economic levers involved in 
the present planned agricultural management system. 
ABWbERS 22(8) Aug 1980: 638 . 

Repll:a,)I. Sociological aspects of cattle farming • .il.BW ... ERS 
21(8 Aug 1979: 558 
Agricultural worker attains the status of the industrial 
worker in terms of remuneration. Length and regularity 
of working hours qualifications and the living and 
working environment. 

Sagara, D. and Barto, J. Findings obtained from experi
mental verification of plans for the socio-economic 
development of agricultural proQuction organizations. 
aBWaERS 2l( 8) aug 1979:: 564 

Sima, J. The effect of scientific and technical develop
ment on working conditions in agriculture. ABWASRS 
21(8) Aug 1979: 527 

__ ~_. Methodological approaches and requirements in 
developing standards for social development planning. 
l..BW ... ERS 22(8) aug 1980: 706 

Simo, D. and Gafel, i... The present level of organization 
of work flow and rationalization of grain maize 
production. Ji.BWJ.ERS 21(8) aug 1979: 569 

Skotta, L. Own~rship and utilization in relation to land. 
~BWJ..ERS 21(8) aug 1979: 520 
State, cooperative and private land ownership. 

Smitka, L. Producer prices and stimulating farm produc
tion in Czechoslovakia • .Il.BWaERS 21(11) Nov 1979: 746 
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Spelina, lVi. and Hrianka, D. Problems of the dispatching 
system of farm operation. ABWAERS 21(S) Aug 1979: 562 

Spyrka, M. and Zoborsky, 1. Economic problems of fruit 
growing in the Slovak Socialist Republic. ABVI ..... ERS 21(S) 
j~ug 1979: 570 

Strougal, Lubomir. Expanding agriculture by new, more 
effective methods - a speech. IB(4) 1979: 11-48 

Sura, J. Material conditions for re~lacing and developing 
agricultural manpower. ABW .... BRS 22tS) aug 1980: 704 

Taylor, D. E. F. Czecho slovalda (country report) i.Gi-.C XXXIV 
t Z) Apr 1979: 4-9 _ . 
Agricultural productionin.197S,. targets for 1979. 
Li vestock. Sugar. Labour force, mechani.zation. Land 
reform. Trade. Statistics. 

Thirty years of building up and expanding socialist 
agriculture and the food industry in t~e Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic. CA 1979: 1-31 
Transformation of villages. Large scale production. 
High standard of food. Cooperation relations. . 

Tosovska, Eva. On linking the industrial scientific and 
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Botzian, Rudolf. East-West electricity grid and the old 
Cent.cal European idea. J.:p 30(4) '1979: 376-385 
Soviet initiatives. Issues in an All-European 
Conference. Historic-mouel of an ~ll-European Cooperatiun. 

COMECON energy. ET 26.3 30th Apr 1977: 84-85; 264 17th Sept 
1977: 98; 267 6th May 1978: 88-89; 279 9th May 1981: 
97-99 . 

Russia remains the world's biggest oil producer. But 
demand in COMECON has been riSing too fast. So Russia 
and its East European customers are &ngaged in a crash 
programme to conserve energy and to develop nuclear, coal, 
gas and other alternative sources of power. Western 
technology n&eded. 

Dobozi, I. Changes of rawmat6rial and energy policies in 
the crtEA countries. aBHhL 9(1) 1979: 91-92 
The problem o'f raw material and energy shortage of the 
socialist countries. The insufficient export inter
estcdness of the Soviet union and the limits of the 
capitalist imports. 

Eastern Europe's en,ergy crunch is here - offic~al.bT 272 
8th Sept 1979: 79-80 
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Blman, J. and ptanek, L. AB5EBS X (2)(60) May 1980: 40 
:Jata on geological reserves of primary fu~,l resources in 
COitEC(;N countries. 

Gurney, Judith. Energy needs in th" Balkans: a source of 
conflict or co-operation? 'ilT 34 (2) ]'eb 1978: 44-51 
Bulgaria. homar.ia and Yugoslavia. The cm,lLCON melubers. 
European COLllD.unity associates. Inter-Balkan relatl.ons. 
External relations. Statistical tables. 

halvorsen, Robert ]'. and Thornton, Judith ..... "Compar~tive 
responses to the energy crisis in different economl.C 
systems: an extensive analysis. JCE 2(2) Jun", 1978: 
187-209 
The analysis indicates that the responses to the energy 
crisis were affected less by the type of economic system 
than by the magnitude of domestic cru~e oil productive 
capacity. Statistical tables included. 

Hewett, Edward i. . .Alte:cnative econometric approaches for 
studying the link be~ween economic systems and economic 
outcomes. JCE 4(3) Sept 1980: 274-294 -
The forecasting and dummy-variable approaches. An 
analysis of tne system - performance link for energy 
consumption. 

----. Soviet energy : supply vs demand. PC XXIX (1) Jan
Feb 1980: 53-60 
Consumption and trade of energy and oil - East European 
countries. Statistics available. 

".M.athieson, R.S. Nuclear power in the Soviet Bloc. AOAAG 
70(2) June 1980: 271-279 
}:uclear power capacity in tae Soviet Bloc grew signifi cant
ly after lS54. The energy imb~lance b~tween regions of 
power production and consumption makes nuclear power 
attractive, not only in terms of generating costs, but 
also becaus(; it (lOeS not involve costly investmelits in 
transport or transmission infrastructure requil.c~ by 
conventional fuels. It is estimated that -by the year 
2000 the Bloc will secure 60~ of its electricity from 
nuclear sources. 

Muller, Friedemann. The energy sectcr status of ttJ.e Soviet 
Union with an eye to the 1980s. (Tr by Michel Vale). 
SEEFT XVI (1) Spring 1980~ 3-21 ~ 

The Soviet Union is the only major industrial nation 
which pro~uces more energy than it consumes. Exports 
to- C11EA. countries and to Viestern I:;urope. Jon important 
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limiting factor for expanding energy production in the 
Soviet Union ·is the cost of capital goods. Increasing 
distance from the ultimate site of consumption. Cost of 
transport. ~otential of exploration and transport tech
nology. Statistical tables. 

Russian gas. BT 262 19th Feb 1977: 90 
CONECOIPs joint project. Pipeline in Siberia. 

Russian oil exports. ET 262 5th Feb 1977: 107; 275 28th 
June 1980: 86 

Incr~ased oil ~xports to th~ West. Deliveries to Eastern 
Burope appear to be being restricted. 

Sedlacek, O. and Kusakov, I • .iJ3SEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 29 
Distri bution of raw material resources and forecasts of 
energy consumption in COMECON until 2000. 

Stern, Jonathan P. Soviet energy prospects in the 1980s. 
WT 30 (5) May 1980: 188-195 
East European requirements. 

Bulgar~ 

.i'1BSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 37 
The first Bulgarian atomic power station to bb built at 
Kozlodui. 

--.XI(1) (62) Sopt. 1980:' 39:~ 
Occidental Petroleum's negotiations with Bulgaria to 
carry out off-shor~ and aeep-sea searches for oil. 

Dankov, B. ABSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 30 
Oil production at Shabla cape. 

Grigorov, R. ABSEbS X (1)(59) sept 1979: 32 
Economies in fuel consumption can be achieved by tabulat~ 
ing norms, fixing routes, restricting speeds; increasing. 
loads and using trailers and articulated vehicles. 

Ignatova, L. bBSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 38 
~ew regulations aimed at regulating level of central 
heating in homes and public buildings. Aim is to save oil. 
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BULGARH/CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Manolov, P. anSEES x (3)(61) May 1980: 42 
Soviet naturai gas reaches the chemical complex at starn 
Zagora. 

Mishev, S. ABSEES X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 30 
A report on the waste of energy in indus"~ry proves the 
need for a national campaign to use energy efficiently 
and to find new sources of energy. Experiments in solar 
heating and in use of waste heat from industrial processes 
are being carried out. 

Petrov, P. and Mano1ov, P. ABSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 37 
Construction of third Gtage of the Maritsa-East thermo
electric power station. Problems. 

__ ' ABSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 37 
Maritsa-East thermo-electric power station no. 3 to be 
cOffipleted by 31/3/80. 

Tadzher, O. ABSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 30 
Problems and pro·spects for power station construction. 

Todoriev, N. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 42 
Comment by the Wrinister for Energy on the future energy 
programme in Bulgaria. 

Todorov, P. ABSEES XI (1)(62) Sept 1980: 39 
Survey of oil production of Bulgaria. 

Todorova, M. ABSEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 26 
Plans to expand production in 1979 at the Pernik mines 
and power station. 

Czechoslovakia 

~~BSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 49 
Measures taken to make good shortages in energy and fuel 
supply in the winter of 1979 and the consequent loss of 
pro duction. 
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Blazek, L. ABSEES X (1)(59) s~pt 1979: 37 

The chronic fuel and energy shortage requires the involve
ment of society as a whole. 

Bobak, I ... i.BSEbS X (2)(60) Jan 1~80: 42 

Consumption of primary fuel reSOUL'ces is r~lativel;y higher. 
It must b", reduc~d. 

Cibula, IiI. iillS.8:t.S VIII(2) Jan 1978: 28 , 
Resources and consumption of electricity. Past developments 
and future plans. Comparison with GD1( and Poland.· . 

houdek, K. 11.BSEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 34 

Present electricity shcrtage is consequence of unaer
fulfilled construction plans and the unreliabili tj' of new 
power stations. 

--' 1l.BSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 4S 

Increasing prices of imported fuels, essentially oil, 
make it mandatory to cov~r the increased fuel consumption 
by increased coal output. 

Jahodar, V. ABSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 42 

Long term prognoses of energy production are shown in 
diagrams. 

Malak, L. ABSEES X (1)(55) Sept 1979: 34 

Use of wood as fuel. 

Pazout, F. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 49 

Over the past 30 years, mo st of the small hydro-'electric 
power stations were stopp~d as non-commercial. Wi th rising 
fuel costs, hydro-power electricity has become cheaper.' 

Povolny, lVl. i.BSEES X (1)( 59) Sept 1979: 37 

Problems arising from current energy situation. 

Sivtar, J • .ABSEES VIII(l) Sept 1977: 45 

The importance of coal is growing and it will reruain an 
important source of energy in the future. 

Soukup, I. }~SEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 34 

On the energy situation in Czechoslovakia. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA/GDR 

Stancek, D. ABSEES XI (1)(62) Sept 1980: 46 
Construction of the nuclear power plant at Jsalovske 
Bohunice. 

Vadis, P. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 4£ 
.Lnergy imports conservation and the nuclear generation 
programme. 

Vaverka, D. JiliSEhS XI (1)(62) sept 1980: 47 
Fuel and energy shortages insp~to~oftieconom~es. 

German Democratic Republic 

J~:SSEES IX (1) (56) Sept 1973: 50 
Brown coal industry - production figures and forecasts. 

IX (1)(56) Sept 1978: 50 
New hydro-electric power station at hlarkersbach. 

X(1)(59) Sept 1979: 46 
Shortages of raw materials and energy SQ'.rces deteIIllin€ 
the main targets for the 1979 annual plan and call for 
technical solutions. 

X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 49 
Tables showing production and consumption of electric 
power in 1977. 

Beck, E. ABSEES IX (3)(b8) May 1979: 48 
Outline of management system in operation at the gas and 
coal combine 'Schwarze Pumpe'. . 

Lentschke, H. ~BSEbS IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 51 
Problem, of spares and replacement parts 1n coal and 
energy industry. 

Pelga.lli, !\i. 1l.BSEES X (1)(5S) Sept 197\:;: 44 

Electricity consu~ption is rising rapidly as more families 
acquire electrical househol6. gadgets. .Ii. survey shows that 
gadgets produced in the GDR are old-fashioned in design 
and particularly energy intensive. 
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Sandig, H. A.BSEhl:i IX ,(3)(58) May 1979: 49 
Domestic production of raw matE-rials and fuels to lessen 
its dependence on external sources. 

Stable supply of energy vital for the country. GDRR XXI (3) 
~:;ar 1981: 6-7 

Ziergiebel, H. ArlSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 51 

Outlin~ of energy conservation policies. 

~BSEES Ix (1)(56) Sept 1978: 59 

F1ve wells of the h.iskunhalas oil and gas field.s are to 
start trial production. 

X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 53 
Report on tn~ 20~ increase in petrol prices • 

. X (1)(b9) Sept 1979: 54 

Coaches and diesel lorries entering Hungary are obliged 
to buy fuel vouchers for foreign currency at the border 
crossing. 

X (3)( 61) nlay 1980: 65 
Visit by Janos Kadar First Secretary of the Party to the 
building site of first nuclear power station at paks. 

Egerszegi, Cs. 1he intensive way of energy management (an 
Inte.rview with I. Papp, Director of the Institute for 
En0rgy Management). J..BhBL 9(6) 1979: 262-263 . 

Haberstroh, John R. The case of hungary: liberal S9ci~lism 
under stress. JCE 2(2) June 1978: 111-125 
The analysis of the impact on Hungary of the increase in 
world oil prices since 1973 and the policy response to . 
that impact. The impact of tt.le energy crisl s on the 
hungarian ;'New economic mechanism". Their unique economic 
system appears to have survived the shock essentially 
intact. The four features of the hungarian econohlY : 
1) Of the World's socialist, centrally planned economies, 
Hungary's is the most 'liberalized' - that is, makes the 
host use of decentralized institutions and signals 
within the framework of central planning. 2) Hungary 
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HUNGARY 

has a 'small' economy in which foreign trade accounts for 
a large proportion of total economic activity, 3) Hungary's 
dearth of domestic energy resources, 4) Her special ties 
to the USbR. Hungary ,has stepped up dGmestic energy pro
duction and shifted tr.e structure of energy use from oil 
to coal. But it has also laid plans for additional energy 
imports at world prices (including those from tne USSR). 
The energy crisis did not cause Hungary to abandon its 
economic reform; in fact, recent developments suggest 
that the reform is going ahead. The Hungarians have 
responded to the shock of nigher energy prices with meas
ures aimed at both the supply of and the demand for energy. 
Has taken steps to expand the production 01 domestic 
energy of coal, hydrocarbons, in the longer t6rm, of 
nuclear power. They have to import growing share of 
their total energy supplies, and tne USSR will continue to 
provide major portion. B~t part of Soviet deliveries will 
be at the equivalent of world prices. Statistics incluued. 

Hegedus, Ivi. InterdependencJ.es between energy economy and 
sectoral structure. AO 22(3-4) 1979: 365-387 
Energy economy term is used here to cover the production, 
exports, and imports as well as the different uses, trans
formation, trar~portation, etc., of all kinds of energy. 
Important interrelations between Hungarian economic develop
ment and energy consumption. Interdependence of economic 
structure and energy consumption in the period pf 1960-1976. 
A few aspec"s of interrelations between industrial develop
ment and the demand for energy. Present and expected 
tendencies of energy consumption. The changes in the 
macro-structure of the national economy of Hungary have 
tended to result in higher per unit needs for energy. 
However, as to the trends wi thin the individual sectors, 
the per unit consumption 01" the energy in industry and 
transportation has decreased to a great extent, while 
agriculture has shown a rapid increase. The aggregate 
result of these trends is an increased per unit consump
tion of energy by the national economy as a whole. This 
also means a failure in reaching tne objective set up by 
our economic policies by which the overall needs for 
energy should have been moderated through the promotion 
of less energy - intensive branches, sub-branches and 
activities. Statistical tables included. 

Kalman, A. ABSEES VIII (1) Sept 1977: 68 
An account of energy and transport problems urging very 
strict economies in fuel consumption. Waterways. 
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Kovacs, G.A. AB~BES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 57 
Report on opening of 860 MW capacity power station at 
Leninvaros. 

Kozma, J. ABSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 57 

Present and future prospects of the coal mining industry. 

Nyi trai, F. The consumption and structure of er!ergy in the 
Hungarian economy. ABHEL 10(4) 1980: 178-179 

Szocs, M. Situation and tasks of Hungary's energy economy. 
ABHEL 10(5) 1980: 225-227 

Zoltan, L. Possibilities of foreign participation in the 
complex utilization of tt!ermal waters. ABHLL 10(3) 1<;,80: 
39-40 

Poland --

ABSEES VIII (1) Sept 1977: 74 
Aim of output of 187 million tens of coal in 1977. 

X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 63 
Development of pow0r generating capacity. 

--X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 63 
Increased petrol prices. 

Bilski, R. ABSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1975: 65 
Power shortages should not be regarded as a seasonal 
phenomenon. 

--.A.BSBES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 66 

The problem of power and its economy. 

--'JJ3SEES Y. (2)(60) Jan 1980: 63 
Good prospects of this year's plan of producing coal. 

--' ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 72 
Some up-to-date information on the coal industry. 

BO,llanek, A. ABSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 65 
New era in the chemical use of coal. 
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POLAND/ROMANIA 

Kedzierski, J. ABSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 65 , 
Some oil statistics. 

Kon~eczny, A. AB3EES XI (1)(62) Sept 1980: 66 
Development of electrical power generating industry in 
Polond. 

Koskowski, A. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 72 
Problems of lignite production ond power generation. 

r~ozolowski, A. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 72 
Power shortage 'lIld prospects. 

Redlicki, J. ABSEES VIII (1) SGpt 1977: 77 
Introduction of coal rationing and coal shortages. 

Sapocinski, T. ABSEES X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 57 
The future of ligni~e based power generation. 

Wasilewski, W. ABSEES IX (1)(56) Sept 1978: 63 
The strength of the Poli sh coal industry. 

Zukowski, Z. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 70 
COM£CON and Poland's energy balance. 

Romania 

ABSEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 75 
stinca-Costesti hydroelectric power station in collabora
tion with the Soviet Union. 

-_. X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 71 
On 26/7/79 the Council of State issued a decree authorising 
various measures for reducing the consumption of fuel 
used in transport. -

X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 67 
Proposed development of energy production will take into 
account restrictions in supply of hydrocarbons. Hydro
electric power. Use of solid fuel. Nuclear power. 

, 
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1.t.l3S-EES . ..x (.3 )- ( 61 )Ma.y -1980: 7-8 >, 

Energy policy in Romania is characterised by a strong 
dri ve towards incrt;;ased self-suffi ciency and -tile plan 
targets in the new five-year plan reflect this. Coal 
production • 

.i..ldea, G. and ~'urta, .b.. 1ili~EES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 67 
The use of new recovery technique'is now improving the 
oil yield. 

;.rmenc01u, il. • .i..BSE:8S X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 67 
Planned drastic reduction in proportion of electricity 
prcduced by burning' hydrocarbons - various measureS. 

Berinde, T. ABSEBS XI (1)(62) Sept 1980: 72 
A need to create' new units specialising In energy conserva-
tion, which would help factories and institutions to -
implement conserv~tion measures. 

Boescu, V. and Bogdan, P • .b.BSEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 74 
Planned coal and electricity prouuction ~or 1979 'is 
considered. Various problems of coal. 

Buhus, P. ABSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 71 
1>lectricity supply to Videle and other oil wells. 

Ciubotary, L. ABSEES XI (1)(62) Sept 1980: 71 
Biogas installation is expected to save-energy consumption 
from other sources. 

Cojean, p. and Dragne, G. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 79 
Exploration for oil and gas reserves is' to be intensifled 
during the period 1£181-85. Blaclc Sea continental shelf. 

Constantin, D. ABSEES IX (3)(58) ~ay 1979: 75 
Turbogenerators to provide a combined heat and power 
system. 

Galben, G. ABSEES X (2)(60) Jan lS80~ 68 
By recommissioning old oil drillings attempts are being 
made to increase tne recovery factor from the Moinesti 
oil field. 
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Gugiuman, I. bBSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 67 
Installation of \tindpow~r devices. 

ROMANIA 

Lemean, N. and Szmuk, A. ABSEBS X (3)(61) Jviay 1980: 79 
Electricity derived from novel sources vdll be increased 
between 1980 alid 1990. 

Liciu, N. ABSEESX (3)(61) May 1980: 78 
The structure of primary energy consumption is discussed. 

Mantu, B. ABSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980t 67 
Ways in which solar energy is currently harnessed in 
Romania. 

Nitu, V.I. and Trifu, C. A.BSEES IX- (3)(58) May 1979: 74 
Energy consumption has increased in the last 25 years. 
Self-sufficient until 1970. Relative shares of differ
ent fuels in usage. -Dependence on oil is decreasing. 

Popescu, C. ABSEES X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 63 
Bio-gas as source of energy. 

--, et ale ABSEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 74 
Geothermal waters as an energy resources for Romania. 

Ragal~e, S. ABSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 71 
An energy balance has been worked out for national 
economy. Energy inputs and outputs. 

Rumania - Over a barrel. BT 272 11th ~ug 197~: 41 
Oil and Black Sea beaches. The foreigners have to pay 
for th£::ir petrol in Western currenc,Y' 

Spiridon, D. and Bogdan,S. ABS:E.ES X (3)(61) Ma;y 1980: 79 
Increase in hydro-electric generation is planned 1980-
1990. The technical possibilities for each river basin 
has been evaluated. 

Tataru, V. ABSEhS X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 63 
Hydroelectric power scheme at the Iron Gates II. 

Teretean, T.S. ABS:E.ES X (3)(61) May 1980: 78 
Solar energy - four standard types of installation for 
heating water will be constructed. 
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Udroiu, N. ABSE:ii:S IX (3)(58) May 1979: 75 

Drought reduced the output of hydroelectric power stations. 
Restrictions on use. Attention to reducing electricity 
transmission losses. 

Ursti, E.; Pop, G.ii. and 11anea, D. ABSEES IX (1)(56) sept 
1978: 69 

Survey of energy policy. Conservation, traditional 
domestic resources and geothermal, nuclear and solar energy • 

. :0" 

Yugoslavia 

ABSEES UII (2)(54) Jan 1978: 67 

A new coal mine, the largest to be knoWn as 'Tamnava' 
in Serbia. 

IX (1)(56) sept 1978: 75 

Projects under construction for transmission and genera
tion of electricity. 

--IX (2)(57) Jan 1978: 78 

Anti cipat ed pro bl ems in electri ci ty supply during the 
wint er months. 

--IX (3)(58) May 1979: 82 

Restricted con~umption of oil and gas and more production 
is the only solution. 

_ IX (3)(58) May 1979: 82 

t t 'to' Second larges Yugoslav power sta ion 'Capljina is 
start production. 

__ IX (3)(58) May 1979: 83 

Construction of first Yugoslav Oil pipeline is nearing. 
completion. 

IX (3,(58, May 1979: 83 

Poor performance in COB~ mining. 

--IX (1 )(59) sept 1979: 74 

A law restricting the use of motor vehicles has been 
passed to economise on the use pf petrol. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

AB5BhS X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 73 
A new law temporarily bans the use of public funds for 
financing of new oil-bur~~ng electricity, heat ana energy 
generating capacity. 

--' X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 76 
Development of ~osovo coal. ~uture oil and gas production 
in Croat~a. West LUrOpe8.ll partners. 

x (3)(61) May 1980: 87 
Coal reserves in Kosovo. 

-- X(3)(61) May 1980: 88 
Oil prodUction is growing at or~y half the planned rate. 
Low investment in pro spectix.g is blamed. 

Djakovic, M • .il.BSEES X (3)(61) IvlB.y 1980: 88 
Second exploratory -oil drill in the South Adriatio 
be sinked with iUllericar. firms' cooperation. 

Drazic, D • .il.BSE~S X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 72 
Following road traffic restrictions other measures are 
expected. which -llill bring about a reduction in oil con
sumption, including, increase in the price of oil and 
oil prouucts. 

~uric, Milan. Thb electricity supply industry. YS XX(3) 
.Aug 1979: 45-62 
Generating capacity. Transmission. Distribution. 
Electricity exchange with other countries. Labour supply 
and productivity. Statistical tables included. 

Matkalijev, Stojan. Yugoslavia's energy situation. RIA 
XXXI \737) 20th Dec 1980: 8-10 

~nergy sources, oil imports. Nuclear power. Solar energy. 
Natural resources. 

Mimica, Milo s. PetrolsUID drilling, refining and transport. 
RIA XXVIII (664) 5th Dec 1977: 32-33 

Petrovic, A. ABSEhS X (1)(59) Sept 197~ 72 . 
~s an energy savings measure, oil-burning power sta
tions will be kept 'in reserve I and used only in 
emergency. 

Savin, Davor. Petroleum - the present moment and the 
immediate future. RlA XXXII (738) 5th Jan 1981: 24-25 
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15. REGION1,L Al'ID URB~,N ECONmaCS 

Nora than one country 

Fuchs, Roland J. and Demko, G60rge J. Geographic inequality 
under socialism. AOAkG 69(2) June 1979: 304-318 
Judged from various perspectiv0s regional contrasts, urban
rural comparisons the socialist states of eastern ~urope 
studied ex~ibit marked spatial inequalities. The persisten
ce of these inequalities can be explained in terms of 
priori ty placed on efficiency or military security as 
opposed to equity in industrial location decisions, the 
favouring of investment in "productive secturs" rather than 
social infrastructure, a desire to defer urbanization costs 
as reflected in constraints on urban growth, the growing 
scale requirements of service and human welfare facilities, 
and the continuation of substantial differences in income 
for various occupation groups. 

f 

--",' Comment in reply (to Richard Peet). AOAAG 70(2) June 
1990: 286- 287 

Leonski, Zbigniew and Lukaszewicz, Lucja. Aspects of terri
torial subdivisions in European socialist states. ISSJ 
xy.:x (1) 1978: 47-56 

Peet, hl.cha;r;d. Commentary on "Geographic inequality under 
socialism. hOAAG 70(2) June 1980: 280-286 

;[3ulgaria 

Bradistilov, Dobri. Settlement systems and their functions. 
ABBSLE XXI (4) Ju1y?Sept 1978: 6 

----. Territorial di stribution of tl-.e productive forces 
under tne condi.tions of scientific and techno1og~ca1 
progress. ABBSLE XXII (2) Jan-Iv..ar 1979: 20-21 
In field of territorial distribution of productive forces 
in Bulgaria, two stagGs are differentiated depending on 
tl!e tasks of territorial planning, and on the approach 
and lDethods, utilized in the territorial orientation of 
the capital investments and localisation of productiou 
capaci ties. 
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BULGARIA/GDR 

Devedzhiev, M. aBSEES x (2)(60) Jan 1980: 39 

Reorganisation of local government. aim is to abolish 
traditional village and create constellations of villages 
round a town. 

Ivanov, Ivan. C.,rtain r01uirernents of the drawing up of 
complex plans for tile s ettlem",nt sy st ems. .i' • .BBSL]; XXII 
(4) Oct-Dec 1979: 24-25 

Marinov, Hr.; Kolev, st. and Dimitrov, D. Economic probl~ms 
of the territorial and settlement organization in the light 
of the March 1977 Plenary session of the Central Committee 
of the Bulgarian Communist Party. iiliB5Ll:i XXI (4) July-
Sept 1978: 6 

Metodiev, L. ABSEES (1)(59) Sept 1979: 30 

Pl~ns to build a satellite city south-east of sofia, 
adjacent to the existing atomic reactor, on the motorway 
to Plovdiv. 

Pa;;>azov, Krastju and nikola, Jankov. Complex designing and 
planning of the development of the production infrastructure 
in the territorial and settlement systems. aBBSL]; XXII 
(2) Jan-Mar 1979: 29-30 

The production structure of territorial lsettlement) sys-
. terns can be considered as an element of infrastruct~re of 
these systems which, from practical view point is sub
divided into production, social and eng~neering - and -
technical infrastructure. 

-Tsanov, V • .ii.BSELS IX (1) (56) Sept 1978: 28 

The structure of the settlement system. 

German Democratic Republic 

Bauersfeld, G., et ale ~BSE1S X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 48 
The current use of the teros 'town' and 'countryside'. 
Definition and essential differences. 

Bonish, R. ABSEES VIII (2) Jan 1978\ 34 

The criteria to be used for regional planning under 
the 1976-80 Planmethodik. 
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15.REGION.AL AND URBAN ECONOMICS 

Grun&nann, S. aBSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 53 
,1rbanisation of the GDR has been slow compared to its 
socialist neighbour-so This is now regarded as an advantage 
both for economic and social reasons. The view that urban 
life is superior to rural life is rejected as a distortion 
of Marxist teachings. -

Scherf, K. JiliSEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 53 
The GDrl is undergoing a process of urbanisat~on. 

Hunga:sY, 

Bartke, I. Shifts in the relation of sectoral to regional. 
development. ABHEL 9(2) 1979: 113-114 

Bekesi, L. Connection between regional economics, regional 
development policy and public administration. ABHEL 
10(3) 1980: 265-266 

Enyedi, Gy. Economic policy and regional development in 
Hungary. AO 22(1-2) 1979: 113-126 
Interdependence among the phases of economic policy in 
social development, regional development and the transforma
tion of the settlem~nt network are point~d out. It is 
utressed that regional development is not to be s~parated 
from general economic d~velopment. 

;E.'oland 

Jakobsze, Zbigni"w. Network techniques in physical planning 
in Poland. BPR (5) 1977: 27-40 . 

Jedraszko, Andrzej. The problem of concentration of the 
future settlement system in Poland. EPR (5) 1977: 41-66 
Changes in scope of spatial planning. Main premises of 
national spatial plan. Planning work on urban agglomeration. 
Definition and delineation. Role of agglomerations and 
past settlement policies. Future development determinants. 
Perspective plan constraints. Gu~delines to development 
of agglomerations. Utilization of economic advantages. 
l~odernization of employment structure. Principles of 
development of spatial structures. Instruments of 
implem.:;ntation. 
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POLAND/ROK.uTIA/'fl1GOOUVU 
, 

Kolodziejski, Jerzy. The seaboard in 20 years. 1'1' XXII (2) 
Feb 1979: 24-31 
~ 

Five voivodships in the Baltic region. Estuary of Vist~ 
Industr~al development on tlle coast. investment. Port 
development. 

Koropeckyj, I.S. Regional development in postwar Pcland. SS 
XXIX (1) Jan 1977: 108-127 
Polish regional policy in terms of spatial distribut~on of 
resources. Chiefly investment, has had the primary objec
ti ve of maximization of the output of growtn "- and power -
oriented industrial branches. The othur objective of 
regional polic;y - inter-regional (;;qualization - had a lower 
prioIlty on the planner's schedule:. 

Kuklinski, Antoni. Urbanization and regional development in 
Poland. Ell. 30(2) 1977: 303-317+iv . 

Musial, Miroslaw • .hlon.g the Odra. 1'1' XXII (12) Dec 1977: 
30-36 

Economic development of the Odraland. 

Zujewicz, Wiktor. The administration and local self ... govern
ment. 1'1' XXI (2) Feb 1978: 18-21 

Romania 

Floares, .l.A. ABSEBS X (3)(61) JIilay 1980: 77 
Economic policy for harmonius devt:lopment of every dis
trict in the country. Example of Iasi district. 

Trebici, V. iU3SE:E.S IX (3)(58) May 1979: 77 
Urbanisation. Upgrading of Selected villages to the status 
of towns. 

Yugoslavia 

ABSEES IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 75 
The less developed I'cpublics, and especially the Kosovo 
province still lag far behind the rest of the country. 

X(1)(b9) Sept 1979: 69 
The yearly total a.nd montlllj instalments whic!l have to be 
contributr:;d to tll" ]'und for the faster development of 
less developed republics and provinces. 
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15.REGIONAL AND URBAN ECONO~rrCS 

Djokanovic, Tihumir. Spatial planr~ng. RI~ XXIX (689) 20th 
D<:c 1£78: 33-34 

Gavranov1c, lil. l>.BSELS --X(1)(5li) Sept 1979: 68 
Well-meaning clecisions ar" not a sufficient condition for 
rational developmGllt. Problbms like that of regional 
autarky will never be solved as long as people see develop
mant in exclusively material, primarily industr~al terms. 

JOSipOvlC, Dusan and sturanovic, Radovan. Local communities. 
Y5 XVIII (3) hug 1977: 43-58 

Jugoslavia - Economic earthquakes. LT 274 1st Mar 1980: 65 
Economic situation between different parts - ri valry. ~---Lid 
to various republics. 

Kartalov, R. Som.:; aspects of rural urbanization in f;lecedonia. 
ABWil.ERS21(10) Oct 1979: 714 
Villages are no longer tnb preserve of the farruing popul<.
tion as people with oth(;r professions are moving to rural 
areas, bringing non-agricultural incomes to the villages 
modernizing the village infrastructure and introducing 
urban values to the rural population. 

16. HOUSING 

More than one. country 

Pokorny, J. ABSEES IX (3) (58) Ma~' 1979: 30 
House building in COlilECON countries is of three types : 
State, oooperative and individual. Hungary, Poland and 
Czechoslovakia are expanding cooperative house building. 

Bulgaria 

Barukh, Ie ABSEES VIII (3)(55) May 1978: 25 
House building is lagging behind. 
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BULGARIA/CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Gazibarov, N. ABSEES VIII (3)(55) May 1978: 26 
Developments in construction of prefabricatlOJd housini;,. 

Georgiev, V. ABSEES IX'(1)(56) Sept 1978: 30 
h new decr~e on the salu and allocation of pursonal 
dwellings. 

Ivanov, I. ABSEBS X (3)(61) May 1980: 43 
There is a widespread and chaotic phenomenon of private 
land transfers, largely for villa. building, which fosters 
illegali ties. 

ffiirchev, A. ABS~ES VIII (3) May 1978: 27 
Modernization plans for existing housing stock. 

Stamboliev, Georgi. The housing problem in the People's 
Republic of Bulgari~ and the possibilities for its solu
tion in the settlement systems. ABBSLB XXII {2) Jan-Mar 
1979: 16-17 . 

Tancheva, V. ABSEES IX (1)(56) Sept 1978: 30 
Serious discrepancies in housing allocations • 

.Qzechoslovakia 

ABSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 45 
Cooperative housing represents 26.8~ of housing in the 
socialist sector. 

Griger, I. .A.BSEES IX (3)( 58) May 1975: 33 
295b of all housing units built in 1957-75 were in family 
houses. The cost per housil!E, unit in a family house is 
higher than in other forms, but the owner provides most 
of it himself. ' 

Kosa, J. ABSEES VIII (1) Sept 1977: 45 
A survey of the housing situation in Czechoslovakia and 
the house building policy in the 1970's. 

11arek, A. ABSEBS VIII (3) IVJay 1978: 30 
Granting loans to employees for house building. 
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16.HOUSING 

Mesko, J., ABSE~S VIII (3) May 1978:33 

Problems in management of housing cooperatives in Slovakia. 

Nelck, J. ";.BSEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 36 

Various questions concerning the housing situation until 
1985. 

Vlckova, E. J~BSEhS IX (3) (58) May 1979: 36 

New law on sale of flats to private indivi6.uals. 

G~rman Democratic Republic 

LBSELS VIII (1) Sept 1977= 59 

Diagram showing the progress of the GDR housing programme 
on a regional basis. 

----VIII (3) May ~978: 35 
-

Diagram showing number of newly built and renovated flats 
since 1970. 

------' IX (1)(56) Sept 1978= 50 

.tI. progress report on the building and renovabon of housing 
since 1971. 

X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 44 

A summary of the main achievE:ments in the house building 
programme with a.n outline of future trends. 

,--- X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 48 

1..n article listing tho areas to which priority s!"ould be 
Ei ven in the house building prograllJme. 

Kirsten, G. ABSEES VIII (2) Jan 1978: 38 

Efficiency of local housing repair units. Situation in 
Nauen; . 

Hungary 

L3SEE6 YI!I{1LSept 1977: 65 

Long-terlli housing progrC'JilIlle for 19!Z 5-90. 1~ report on the 
Party CO meeting • 

.i!.BSEBS IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 58 

Present situation and future prospects of the construction 
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HUNGARY 

and building materials industries and tile directives for 
house building until 1990. 

Dekany, Sandor. ~he country's largest housing cooperative. 
HC XXII (2) 1979: 16-18 

Epurjesy-Nardai, E. and Koltai, I. Saving and lending in 
housing construction. ABHEL 9(5) 1979: 196-197 

Keller, L. Modernizing organization and technology in house
building, 1960-1990. aBhEL 9(2) 1979: 197-198 

Kovacs, Sandor. Housing co-operatives. HC XXI (1) 1978: 9-11 

Lakatos, rd. housing and trw ways of obtaining a flat in four 
countries. AO 19,2). 1977: 177-189 
Th0 results of an international comparative study organized 
by the UNESCO European Center for Coordination and Documen
tation of Rescarch in Social Sciences, are used in this 
article. Wi thin a broader researcil program covering the 
consumption of the-population it com~ares some aspects of 
housing for two socialist countri~s ,Soviet Union, Hungary) 
and two capitalist ones (Italy, France), Besides quantita
tive and qualitative characterization of housing conditions 
in th~ four countries, based on some common indicators, the 
financial and organL3ational systems for supporting house
building in different countries and the proportions of 
state and private !louse-building are also discussed, The 
author presents the public opinion on housing conditions 
in individual countries. Housing supply. Ways of obtain
ing a flat. It may be concluded that realizing the socio
political importance of housing, the state participates 
considerably in solving the housing problem and in improving 
the dwelling ccnditions. The countries developed different 
versions of housing subsidy syst",n!s to correspond' wi th the 
opportuni ties. 

lVlajor data of dwelling and communal supplies, 1977-78. ABhEL 
SO(3) 1980: 92-95 

Mihalyi, Peter. On the value of the Hungarian dwelling stock. 
ABHEL 9(6) 1979: 175-177 
The share of provlsion for dwelling would come to 24 to 25 
per cent of the overall conf:lumption by the population. 

--~, A typical waste of centrally planned economy-",-u.".sa;ttl:s
factory maintenance of Council houses in .tiudapest. EP 
14(2) 1978: 81-95 
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16.HOUSING 

Planned ecunomy aiming at a rush ~conomic growth has some 
t~~ical wastes that have already been explored for some 
time by the Hungarian economic literature, analysing the 
experiences of three decades. The author considers the 
waste of the Hungarian centrally planned economy in the 
failing mE.intcnance of Council houses of BUdapest. The 
chain of causation may be seen as: the monopolistic charac
ter of theorgrurlsat:ionaJ.. struc:tUI'C. IIlf'.kes. any incrC<lSB.in 
rents a central decision, asso ciated with popular discontent, 
the low level of rent does not allow adequate maintenance, 
the politically more glamorous targets of new.housing . 
construction rec~ive first call of available funds, re
sourc.,s and remuneration levels. The centralized mainten
anQo. structure makes for expensive bureaucratic manag.,
ment, the mncompeti ti ve organizati.on ot maintenance work 
makes for high cost anu low quality work. .:..s low quality 
wurk is insufficiently paid, it must mban that resources 
are drained away at some intermed~ate administration level, 
w·hich may be working hard but rather pO·intlessly. The 
dwelling eto ck of the ~ietropoli tan Council of Budapest. 
The thboretical questions of maintenance. Institutional 
probl~ms. House-building and renovation, expenditure, 
figures. 

Nemeth, L. :E'or a better preservation of the state-owned 
dwelling stock. lillHEL 9(4) 1979: 231-232 

Pal, J. ABSLES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 5~ 

Housing cooperatives. 

Venyige-IVlolnar,. J. Some thoughts on the socio-economic 
aspects of the housine problem • .kBHEL 10(5) 1980: 94-95 

Poland 

J;.BSEES IX (3)(58) May 19'79: 65 
No shortage of credit for private family housing construc
tion. 

Chmielewslci, M. ABSEES D. (2)(57) Jan 1979: 65 
Critical assessment of current situation and immediate 
prospects in supply of housing mater!als by Sejm 
Committee for Building and Building Materials. 

--~ .Il.BSBES IX (3)(58) May 1970: 66 
}lousing constructiom - l;:J.ck of coordination. 
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Chmielewski, rd.aBSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 62 
Changes of meeting the annual housing plan. 

Gzplewska, L. aBS~~S XI (1)(62) Sept 1980: 68 
Sale of f!ats in stata owned houses to occupiers. 

Gornicka, Teresa. ABSE~S VIII (1) Sept 1977: 77 
The housing problem and its solution. 

--~ aSBES IX (1)(56) Sept 1978.;· 63 

POL.1.ND 

House. building in Warsaw is in a difficult position. 

--: ABSEl!;S X (1) (59) Sept 1979: 57 
The housing situation and progress in the housing programme. 

----. The housing problem. PP XXII (11) Nov 1979: 33-42 
Destruction of houses during war-time. Migration movements. 
Level of housing con~truction. Statistics included. 

Jaroszewicz, P. ABSEES VIII (2)(54) Jan 1978: 55 
On the situation in housing construction. 

Kedzielska, M. ABSEES IX (1)(56) Sellt 1978: 65 
Plight of those awaiting council accommodation. 

Paszynski, A. ABSEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 62 
Short term problems and long term perspectives of the 
housing prograillIDe. 

Poniatcwska, J... J..BSEES X (1)(59) sept 1979: 60 
New priorities in allocation of housing in Lod~. 

Zarski, T. ABSEES VIII (1) Sept 1977: 74 
Housing construction· and costs in 1976. 

-- • .h.BSEES VIII (1) Sept 1977: 74 
Proposals for modifications of the 1972 long-term housing 
programme aimed at better adJustment to demographic 
trends. 

--; .AJ3SEES IX (1) (56) Sept 1978: 63 
Rouse building in lS77: underfulfillment of the plan in 
genbral and overfulfillment in private house building 
particularly non-agricultural. 
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16.HOUSING 

Zarski, T. ABSEES IX (1)(59) Sept 1979: 57 
Housing shortuge. 

--• ...13SEES X (.3)(61) May 1980: 74 
Tho hcusing si tuation in the light of the 1978 Census 
figur(;s. 

----• .h.BSEES z: (3)(61) May 1980: 74 
Inadequ~te standard of housing. 

--. ABSE1S XI (1)(62) S~pt 1980: 68 
Housing construction results in 1979. 

Romania 

aBSE~S IX (3)(58) May 1979: 74 
Housing plan was not fulfilled in 1978. Special measures 
in 1979. 

Ionescu, M. aB~EES IX (2)(57) Jan 1~79: 73 
Housing condi tic.ns. The living area p.:!r person has 
significantly increased. 

Teodorescu, E. ABSEES IK (1)(56) Sept 1978: 71 
Improper costing of housing repairs through legitihlato 
over-charging. . 

Yugoslavia 

ABSEES IX (1)(56) Sept 1978: 75 

• 

The five-year nousebuilding plan continues to fall behind 
target. 

IX (1)(56) Sept 1978: 75 
There has been d. stagnation in building of private 
dwellings in 1977. 

X (3)(58) May 1979: 82 
l'viediUlIl-terru house building programme continues to fall 
short of tc.Iget • 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

Jsremic, Ivan. Housing, 1975-1979. YS XXI (1) Feb IS80: 
37-52 
Self-managed communities of interest for housing. Housing 
construction planning. Financing. Prices vf dwellings. 
Distribution of socially-owned dwellings. Maintenanc~. 
Housing standard. Measures for accelerating housing con
struction. Statistics available. 

Papic, N. aBSEES VIII (2)(54) Jan 1978: 67 
House building again behind target. 

--.; JW3SEES X (2)(60) Jan 1980: 78 
Unfavourable conditions fcr house building by private 
indi vi duals • 

17. BDUCATION. HEALTH. SOCIAL WELFARE 

!,lore than one country 

Gorizontov, B. and Frokudin,V. Environmental protection in 
. COkE,CON Member nations. PRE XXI (8) Dec 1978: 24-40 

ladanyi, h. Development of high~r education in the Europ~an 
CMEA countries. ABHEL 10(1) 1~80: 196-197 

~arkiewicz, Wladyslaw and Kasprzyk, Leszek. Social science 
policy in Eastern Europe. ISSJ XXX (2) 1978: 407-420 
In th(; socialist countries, where sciEmce policy is deter
mined by the state more than elsewhere, the network of 
scientific research and teaching institutions has been 
developed and built up in a planned manner according to 
the actual needs of the national economy and culture. 
Basic influences on policy. Key elements. Interrelation
ship between social science policy, the strategy of econo
mic growth, scientific and technological progress and 
e:ducational and cultural planning. Role 01' social 
sciences in solving political, social and economic 
pro blems. 
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;Bulgaria 

ABSEES VIII (1) S0pt 1977: 38 
A survey is made of material provision for children (food, 
h"alth, c;t c. ) • 

Ikalchev, I. ABSEES X (3) (61) May 1980: 43 
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Krusteva, L. J..BSEES X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 32 
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Teaching Institute for research into chil~ health and 
childr~n's diseases has starteu. 

r.oshev, G. ABSEE5 X (1) (59) Sept 1979: 32 
Bulgaria, led by Todor Zhi vkov in person, is experiencing 
the world-wide return to nature therapy and the use of 
herbal medicines. The official medical world is hostile 
and tries to, retain control and minimise the effect, but 
other bodibs see the economic poss~bilities. 

----; ABSEES X (1) (59) sept 1979: 32 
On 1st June Bulgaria intrcduced free prescriptions for 
young children and pregnant women. A spokesman for the 
Ministry of Health claimed this as a great triumph over 
the capit31ist world. 

Occupational safety and health. SLB (2) June 1977: 166-167 
Bulgaria: Nation~l programme of occupational safety and 
health. 

Czechoslovakia 

~quality of opportunity and treatment. SLB (2) June 1978: 192 
Czechoslovakia: No salarynEs for expectant'and nursing 
mothers despite reduced workload. 

Komes, J. LJ3SEES.;:O;:I3H58J fuy ~979: 34 
On new measures to promote university study of preferential 
subjocts. 

Kyzling, V. ABSEES X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 40 
FineS paid by enterprises for polluting environment
special fund for environmental protection. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA/GDR 

lviesko, J. ABSEES VIII (3)(05) May 1978: 32 

On the planned e~,ansion of Slovak uni versi ties in 
1978/9. 

Tesar, Vladimir. Social welfare programmes in Czechoslovak 
enterprises. ILR 117 (4) July-Aug 1978: 441-451 

Zdlenkova, Hana. Macroeconomic environmental modelling. 
Ph XXVIII (12) 1980: 1285 

Ger~an Democratic RCQubliS 

ABSEES IX (3)(58) May 1979: 53. 

D~Y~lopment of health scrvicu since 1970. 

--". X (3)(61) May 1980: 59 

Diagrams showir.g prevision of crcclws, kina.ergartens, 
trade union holiday homes, hospital beds, doctors and 
dentists in 1960, 19~0 and 1978. 

-_ .. x (3)(61) May 1980: 59 

Sumnary of achievements in the provision of social 
services over tho lest decade. 

--: XI (1)( 62) Sept 1S,80: 52 

£ resolution sets out the tasks of universities and aims 
of higher educaticn. 

Keck, A. ABSEES X (1)(59) sept 1979: 47 

Comprehensive medical and social services are regarded as 
the most import~nt non-productive sector. The costs of 
the servic~s are analysed and ways of measuring their . 
economic role put forward. 

Occupational safety and health. SLB (2) June 1978: 184-185 

German Democratic Republic : Occupational safety and 
health ordinance. 

Social security. SLB (4) Dec 1978: 396 

GDR: Establishment of claims committees for so cial 
insurance. 
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Hungary 

Barta, B. Social st::rvices in Hungary in the light of inter
national data. AO 23(1-2) 1979: 205-224 
Health servi cos. Schooling. Housj.ng. So ciul insurance. 
Statistical tables. 

Berend, I.T.; St.ark, A. and Tordai, I. Hungarian higher 
education ~n economics: its past, present and future. 
AO 21 (1-2) 1978: 121-139 
The study presented on the occasion of the 30th anniversary 
of the foundation of the Urdversity of Economics, surveys 
the main·diJv<Jlopment tendenci<Js of highGr education in 
economics in Hungary. It analyses in detail the changes 
in education and the causes releasing them. The authorf> 
outline the possibilities of progress. The main alter
natives and indispensable conditions of development, such 
as a clear division of labour between the" various levels of 
education, clarification of the related labour law problems, 
a reform of the system of un-the-job training. 

Education and training. SLB (2) June 1977: 200; (I) Mar 
1980: 121 
Hungary: Workers I education via t"levision and- radio. 
Young workers afforded better opportunities for higher 
euucation. New regulations. 

For¢acs, T.K. On some issues uf enviror~ental economics. 
LBHEL 10(3) 1980: 41-43 

Occupational safety and health. SLB (3) Sept 1979: 302 
Hur~ary : National survey on teachers' health. 

Socela.],,:,,~cc1.1r!ty~L~6L:8; CH:Sept "1 ~)7B~(,280 
Hungary: New" decree on old-age pensions enoourages persuns 
who have r~ached retirement age to continue working. 

?~land 

Ancerewicz, S. ABGELS IX (2)(57) Jan 1979: 67 
Problems of m,tiono.1 h(;clth service and prospects for 
improvement. 

Child-care allowances. PP XXI (4) Apr 1978: 56-59 
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POLAND/ROMii.NI1. 

Dorywalska, Z. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 72 
Debat~ on reform of system of vocational and general 
education. 

Equality of opportunity and treatment. SLB (1) Mar 1979: 
94-95 
Poland : Council for family affairs set up. 

Higher education in focus. PP XXIII (7/8) July-Aug 1980: 
41-44 

Kuberski, Jerzy. On the school reform. PP XXII (1) Jan 197G: 
9-12 

Kulpinska, Jolanta. Selection and traitdng for research in 
Poland. ISSJ XXXI (1) 1979: 49-58 

Occupational safety and health. SLB (3) Sept 1979: 304; 
(1) Mar 1980; 91-92 

..... .. I ~ . . 

Poland : Revised list of hazardous jobs pror~bited for 
women. New regulations concerning sailors' safety and 
health. 

Rudolf, Tadeusz. Occupational safety and health in Poland: 
. legislation, supervision and promotion. ILR 118 (2) lVJar

Apr 1979: 179-190 

Safety and health. SLB (1) Mar 1978: 79-80 
Poland: Social security benefits extended to independent 
fanners. 

Social security. SLB (2) June 1977: 177-178; (l) May 1979: 91 
Poland : Old-age insurance for individual farmers. 
Extension 0 f the right to early retir(;ment. ' 
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George, V. ABSEES X (3)(61) May 1980: 82 
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Social seQurity. SLB (3) Sept 1978: 284; (2) June 1979: 
191-192 
Romania: Social security and Pensions Council set up. 
Children's allowances increased. (Monthly family allow
ances pur child increased). 

Tomescu, C.; Servanescu, O. and Mihnea, R. ABSEES IX (2)(57) 
Jan 1979: 73 
An organised approach to environmental protection. 

Yugoslavia 

ABSEES X (1)(59) Sept 1979: 73 

The entire issu~ contains detailed instructions issued by 
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pose of assessing compensation from the Central Solidarity 
Fund. This 'directive' will, in future, apply for all 
serious natural disasters. 

- X (1) (59) Sept 1979: 73 
This agreement between the republics and autonomous pro
villCes specifies that resources from the SGlidarity Ji'Und 
can be given to a disaster area provided the total damage 
caused by the disaster exceeds 3~ of the soclal product of 
the affected area. 

(1)(59) Sept 1979: 73 
This Federal Law awards 100 mn. dinars to the republic 
of Montenegro from the Feberal Reserve ]fund to alleviate 
the damage caused by the recent earthquake. 
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. . ; 
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Cavic, Leposava. Control of tuberculosis, 1965-1975. YS 
XVIII (3) Aug 1977: 117-126 
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Romania: Social security and Pensions Council set up. 
Children's allowances increased. (Monthly family allow
ances pur child increased). 
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